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Preface to ”Land Use Conflict Detection and

Multi-Objective Optimization Based on the

Productivity, Sustainability, and Livability

Perspective”

Land use affects many aspects of regional sustainable development, so insight into its influence

is of great importance for the optimization of national space. With the rapid economic growth

and the accelerating industrialization, there has been a noticeable increase in the contention and

conflict between various land uses. For example, the expansion of urban and industrial land

has occupied a large amount of high-quality farmland, leading to serious contradictions between

socioeconomic development and the protection of cultivated land resources. Solving these problems

has thus become an important scientific proposition for regional sustainable development in the

field of human-economic geography. Based on the widely recognized development goals based

on productivity, sustainability, and livability perspectives, a scientific classification system, spatial

conflict detection, and multi-objective optimization of land use functions (LUFs) have provided

an efficient means for land use planning and management, attracting the extensive attention of

researchers and policymakers. For example, production–living–ecological space (PLE), the shortened

form for productive space (PS), living space (LS), and ecological space (ES), is reclassified considering

both land use functions and utilization types based on productivity, sustainability, and livability

perspectives. First proposed by the Chinese Government Report in 2012, it has made prominent

contributions to improving the protection system of spatial development while implementing major

function-oriented zoning at all scales. Successful implementation in China proves that PLE holds

promotional value to provide support for space use allocation, land use conflict management, and

sustainable development. However, compared to the literature available on functional classification

and identification based on productivity, sustainability, and livability perspectives, it is surprising

that very few among the increasing number of papers dealing with LUFs are devoted to its conflict

detection and multi-objective optimization with land use planning, which has left many significant

questions unanswered. There are few reports on integrated research, and international practical

application is especially lacking. Thus, the theoretical research and practical applications of the

multi-functional complexity of land use still need to be further refined.

This Special Issue entitled “Land Use Conflict Detection and Multi-Objective Optimization

Based on Productivity, Sustainability, and Livability Perspectives” mainly focuses on functional

classification, spatial conflict detection, and spatial development pattern optimization based on

productivity, sustainability, and livability perspectives, presenting a relevant opportunity for all

scholars to share their knowledge from the multidisciplinary community across the world that

includes landscape ecologists, social scientists, and geographers. Further progress in theoretical

research and practical applications on the scientific classification system toward productivity,

sustainability, and livability, such as PLE classification of China, is covered. Integrative studies

regarding suitability evaluation and optimized modes of e multi-functional land use systems to

meet the target of geographical space optimization and regional sustainable development are also

presented.

Dong Jiang , Jinwei Dong, and Gang Lin

Editors
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Abstract: The 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China put forward the optimization
of territorial space development patterns as the primary measure of ecological civilization construc-
tion, and put forward the goal of “promoting intensive and efficient production space, livable and
moderate living space, and beautiful (picturesque scenery) ecological space”. Through literature
research and summing induction, this paper combs the research progress of the overall optimization
of “Production–Living–Ecological” space (PLES) systematically. It is found that the existing work
mainly focuses on the overall optimization of PLES from the perspectives of land-use quality, land-use
suitability evaluation, resource and environmental carrying capacity, and comparative advantages.
However, due to the lack of understanding of the scientific connotation of PLES, and the imperfect
construction of quantitative identification methods and classification system, there are many prob-
lems in the technical approaches of the overall optimization of PLES, which remain to be clarified.
In the future, the technological approach to the overall optimization of PLES should be guided by
the vision of building a beautiful China, with the theory of a human–Earth coupling system as the
core, and systematically build a theoretical system and technical framework to identify and optimize
territorial space.

Keywords: Production–Living–Ecological space; overall optimization; beautiful China; ecological civilization

1. Introduction

Since China’s reform and opening up, with the acceleration of industrialization, large-
scale land resources have been continuously developed. Urban construction land is also
faced with environmental problems, such as occupying ecological space, air pollution, water
pollution, and ecological imbalance. How to coordinate social and economic development
with ecological and environmental protection has become the core issue of sustainable
development research in China. At the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party,
the five-sphere integrated strategy of giving prominence to ecological progress was put
forward from an overall and strategic perspective. At the same time, it pointed out that
optimizing the spatial development pattern of the national territory should be taken as
the primary measure of ecological civilization construction, so as to promote intensive and
efficient production space, livable and appropriate living space, and beautiful (picturesque
scenery) ecological space [1–3].The “Production–Living–Ecological” space (production
space, living space, and ecological space, PLES), as the main body of the spatial pattern

Land 2022, 11, 345. https://doi.org/10.3390/land11030345 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/land1
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optimization, has become an important foundation for the planning and implementation
of functional zones at all levels, the establishment of the spatial planning system, and
the improvement of the system for the development and protection of territorial space.
At the third Plenary Session of the 18th CPC Central Committee in November 2013, a
number of major issues concerning comprehensively deepening reform were discussed in
depth, and the Decision of the CPC Central Committee on Some Major Issues Concerning
Comprehensively Deepening Reform was adopted. The decision calls for accelerating the
construction of an ecological civilization system, establishing a spatial planning system,
delimiting the limits of space development control, and implementing use control. In May
2019, the Opinions of the CPC Central Committee and the State Council on Establishing
a Territorial Space Planning System and Supervising its Implementation identified the
main objectives of territorial space planning, which included that “By 2035, China will
comprehensively modernize its governance system and capacity of land and space, and
basically form the national space pattern featuring intensive and efficient production
space, livable and appropriate living space, beautiful ecological space, secure, harmonious,
competitive and sustainable.”

PLES basically covers the space activity scope of human social life, and is the ba-
sic carrier of human economic and social development. The three are independent and
inter-related, with a symbiotic integration and restriction effect. The synergistic effect of
“Production–Living–Ecological” (PLE) will be greater than the sum of its parts [4]. Coordi-
nating the spatial function and land-use structure under the linkage of PLES; promoting the
coordinated development of the quantity structure and spatial layout of PLES; and taking
into account factors such as population distribution, economic development, territorial
space utilization, and ecological and environmental protection to improve the layout of
PLES in a scientific and reasonable way is the key measure to promote the building of a
beautiful China, and accelerate the transformation of the way of production and living to
“green” under the overall layout of the national ecological civilization construction [5]. It
is also an important means to promote high-quality development and quality of life with
the center of people, which is both necessary in reality, and urgent of the times. Since the
report of the 18th CPC National Congress first clarified the development requirements
of PLES from the height of national strategy, PLES has become the practice subject and
research focus of territorial space planning and urban planning [6]. At present, the relevant
theoretical research and local practice of PLES are still in the exploratory stage [7]. Related
research and work mostly focused on the formulation of policies and management methods,
or the evaluation and analysis of a single “space”, such as demarcating the red line for
basic farmland protection, the red line for ecological protection, and the boundary of urban
development. These studies lack comprehensive and integrated studies of PLES in the
whole domain, and lack systematic and comprehensive technical ideas and application
practices of overall optimization of PLES.

Based on the classification, identification, evaluation, and optimization of PLES as
the theme, through filtering and sorting the published literature since 2012 (the 18th CPC
National Congress), the optimization theory, method, and practice of PLES was combed
systematically, which oriented the national spatial planning. In order to provide theoretical
support for the optimization of territorial space development, protection, and planning,
this study also tries to put forward the development direction of the overall optimization
of PLES in the future.

2. Connotation and Development of PLES

2.1. Definition of PLES

As early as 1984, some scholars in China put forward the dialectical relationship of PLE
in the process of material exchange between human beings and nature [8]. Subsequently,
the concept of PLE began to appear in research on sociology and ecology, and it was
not until 2002 that PLE was gradually applied to research on geography [9]. At that
time, research was guided only by the literal meaning of PLE, rather than the core of the
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research, and did not give further explanations for its scientific connotations. Different
scholars have discussed the definition of the basic connotation of PLES from different
perspectives. Some scholars started from the top-level design of national planning and
correlated PLES with main function zoning. These authors argued that ecological space
mainly has ecological functions, accumulates ecological capital, and relates to the functions
of production and living; production space focuses on the accumulation of production
capital, and relates to living functions, which is equivalent to the key development zone
and optimized development zone in the main functional area of the country; and living
space mainly plays the service function of living, accumulates living capital, and gives
play to the functions of both production and ecology. This understanding is equivalent
to restricted development zones in the national main function area [10]. However, main
function zoning is only stipulated at the national and provincial levels, whereas the basic
evaluation unit is the county administrative region, which is unable to control smaller
spatial areas, and lacks overall planning capabilities [11].

Wu [12] was the first to clearly define PLES from the perspective of the PLE function.
He argued that ecological space refers to an area featuring important ecological functions,
with ecological products and services as its main function; production space is an area
with the main function of providing industrial products, agricultural products, and service
products, primarily including industrial and mining construction space and agricultural
production space; and living space is a region that provides the main function of human
habitation and public activity, primarily including the urban and town settlement space
and rural living space. Together, the three dimensions of production, living, and ecology
constitute the whole national space. Zhu [13,14] enriched the above definition while also
emphasizing the dominant function of land-use, arguing that production space is mainly
used for production and operation activities. Living space provides places for people to live,
consume, and engage in recreation, whereas ecological space is the sum of the environment
needed or occupied by a species in a macroscopic stable state, and provides ecological
products necessary for human beings.

Territorial space is a complex geographical system, and includes land, water, mineral
resources, ecology, social economy, and other different resource elements; moreover, there
are extremely complex interactions among the elements [15]. From this perspective, PLES
covers biophysical processes; direct and indirect production; as well as spiritual, cultural,
leisure, and aesthetic needs, and represents the product of the synergy and coupling of
multiple systems of nature, society, and economy [16–18]. Among them, ecological space
is the foundation that enables production space and living space to realize their own
functions, and is key to coordinating the relationship between humans and land, and
achieving regional sustainable development [19,20].

2.2. Classification of PLES

There are two types of studies on the classification of PLES. One type classifies different
land uses based on the single functions of production space, living space, and ecological
space. For example, Hu [21] and others established a classification system for PLES at the
scales of urban and rural regions and urban built-up areas by referring to the Standard of
Urban Land Classification and Planning and Construction Land. According to the dominant
function of a single land category, Ma [22] proposed a one-to-one correspondence between
the secondary land-use types and PLES, and conducted a classification study on PLES. This
classification method simplified the complex relationship between these three spaces, but
ignored the complex multiple functions of land. For example, arable land (paddy field
and dry land) was uniformly divided into production space, but its ecological function
characteristics were not fully considered. The other classification method is mainly based
on the multiple functions of land-use. This method extends the function of PLE, lists the
land by each separate compound function type, and classifies the land according to the
land-use standard on this basis [23]. Starting from the main function of land, and taking
other functions into account, Zhang et al. [24] incorporated the concept of ecological land,
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and constructed a classification system of Production–Living–Ecological land (PLEL) use
at a national scale to coordinate the space of PLE land. This method compensates for
the shortcoming that land ecological function is not sufficiently considered in land-use
classification, and realizes the connection between land function classification, land-use
classification, and urban land classification. Thus, this method is widely used in production
practice and scientific research related to land function regulations, ecological political
achievement assessments, and ecological environmental effects [25–27]. In addition, based
on the theoretical connotations of PLEL, Liu et al. [28] analyzed the dialectical relationship
between land-use functions and land-use types from the perspective of the complexity of
the land PLE multifunctional complex, and constructed a classification standard system for
PLEL according to the national classification standard of land-use status. To some extent,
this classification method also reflects that PLES is, in essence, a result of the evolution and
regional differentiation of the human–Earth relationship system.

Existing research on the identification of mainstream PLES methods can be divided
into research using the merge classification method and the quantitative measurement
method. The former involves qualitative research, which mainly merges and classifies
land-use data based on yearbook data, national land surveys, and remote-sensing image
data to identify PLES [29–33]. This method facilitates the connection between land-use
function and classification standards, and compensates for the deficiency of ecological
functions in land-use classification to some extent. Thus, this method has been widely used
in practical fields [34–36]. However, this method produces errors in the recognition results,
as it ignores the composite function of space. Moreover, these results will be different under
different classification systems. Most of the latter systems focus on quantitative analysis,
and mainly use the calculation function group of the spatial function value to establish
a measurement system for land-use function, and identify PLES through a quantitative
measure of the leading function of land-use [37]. For example, Li et al. [16] integrated
the calculation function group of spatial function value based on ecosystem-service value
assessment, and quantitatively identified the PLE functions of different value quantities, as
well as the distribution of dominant function space. By processing and analyzing POI data,
Cao et al. [38] identified, in more detail, the dominant function of land-use at a micro scale,
and then, differentiated and delineated the PLES with single and mixed functions in the city.
The advantage of the quantitative measurement method is that it can accurately identify
the dominant function of PLES. However, it remains difficult to carry out multi-subject
integration and multi-scale integrated expression using this method. Moreover, this method
is difficult to apply in practice.

3. Research Progress on the Overall Optimization of PLES

3.1. Theoretical Basis for Overall Optimization of the PLES

The goal of PLES optimization is to achieve a “win–win” PLE situation, which is the
key to ecological civilization construction [39]. Achieving a win–win PLE situation is the
basic principle of environmental management put forward by Ye [40], based on China’s
basic situation. The core idea of this principle is that environmental governance should
not involve disruptive, passive, or excessive governance, or damage the economy. Tian
Daqing et al. argued that a win–win PLE situation should not only be the goal criterion of
sustainable development, but also the behavioral judgment criterion of sustainable develop-
ment. Based on this concept, Gao [41] constructed an evaluation system for comprehensive
management of the water environment in small watersheds, and endowed this system with
the scientific connotation of a win–win PLE situation.

The optimization of PLES should be based on the carrying capacity of resources and
the environment, and be carried out in accordance with the principle of balance between
the population, resources, and the environment, in order to coordinate the development of
the land-use structure and scale of PLES [7]. Scientific evaluation of the carrying capacity
of resources and the environment, and the suitability of territorial space development,
are key to scientifically develop a PLES [42]. Therefore, in order to achieve the goal of a
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win–win PLE situation, the overall optimization of PLES should be supported by regional
sustainable development theory, human–Earth system coupling theory, system science
theory, spatial equilibrium theory, and community theory.

3.1.1. Theory of Sustainable Development

The theory of sustainable development refers to development that meets the needs of
the present without jeopardizing the ability of future generations to also meet their own
needs. Sustainable development includes common development, coordinated development,
fair development, efficient development, and multidimensional development; the core
theories of sustainable development are the theory of sustainable utilization of resources,
externality theory, and three production theories [43,44]. In PLES, the intensive and efficient
production space emphasizes improving the intensive utilization level and output efficiency
of production space, that is, the economic goal; appropriate living space refers to improving
the quality of life and livable level of residents, that is, the environmental goal; the beautiful
ecological space attaches importance to improving the ecological service function and the
quality of ecological environment, that is, the environmental goal; the overall planning of
PLES is the optimization goal of coordinating different functional spaces to maximize the
comprehensive benefits of the economy, society, and environment. Therefore, the overall
planning and optimization of PLES is an important practical way for the goal of a “beautiful
China” and China’s SDGs. To meet the strategic needs of territorial space optimization,
the coordinated optimization and overall development of PLES should be guided by the
sustainable development concept of “people-oriented” development to develop scientific
cognitive methods, and clarify the basic logic problems relevant to the situation.

3.1.2. Human–Earth System Coupling Theory

The human–Earth system is a dynamic, open, large, and complex system composed
of subsystems related to population, resources, ecology, the environment, the economy,
and society. Each subsystem has a relationship of mutual influence, mutual promotion,
and restrictions. Furthermore, there are frequent exchanges of personnel, materials, en-
ergy, capital, technology, and information inside and outside the system, and the complex
feedback structure inside the system presents obvious non-linear and dissipative character-
istics [45,46]. Human–Earth coupling refers to the dynamic correlation between humanity
and nature through the interactions and complex feedback mechanisms between human
economic and social activities, resources, ecology, and the environment [47,48]. The human–
Earth coupling system emphasizes the multi-dimensional coupling in organization, space,
and time. Through the complex interaction between one element and many elements, as
well as the interaction and coupling between many elements, this system embodies the
characteristics of comprehensiveness, complexity, and nonlinearity at a high level [49,50].
Optimization of the human–Earth system refers to the reasonable combination and match-
ing of sub-systems and components of the regional human–Earth system in the space–time
process [51]. The PLES system involves different resource elements and their combinations,
such as water resources, land resources, and energy resources. These elements have ex-
tremely complicated mutually influential relationships. The overall optimization of PLES
should take the human–Earth coupling theory as its core, and effectively measure the
nonlinear effects among the subsystems and elements in the system; scientifically clarify
the ordered structure of matter, energy, and information in the system; and emphasize the
multi-dimensional coupling in organization, space, and time.

3.1.3. System Science Theory

According to the perspective of system theory, a system refers to an agglomeration of
many elements with specific functions and organic connections [52]. From this perspective,
“space” is the collection of all material flow, energy flow, and information flow generated
by the interaction between man and nature, including natural resource elements (water
resources, land resources, energy, etc.), the artificial environment, and other material space.
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“Space” also includes attribute space, which is formed from changes to the distribution,
structure, and function characteristics of material space, along with the formation and
development of technology and information [53]. Territorial space is a large, dynamic,
complex system involving the interaction of multiple factors. Territorial space is a dynamic,
multi-dimensional, and complex human–Earth relationship space–time system developed
along the time axis under the participation of human activities, with time–space–human is
its core element [54]. According to the theory of “element–structure–function” in system
theory, system structure is the foundation of system–function realization. However, the
system structure depends on the organizational form and action mode of the system
elements. Only by systematically splitting the territorial space structure, and analyzing the
interactions between space and function, can we model comprehensive zoning, and explain
the geographical decision mechanism of territorial space optimization using a quantitative
decision analysis model [55].

In terms of the “territorial space” system, the research topics cover land resources,
water resources, mineral resources, the ecological environment, economic and social devel-
opment, and other multi-dimensional and multifaceted factors. Only the comprehensive
integration and overall optimization of these spatial elements can maximize the PLE func-
tions, and achieve the ultimate goal of the optimal allocation of territorial space [11,56–58].
Therefore, the identification of key elements is the basis of structural optimization and
functional realization. As the main carrier of future spatial planning, land resources rep-
resent the core of PLES optimization. The optimization of PLES is driven and guided by
optimizing the quantity ratio and spatial allocation of land.

3.1.4. Spatial Equilibrium Theory

Spatial equilibrium is a spatial “Pareto efficiency” state based on the coordination of
the population, economy, resources, and environment [59]. State equilibrium considers
not only economic development (that is, the development of production space), but also
the development of living space and ecological space, as well as the spatial allocation of
land resources in the region. On the one hand, the balanced development of PLES should
optimize the allocation of various elements; give full play to the potential and advantages of
various spaces; and, at the same time, make the social, economic, resource, environmental,
and other elements harmonious and orderly, in order to maximize the overall benefits.

3.1.5. Community Theory

The concept of “community” emerges from Aristotle’s definition of the relationship
between a combination of various elements to achieve a common “good”. With the rapid
development of urbanization, community has yielded the concept of “union” for each
region, which not only corresponds to the combination of people in regional space, but also
refers to the community at different levels [60]. In addition, the idea of a community with a
shared future for humans means that, on the whole, humans have become an increasingly
close community in the era of globalization and information. Only by establishing the
central position of a community with a shared future for mankind can we truly grasp the
essence and future of the world. The essence of territorial space optimization is pursuing
the sustainable development of PLES, and represents a systematic project to optimize PLES.
For the community of PLES optimization, the ultimate goals are to realize the optimization
of PLEL; achieve the mutual restriction, adaptation, promotion, and coordination of the
subsystems of ecology, production, and living; and achieve a benign impact in a win–win
PLES situation [61–63].

3.2. Technical Methods for the Overall Optimization of PLES
3.2.1. Spatial Optimization Based on Territorial Space Utilization Quality

The expression of various functions of territorial space directly reflects the sustain-
ability of territorial space utilization, and the utilization quality of these functions reflects
the demand of PLES [64,65]. From the perspective of PLES, it is an important element of
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territorial space planning to evaluate the internal mechanism and coupling coordination de-
gree of territorial space utilization quality development. This task can realize the balanced
development of regional PLES, and promote the coordination and coupling of economic
and social resources, and the ecological environment [66–68]. Li et al. [69] took the uti-
lization quality of PLES as an assessment index, evaluated the utilization quality index
of PLES in different provinces, and coordinated construction of the land-use mechanism
of “population–land–industry” as a goal; the authors also proposed countermeasures to
optimize construction land patterns from the perspective of industrial land-use structures.
Zhang [66] constructed an evaluation index system of territorial space utilization quality
from a realistic state of territorial space and the guaranteed function and support ability of
economic development and social harmony. The author evaluated and analyzed the spatio-
temporal differentiation characteristics of utilization quality and the coupling coordination
degree of PLES in combination with the entropy method and comprehensive evaluation
method, providing effective guidance for the rational development and utilization of PLES
in regional land. The concepts and connotations of the utilization quality evaluation of
national territorial space from the perspective of PLES emphasize the comprehensive di-
agnosis and evaluation of the utilization status, efficiency, and guarantees related to the
sustainable development of human society. Using the landscape ecological index and GIS
spatial analysis methods to identify the spatio-temporal competition and game processes
of resource elements (with land as the core in the same spatial location), and carrying out
the optimal allocation of PLES, also represent important means of spatial optimization in
the early stage. For example, with the goal of minimizing land-use conflict and maximizing
industrial suitability, Zhang et al. [70] proposed a spatial allocation scheme of industrial
land based on the conflict identification of PLES by evaluating the conflict level of PLES
and the suitability of industrial production space. With the help of the landscape ecological
index method, Lin et al. [71] constructed a spatial conflict index, measured the conflict
level of regional PLES, and constructed a spatial allocation model based on multi-objective
constraints and scenario setting, thereby realizing the optimization and simulation of a
spatial layout for PLEL. However, the conflict of PLES covers many aspects such as society,
economy, and ecology [72,73], and is a result of the comprehensive effect of the regional
human–Earth relationship system. It can only judge the rationality of the distribution
pattern and coordination of the utilization quality using the theory of land-use function
and landscape ecological patterns, and requires further verification and improvement.

3.2.2. Spatial Optimization Based on Suitability Evaluation

The suitability evaluation of PLES is an important basis for optimizing the quantity
ratio and spatial layout of PLES. Here, suitability is defined as the suitability of land for
PLE functions in a specific area under specific conditions, and focuses on comprehensive
consideration of territorial space development, protection, and spatial carrying capacity [6].
Research on the optimization of PLES based on suitability evaluation can be roughly
divided into two types. One type involves the comprehensive evaluation of multi-element
superposition based on spatial superposition analysis. For example, Jin [30] applied the
BP neural network model to evaluate the PLE functions of the standard evaluation units
of territorial space, and completed research on the comprehensive functional zoning of
territorial space based on double-constraint clustering. Starting from the concept of PLES
suitability, Yang [74] used GIS spatial analysis tools to construct an evaluation system for
PLES suitability that integrates natural, cultural, and ecological elements, and employed
spatial superposition to divide the evaluation grades of PLES suitability within the whole
domain. He analyzed the problems existing in the layout of PLES, and proposed an
optimization path for PLES, along with relevant policy suggestions. The second method
involves undertaking suitability evaluations using landscape ecological pattern analysis,
the cumulative resistance model, or the gravity model. For example, by introducing the
competition perspective of PLES, Chen [75] established an evolutionary game model of
PLES, and proposed an optimal decision scheme for the allocation of PLES to optimize
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the allocation of resilient ecological space under the guidance of the action mechanism of
the evolution of ecological space through the competition of PLES. Chen [75] introduced
a competition perspective of “production–ecological space” to optimize the allocation
of national resilience ecological space. Under the guidance of the action mechanism of
ecological space evolution under the competition of PLES, the evolutionary game model
of PLES was established, and an optimal decision scheme of allocation for PLES was
put forward.

3.2.3. Spatial Optimization of Bearing Capacity Based on PLE

PLE capacity refers to the capacity of the ecosystem to provide resources and envi-
ronmental capacity (ecological capacity), the capacity of economic development activities
(productive capacity), and the capacity of social development under certain living stan-
dards (living capacity) [76]. Among them, ecological-space-bearing capacity refers to the
bearing capacity of regional water and soil energy resources to production space and living
space, as well as the strength of system elasticity and self-repair ability; production space
bearing capacity refers to the intensity and scale of economic activities that can be achieved
by the existing economic and technological level within the elastic limits of the system
itself; and living-space bearing capacity refers to the bearing capacity of natural conditions,
infrastructure, public transportation, medical and health care, culture and education, and
other resources of a city provided to the population under a certain living standard, which
can reflect the quality of living in a region. Some scholars believe that the essence of PLES
is the dynamic mapping of social, economic, and ecological processes in land-use space,
and that the key to its optimization is the PLE bearing capacity [76]. Wang [77] evaluated
the bearing capacity and development potential of PLES by constructing an evaluation
index system and development potential evaluation index system. He also put forward
suggestions for optimizing the spatial development pattern of national land based on the
evaluation results. Zhou [51] used the state-space method to construct a three-dimensional
state model of PLE, evaluated the bearing capacity of the PLE composite system, detailed
the problems and shortcomings of each research unit in development, and proposed the
direction for spatial layout optimization of the PLE system.

3.2.4. Spatial Optimization Based on Comparative Advantage

The theory of comparative advantage holds that there are differences in resource
endowment between different regions that determine the different efficiency levels in the
utilization of different commodities within those regions. Comparative advantage can be
gained through exchange [78]. The standard Normalized Revealed Comparative Advan-
tage index (NRCA), which is not constrained by time and space, can be used to evaluate
the dominant function of each city, and determine the comparative advantage function of
the city scientifically and effectively [79]. Therefore, under the guidance of PLES function
theory, the spatial pattern of urban agglomeration can be optimized by constructing a
normalized revealed comparative advantage index combined with system clustering and
GIS technology. For example, taking the PLE function as a breakthrough point, Xu [79]
introduced the NRCA based on the comparative advantage theory, determined the dis-
tribution pattern in the dominant functions of land space in the middle reaches of the
Yangtze River urban agglomeration, and put forward a realization path for the optimal
utilization of territorial space; Wei et al. [80] analyzed the land spatial characteristics of
urban agglomerations in the upper reaches of the Yangtze River via the entropy weight
method and function evaluation method from the perspective of the PLE function, and
built a spatial-function comparative-advantage index to explore the optimization path of
the land-space optimization scheme.

The optimization of PLES belongs to the research category working on the optimal
allocation of land and resources, and the optimization of its quantitative structure and
spatial layout is an important part of previous research [6]. From a theoretical perspective,
the related theories of regional resources and environmental carrying capacity, urbanization,
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and ecological environment coupling play a major supporting role. From the perspective of
research methods, the traditional technology for the optimal allocation of land resources is
often used to construct economic models or landscape ecological models for optimizing the
quantity ratio or land allocation in order to realize the optimization of land spatial patterns
based on PLES. Research can, moreover, explore different scales, such as provinces, cities
(urban agglomerations), counties, towns, and villages, covering different areas, such as
cities and villages; and urban–rural ecotones, such as coastal zones, mining reclamation
areas, and island fishing villages [81–84]. However, due to the lack of a unified technical
system for the division of PLES at different scales and for different geographical types,
along with the systematic combing and summarization of concepts for optimizing PLES
patterns, the optimization of PLES requires further research.

4. Optimization Approach for PLES Considering the Vision of “Beautiful China”

Forty years after China’s reform and opening up, China’s land space has basically
formed a relatively stable pattern [14]. The corresponding zoning research work also has a
relatively mature framework of support, which is constantly being enriched and improved
upon. Since 1950, China’s regionalization has entered a widescale developmental period.
However, no in-depth theoretical or methodological support for the zoning work was
provided at this stage. At the same time, due to the limitations of the objective conditions
and basic data, most zoning plans were relatively simple. At the end of the 20th century,
zoning entered an ongoing stage of comprehensive zoning research, during which, many
zoning schemes in China were developed with profound historical backgrounds closely
related to the levels and needs of national economic development in the same period. The
study of regionalization accordingly changed from serving mainly agricultural production
to considering both agricultural production and economic development, and then, serving
sustainable development. However, due to some contents being quite different in regional
division, there is also no institutionalized guarantee for the identification of natural region-
alization, which leads to the fact that it is not really absorbed by the economic construction
planning of local governments, resulting in the failure to combine natural regionalization
with economic regionalization, which entails certain restrictions in supporting regional
sustainable development [85].

Planning for the national main functional area should represent the strategic back-
ground of basic planning in the future. Indeed, as the core means of spatial optimization
at present, territorial spatial planning is an important part of the future national planning
system. Moreover, PLES embodies the Chinese people’s vision for “future” development.
This vision represents the final and most direct spatial carrier for the national strategy to
penetrate into people’s livelihoods, and the ultimate optimization goal of planning imple-
mentation [86]. However, under the current strategic background of ecological civilization
construction, there are many problems in the layout of “main function zones”, “territo-
rial space planning”, and PLES. “Beautiful China” was a major strategic goal proposed
at the 18th National Congress of the CPC, and represents a spatial carrier for realizing
sustainable development of the Chinese nation, and enabling the Chinese people to enjoy
better lives. To achieve the vision of “beautiful China”, the territorial and spatial patterns
in the new era should be scientific and orderly, and remain in line with the processes of
both modern and sustainable development. Based on analyzing the internal relationship
between ecological civilization, beautiful China, and PLES, as well as the scientific connota-
tions of PLES, the overall optimization system of PLES should be guided by the vision of
building a beautiful China supported by the needs of national strategic applications, and
centered on the human–Earth coupling system theory. By comprehensively considering the
multi-dimensional coupling relationships between subsystems of the population, society,
economy, resources, and the environment, as well as various elements within the system, a
large, complex, dynamic, and open geographical system can be formed (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Framework system for the overall optimization of PLES.

The overall optimization system of PLES includes the resource subsystem, population
subsystem, social subsystem, economic subsystem, and environmental subsystem. Among
them, the resource subsystem includes land resources, water resources, and energy. As the
main carrier of future spatial planning, land resources are the core of PLES optimization.
From the perspective of function, land resources can be divided into PLES. PLES has
the characteristics of differences in spatial scale, functional complexity, and dynamic
scope. Under different spatial scales and time nodes, the same territorial space can feature
different, or even overlapping, properties of PLES [86]. Living space mainly functions
as living land, providing resource support for population subsystems, and guaranteeing
living needs. Production space mainly functions as production land, providing resource
input for the economic subsystem, and meeting regional production demands. Ecological
space mainly functions as ecological land, which provides ecological environment security
maintenance capabilities for the environmental subsystem. As a compound land with
multiple functions, public resources provide services for the resource supply, management,
substitution, and compensation of social subsystems. In the process of land resource
utilization, the population, society, and economic subsystem are also accompanied by
the utilization of water resources and energy. The utilization of water resources includes
production water for the agricultural and service industries, domestic water for urban and
rural areas, and ecological water. Energy utilization includes production space energy
consumption, living-space energy consumption, and ecological-space energy consumption.
In the resource subsystem, land resources, water resources, and energy are interrelated
through different avenues that, together, constitute the resource basis for the utilization
and development of PLES. The different utilization modes, industrial structures, and
development degrees of PLES determine the intensity of regional carbon emissions caused
by the different quantitative methods of mutual demand between water, soil, and energy
elements [87]. Therefore, constraints such as boundaries, red lines, and standards of land
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resources, water resources, energy, and carbon emissions should be taken into consideration
in the overall optimization system for PLES.

Optimizing the quantitative structure and spatial layout of PLES based on water–land–
energy–carbon constraints solves the problem of the pattern level of PLES. However, this
optimization only reflects the application of the national strategy in territorial space opti-
mization, and does not express people’s demands for high standards of living, production,
and ecological and environmental safety, which would involve solving the qualitative level
of PLES. In the Evaluation Index System and Implementation Plan for the Construction
of a Beautiful China issued by the National Development and Reform Commission on
28 February 2020 [88], 22 indicators in the five categories of fresh air, clean water, safe
soil, good ecology, and clean living were used to evaluate the construction of a beautiful
China. These indicators are a direct reflection of the production environment, ecological
environment, and living environment in the overall optimization system of PLES. Therefore,
the evaluation results for the construction of a beautiful China will directly test the qualities
and benefits of the overall optimization of PLES in order to realize the overall optimization
of PLES under the dual constraints of patterns and benefits.

5. Conclusions and Future Prospects

By analyzing the internal relationship between ecological civilization, beautiful China,
and PLES, as well as the scientific connotations of PLES, this paper systematically orga-
nized the optimization theory, methods, and practices for PLES around territorial spatial
planning, with the overall planning of PLES as the goal, and the promotion of ecological
civilization construction as the starting point. We also proposed an optimization approach
for PLES. Based on the analysis and summary, the main research directions for the overall
optimization of PLES in the future should include the following:

(1) Research on the main regional types and differentiation rules of PLES: This paper
studied the distribution characteristics of the functional spatial patterns of PLES at multiple
scales. In this way, the scale differences and functional complexities of PLES under different
spatial scales were clarified. Moreover, classification and identification systems for PLES
under different scales and different regional types were established.

(2) Analysis and research on the evolution process, structural characteristics, and
development trends of PLES: The dynamic spatial and temporal evolution characteristics
of the structural proportion and spatial scale of PLES were analyzed, including regional
suitability and carrying capacity evaluation, regional differences in space, and development
over time. Moreover, the coupling coordination degree and conflict mechanism in the
evolutionary process of PLES were revealed.

(3) Analysis of the internal nonlinear mechanism for the PLES System: Guided by the
theory of the human–Earth system, we revealed the competition and synergistic interactions
and positive feedback mechanisms between population, resources, ecology, environment,
and economic and social development in the PLES system, and identified the nonlinear
dynamic effects among subsystems and elements in the system.

(4) Analysis of the mechanism for matter and energy transfer in the overall opti-
mization system of PLES: Based on the regional resource metabolism theory and the
geographical patterns of PLES, we deeply analyzed the transfer path, flow process, and
metabolic mechanisms of key elements, such as water, soil, energy, and carbon, in the
co-evolution process of PLES.

(5) Development and application of a simulation model and multi-objective optimiza-
tion model for the overall optimization system of PLES: Studies should make full use
of the research results for the nonlinear dynamic mechanisms, transmission paths, and
flow processes of key elements in the PLES system, and carry out research on overall
optimization strategies and scenario predictions for PLES in different regions, at different
scales, and for different types.

(6) Research, development, and application of the overall optimization and decision
support platform for PLES: A visual support platform was developed with integrated
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functions for data processing, spatio-temporal analysis, scenario simulation, result output,
problem diagnosis, and early warning and control. This platform can help coordinate the
government at all levels, and between different departments and different areas of the target
demand, to facilitate population migration, urban and rural construction and industrial
development, resource development, ecological construction, environmental protection,
infrastructure construction, public services and disaster prevention, and mitigation-system
spatial deployment as components of unified and consensus development goals and plans.
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Abstract: Production–living–ecological space (PLES) is the main body of the optimization of the
development and protection pattern of territorial space, and the spatial conflict in PLES reflects a
struggle for ecological protection and socio-economic development in the process of spatial develop-
ment and utilization. The Yellow River Basin is one of the most concentrated and prominent areas
of spatial conflict of PLES in China. Therefore, clarifying the spatio-temporal pattern of PLES of
the region and scientifically identifying the characteristics of its spatial conflict will significantly
improve the efficiency of comprehensive utilization of spatial resources, promote the integrated and
orderly development of resource elements in the basin, and eventually achieve the strategic goals
of ecological protection and high-quality development of the Yellow River Basin. In this research,
the CA–Markov model was applied to simulate the spatio-temporal pattern of PLES in the Yellow
River Basin from 2010 to 2025, and the landscape ecology method was adopted to construct the
spatial conflict of the PLES measurement model for identifying the spatio-temporal trends of conflicts
and their intensity. The results reveal that, from 2010 to 2025, ecological–production space (EPS)
dominates the PLES in the Yellow River Basin, as its total area remains stable amid fluctuations;
living–production space (LPS) shows the most notable change, as it grows yearly along with urbaniza-
tion and industrialization process of the region; the transition between ecological–production space
(EPS) and production–ecological space (PES) is the most frequent, and the two also account for the
largest area. Spatial conflict of PLES in the Yellow River Basin is mainly reflected in the encroachment
of LPS on other PLES, concentrated in the regions from Hekou Town to the left bank of Longmen, Fen
River, Shizuishan to the southern bank of Hekou Town, and Daxia River and Tao River in the Yellow
River Basin. From 2010 to 2025, the space conflict composite index of PLES (SCCI) of most regions in
the basin lies within 0.7, which is a stable or basically controllable level. Among the 29 tertiary water
resource divisions in the Yellow River Basin, the SCCI of 15 indicate a major, decreasing trend.

Keywords: Yellow River Basin; production–living–ecological space; spatio-temporal pattern;
conflict identification

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation and Literature Review

Due to the rapid development of the economy and the advancement of urbanization,
the highly intensified exploitation of spatial resources has become a distinctive feature
of urban and rural spatial development processes. As the number of spatial resources is
limited, while their functions are highly adjustable, different groups utilize these resources
in various intensities to meet their own interests, and therefore, the use of spatial resources
is at times not in line with the ecological environment protection. As a result, a series of
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spatial conflicts have emerged, such as the uncontrolled expansion of urban space, the
imbalance between agricultural space and ecological space, the degradation of ecosystems
due to the encroachment of ecological space, and the unreasonable layout and function of
various spaces within cities.

The human–land space competition and conflict of interests caused by land use have
gradually become a hot issue in the international community [1], receiving close attention
from global stakeholders such as NGOs, the United Nations, and governments [2,3]. To
properly alleviate land-use conflicts, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations (FAO) formulated and promulgated the Land Evaluation Outline, proposing that
land-use planning should be carried out scientifically based on land suitability. Accordingly,
countries around the world established their own land-use suitability evaluation systems
on the basis of this outline, for the purposes of coordinating the relationship between land
resource supply and human demand and realizing the sustainable use of land resources [4].
At the same time, studies on land-use conflicts, concerning the areas of society, economy,
geography, and environment are increasing in academia [5–9]. Research in this area is
mainly focused on the sources, types, identification, evolution, and management of spatial
conflicts [10–18].

Spatial resources can be functionally divided into three types: production space, living
space, and ecological space [19]. Production–living–ecological space (PLES) basically covers
the scope of spatial activities of human work and life and is the basic carrier of human
socio-economic development. As the main body of the optimization of the spatial pattern
of territorial space, PLES becomes an important basis for the implementation of the main
functional area planning at all levels, the construction of the spatial planning system,
and the improvement of the spatial development and protection system of the territorial
space [20].

Spatial conflict in PLES is mainly manifested by the imbalance of structure and function
of PLES, inappropriate territorial combination, and uncontrolled transformation of spatial
types. In particular, it reveals the unreasonable occupation of living and ecological spaces by
production space and the destruction of ecological space by spaces of living and production.
The identification of spatial conflict of PLES, simulation of spatial conflict pattern in PLES,
and analysis of its development and evolutionary characteristics can effectively reveal the
complexity and vulnerability of the human–land relationship, fully reflecting the results
and characteristics of spatial resource competition in the process of human–land interaction,
and provide basic support for the optimization of regional territorial development and
protection pattern [21].

The spatial conflict of PLES, in essence, belongs to the category of land-use conflicts.
The study of land-use conflicts dates back to the 18th century and was initially focused
on the conflict between the added economic value of land, human demand, and the land
system [22]. Since the 1960s and 1970s, land-use conflicts have been characterized by
interdisciplinary and diversified integration, and scholars’ research perspectives have been
enriched, revealing the causes, forms, and characteristics of land-use conflicts in relation
to different dimensions such as regional deprivation [23–25], spatial competition [26–28],
spatial integration [29–31], spatial control [32–36], ecological security [37], non-cooperative
games [38], energy security and climate change [39], etc., as well as their impacts on socio-
economic development and resources. In terms of research content, the spatial spillover
effects of talent, policy, capital, technology, and resources [40–42] have been explored,
the conflicts in spatial resource utilization between different interest groups and conflicts
between spatial utilization and regional ecological environmental protection [43,44] have
been analyzed, the conflicts in land-use subjects, land planning, and land systems [45–47]
have been evaluated, and the spatial conflicts have been measured from the perspectives
of economics and ecology, respectively. This body of research provides a basic frame-
work for exploring the process of urbanization to promote the stability and harmony of
human–land relationships and optimize the regional ecological security pattern. In terms
of evaluation methods, scholars have mainly adopted the participatory survey method [48],
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PSR model and fuzzy evaluation method [49], multiobjective planning method [50], land–
scape pattern analysis method [21,37], coupled coordination degree method [51], suitability
evaluation [52,53], and actor–network analysis method [54], focusing on the scale of admin-
istrative regions such as urban agglomerations, provinces, and cities or special regions such
as mining areas [45,55], and initially built a theoretical framework and methodological
system for spatial conflict research.

To ensure that production space is used intensively and efficiently, living space is
pleasant and proper in size, and ecological space is unspoiled and beautiful are important
goals to realize the construction of ecological civilization in China [56]. From 2012 to 2017,
the central working conference of urbanization, the 13th Five-Year Plan, and the report
of the 19th National Congress of China set the coordinated development of the PLES as
an essential strategic initiative to enhance the modernization of the spatial governance
system and governance capacity of the country. How to alleviate the spatial conflicts among
different PLES systems has become a primary issue that needs to be solved [57].

Although scholars have made some progress in spatial conflict identification, there are
still certain shortcomings. First of all, at the spatial scale, previous studies mainly focus
on administrative units such as urban agglomerations, provinces, and cities, and there
are fewer studies at the watershed scale; in terms of research content, previous studies on
spatial conflicts mostly concerned the space of land-use types, and there are fewer studies
on the analysis of conflicts within the PLES system; at the temporal scale, most of the
research considered the current situation of spatial conflicts, but less attention has been
given to the evolution of future spatial conflicts. This becomes particularly important in the
context of the recent emphasis on nature-based solutions for climate change mitigation [58].

1.2. Objective and Contribution

Based on the abovementioned state of research, in this paper, the Yellow River Basin
was taken as the study area of spatial conflict of PLES, and the CA–Markov model was
used to predict the future land-use pattern of the basin (until 2025). On account of the
multifunctionality and composite nature of land use, four types of PLES were classified
and analyzed. Using the grid as the basic evaluation unit and the 29 tertiary water resource
divisions in the Yellow River Basin as the basic study unit for spatial conflicts, the spatial
conflict of the PLES measurement model was constructed by adopting the landscape
ecological index to evaluate the current and future spatial patterns of the spatial conflicts
(until 2025), providing a basis for mitigating the spatial conflicts and optimizing the spatial
development and protection pattern. It also provides a scientific reference to support and
serve the major national strategies for ecological protection and high-quality development
in the Yellow River Basin and helps to achieve sustainable development in relation to the
economic, social, and ecological dimensions of the environment.

2. Research Methodology

2.1. Study Area

Yellow River, the second-largest river in China, originates in the Yueguzonglie Basin
at the northern foot of the Bayan Khara Mountains in Qinghai. Its main stream is 5464 km
long, flowing through nine provinces and regions in China—namely, Qinghai, Sichuan,
Gansu, Ningxia, Inner Mongolia, Shaanxi, Shanxi, Henan, and Shandong—and finally
running into the Bohai Sea. The Yellow River is regarded as the mother river of China,
as Chinese civilization was born in the Yellow River Basin, which is also an important
ecological barrier and economic zone in China. The Yellow River Basin covers an area
of about 795,000 km2, located between 95◦59′–118◦58′ E and 31◦56′–42◦03′ N (Figure 1).
It amounts to 8.3% of China’s land area, and the total population of provinces in which
the Yellow River Basin is located was 420 million in 2018, accounting for 30.3% of China’s
population, with a regional gross national product of over 23.9 trillion yuan, making up
26.5% of China’s GDP in 2018. Known as the “energy basin”, the Yellow River Basin is rich
in coal, oil, natural gas, and non-ferrous metals, among which coal reserves account for
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more than half of China’s total amount, making it an important base for energy, chemical,
raw material, and basic industrial production in China. At the same time, the Yellow
River Basin connects the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau, the Loess Plateau, and the North China
Plain, and has many national parks and national key ecological function areas such as the
Sanjiangyuan and Qilian Mountains, making it an important ecological security barrier in
northern China.

In recent years, the rapid industrialization and urbanization of the Yellow River Basin
have accelerated the evolution of its natural geographic pattern, and the unreasonable
human development and utilization activities have aggravated the deterioration of the eco-
logical environment, resulting in the tightening of resource and environmental constraints
in the basin, and the intensity of territorial space development is on the verge of overload.
Since industries in the Yellow River Basin rely heavily on energy, and economic zones and
urban agglomerations generally use land carelessly, the encroachment of production and
living spaces on ecological space is serious, and the problem of spatial conflict of PLES is
very prominent, which seriously restricts the high-quality socio-economic development. To
achieve the strategic goal of ecological priority and green development, scientific implemen-
tation of territorial planning and land-use control and optimization of spatial development
and protection pattern are first required to identify the spatio-temporal pattern of spatial
conflict of PLES in the Yellow River Basin.

Figure 1. Location of the Yellow River Basin.

2.2. Research Framework

The framework of PLES simulation and identification of spatial conflict of PLES in the
Yellow River Basin is as follows:

Step 1: Simulation of PLES distribution pattern in the Yellow River Basin in 2025 based
on the CA–Markov model;
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Step 2: Analysis of the spatio-temporal patterns of PLES in the Yellow River Basin
from 2010 to 2025;

Step 3: Quantification of the spatial conflict of PLES in the Yellow River Basin from 2010
to 2025 using the Spatial Conflict Composite Index evaluation method of landscape ecology
and evaluation of the degree of spatial conflict of PLES and its spatio-temporal pattern.

2.3. Data Sources and PLES Classification

The vector data of the boundaries of the Yellow River, Yellow River Basin, tertiary
water resource divisions, and the land-use raster data of the Yellow River Basin in 2010,
2015, and 2018 were provided by the Resource and Environment Science and Data Center
of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (https://www.resdc.cn/, accessed on 10 March 2022).
The land-use data of the Yellow River Basin have a spatial resolution of 30 m × 30 m.
Land-use types included 6 primary types—namely, arable land, forest land, grassland,
waters, residential land, and unused land—and 25 secondary types.

Considering the multifunctional complexity of spatial resources, the same space re-
source may have one or more complex functions, including functions related to production,
living, and ecology. In this research, the PLES classification of the Yellow River Basin was
formed by referring to the current research results of other scholars on PLES classifica-
tion [44,59,60], integrating and reclassifying the existing land-use types based on the actual
situation of the Yellow River Basin, and forming the PLES classification in accordance
with the classification principles of dominant and secondary functions, which contains
living–production space (LPS), production–ecological space (PES), ecological–production
space (EPS), and ecological space (ES), as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. PLES classification.

Ecological–Living–Production Space (PLES) Classification Land-Use Types

Living–production space (LPS)
Urban and rural land, Industrial and mining land, Residential

land (urban land, rural residential land, other types of
construction land)

Production–ecological space (PES) Cultivated land (paddy field, dry land)
Ecological–production space (EPS) Forest land, grassland

Ecological space (ES)
Unused land (sand land, Gobi desert land, saline–alkali land,
marshland, bare land, bare rock land, oceans, other types of

unused land), water area

2.4. Space Conflict Composite Index (SCCI) of PLES

Based on the theory of landscape ecology, the characteristics of spatial complexity,
spatial vulnerability, and spatial stability were used to determine the spatial conflict of
the PLES index and quantitatively evaluate its intensity in the Yellow River Basin. The
evaluation method using the space conflict composite index of PLES (SCCI) is described
in [61], and the calculated SCCI values are normalized within the 0–1 interval. SCCI can be
expressed as follows:

SCCI = CI + FI − SI

where CI is the spatial complexity index, which is quantified by using the area-weighted
average patchwork fractal index (AWMPFD) in landscape ecology. With the rapid socio-
economic development, land development and utilization activities gradually intensify; as
a result, the shapes of patches tend to be complex, and spatial utilization conflicts grow
accordingly. Therefore, the area-weighted average patch fractal index (AWMPFD) can better
characterize the degree of interference of neighboring patches to the measured patches,
which reflects the degree of influence of human development and utilization activities on
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the space. The higher the value, the greater the external force on the patches. The AWMPFD
can be calculated as follows:

AWMPFD =
m

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

[
2 ln

(
0.25Pij

)
ln
(
aij

) ( aij

A

)]

In this formula, Pij is the perimeter of the patch, aij is the area of the patch, A is the
total area of the spatial type, i and j are the j-th spatial type in the i-th spatial unit; m is the
total number of units involved in the evaluation in the study area, and n is the number
of PLES.

FI is the spatial vulnerability index, which is measured by using the vulnerability of
each landscape type within the study area in landscape ecology. FI characterizes the ability
of spatial patches to resist external pressure, which directly affects the degree of spatial
vulnerability. The weaker the resistance, the more vulnerable to external influence, the
stronger the spatial vulnerability, and the higher the level of spatial conflict. PLES is a
redistribution of the landscape types, referring to the related literature [21,22,37,44,45,62,63],
the vulnerability of each type of PLES is assigned as LPS −0.1, PES −0.44, EPS −0.3, and
ES −0.75. The FI calculation equation is as follows:

FI =
n

∑
i=1

Fi × ai
S

In the above formula, Fi is the vulnerability index of class i spatial type, n is the total
number of PLES classifications, and ai is the area of patches of various landscape types
within the unit; S is the total spatial area.

SI is the spatial stability index, which is measured through the landscape fragmenta-
tion index in landscape ecology. The main effect of spatial conflict on the regional spatial
pattern can lead to landscape patch fragmentation. The more fragmented the spatial pat-
tern, the more homogeneous the type, the less spatial stability, and the higher the intensity
of the spatial conflict. The SI value is calculated by the following formula:

SI = 1 − PD

PD =
ni
A

where PD is the patch density; the larger the PD value, the higher the fragmentation of the
space, the lower the spatial stability, and the lower the stability of the corresponding spatial
ecosystem. ni is the number of patches of type i spatial type in each spatial unit, and A is
the area of each spatial unit.

2.5. CA–Markov Scenario Simulation

The CA–Markov model predicts land-use change by combining the principles of
cellular automata (CA), Markov chains, and multiobjective land allocation [64]. It also
has the ability to predict and model spatial changes in complex systems over time. The
CA–Markov model integrates spatio-temporal factors in a land-use raster map, treats the
land-use type represented by each raster as a metacell state, and uses a land-use transfer
area matrix and probability matrix to determine the transfer of metacell states and simulate
the change in land-use pattern in a certain region in a specific time.

The simulation process for the PLES distribution of the Yellow River Basin in 2025 was
as follows:

The spatial overlay analysis of the land-use data was first processed in ArcGIS and
imported into IDRISI software; then, the probability matrix of PLES shift in the Yellow
River Basin from 2010 to 2015 was calculated using the Markov model. Considering the
data of terrain slope, elevation, and road, the MCE module was used to construct the
land-use transfer suitability atlas, and the CA–Markov model was applied to simulate and
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generate the PLES distribution in 2018. Finally, using the PLES classification data in 2018
as the benchmark, the number of CA cycles was set to 7, based on which the CA–Markov
model was used to simulate the PLES distribution of the Yellow River Basin in 2025.

3. Results

3.1. Spatio-Temporal Pattern of PLES

As shown in Table 1, land use in the Yellow River Basin was reclassified into living–
production space (LPS), production–ecological space (PES), ecological–production space
(EPS), and ecological space (ES) by using LUCC data. Additionally, the PLES distribution
patterns in 2010, 2015, and 2018 were obtained (Figures 2–4). The CA–Markov model was
applied to predict and analyze the distribution pattern of PLES in the Yellow River Basin
in 2025, using the kappa coefficient to test the consistency between the simulation results
and the current distribution of land-use types in 2018; the results suggested that the kappa
value was greater than 0.85, indicating that the simulation results of the CA–Markov model
were more satisfactory. The spatial pattern of PLES in the Yellow River Basin in 2025 is
shown in Figure 5.

From 2010 to 2025, EPS remains the most prominent among PLES categories in the
Yellow River Basin, which is concentrated and widely distributed in the middle and upper
reaches of the Yellow River Basin, with an annual average area that exceeds 50% of the
total area of the basin. PES in the Yellow River Basin is widely distributed as well, with an
annual mean area of about 36%, concentrated in the Yellow Huaihai Plain, Fenwei Plain,
Ning-Meng Plain, and other major agricultural production areas, and also widely scattered
in the Loess Plateau and other areas. ES is spread mostly in the upper reaches of the Yellow
River Basin and the source region of the Yellow River, mainly in form of desert, sand, Gobi,
bare land, and other unused land types, with an average area of about 9% for many years.
LPS is found mostly in Jinan, Zhengzhou, Xi’an, Taiyuan, Hohhot, Yinchuan, Lanzhou,
Xining, and their surrounding areas, with a cluster-like concentrated distribution, sharing
only a minimum area of about 4%.

Figure 2. Spatial pattern of PLES in the Yellow River Basin in 2010.
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Figure 3. Spatial pattern of PLES in the Yellow River Basin in 2015.

Figure 4. Spatial pattern of PLES in the Yellow River Basin in 2018.
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Figure 5. Predicted spatial pattern of PLES in the Yellow River Basin in 2025.

Table 2 shows the changes in the PLES area and their proportion in the Yellow River
Basin from 2010 to 2025. Overall, EPS and PES are still the dominant PLES types in this
period—the combined area of both exceeds 85% of the total area of the basin. The spatial
area of the two does not vary significantly with time, and the year-to-year variation is
mostly less than 0.1%, which is basically a stable state. In contrast, the LPS area of the
Yellow River Basin shows a yearly growth trend, expected to increase from 2.51 × 104 km2

in 2010 to 4.28 × 104 km2 in 2025—an expansion of nearly 70% in 15 years, and the growth
rate is increasing year by year. In addition, the ES area of the Yellow River Basin is gradually
decreasing, from 7.59 × 104 km2 in 2010 to 6.48 × 104 km2 in 2025, and the decreasing trend
is expected to gradually intensify from 2018 to 2025.

Table 2. Area statistics of PLES from 2010 to 2025 (area in 104 km2, rate in %).

Ecological–Living–Production Space (PLES)
Classification

2010 2015 2018 2025

Area Rate Area Rate Area Rate Area Rate

Living–production space (LPS) 2.51 3.16 2.71 3.41 3.08 3.88 4.28 5.38
Production–ecological space (PES) 28.74 36.12 28.65 36.04 28.21 35.48 28.32 35.62
Ecological–production space (EPS) 40.66 51.14 40.58 51.04 40.82 51.34 40.42 50.84

Ecological space (ES) 7.59 9.58 7.56 9.51 7.39 9.30 6.48 8.16

3.2. PLES Transfer Matrix Analysis

According to Table 3, all four types of PLES have different degrees of transfer in and
out of each other. The area where PLES type conversion occurs is 10,686.02 km2, accounting
for about 1.34% of the total area. The amounts of EPS and PES are larger than the amounts
of the other three types of spatial transformation, with a total of 4481.32 and 4276.73 km2,
respectively. Among them, the type shift between EPS and PES is especially drastic. The
transfer volume of EPS to PES is about 2910.06 km2, amounting to 64.94% of its total transfer
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volume. The transfer from PES to EPS is also greater, about 2489.50 km2, accounting for
about 58.21% of its total spatial transfer. In comparison, the transfer between LPS and ES is
more stable. The transfer from ES to LPS is 215.79 km2, while the transfer from LPS to ES is
the smallest among all PLES types, with an area of 11.15 km2.

Table 3. PLES transfer matrix for 2010–2015 (km2).

2010
2015

LPS PES EPS ES

LPS 248.39 157.58 11.15
PES 1434.18 2489.50 353.05
EPS 786.05 2910.06 785.21
ES 215.79 377.99 917.07

Note: PES: production–ecological space; LPS: living–production space; ES: ecological space; EPS: ecological–production space.

According to Table 4, the area where PLES type transfer occurred is 64,586.46 km2,
accounting for about 8.12% of the total area, which shows a substantial growth trend,
compared with the PLES transfer from 2010 to 2015. In terms of the proportion of PLES type
transfer, it is roughly similar to the percentage in 2010–2015. PES and EPS are less stable,
as their transfer to other PLES types has the largest areas of 29,715.94 and 25,050.59 km,
respectively. Among them, the transfer from EPS to PES is about 20,547.12 km2, occupying
more than 80% of their total transfer. The area where PES transferred to EPS remains
the largest among all PLES types, about 23,211.14 km2, taking up about 78.11% of its
total transfer. In comparison, the transfer volume between LPS and ES is smaller, with
664.27 km2 transferred from ES to LPS, while the transfer volume from LPS to ES is only
212.07 km2, which is the smallest area among all PLES types.

Table 4. PLES transfer matrix for 2015–2018 (km2).

2015
2018

LPS PES EPS ES

LPS 2591.67 1017.29 212.07
PES 4687.27 23,211.14 1817.53
EPS 2188.10 20,547.12 2315.37
ES 664.27 2060.41 3274.22

The PLES distribution of the Yellow River Basin in 2025 was predicted with the
CA–Markov model. From the PLES area transfer matrix of the Yellow River Basin for
2018–2025 shown in Table 5, it is evident that the PLES transfer area will continue to
grow substantially, to about 205,740.87 km2, and the average annual PLES transfer area is
29,391.43 km2, which is about 1.36 times that of 2015–2018, but the PLES transfer growth
rate indicates a decreasing trend. With the same pattern of PLES transfer changes in
the cycles of 2010–2015 and 2015–2018, EPS and PES are less stable, and the spatial type
transfers in and out are relatively large. Among them, EPS and PES transfer areas are
87,864.46 and 83,044.38 km2, respectively, both of which account for more than 40% of the
total transfer volume. In comparison, LPS and ES are relatively stable, for which the area
transferred from LPS to ES is the smallest, only 272.25 km2, accounting for about 0.13% of
the total transferred area.
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Table 5. PLES transfer matrix for 2018–2025 (km2).

2018
2025

LPS PES EPS ES

LPS 9552.25 2421.51 272.25
PES 14,136.75 62,574.32 6333.31
EPS 7886.52 67,904.43 12,073.51
ES 2084.75 7363.75 13,137.52

3.3. Spatial Conflict of PLES

The space conflict composite index values (SCCI) of the 29 tertiary water resource
divisions in the Yellow River Basin were calculated in 2010, 2015, 2018, and 2025 (Table 6),
respectively, based on the SCCI calculation method. According to the statistical distribution
characteristics of the SCCI, the SCCI values were standardized and then classified into four
levels: stably controllable, basically controllable, basically out of control, and seriously
out of control. The specific division intervals are as follows: level 1: “stably controllable”
[0.00, 0.30); level 2: “basically controllable” [0.30, 0.70); level 3: “basically out of control”
[0.70, 0.90); and level 4: “seriously out of control” [0.90, 1.00].

Table 6. SCCI of the tertiary water resource division from 2010 to 2025.

NO. Tertiary Water Resource Division
SCCI
(2010)

SCCI
(2015)

SCCI
(2018)

SCCI
(2025)

1 Heyuan to Maqu 0.08 0.36 0.07 0.62
2 Maqu to Longyangxia 0.02 0.07 0.06 0.56
3 Daxia River and Tao River 0.37 0.36 0.39 1

4 Longyangxia to Lanzhou main
stream sector 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.47

5 Huangshui River 0.19 0.18 0.18 0.68
6 Above Datong River Xiangtang 0.09 0.09 0.07 0.52
7 Lanzhou to Xiaheyan 0.31 0.31 0.29 0.17
8 Qingshui River to Kushui River 0.42 0.38 0.40 0.08
9 Above Wei River Baojixia 0.66 0.65 0.67 0.68
10 Above Jing River Zhangjiashan 0.92 0.90 0.86 0.33
11 Xiaheyan to Shizuishan 0.05 0.06 0 0.03
12 Wei River Baojixia to Xianyang 0.40 0.43 0.45 0.35
13 Interior drainage area 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.44

14 Shizuishan to the northern bank of
Hekou Town 0.19 0.19 0.16 0.17

15 Shizuishan to the southern bank of
Hekou Town 0.20 0.18 0.14 0.32

16 Right bank above Wubao 0.53 0.52 0.48 0.17
17 Right bank below Wubao 0.61 0.61 0.58 0.41
18 Hekou Town to left bank of Longmen 1 1 1 0.15
19 Above Beiluo River Zhuangtou 0.60 0.59 0.66 0.05
20 Fen River 0.71 0.70 0.69 0
21 Wei River Xianyang to Tongguan 0.39 0.38 0.30 0.28

22 Longmen to Sanmenxia main
stream sector 0.32 0.31 0.30 0.07

23 Sanmenxia to Xiaolangdi sector 0.13 0.12 0.16 0.09
24 Qindan River 0.42 0.42 0.40 0.07
25 Yiluo River 0.24 0.25 0.24 0.15

26 Xiaolangdi to Huayuankou main
stream sector 0.08 0.08 0.12 0.02

27 Jindi River and Natural Wenyan Canal 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.05
28 Dawen River 0.29 0.28 0.33 0.26
29 Main stream sector below Huayuankou 0 0 0.02 0.19
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In 2010, the Loess Plateau area of the middle reaches of the Yellow River showed a
severe spatial conflict of PLES in the Yellow River Basin (Figure 6). In this area, the conflict
levels in the region of Hekou Town to the left bank of Longmen and the region above Jing
River Zhangjiashan were level 4, indicating that the region was seriously out of control;
the spatial conflict of PLES level in the Fen River Basin area was level 3, which was within
basically out-of-control status; most other areas in the Loess Plateau were considered level
2, meaning that the spatial conflict of PLES was basically controllable. In comparison, the
spatial conflicts of PLES in most of the other basin regions such as the lower reaches of the
Yellow River, the Ningxia plain, the Inner Mongolia irrigation area, the inland flow area,
the Hehuang area, and the source region of the Yellow River were relatively mild and in a
stably controllable state of level 1.

Figure 6. Spatial conflict of PLES in the Yellow River Basin in 2010.

The spatial distribution of spatial conflict of PLES in the Yellow River Basin in 2015
(Figure 7) was basically the same as that in 2010, and the out-of-control regions, the ones
measured as level 3 and level 4, which were located in the middle reaches of the Yellow
River Loess Plateau area, still had not been improved, while the spatial conflict of PLES in
the region from Heyuan to Maqu area had deteriorated from the stably controllable level 1
to the basically controllable level 2.

In 2018, the spatial conflict of the PLES situation in the Yellow River Basin (Figure 8)
improved—only the region from Hekou Town to the left bank of Longmen remained at
level 4, indicating a seriously out-of-control status. The region above Jing River Zhangji-
ashan changed from level 4 to level 3 status, the region Fen River improved from level 3 to
level 2 status, and the region from Heyuan to Maqu was at that point at level 1 instead of
level 2. Only spatial conflict of PLES of the region Dawen River deteriorated from level 1 to
level 2, and the other areas were relatively stable.
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Figure 7. Spatial conflict of PLES in the Yellow River Basin in 2015.

 
Figure 8. Spatial conflict of PLES in the Yellow River Basin in 2018.
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As is shown in the simulation results of spatial conflict of PLES in the Yellow River
Basin in 2025 (Figure 9), the spatial conflict of PLES in the Yellow River Basin will continue
to improve, and the situation in the Loess Plateau and most of the lower reaches will be
in a level 1 or level 2 controllable state. However, the spatial conflict of PLES in the upper
reaches of the Yellow River is deteriorating: the conflict level of the Daxia River and Tahoe
River region has risen to the seriously out-of-control state of level 4, and the source region
of the Yellow River shows different degrees of deterioration, from level 1 to the basically
controllable state of level 2.

Figure 9. Predicted spatial conflict of PLES in the Yellow River Basin in 2025.

As can be seen from Figure 10, from 2010 to 2025, the spatial conflict of PLES in the
Yellow River Basin is in the basically controllable level 1. Among the 29 tertiary water
resource divisions, except for the regions of Daxia River and Tao River, above Jing River
Zhangjiashan, Hekou Town to the left bank of Longmen, and Fen River, the SCCI values
are in a stable and controllable state. From the development trend of spatial conflict of
PLES in the Yellow River Basin, from 2010 to 2025, 15 of the 29 tertiary water resource
divisions in the Yellow River Basin show a significantly decreasing trend of SCCI, with
a percentage of more than 51%. There are eight regions where spatial conflict of PLES
fluctuates (decreasing and then increasing or increasing and then decreasing), accounting
for about 28%. At the same time, there are six regions in the basin where spatial conflict of
PLES reveals a gradually strengthening trend, accounting for 21%.
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Figure 10. PLES spatial conflict changes in 29 tertiary water resource divisions from 2010 to 2025.

4. Discussion

The analysis of the spatio-temporal changes in PLES in the Yellow River Basin from
2010 to 2025 indicates that the urbanization process in the basin has further intensified—the
LPS area has further increased, and metropolitan areas with a certain scale have gradually
formed around provincial capital cities with population and economic siphoning effects,
such as Jinan, Zhengzhou, Xi’an, Taiyuan, Hohhot, Yinchuan, and Lanzhou. In addition,
the development of energy and mining industries in the Yellow River Basin continues
to be the pillar industries supporting industrial and economic development, and there-
fore, their areas basically remain stable. The Yellow River Basin still has a pivotal and
important role in securing China’s energy and mineral resources. The area of PES is still
unchanged, compared with 2010. PES is distributed more concentrated in the Loess Plateau
of the middle reaches and the upper reaches of the Yellow River, which proves that the
construction of concentrated contiguous high-standard farmland for modern agricultural
development has achieved its initial results. The EPS in the Yellow River Basin is basically
stable, but the EPS connectivity and agglomeration degree increased significantly. The
unobstructed degree of biological habitat was strongly guaranteed, so an imminent increase
in biodiversity of the basin could be expected. Saline and desertified land management
in the upper reaches of the Yellow River Basin and parts of the Loess Plateau continues
to be effective, as their total areas continued to decrease, resulting in a slight decrease in
ES in the basin. At the same time, owing to the positive impact of the implementation of
China’s nature reserve policy, the disturbance of ES in the upper Yellow River Basin will be
significantly reduced by people’s work and living activities, and the ES area will increase
significantly. As a result, large areas with national representative natural ecosystem values
will be effectively protected.

Judging from the seriousness of spatial conflict of PLES, the encroachment of LPS
on other PLES is the most prominent in the Yellow River Basin. With the urbanization
of the basin and the strengthening of energy and mineral resources development, the
encroachment of LPS on other types of PLES is increasing, which is mainly reflected
in the encroachment of PES, EPS, and ES around the periphery of urban development
zones and townships, and the phenomenon of “pie spreading” caused by the excessive
and disorderly development of towns. The development of energy and chemical bases
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encroaches on regional EPS and ES, giving rise to regional pasture degradation, soil erosion,
land desertification, and soil pollution. This is seen mostly in the regions from Hekou Town
to the left bank of Longmen, Fen River, and Shizuishan to the south bank of Hekou Town.
In addition, LPS encroachment on EPS and ES in the upper reaches of the Yellow River
Basin mainly manifested as the encroachment of urban development, overgrazing, water
conservancy, transportation facilities construction, etc. on the plateau grassland meadow,
wetlands, and other natural water space, resulting in degradation of grassland meadow
and peat swamp wetland and other ecological impacts, concentrated in the area of Daxia
and Tao River and other areas.

As revealed from the area of spatial conflict of PLES, the spatial conflict of PLES in
the Yellow River Basin mainly focuses on the conflict between PES and EPS, specifically
the conversion of land-use types between grassland and cropland. In space, the PES
and EPS change areas are highly spatially coordinated. On the one hand, the Ningmeng
irrigation area, the Fenwei basin, and the lower Yellow River plain are the main agricultural
production regions in China, responsible for the mission of ensuring national food security.
The continuous expansion of arable land has inevitably caused encroachment on EPS,
especially in some ecologically fragile areas of the Loess Plateau where water and soil
resources do not align with each other. Excessive agricultural cultivation has caused the
destruction of surface vegetation, increased soil erosion, and deterioration of ecosystem
services. In recent years, owing to the continuous promotion of the national project of
returning farmland to forest and high standard farmland construction, the original arable
land with unsuitable water resources carrying capacity or mismatched soil and water
conditions has been gradually withdrawn. Thus, the level of agricultural modernization
has continuously increased, alleviating the problem of PES encroachment on EPS to some
extent. On the other hand, in recent years, with the overlapping impacts of industrial
transformation, population migration, agricultural price fluctuations, etc., the Loess Plateau
and other areas that used to be agriculturally dominated regions have lost a large number
of their rural population. The phenomenon of abandonment of arable land is very common,
resulting in the loss of a large amount of suitable arable land, which formed the passive
encroachment of EPS on PES, especially in the region above Jing River Zhangjiashan.

From the perspective of the research scale, there have been few studies on spatial con-
flicts of PLES in the Yellow River Basin, which mainly focus on administrative units such as
urban agglomerations, provinces, and cities [65–67]. However, this study adopted tertiary
water resource divisions as the basic research unit to analyze the distribution characteristics
of spatial conflicts of PLES, thus enriching the scales of research related to the Yellow
River Basin. At the same time, the CA–Markov model was used to simulate the spatial
pattern of conflicts, which is highly practical for policymakers to formulate corresponding
land-use optimization plans. In terms of research methods, GIS and RS technology are
the main means to monitor land-use changes by using raster and vector data [68,69]. In
this study, land-use change in the Yellow River Basin was analyzed using classified raster
data. Compared with other studies [70–72], this method, based on landscape ecology,
obtained good credibility, since it focused on revealing the spatio-temporal evolution of
PLES conflicts from the perspective of spatial morphological changes by using relatively
few volumes of data.

Water resources are the core resource elements for socio-economic development and
ecological protection since the ecosystem service functions such as water connotation, soil
conservation, sand fixation, and flood regulation are closely related to water resources.
Therefore, this study took the 29 tertiary water resource divisions in the Yellow River
Basin as the basic research unit. Moreover, in this research, analyses of PLES patterns
and internal mechanisms were carried out, considering the distribution of administrative
regions, topography, national economic development, watershed size, and maintaining the
unity, combination, and integrity of administrative regions and basin zoning. To analyze
the crux of ecological protection and high-quality economic and social development in the
Yellow River Basin effectively, the study approach was to examine the coupling relationship
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between man and land system, based on the internal mechanism of spatial conflict of PLES.
Meanwhile, other factors, including the laws of physical geography and socio-economic
development, the carrying capacity of resources and environment, the rigid constraint
of ecological protection on water resources and high-quality development of the Basin,
and the administrative requirements of regional ecological protection and socio-economic
construction, were also considered.

Due to climatic challenges, the changes in land use in the Yellow River Basin had
more profound impacts on the surface water cycle now. In recent years, the climate
in the Loess Plateau area of the middle reaches of the Yellow River Basin has become
warmer and drier. Furthermore, a decrease in atmospheric precipitation recharge and an
increase in terrestrial evapotranspiration have led to a decrease in available land serving
as water resources. Meanwhile, the Chinese government has implemented a large-scale
greening action in the Loess Plateau region [73], increasing the conversion from PES to EPS.
Large-scale afforestation improves the regional ecological environment, but also changes
the underlying surface structure of the region, affects the local water cycle process, and
decreases the gradual surface runoff. According to relevant studies [74], due to the impact
of climate change and human activities, the carrying capacity of water resources in the
Loess Plateau has been on the verge of overload. At the same time, land-use change in the
Yellow River Basin will also affect the local climate by changing the carbon cycle.

There is a large amount of unused land (ES) in the upper reaches of the Yellow River. In
the future, following the principle of not affecting the ecological environment, these types
of unused land can be fully utilized for the development of renewable energy, including
wind, solar, and biomass. Firstly, it can reduce the occupation of limited construction and
cultivated land resources in socio-economic development, and lower the conflict between
ES, PES, and LPS, and secondly, it will reduce the dependence on fossil fuels to promote
carbon neutrality, thus mitigating the adverse effects of climate change.

The spatial conflict of PLES resonates with the game process of ecological protection
and socio-economic development in the process of territorial space development and uti-
lization. The macroscopic natural geographical background conditions lay the geographical
foundation for the construction of the spatial development and protection pattern of the
Yellow River Basin, while socio-economic development, urbanization and industrialization
processes, exploitation of mineral resources, and other human activities are the key driving
force behind the spatial pattern of land space, accelerating the process of change in spatial
patterns of the Yellow River Basin. The ecological conditions in Yellow River Basin are
fragile, manifested in its serious shortage of water resources, ecologically sensitive areas
and fragile areas, and massive pressure on ecological protection under climate change
conditions. Meanwhile, in the process of rapid socio-economic development, disordered
and uncontrolled urbanization, industrialization, and exploitation activities of mineral
resources have caused a disproportionate spatial pattern of PLES and deterioration in the
quality of the ecological environment. Therefore, it is of great practical significance to
understand the spatio-temporal pattern of PLES in the Yellow River Basin and identify
the characteristics of spatial conflict of PLES scientifically. In this way, the PLES layout of
the Yellow River Basin, the efficiency of PLES comprehensive utilization, and the PLES
service function will be collectively improved, which eventually will assist in achieving
the strategic goals of ecological protection and high-quality development in the Yellow
River Basin.

5. Conclusions

Ecological protection and high-quality development of the Yellow River Basin is an
essential national strategy in China. The spatial pattern of the Yellow River Basin is evolving
from a dominant space of production to one with a coordinated pattern of development of
production–living–ecological space. In this study, we simulated the pattern of PLES in the
Yellow River Basin from 2010 to 2025. Based on the scientific understanding of the spatial
pattern of the Yellow River Basin, we adopted the landscape ecology method to identify the
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spatial conflict of PLES in the Yellow River Basin and quantitatively analyze the severity
of spatial conflict of PLES and its spatio-temporal pattern; thus, the following conclusions
were obtained:

(1) As revealed by the spatio-temporal pattern of PLES in the Yellow River Basin in the
past 15 years (2010–2025), the distribution of PLES in the Yellow River Basin had obvious
spatially divergent characteristics. EPS has the highest percentage of area among all PLES
types and is concentrated in most areas in the upper and middle reaches of the Yellow
River, showing an inverted U-shaped changing trend in 2010–2025, while the total area
remains stable in terms of fluctuation. PES is distributed in the Ningmeng Irrigation Area,
Fenwei Plain, part of the Loess Plateau, and most of the lower reaches of the Yellow River,
presenting a U-shaped trend from 2010 to 2025, with the total area remaining stable in terms
of fluctuation. Due to the urbanization and industrialization of the Yellow River Basin, the
LPS area increases yearly, mainly seen around the metropolitan areas of provincial capitals
and secondary cities in nine provinces in the Yellow River Basin. In contrast, due to the
industrial construction and ecological restoration projects, the ES area, which can be found
in the upper and middle parts of the Yellow River Basin, indicates a decreasing trend year
by year. In terms of PLES type conversion relationship, the conversion between EPS and
PES is the most frequent, and the conversion area accounts for the highest percentage.

(2) During 2010–2025, the spatial conflict of PLES in the Yellow River Basin is mainly
reflected in the encroachment of LPS on other PLES, seen mostly in the areas from Hekou
Town to the left bank of Longmen, Fen River, Shizuishan to the southern bank of Hekou
Town, and Daxia and Tao River. In addition, from the spatial conflict of the PLES area, the
conflict between PES and EPS accounts for the largest area, which is concentrated in certain
regions of the Loess Plateau and the region above Jing River Zhangjiashan. In terms of
the degree of spatial conflict of PLES, from 2010 to 2025, the average SCCI of the Yellow
River Basin lies within 0.7, meaning a basically controllable degree. From the development
trend of spatial conflict of PLES, 15 of the 29 study regions have major decreasing trends of
SCCI, 8 regions are in a state of fluctuation, and 6 regions show gradually increasing trends,
accounting for 51%, 28%, and 21%, respectively.

(3) From the analysis of the attribution of spatial conflict of PLES, it was revealed that
natural ecological conditions are the important foundation of PLES patterns, while human
activities are the driving force guiding the evolution of PLES patterns, which accelerates
the process of change in spatial patterns. In recent years, the implementation of major
ecological protection actions in the Yellow River Basin, especially the large-scale project
of returning farmland to forest and grass, the construction of nature reserve systems, and
major ecological restoration projects, have played important roles in alleviating the spatial
conflict of PLES. Thus, the area and severity of spatial conflict of PLES have been decreasing
year by year. However, overexploitation of resources (including agricultural irrigation
areas and energy bases) and disorderly construction due to urbanization remain the main
causes of spatial conflict of PLES in the basin. Thus, a scientific, efficient, and reasonable
pattern of land space development and utilization is key to optimizing PLES in the Yellow
River Basin.

(4) This research applied the CA–Markov model and landscape ecology method to
evaluate and analyze the evolution of spatial conflict of PLES and accurately identified
the spatio-temporal pattern of spatial conflict of PLES in the Yellow River Basin. The
study provides important theoretical references and decision-making principles for later
analysis of PLES formation mechanisms and internal evolution mechanisms; research
on the driving mechanism, formulation of measures and countermeasures to optimize
the spatial development and protection pattern of the land; targeting natural resource
management, spatial planning and use control of the land; and promoting ecological and
environmental protection and high-quality economic and social development in the basin.

(5) This research emphasizes the relationship revealed in the human–land coupled
system in the basin, which affects the layout of PLES. Based on the important role of
water resources carrying capacity for ecological protection and high-quality socio-economic
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development, a new perspective for basin PLES research was proposed, taking into account
tertiary water resource divisions as the basic study unit. It is also worth noting that the
SCCI of the basic study unit is a standardized relative value, so the different study scales
will have a direct impact on the study results. At the same time, the differences in PLES
classification and the use of different simulation model parameters can lead to some bias in
the study results. This research analyzed the spatio-temporal pattern of PLES conflicts in
the Yellow River Basin only from the perspective of spatial morphology. Spatial suitability
was not considered; thus, it is impossible to dissect the main influencing factors of the
conflicts. In addition, due to the limitation of space, in this paper, we did not discuss
the optimal adjustment strategy to deal with the spatial conflict in PLES. These research
directions and contents remain to be discussed in depth by subsequent scholars.
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Abstract: Accurately identifying the rural production-living-ecological space (PLES) of different
islands can help reveal their distinct natural resources and land-use situations, which is significant
for the sorted management, subarea utilization, and protection of islands. At present, studies on
the PLES of island villages are deficient. For instance, the existing land-use classification system is
incomplete; the PLES is poorly identified; and the dominant function of multiple land-use types
based on different island geomorphology types is insufficiently investigated. Therefore, a case study
was conducted on the island villages of the western sea area of Guangdong Province, based on
remote sensing, spatial analysis, and land classification, with field research and the relevant data. In
this study, before establishing the PLES system, the islands were classified, including six bedrock
islands, 10 sedimentary islands, and one volcanic island. When the PLES system of the island villages
was classified, the ecological and utilized areas of the intertidal zone and neritic region should be
combined with the island–continent part, and the distinct industrial types should be emphasized,
before forming 22 secondary types of PLES. Furthermore, it is found that each island generally has
its own dominant space and land-use type. Ecological space (ES) dominates the bedrock islands,
and production space (PS) is prominent for sedimentary islands and volcanic islands. Forestland,
aquaculture pond, and dryland are the prominent land-use types for bedrock islands, sedimentary
islands, and volcanic islands, respectively. The rural residential lands are the main component of
living space (LS) in all islands, and the most urban residential lands are distributed on the bedrock
islands. The main driving factors for the formation and distribution of island rural PLES are the
altitudinal gradient and geomorphic characteristics. The research shows that the main problems of
PLES are that the intertidal zones are threatened by aquaculture ponds at various levels, and the
development of LS in these islands is generally backward.

Keywords: production-living-ecological space; identification; island exploitation; perspective of
geomorphology

1. Introduction

The dense population and rapid economic development in coastal zones in China
cause frequent changes in land-use structures of offshore islands and intensify the conflicts
among the production space, living space, and ecological space [1,2]. In order to achieve
sustainable development of geographical space, in 2012, the Chinese government proposed
the principle of the national territorial space development: optimizing the allocation of nat-
ural and socioeconomic resources for high-efficiency and intensive production, comfortable
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living, and eco-friendly territorial space [3–6]. With the discussion and popularization of the
concept of production-living-ecological space (PLES) [7,8], the identification of PLES [9,10],
the evolution of PLES [11,12], and PLES functionality [13,14] have become research hotspots
in the fields of landscape planning and urban planning.

Current studies on the identification of PLES mainly focus on the national land
space [15], provincial spaces [16,17], and urban spaces [18,19]. However, PLES iden-
tification was rarely conducted in rural spaces, especially in island villages. With the
increasing anthropogenic activities, the ecology of the islands has been experiencing critical
deterioration. Moreover, the island ecosystem, characterized by a small area, low ecological
diversity, and low self-regulating and restoring capacity, is fragile and challenging to re-
pair [20–23]. Therefore, island land planning and management should be carried out from
an integrative research perspective. PLES covers the ecological, production, and living
spaces, and the classification of PLES is a comprehensive land spatial zoning [24]. PLES
identification on island villages could help to find out the conflict and contradiction among
the production space (PS), living space (LS), and ecological space (ES), with achieving
co-ordinated developments.

Generally, the identification and division of rural PLES can be achieved by two main-
stream methods: (1) the evaluation index system (EIS); (2) land-use classification (LUC) [25–27].
The method of EIS is usually used to divide the PLES by evaluating the function and suit-
ability of each administrative unit [28,29]. However, it cannot be used to identify the PLES
within the village because of the difficulty in obtaining the socioeconomic statistics at the
village level. The method of LUC can identify rural PLES by classifying land-use types with
the same dominant function and can be used to identify the multispatial characteristics of
rural PLES within the village [30]. For example, Duan et al. [24] identified the multispatial
rural PLES in Ertai Town of Zhangjiakou from the perspective of the villagers’ behavior.

The existing LUC-related studies on PLES mainly used Chinese “Land-use status
classification” (GB/T21010-2017) for spatial identification [31]. Nevertheless, the surface
features of island areas cannot be highlighted by using this taxonomy. In this case, scholars
who participated in the Special Project for Comprehensive Investigation and Evaluation
of China’s Offshore Ocean (908 Special Project) formulated an LUC system of islands [2],
which can emphasize the surface features of the island–continent part. However, each island
contains the island–continent part, island intertidal zone, and neritic region [32]. Thus, it is
essential to combine the ecology and the utilized spaces of the intertidal zone and neritic
region while classifying the land-use of islands. Furthermore, rural spaces in different
islands have distinct resource combinations and utilization characteristics. Consequently,
in order to find out the advantages and limitations of resources and utilization in various
islands, island classification is necessary.

With the increasing exploitation, the island villages in the western sea area of Guang-
dong Province are commonly confronted with the following issues: (1) development and
utilization behaviors such as reclamation and arbitrary quarrying which changed the to-
pography and geomorphology of some islands; (2) severe destruction of the ecological
environment; and (3) extensive utilization of natural resources. With a narrow economic
base, restricting the protection and management of the islands. Previous studies in this
area mainly focused on qualitative planning strategies, the islands’ intertidal zones and
neritic regions were rarely considered in the LUC-related studies, and research from a geo-
morphological perspective is scarce. Hence, the present study aims to fill these knowledge
gaps using a remote sensing-based approach. The specific objectives of this study are to:
(1) establish a PLES system for the island villages; (2) map the spatial distribution of secondary
types of PLES; (3) explain the formation mechanism from the geographical perspective; and
(4) figure out the conflict among the PLES and propose space-optimization strategies.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The study area covers 17 populated offshore islands (within approximately 30 nautical
miles) in the western sea area of Guangdong Province (Figure 1). The largest island in
the study area is Donghai Island, with an area of 286 km2, and the smallest island is
Gonggang Island, with a mere area of 1.26 km2, and all the islands are located at a distance
of about 0.4 km~18 km from the coastline. The study area belongs to the subtropical climate.
Compared with the coastwise mainland, the islands have an oceanic climate, with an annual
temperature of 1~1.5 ◦C lower than that of the adjacent mainland; the number of days
with at least Level-8 gale on annual average is 3~8 times that of the adjacent mainland; the
annual amount of evaporation is 20~200 mm higher than that of the adjacent mainland [33].

Figure 1. Distribution map of island in the western sea area of Guangdong Province.

2.2. Data Processing and Classification Method

This study uses satellite images and auxiliary data, and employs a hybrid classification
approach for image classification. The auxiliary data includes those from field investiga-
tion, yearbooks, local chronicles, Google images, and the land use/land cover maps of the
Resource and Environment Science and Data Center (https://www.resdc.cn (accessed on
13 December 2021)). The auxiliary data were mainly used to identify training samples for
image classification, testing samples for accuracy evaluation, and visually modified classi-
fied images. A hybrid classification method, which was developed for image classification,
was found to be an effective approach to enhancing the accuracy of image classification [34].
This method includes automatic classification (random forest) and visual modification. The
classification process is shown in Figure 2. See the following steps for details.

2.2.1. Data Processing and Classification Method

This study adopts the physical boundary of islands as the division, including the
ecological and utilized areas of the islands’ intertidal zones and neritic regions. The
Geospatial Data Cloud (http://www.gscloud.cn/ (accessed on 15 December 2021)) server
was used to download Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI), and Thermal Infrared
Sensor (TIRS) database was used for the images of the 2014s and 2015s. All images used in
this study are from the dry season period (November–January), during which zero cloud
cover allowed for high image quality. The raw images have a spatial resolution of 30 m.

Preprocessing is an essential step to correct atmospheric effects and minimize geomet-
ric and radiometric errors before image classification. This study used the ENVI software
to undertake the radiometric calibration and atmospheric correction of all the images. A
fusion or pan-sharpened multispectral (MS) image provides an improved image of high
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spatial resolution and can also improve the classification results [35,36]. Therefore, the
panchromatic (PAN) band with a resolution of 15 m and MS images were adopted to be
fused by the Gram–Schmidt (GS) method in this study. Subsequently, four pan-sharpened
MS images with a spatial resolution of 15 m of the studied area were generated.

 

Figure 2. Flow chart of island land-use classification in the study area.

2.2.2. Island Classification

Referring to the 908 Special Project and “Law of the People’s Republic of China on the
Protection of Islands”, according to their results of the classification of islands by geological
composition, the islands were classified into three types: bedrock islands, volcanic islands,
and sedimentary islands (Table 1). Furthermore, while classified, two or more islands
connected via aquaculture pond(s) were deemed as one island.
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Table 1. Island classification and image characteristics (Data resources: Google Earth).

Primary Classification Secondary Classification Image Characteristics Descriptions

Island

Bedrock island

 

The island consists of bedrocks.

Volcanic island
(High Island)

 

The island consists of volcanic ejecta
(lava and volcanic ash).

Sedimentary island

 

The island consists of incompact
substances (mud and sand).

2.2.3. Island PLES System Construction

The identification of a rural place or village varies in different countries. The term in
this paper is identified as a region that is outside the urban built-up area and is a system of
the territorial complex with natural, social, and economic functions [37,38].

Based on the island land-use classification formulated by the 908 Special Project
(Table 2), the primary industries were emphasized and the ecological and utilized area of
the intertidal zones and neritic regions were supplemented. Meanwhile, to allow for the
resolution of remote sensing (RS) images, some microscale land-use types that were difficult
to acquire from the images were merged and adjusted. The islands’ PLES-classification-
system fit for the studied area was formulated afterward (Table 3).
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Table 2. Island land-use classification of study area.

First-Level Land-Use Type Second-Level Land-Use Type

Arable land
Paddy field

Dryland

Garden
Orchard

Tea garden

Forestland
Forestland

Mangrove forest

Industrial and mining storage land
Industrial land

Salt pan

Residential land -

Transportation land
Highway land

Rural road

Water area and water conservancy facilities land

Harbor land

Reservoir

Pond

Ditch

Other lands

Aquaculture pond

Mudflat aquaculture

Sandy land

Bare land

The production space (PS) refers to the space dominated by the production functions.
The PS includes paddy field, dryland, orchard land, and aquaculture pond, which supports
agriculture and marine production. The reservoirs and ponds of the islands in the studied
area mainly serve agricultural production and hence are classified as PS.

The living space (LS) refers to the space guaranteeing the survival of humankind and
carrying human culture. Many time-honored villages on the islands in the studied area
have historical, cultural, scientific, artistic, social, and economic value [39]. Thus, in this
classification, the rural residential land was separated from the urban residential land by
considering the further assessment and preservation of the traditional villages, and was
classified into LS alongside land for the harbor and wharf.

The ecological space (ES) refers to the natural space which can maintain regional
ecological security [40]. The mangrove forest is a critical ecological space in the study
area, listed in the list of Ramsar Convention wetlands of international importance. Besides,
wetlands, sandy beaches, and mudflats in the intertidal zones were highlighted in the PLES
classification system. Due to the weak capacity of the islands to withstand natural disasters,
this classification also stresses the shelterbelts, which defend against natural disasters,
protect production, and maintain ecological balance, so as to highlight the particular
ecosystem of the subtropical islands.
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Table 3. PLES classification and image features (Data resources: Google Earth).

PLES Secondary Types of PLES Interpretation Signal Description

Production space

Paddy field

 

Cultivated land for aquatic crops
such as rice. Including the areas

that rotated by aquatic and
xerophytic crop.

Dryland

 

Cultivated land for xerophilous
crops with no irrigation facilities,

and the cultivation mainly relies on
natural precipitation.

Tea garden

 

Site for tea production.

Salt pan

 

Salt production sites mainly use the
evaporation method, including

mixed land-use by fish-farming and
salt production.

Aquaculture pond

 

The site for aquaculture includes its
ancillary facilities, which are

located above the shoreline or in the
intertidal zones.

Industrial land

 

Site for industrial production.

Reservoir

 

Site for water storage by artificial
intercept (area > 1 × 104 m2),

including its ancillary facilities.

Pond

 

Site ponding area or bottomland
(area < 1 × 104 m2), the aquaculture

pond is not included.

Ditch

 

Site for the channels (width ≥ 1 m)
used for drainage and irrigation,
including ditches, embankments,

and surrounding shelterbelt.
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Table 3. Cont.

PLES Secondary Types of PLES Interpretation Signal Description

Ecological space

Forestland

 

Site for the forest with canopy
density ≥ 0.2.

Stream

 

A stream is formed naturally or
excavated artificially.

Shelterbelt

 

Site for shelterbelt that is
distributed on the coastal zone.

Mangrove forest land

 

Site for the semimangrove or
mangrove forest.

Wetland

 

Site for the herb growth in the
inland swamp.

Beach

 

The dry shoal consists of gravel
or sand.

Rock foreshore

 

The dry shoal consists of rock.

Mudflat

 

The dry shoal consists of sand
or mudflat.
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Table 3. Cont.

PLES Secondary Types of PLES Interpretation Signal Description

Living space

Rural residential land

 

Villages’ house.

Urban residential land

 

Urban residential community.

Harbor land

 

Site for berthing ships and storage
of goods, including the

ancillary buildings.

Highway land

 

Site for national roads, provincial
roads, county roads, and

township roads.

Bare land

 

Areas with no dominant vegetation
cover on at least 90% of the area or

areas covered by lichens/moss.

2.2.4. Imagery Feature Extraction

The construction of the categorical dataset requires the spectral signature, index feature
calculation, gray-level co-occurrence matrix extraction, and feature fusion [41]. The spectral
signature is the foremost feature in remote-sensing image classification [42], while the
index feature can effectively enhance image classification accuracy. Index features include
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) [43], Normalized Difference Water Index
(NDWI) [44], and Normalized Difference Built-up Index (NDBI) [45,46]. Besides, this
study adopts the Combined Mangrove Recognition Index (CMRI), which can enhance the
discrimination between mangrove forests and nonmangrove vegetations [47] (Table 4).

The existing studies suggest that the gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) can
effectively enhance the classification accuracy of various land-use types and diminish the
classification errors due to similar spectral signatures [48]. Combined with the test, the
study sets the window size of statistical pixels as 9 × 9 while extracting textures and selects
the value of grayscale quantization level as 32 to calculate six textural features of images
using the GLCM (Table 4).

After the calculations above, this step adopted the integrating the multifeatures
method [49], including spectral features, texture features (GLCM), and index features.
Each feature obtained in this study corresponds to a layer, and the method of layer-overlay
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is used for feature fusion (Figure 3). The integrating multifeatures method can significantly
enrich the information content of remote sensing data, and one of the most commonly used
methods to quantify the importance of features is decision trees.

Table 4. The characteristic attributes involved in classification.

Index Features

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) NDVI = NIR−Red
NIR+Red

Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) NDWI = Green−NIR
Green+NIR

Normalized Difference Built-up Index (NDBI) NDBI = MIR−NIR
MIR+NIR

Combined Mangrove Recognition Index (CMRI) CMRI = NDVI − NDWI

Gray-Level Co-Occurrence
Matrix (GLCM)

GLCM Homogeneity k
∑

i=1

k
∑

j=1

P(i,j)
1+(i+j)2

GLCM Contrast k−1
∑

n=0
n2 ∑

|i−j|=1
P(i, j)

GLCM Dissimilarity k
∑

i=1

k
∑

j=1
|i − j|P(i, j)

GLCM Entropy − k
∑

i=1

k
∑

j=1
P(i, j) log[P(i, j)]

GLCM Mean k
∑

i=1

k
∑

j=1

k
∑

i=1

k
∑

j=1
P(i,j)

n2

GLCM Std. Dev. k
∑

i=1

k
∑

j=1
[P(i, j)− μn∗n]

2

Figure 3. Multifeature fusion diagram (take Hailing Island as an example).

2.2.5. Random Forest Classification

Random forest (RF) is an integrated learning technology that can generate a large
number of decision trees for the training, calculation, and classification of samples. The
bagging method is adopted in RF to generate independent, identically distributed training
sample sets for each decision tree, and the final classification result of the RF depends on
the voting of all decision trees.

The RF algorithm is amplified as follows: (1) obtain N (N is a random positive number)
training sample sets from a large number of original samples, by drawing with replacement
N times; (2) select m (m is a random positive number) classification features randomly
from the total features in each sample set; (3) divide the nodes of the decision trees by
complete segmentation methodology, and then build a great number of decision trees.
After completing the classification for each decision tree, the classes of new samples
are determined by a majority vote according to the classification results of the decision
trees [50].

The main idea of using the random forest to measure the importance of features is to
evaluate the contribution of each feature in each decision tree, and to calculate the average
values. Subsequently, the contribution value of features can be compared.
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2.2.6. Visual Modification

This study involves various classification types, with the existence of the phenomenon of
“different objects with the same spectrum”. This leads to unavoidable ineffectiveness when dis-
tinguishing surface features. Therefore, in combination with the auxiliary data, the classification
maps generated by RF were visually modified to enhance the classification accuracies.

3. Results

3.1. Classification Accuracy Evaluation

The accuracy assessment gave overall accuracies of 87.06~97.38% for the images of
all the islands. Meanwhile, the kappa coefficient was 0.84~0.96. Images of larger islands
coincide with higher accuracy, whereas images of smaller islands coincide with lower
accuracy. The user and producer accuracies of the various thematic classes were over 81.3%,
except for ponds (70.3%), reservoirs (72.7%), and bare lands (71.2%).

3.2. Types and Quantity of PLES Classification of the Islands in the Western Sea Area of
Guangdong Province

Through the result of PLES classification, the number of PLES types on a single island
range between 6 and 19. The PS types divided from the Landsat images include paddy
field, dryland, salt pan, aquaculture pond, industrial land, tea garden, reservoir, pond, and
ditch. The ES types include forestland, shelterbelt, mangrove forest land, wetland, beach,
rock foreshore, mudflat, and stream. The LS types include rural residential land, urban
residential land, harbor land, bare land, and highway land. Some secondary types of PLES
are distributed only on certain islands. For example, in the PS, the industrial land and
salt pan only appear on the sedimentary islands, a vast majority of irrigation ditches are
distributed on the bedrock islands, and tea gardens are distributed only in a small area
on the bedrock islands. Most mangrove forests and mudflats in the ES are distributed on
the sedimentary islands. Only a few streams are distributed on the bedrock islands, while
rock foreshores are mainly distributed in the relatively large area on the volcanic islands
(Figures 4–6).

3.3. PLES Distribution Characteristics of the Three Types of Islands in the Western Sea Area of
Guangdong Province

Overall, the areas of LS are less than both PS and ES in all types of islands. Rural
residential lands are the main component of LS and are distributed dispersedly, while the
urban residential land is mainly distributed on the bedrock islands. The aquaculture pond
is the dominant land-use type in PS of the intertidal zone in the study area, with various
proportion levels.

The bedrock islands are dominated by ES, with an area of 264.24 km2, or 70.35% of the
area of bedrock islands. The ES is mainly composed of forestland, which takes 48.0%~89.4%
over the island area, and is concentrated distributed on the island–continent part. The ES
of the intertidal zone is made up of rock foreshore, with a small area. The PS occupies a
total area of 54.95 km2, representing 14.63% of the bedrock island. The arable land of the
island–continent part in bedrock islands takes up a large proportion, from 1.2% to 16.1%,
except for Fengtou Island. The LS area of bedrock islands is 22.52 km2, accounting for only
6.0% of the bedrock island’s total area, and the quantity of the harbor land is more than
other islands, as shown in Figure 7 and Table 5.
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Figure 4. PLES classification of bedrock islands.
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Figure 5. PLES classification of sedimentary island.

Figure 6. PLES classification of volcanic island.
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Figure 7. PLES distribution characteristics of sedimentary islands.

Table 5. The PLES pattern and connection between the island sizes and the PLES diversity.

Type of the
Islands

Name of the
Islands

The Area of
the Island

(km2)

The
Number of

PLES

The Dominant
Space of PLES

Dominant
Plaque Type

of PLES

Percentage of
Dominant Patch

Types in PLES (of
Each Island)

Area of
Dominant

Patch Types in
PLES (km2)

Volcanic
island

Naozhou
Island 56.40 16 Production space Dry farming 53.20% 27.89

Bedrock
island

Hailing Island 108.90 19 Ecological space Forestland 47.00% 51.64

Shangchuan
Island 157.00 18 Ecological space Forestland 75.30% 103.36

Xiachuan
Island 98.32 13 Ecological space Forestland 76.25% 63.39

Mangzhou
Island 6.82 9 Ecological space Forestland 89.40% 5.38

Fengtou Island 3.67 9 Ecological space Forestland 41.37% 1.57

Dafangji Island 1.23 5 Ecological space Forestland 82.25% 1.06

Sedimentary
island

Donghai Island 286.60 18 Production space Aquafarm 20.27% 70.68

Techeng Island 3.13 12 Production space Dry farming 19.97% 0.77

Nansan Island 123.40 15 Production space Aquafarm 28.13% 41.26

Dongtoushan
Island 2.91 8 Production space Aquafarm 27.36% 0.91

Gonggang
Island 1.26 7 Production space Aquafarm 30.00% 1.02

Dongsong
Island 2.80 8 Ecological space Mudflat 33.50% 1.81

Houhai-beili
Island 2.76 7 Production space Aquafarm 50.69% 6.10

Jinji-jiaping
Island 4.54 6 Production space Aquafarm 33.89% 2.09

Liuji Island 1.94 6 Ecological space Forestland 34.57% 0.82

Xinliao Island 40.70 12 Production space Aquafarm 33.17% 22.91
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The sedimentary islands are dominated by PS, with an area of 362.79 km2, or 77.26%
of the sedimentary islands. In PS, the aquaculture pond is the dominant land-use type
and is mainly distributed in the intertidal zone, and the area of aquaculture ponds on
some islands even takes up 50%, while the paddy field occupies a large proportion of
the island–continent part. The proportion of the intertidal zone of ES occupies an area of
184.55 km2, or 39.3% of the island’s total area, and is formed by mudflats and mangrove
forests. In comparison, the ES of the island–continent part is composed of forest and
shelterbelt. LS occupies an area of 66.92 km2 (or 14.25%) of the sedimentary islands, as
illustrated in Figure 8 and Table 5.

Figure 8. PLES distribution characteristics of bedrock islands.

The number of the volcanic island samples is less than that of other island types.
The overall distribution of their PLES is similar to the sedimentary islands. PS takes an
area of 32.87 km2 or 58.69% of the island. The dominant land-use type in PS is day land
(53.20%), and the intertidal zone is mainly occupied by aquaculture ponds. The ES on
the island–continent part occupies 25.35% of the volcanic island and comprises wetland
(13.80%), while rock foreshore takes a large proportion of the intertidal zone. The LS of
volcanic islands occupies an area of 9.41% (see Figure 9 and Table 5).

Figure 9. PLES distribution characteristics of volcanic islands.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Satellite-Image-Classification-Based Method and Classification Accuracy

In this study, the accuracy of most images can reach a threshold of above 90%. Al-
though some of the user and producer accuracies are lower than 80%, most have an accuracy
between 81.3% and 99.5%, and such an accuracy threshold is deemed satisfactory for the
studied area with complex and diverse land features categories [51].

4.2. The Formation and Distribution Mechanism of PLES from the Geomorphic Perspective

The PLES diversity in the studied area is closely related to island sizes. Usually, is-
lands with a larger area have relatively complete geomorphic combinations with more
developable geomorphic types [52]. This kind of island has more diversified PLES. In
contrast, the landform of small islands is unitary. Some small bedrock islands only have
hills and sandy beaches. Thus, the exploitation extent is limited, with less PLES (Table 5).
Furthermore, the geomorphology of islands also influences the development level, dom-
inant space, and distribution characteristics. According to the concept and method of
Geomorphons [53], the geomorphic elements were extracted from DEM data by ArcGIS,
and the PLES of different islands was analyzed in this study.

4.2.1. Bedrock Islands

The diversity of PLES in the bedrock islands dominated by hills is lower than that
of the islands occupied by platforms. For example, the area of Hailing Island is similar
to Xiachuan Island, but the PLES diversity of the former is higher because the platform
occupies nearly 50% of the total area.

The hill and platform difference led to the ES and PS/LS dualistic pattern of the
bedrock islands. Hills generally account for over 60% of the bedrock islands, and forest
land in ES is mainly distributed in hilly areas, with an altitude of 16–517 m and steep
slopes. Since hills are not developed on a large scale, a few primary and some secondary
forests are preserved, with a large area of the artificial forest planted and the nature
reserve established [54], leading to the idea that ES maintenance is better than that of other
island types.

Generally, PS and LS are distributed on the platform at an altitude of 0–20 m. The
platform area of the bedrock island is usually small; thus, the exploitation of PS and LS is
limited. In PS, arable land irrigation mainly relies on reservoirs, resulting in more reservoirs
reconstructed from bedrock islands than other islands under a water-scarce situation. In PS
of the intertidal zone, since the shoal area is small, the aquaculture ponds cannot be built
on a large scale. In LS, the natural environment of the bedrock islands is more suitable for
harbor exploitation since they have a jagged coastline, deep near-shore water, and fewer
barrier shoals. Thus, the number of harbor land in bedrock islands is more than that of
other island types.

4.2.2. Sedimentary Islands

The altitude of the sedimentary island is 0–93 m, with over 95% of areas lower than
16 m, and the flat terrain caused a high level of exploitation indirectly, including small
islands with an area of 1 km2 to 3 km2. Thus, the proportion of PS and LS in sedimentary
islands is large.

The marine depositional plain and mudflat are the main geomorphic types of the
sedimentary island, leading to the different dominant land-use types of PS and ES on the
island–continent and intertidal zones. Sedimentary islands are formed by the deposition
of sediment flow [55], during which more sandy lands are formed, with the low-lying
wetlands evolving from tidal creeks on the island–continent. These landscapes are primarily
turned into drylands and paddy fields. These islands, with a low vegetation coverage, are
susceptible to desertification and storm surge invasion, so many casuarinas are cultivated
for wind-breaking and sand-fixation in this area. Furthermore, the intertidal zone of the
sedimentary island developed a large area of mudflat, offering the enabling environment for
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the mangrove forest growth and the aquaculture pond reclamation. Thus, the area and the
density of aquaculture ponds far outweigh the other islands under disorderly exploitation.

4.2.3. Volcanic Island

Naozhou Island features a volcanic landform, which has the altitude ranging from
0 to 81 m and decreasing outward from the crater center with a gentle slope gradient.
Thus, it is intensively exploited. Since loping fields on volcanic islands with a topographic
relief gradient between 10–40 m lack surface water, many drought-tolerant crops are
planted in this area, such as sweet potatoes, peanuts, and mung beans. Combined with the
field research, local literature, and historical satellite maps, it is found that some lagoon
and ancient lagoon landforms were developed on the coast and intertidal zone. The
formation of harbor lands mainly relies on the lagoon landforms. While the wetlands
mostly evolved from ancient lagoons and most reservoirs, paddy fields were exploited on
this geomorphic type.

4.3. Problem Analysis of PLES and Exploitation Suggestions
4.3.1. Problem Analysis of PLES

The specialties of the small islands (e.g., low environmental carrying capacity and
limited natural resources) restrict the production and living activities of the island. With the
different degrees of anthropogenic activities and exploitation in various types of islands,
the ecological environment has been affected at different levels: (1) The overall threat to ES
in bedrock islands is less than that of other island types. Among them, ES of the island–
continent part is less contaminated by agricultural and domestic sewage. The primary
pollution risk is concentrated in the intertidal zone, mainly from the harbor lands and
aquaculture ponds, especially in Hailing Islands. (2) The contradictions between PS, LS,
and ES in the sedimentary island are more prominent. The problems are as follows: most
sedimentary islands have no garbage disposal facilities except for the islands with large
areas (e.g., Nansan Island and Donghai Island); much domestic and agricultural sewage
threatens the ES of the island–continent part after intense exploitation, especially on the
natural wetlands; and the mangrove forests and the mudflats in the intertidal zone are
threatened by the high-density aquaculture ponds in disordered distribution. (3) According
to the field investigation, the water shortage and overuse by tourism and agriculture are
the main ecological issues for the volcanic island.

The production activities of the islanders were restricted by the frequent wind disasters
and water scarcity of these islands. In order to increase their income, the islanders on
the sedimentary and volcanic islands adopted large-scale and high-density aquaculture
systems and drought-tolerant economic crop patterns. However, the income of islanders
who participated in traditional agriculture is still unstable. This leads to the obvious
population loss, farmland abandonment, and homestead hollowing of the agricultural
areas. Although the islanders can increase their income by engaging in tourism on the
bedrock islands, the islanders who participated in traditional agriculture face the same
problems as the sedimentary islands and volcanic islands.

Overall, low exploitation can help to keep the PLES balance of small islands because it
can sustain the available natural resources for production and living activities and have
fewer threats to the ES. The PLES of bedrock islands maintains the balance through the
low exploitation rate and comparatively abundant natural resources. However, the drastic
human–land conflict causes a PLES imbalance on the sedimentary and volcanic islands.

4.3.2. Exploitation Suggestions

It is suggested that ecological carrying capacity and self-purification should be empha-
sized. Additionally, the core and buffer protection zones of the ecology and cultural relics
should be established when further developing and planning these islands. To balance
the PLES of these islands and meet the needs of the islanders, intensive agriculture, and
fisheries, eco-friendly and novel industries with higher technologies can be introduced on
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these islands. Specifically, the development modes such as ecological tourism are more ap-
plicable to the bedrock islands. Ecological restoration should be considered before further
exploiting the sedimentary islands. During the volcanic island exploitation, the agricultural
planting structure and tourism mode should be fully considered for the sustainable use of
water resources. Moreover, attention should be paid to the public infrastructure, such as the
schools, transportation facilities, and garbage disposal facilities, to improve the livability of
LS in these islands.

5. Conclusions

In the present study, Landsat images were used to identify and analyze the rural
PLES of different island types in the western sea area of Guangdong Province, and the
PLES distribution characteristics and formation mechanism were explored. The following
conclusions can be drawn.

(1) It is found that the ecological and utilized area of the intertidal zone and neritic region
should be combined with the island–continent part, and the distinct industrial type
should be considered during the establishment of the rural island PLES classification
system.

(2) The bedrock islands are dominated by ES, which is composed of forestlands. While
the PS is the dominant space of sedimentary islands, and the aquaculture pond is
the main land-use type. The dominant type of volcanic island is dryland. The rural
residential lands are the main component of LS in all kinds of islands.

(3) Altitudinal gradient and geomorphic characteristics are the main driving factors for
the formation and distribution of island rural PLES. In addition, the exploitation level,
preference of dominant industries, and PLES contradiction of different island types
are clarified from a geomorphology perspective.

(4) A comprehensive and targeted method of land-use classification and PLES establish-
ment of the island is proposed in this study. Thus, this method is more applicable
to the island areas, such as the Small Island Developing States, the small islands of
other developing countries, or regions with similar natural resources. Moreover, it
can be applied on the mesolevel and microlevel of space, as it is difficult to distin-
guish the boundaries between the cities and villages on the macrolevel. Additionally,
this method could divide nonoverlapping boundaries and generate continuous ge-
ographical spatial maps with different functions. Therefore, the method is easier to
accomplish in regional management and implement in the specific departments when
facing practical applications.

This work only qualitatively analyzed the balance of the rural PLES of islands and
how the rural PLES meet the needs of the islanders because the village-level social and
economic data lacked statistics from the local statistical bureau. Such data is challenging to
obtain from fieldwork. Nevertheless, a quantitative analysis of the social and economic
data will be conducted in the future.
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Abstract: Trade-offs and conflicts among different sectors of production, living, and ecology have
become important issues in regional sustainable development planning due to both the versatility
and limitation of land resources, especially in poverty-stricken mountainous areas. This study builds
an optimization model to assist policymakers in simulating land demand and allocation in the future.
The model takes socioeconomic and demographic development into consideration and couples local
planning policy with land use data from the perspective of system integration. The model was
employed for a case study of Zhaotong city to optimize production–living–ecological (PLE) space.
The results show that the model provides a feasible method to explore the sustainable development
pattern of territorial space, especially in distressed regions.

Keywords: PLE space; trade-offs and conflicts; sustainable development; system dynamic model; FLUS

1. Introduction

Interactions between human and the environment have attracted increasing attention [1].
In general, cross-sectoral issues involve a variety of social and natural knowledge [2]. Gaps
between natural and social sciences imply that understanding the mechanisms underlying
human–environment systems from a systematic perspective is crucial to sustainable devel-
opment [3]. To a certain extent, several studies have reflected the fact that the problems
are multi-scale and complex while the solutions are diverse [4,5]. Effective domestic pol-
icymaking hinges on diverse stakeholders, which plays a critical role in accelerating the
localization of the SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals, proposed by the United Nations
in 2015) [6]. National development plans for the 2030 Agenda in many countries try to
position human, social, environmental, economic, and institutional objectives at the same
level [7–9]. However, a scientific challenge that obviously exists in sustainable issues is
trade-offs and compensation. The achievement of one SDG is often at the cost of sacrificing
or assisting another [10–13].

By 2020, China achieved the goal of eliminating poverty, which was accompanied by
economic growth and rapid urbanization and contributed to SDG 1 [14,15]. Unfortunately,
inconsistent and rough terrestrial land development patterns in production space and living
space have placed pressure on ecological protection and resource security for ecological
spaces [16–19]. To control the intensity of terrestrial land development and adjust the
spatial structure, the concept of PLE (production–living–ecology) space was proposed in
the report of the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China. The objective
is to construct intensive and efficient production space, livable and appropriate living
space, and protected and beautiful ecological space with beautiful mountains and clear
water based on the principle of balancing economic, social, and ecological benefits. It aims
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to delimit the boundaries of multi-function terrestrial land development and establish
a system for future sustainable land development [20]. To a certain extent, PLE space
can be considered a combination of SDG indicators from a land function point of view
(Figure 1). It is highly relevant to the 17 SDGs that involve environmental integrity, social
equity, and economic prosperity, which comprise the triple bottom line approach of human
wellbeing [21,22].

Figure 1. The relationship of PLE space and SDGs.

International academic research has discussed food security [23], tourism [24],
agriculture [25], and urban regeneration [26] under the background of urban sustain-
ability but rarely focuses on PLE space. After all, the concept has been proposed by the
Chinese government in the context of China. Most studies are conducted on a domestic
scope. Huang et al. claimed that the assessment of regional spatial carrying capacity and
suitability is an important guideline for PLE space optimization [20]. Wu et al. indicated
that the carrying capacity determines the upper limit of the PLE space in quantity, while
suitability evaluation is related to the spatial layout structure [27]. Some studies have
provided qualitative and empirical optimization suggestions based on the results of the
carrying capacity and suitability evaluation [28–30]. In general, the suggestions point out
that rules and regulations should be further enhanced and technology standards need
to be improved in the future. However, it is uncertain whether these suggestions are
feasible and effective. It is necessary to develop quantified and visualized tools to simulate
future scenarios, especially for policymakers who face the difficulty of applying social and
ecological approaches to decision-making [31].

Land resources are the most constrained factor for PLE space optimization. One parcel
of land may be used as production space or as living space. In addition, land policy has be-
come an indispensable means of macroeconomic regulation under China’s national policies
because land resources have both natural and economic properties. Therefore, some studies
approach PLE space optimization as a mathematical problem of multi-objective optimization,
guiding maximum economic benefits, social benefits, and ecological benefits [32]. However,
two major gaps remain in the literature. Firstly, multi-objective optimization algorithms still
face some challenges in flexibility and convergence, especially in preference adaptation for
various formulations [33,34]. Secondly, difficulty and complexity increase when referencing
spatial data, although addressing quantitative issues has significant advantages.

The system dynamics model seeks opportunities and ways to optimize the structure
of the system from a holistic perspective based on the feedback characteristics of the
internal components [35–37]. It fills the first gap presented above. In contrast to multi-
objective optimization equations, the system dynamics model simulates the real world by
establishing relationships between social and economic factors. This method can introduce
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more factors and equations and perform dynamic simulations. SD models have been
used in resource management, such as future urbanization and water scarcity [16], energy
consumption [38], and water resource management systems [39]. However, the ability of
the SD model to be applied in spatial allocation is very weak.

As for the other gap, the FLUS (Future Land Use Simulation) model (https://geosimulation.
cn/FLUS.html, accessed on 15 February 2022) is used to simulate human activities and
natural influences on land-use change and future scenarios. The model introduces an
artificial neural network algorithm (ANN)-based probability calculation of suitability for
various land use types based on traditional meta-automata. It proposes an adaptive inertial
competition mechanism based on roulette selection (a stochastic selection method) [40],
which can effectively deal with the uncertainty and complexity of multiple land-use types
when they are transformed under the joint influence of natural effects and human activities,
meaning the FLUS model has high simulation accuracy and can obtain similar results to
the real land-use distribution [41]. To date, the model has been successfully applied in
many cases, such as the simulation of future urban sprawl boundaries [42,43] and the
simulation of flooding risks in rapid urbanization [44]. Furthermore, the input of future
demand for land in the FLUS model can be determined by SD models, which means that
the two can be well coupled. Sustainable development issues require a systematic approach
to integrate various socioeconomic and environmental components that interact across
regional levels, space, and time [45]. Some studies have integrated the idea of system
science into the optimization of resource allocation [46–48] but rarely have focused on
PLE space optimization. This paper aims to build an optimization model based on the SD
and FLUS models, in which PLE space can be planned quantitatively and spatially under
future scenarios.

Trade-offs and conflicts of the PLE function are more obvious and intense in the poor
areas of southwest China. Yunnan Province has the highest number of poverty-stricken
counties and includes Zhaotong city, which is located in Wumeng Mountain and was one
of the 14 concentrated contiguous poverty-stricken areas in China until 2020 (Figure 2).
The GDP per capita is far below the national average level. People’s living standards
and social development are limited by natural geographical conditions and ecosystem
protection [49,50]. It is necessary to balance development and conservation when making
future policies [51]. This paper has two main tasks, one is to develop a model applicable
to the problem, and the other is to use the model to provide solutions for the future
development of Zhaotong city, and attempt to answer the following questions: (1) In this
impoverished region, what is the main trend in PLE space changes over the past few years?
(2) Which scenario can meet the planning target of 2030? (3) How can the development
pattern be optimized?

Figure 2. Location and slope map of Zhaotong city.
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2. Methods and Data

This paper aims to build an optimization model based on system dynamics and FLUS
in which land resources can be planned quantitatively and spatially in terms of PLE space.
A system dynamics model is employed to simulate the structure of the PLE space system
and predict quantitative demand in 2030. FLUS is applied to allocate the land parcels at the
spatial scale. The workflow is shown in Figure 3. The work consists of 4 main parts:

(1) Classification of PLE space. PLE space is divided into production, living, and eco-
logical space based on land-use data. Then, space is further divided into subclasses
according to the function assessment, which serves as the basis for the subsequent
PLE space optimization.

(2) Establishment of the SD Model. We simulate the demand quantity of each PLE space
and piece of land in 2030 by constructing a dynamic system model of PLE space,
including the population, economy, and land system.

(3) FLUS Model Settings. We take the quantity of demand obtained by (2) as the input
data of the FLUS model and carry out spatial allocation of various PLE classes.

(4) Constrained scenario design and analysis. Based on verifying the accuracy of the
models in (2) and (3), a variety of future optimization scenarios are designed for
simulation, and the simulation results are evaluated from multiple perspectives.

 
Figure 3. Workflow for the optimization.

2.1. Classification of PLE Space

The classification of PLE space is the basis for the optimization of space layout. For
PLE space optimization, it is necessary to clarify the priority. This study proposes a new
classification system. According to the production–living–ecological function, the first level
of classification was carried out, and then the second category was determined based on
the land-use data from 2010, 2015, and 2018.

2.1.1. Detailed Data Sources

Based on the dataset of the multiperiod land cover dataset of China (MLC), the
classification system of the “PLE space” is established. Detailed data sources are shown
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in Table 1. The MLC dataset was obtained by manual visual interpretation using Landsat
remote sensing image data from the US. The land-use types include the six primary types of
cropland, forestland, grassland, water, residential land, and unused land, and 25 secondary
types. All raster datasets were resampled to 30 m by software Arcgis 10.2. As shown in
Table 1, some datasets that are shared online publicly are limited due to temporal resolution.

Table 1. Data sources for the “PLE Spaces” classification.

Datasets Type
Spatial

Resolution
Year Data Source

Multi-period land cover dataset
of China Raster 30 m

2010
2015
2018

Resource and Environment Science and Data Center
http://www.resdc.cn/ (accessed on 15 May 2020)

Nature reserve boundary data
of China Shapefile —— 2018

Resource and Environment Science and Data Center
http://www.resdc.cn/ (accessed on 15 May 2020)

Dataset of primary rivers spatial
distribution in China Shapefile —— 2000

Ecological Function Reserves
of China Shapefile —— 2010

Importance of Ecological Service
Functions of China Raster 1 km 2010 Ecosystem Assessment and Ecological Security Database

http://www.ecosystem.csdb.cn/ (accessed on 15
May 2020)Ecosystem Sensitivity of China Raster 1 km 2010

GDP (Gross domestic product) Raster 1 km
2010
2015
2018

Resource and Environment Science and Data Center
http://www.resdc.cn/ (accessed on 15 May2020)

NPP (Net primary productivity) Raster 500 m
2010
2015
2018

LAADS DAAC
https://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/search (accessed on
15 May 2020)

2.1.2. Classification System

As shown in Table 2, according to the importance of ecological functions, ecological
space is further subdivided into four secondary categories: restricted ecological space (ER),
priority ecological space (EP), general ecological space (EG), and accommodated ecological
space (EA). Restricted ecological space refers to areas that perform important ecological
functions and require restricted protection, including national nature reserve areas with
extremely important ecological services, first-class rivers (including waters in the land
cover data collection), and extremely sensitive ecological areas.

Table 2. Relationship between the classification system of PLE spaces and MLC classification.

Class Subclass MLC Classification and Codes

Ecological
Space

Restricted ecological space (ER)
National nature reserves area, extremely important ecological
services areas, first-class rivers area, ecologically extremely
sensitive areas, and waters area (4)

Priority ecological space (EP) High-coverage grass (31), Mid-coverage grass (32), Wooded
land (21)

General ecological space (EG) Shrubland (22), Sparse woodland (23), Low-coverage grass (33)
Accommodated ecological space (EA) Marshland (64), Bare rocky gravel land (66)

Production
Space

Priority agricultural production space (PP) Both arable land (1) and other woodland (24) with
above-average GDP or NPP

General agricultural production space (PG) Both arable land (1) and other woodland (24) with
below-average GDP or NPP

Industrial production space (PI) Other construction land (53)

Living Space Urban living space (LU) Urban building land (51)
Rural living space (LR) Rural settlements (52)
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According to different production functions, the production space is divided into
industrial production space (PI) and agricultural production space (PA). Based on GDP
and NPP, the agricultural production space is further subdivided into priority agricultural
production space (PP) and general production space (PG). The economic value (GDP)
and net primary productivity (NPP) are evaluated, and those that are higher than the
average GDP or NPP are regarded as priority agricultural production spaces, and the others
are regarded as general agricultural production spaces. General agricultural production
space and general ecological space give priority to land conversion in the subsequent
optimization process.

2.2. Establishment of the SD Model

The structure optimization model of PLE space is realized by constructing the system
dynamic model. First, it is necessary to clarify the system boundary and system structure.
The system boundary affects the model’s complexity, and the boundary cannot be too large
or too small. The system structure refers to the variables involved in the model and the
relationship between them. The purpose of this research is to understand the interaction
between the main elements in PLE space. Therefore, the system boundary was confined to
Zhaotong from 2010 to 2017, and the model was constructed by selecting factors related to
population, social fixed asset investment, regional GDP, land resources, and more. The PLE
space system is divided into a population–economy subsystem and a land-use subsystem.
According to data recorded by the Statistical Yearbook of Zhaotong and Statistical Bulletin
of Zhaotong, 33 variables were finally selected. The system structure is shown in Figure 4.
Specific variable names and units are detailed in Table S1 of the supplementary file.

The relationship between system variables and mathematical equations is the core
of the model construction, and it influences the accuracy of the model. In this paper, the
comprehensive empirical method, regression analysis method, logical inference method,
weighted average method, and other methods are used to determine the equation pa-
rameters. Moreover, the Lookup function and conditional function provided by Vensim
software were fully utilized, and 33 groups of equations were finally determined (see
Equations (S1)–(S33) in the methods and data of the supplementary file for details).

The simulated values were compared with the actual values of some variables from
2010 to 2017, and the results are shown in Table S2. The absolute values of the errors
are in the range of 0–5%, which indicates that the constructed model can respond to the
interrelationships among the elements within a reasonable range and can be used for
future simulation.

2.3. FLUS Model
2.3.1. Parameters

The FLUS model is employed to realize the spatial layout of PLE land use. The detailed
theory and process can be found in Liu’s article [41]. Parameters mainly used in the model
are described as follows:

(1) Suitability probability

The suitability probability of different land types on each parcel can be calculated
based on the powerful, intelligent prediction function of the FLUS model’s neural network
by inputting the historical data of driving factors related to land-use evolution. The amount
of future land demand is determined by other methods. In this study, SD is coupled with
FLUS to simulate the spatial layout of the PLE space of Zhaotong city in 2030.

The selection of driving factors is crucial to the ANN-based suitability probability.
This paper references previous literature studies [52–54]. Sixteen driving factors of different
aspects of land use were taken into account, such as topography (including elevation, slope,
and slope direction), natural meteorology (including soil conditions, precipitation, and
annual mean air temperature), and social economy (including population, GDP, distance
from the city center, commuting time). Data sources are shown in Table 3. All raster datasets
were resampled to 30 m by the software Arcgis 10.2.
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Figure 4. Interrelationship diagram of the PLE system dynamics model. Variables in underlined
italics are control variables.

Table 3. Driving factors and data sources.

Categories Data
Spatial

Resolution
Data Source

Terrain and
Landforms Elevation, slope, and direction 90 m Resource and Environment Science and Data Center

http://www.resdc.cn/ (accessed on 2 April 2020)

Soil conditions

Nutrient availability
Nutrient retention capacity
Rooting conditions
Oxygen availability to roots
Excess salts
Toxicity
Workability (constraining field
management)

10 km

Harmonized World Soil Database v 1.2
http://www.fao.org/soils-portal/data-hub/soil-maps-and-
databases/harmonized-world-soil-database-v12/en/
(accessed on 2 April 2020)

Precipitation and
Temperature

Annual average precipitation
Annual average temperature 1 km Resource and Environment Science and Data Center

http://www.resdc.cn/ (accessed on 2 April 2020)

Socio-economic

Population 1 km
The Gridded Population of the World, Version 4 (GPWv4)
https://doi.org/10.7927/H4F47 M65( accessed on 2
Apri 2020)

GDP per capita 1 km

Dryad: Gridded global datasets for Gross Domestic Product
and Human Development Index over 1990–2015
https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.dk1j0 (accessed on 2
April 2020)

Distance to city center 100 m Euclidean distance calculated using city coordinate data

Travel Time 1 km

European Commission Joint Research Centre Global
Environment Monitoring Unit
http://forobs.jrc.ec.europa.eu/products/gam/(2008)
(accessed on 2 April 2020)

(2) Conversion cost matrix

The cost matrix reflects the conversion rules between different land types, in which
0 means that one type of land is not allowed to be converted to another, 1 means that it
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can be converted. The conversion cost matrix for different land types in this paper varies
during model validation and scenario simulation.

(3) Neighborhood factor values

Referring to the method of Ou et al. [55] and expert empirical knowledge, the neighbor-
hood weights of the nine land types in this paper were determined, as shown in Table 4. The
weight values range from 0 to 1. A value closer to 1 represents a stronger expansion capacity.

Table 4. Neighborhood factor values for different PLE subclasses.

ER EP EG EA PP PG PI LU LR

0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.19 0.67 0.81 1.00 1.00

(4) Other parameters

Another parameter is the time t in the formula, representing the number of iterations.
More iterations mean more time and lower efficiency. To fully carry out spatial simulation
and take simulation efficiency into account at the same time, the number of iterations is set
as 600 and the acceleration factor as 0.5.

2.3.2. Verification

The feasibility and effectiveness of the FLUS model should be verified at first. In this
paper, land use data from 2010 and 2015 are used as the base period data to simulate those
of 2015 and 2018, respectively.

Firstly, the suitability probabilities of different land types in 2010 and 2015 were
calculated using artificial neural networks (ANNs). Accuracy can be measured by the
indicators RMSE (root mean square error), ROC (receiver operating characteristic), and
AUC (area under curve) [41]. Smaller RMSE values and larger AUC values indicate higher
model accuracy. Results showed that the RMSE was 0.2464 in 2010 and 0.2471 in 2015. AUC
values corresponding to the ROC curves are shown in Table 5. ROC curves are shown in
Figures S1 and S2.

Table 5. AUC values based on ANN suitability probability calculation results.

AUC ER EP EG EA PP PG PI LU LR

2010 0.85 0.63 0.61 0.88 066 0.73 0.90 0.97 0.78
2015 0.84 0.63 0.62 0.91 0.68 0.72 0.84 0.98 0.77

Secondly, conversion cost matrices used for verification are obtained from the transi-
tion matrix between the years 2010~2015 and 2015~2018. If there is a conversion happened
between two land classes during the above period, it is assigned as 1; otherwise, it is
assigned as 0. They are shown in Tables S3 and S4, respectively. Other parameters are the
same as those described in the Parameters section.

Results showed that compared with the actual data, the kappa coefficient (an indicator
used to measure accuracy) of the 2015 simulation is 0.91, with an overall accuracy of 93.35%.
The confusion matrix (a specific table layout that allows visualization of the performance
of an algorithm in the field of machine learning) between the actual data and simulation is
shown in Tables S5 and S6. Similarly, the kappa coefficient of the 2018 simulation is 0.85,
with an overall accuracy of 88.99%. Both kappa coefficients are greater than or equal to
0.85, indicating that the FLUS model has high simulation accuracy and can be used for
future simulations.

2.4. Constrained Scenarios

Base scenarios and optimization scenarios are designed to fully simulate the future
PLE space layout of Zhaotong city in 2030. The optimization scenarios include Scenario A,
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in which production and living development are given priority; Scenario B, in which
ecological protection is given priority; and Scenario C, in which both are considered. In
addition, three levels (high level, medium level, and low level) are designed in every
optimization scenario. The details are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Scenario design and solution code.

Scenarios Name Abbreviations

Base Scenario BS

Optimization Scenarios High level Medium level Low level

Giving priority to production-living
development scenario (A) A1 A2 A3

Giving priority to ecological protection
scenario (B) B1 B2 B3

Both are considered in scenario (C) C1 C2 C3

There are two main aspects in which the above scenarios differ. On the one hand,
the control variables’ values are different in the system dynamics model for quantitative
optimization. On the other hand, the transformation rules are different when using the
FLUS model for spatial simulation.

Five different approaches are chosen as optimization projects in the PLE space system
dynamics model, including land-use efficiency promotion, industrial structure adjustment,
agricultural production space protection, intensive development of construction land, and
controlling population growth. Relevant control variables in the model are listed in Table 7.
The variables associated with the land-use efficiency promotion are mainly related to the
GDP output per land (including GDPPA, GDPPI, and GDPLU). In the base scenario, i.e., at
the previous rate of development, the values are 0.05, 11.58, and 9.10, respectively, by 2030.
Based on the expert experience, on this basis, the optimization is carried out assuming that
at high, medium, and low levels; GDPPA increases by 100%, 60%, and 30%, respectively;
GDPPI increases by 60%, 30%, and 10%, respectively, and GDPLU increases by 120%, 80%,
and 50% respectively. The values obtained are presented in Table 7. The values of the other
variables for the different scenarios are also listed in Table 7.

Table 7. Base scenario and parameter settings at different levels.

Approaches Variables 1 Base Scenario High Level Medium Level Low Level

Land-use efficiency
promotion

GDPPA 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.03
GDPPI 11.58 18.04 14.66 12.40
GDPLU 9.10 11.58 9.47 7.89

Industrial structure
adjustment PPICLA 47 32 36 41

Agricultural production
space protection PPI 2.35 0.85 1.00 1.50

Controlling population
growth PGR 0.85 1.15 1.00 0.85

Intensive development of
construction land LALRPer 0.54 0.90 0.75 0.60

1 Definition of variables can be found in Table S1.

The cost matrix of the base scenario is simple; that is, the urban living land use cannot
be converted into another land use, and the conversion between other different land types
is unrestricted. See Table S7 for the detailed cost matrix. No masking of the restricted area
is performed.

The development scenario of giving production-living development priority (Sce-
nario A) ensures that the improvement of production space and living space is fully
considered. The expansion of production-living space comes at the expense of occupying
ecological space. In the stage of spatial simulation, urban living space cannot be converted
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into others and is the same as priority agricultural production space and general agricul-
tural production space (see Tables S8 and S9 for the detailed cost matrix). At the high and
medium levels, the restricted ecological space vector scope of 2018 is used as a mask area;
that is, the land parcels within the mask scope are no longer involved in the subsequent
land-use conversion process. However, there is no mask at low levels.

The ecological space is fully protected in the context of Scenario B. For spatial simula-
tion, urban living space cannot be converted into other land use and is the same as priority
ecological space and general ecological space (see Tables S10 and S11 for the detailed cost
matrix). Other settings are like Scenario A.

A balanced development scenario (Scenario C) means that the priority ecological
space and priority agricultural production space are fully protected. During the spatial
simulation, urban living space cannot be converted into another land use, and the same
requirements are made for the priority ecological space and priority agricultural production
space (see Tables S12 and S13 for the detailed cost matrix). Other settings are similar to
Scenario A.

Only the industrial production space area, urban living space area, and rural living
space area can be directly obtained from the simulation results of the system dynamic
model. Other PLE space needs to be calculated according to the proportion of subclasses
to the upper-class land in 2018, especially in the base scenario and Scenario B, in which
ecological space protection is given priority. In Scenario A, the areas of priority agricultural
production space and general agricultural production space were the same as those in 2018,
and others were obtained by the above method. In Scenario C, the priority ecological space
and priority agricultural production space were not less than those in 2018, and others
were obtained by the above method.

3. Results

3.1. Spatiotemporal Pattern of PLE Space: Economic Development Is Related to the Decline of
Ecological Space and General Agricultural Production Space

The spatial distribution of PLE spaces is shown in Figure 5. Restricted ecological space
(ER) is mainly distributed in the western part of Zhaotong city, but it is more concentrated
in the southwestern part. The priority ecological space (EP) is distributed in the south
and northwest of the city. The general ecological space (EG) is more scattered. The area
of accommodated ecological space (EA) is small. Priority agricultural production space
(PP) is distributed in the city’s central part and is more concentrated and contiguous,
while general agricultural production space (PG) is in the northeastern part. In addition,
industrial production space (PI), urban living space (LU), and rural living space (LR) are
more scattered.

The land areas of the PLE spaces in 2010, 2015, and 2018 are shown in Table S14.
Detailed subclass areas are shown in Table S15. Table S20 shows that the ecological space
extends over an area of more than 16,200 km2, accounting for more than 72% of the total,
followed by the production space at approximately 6000 km2, accounting for approximately
27%, and then by the living space, the smallest area at only approximately 1%. Among
ecological spaces, the areas of priority ecological space and general ecological space ac-
counted for more than 90%. Living spaces are mainly rural living space, accounting for
approximately 70%.

In terms of changing trends, the ecological space area decreased from 2010 to 2018 but
not significantly. Figure 6 shows that between 2010 and 2018, Zhaotong’s GDP continued
to increase, while at the same time, the space for priority ecological space continued to
decrease. Conversely, production space decreased significantly from 6031 km2 in 2010 to
6000 km2 in 2018, which was mainly due to the decrease in general agricultural production
space. There was a clear trend of growth in living space, from 194.67 km2 in 2010 to
232.97 km2 in 2018, with an increase of approximately 20%. This increase is mainly due to
the expansion of urban living space, which was only 40.78 km2 in 2010, reaching 72.76 km2

in 2018, with an increase of approximately 78%.
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The transfer matrix between 2010 and 2015 is shown in Table S16. The most significant
growth between 2010 and 2015 was in industrial production space, which increased from
15.74 to 32.75 km2. The expansion of industrial production space mainly encroached on
priority agricultural production space (8.69 km2) and priority ecological space (4.96 km2),
accounting for 51% and 29% of the expansion space, respectively. The main distribution of
industrial space is in the central region. The most significant growth between 2015 and 2018
was in urban living space, which increased from 42.97 to 72.76 km2 (Table S17). Urban living
space expansion mainly encroached on priority agricultural production space (16.74 km2)
and industrial production space (12 km2), accounting for 56% and 41% of the total expansion
space, respectively. This change in use was concentrated in the central region.

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5. Cont.
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(c) 

Figure 5. (a–c) represent the spatial distribution of PLE space in 2010, 2015, and 2018, respectively.ER
is restricted ecological space. EP is priority ecological space. EG is general ecological space. EA
is accommodated ecological space. PP is priority agricultural production space. PG is general
agricultural production space. PI is industrial production space. LU is urban living space. LR is rural
living space.

Figure 6. Changing trends of PLE space and GDP from 2010 to 2018.

3.2. Assessment of the Optimization Scenarios from the View of Total Amount: A High Level of
Development Is More Conducive for Achieving the Planned Target of 2030

The planning goal for economic and social development in the “Urban Master Planning
of Zhaotong City (2011–2030)” was used as a basis for reference. The economic development
target is to reach a regional GDP of 410 billion RMB and a per capita GDP of approximately
67,000 RMB by 2030. For the social development target, the total population is 6.15 million,
and the urbanization rate is 55%.

Based on the constructed SD model of PLE space, the simulated values of the main
variables under different scenarios in 2030 were obtained, as shown in Table S18. This
result indicates that under the base scenario, the regional GDP is 340.508 billion yuan by
2030, with a total population of 6,245,700 people, the GDP per capita of 54,500 yuan, and an
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urbanization rate of 68.33%. This means that under the base scenario, the regional GDP and
GDP per capita cannot meet the planning target, although the population and urbanization
rate can.

As shown in Table S18 and Figure 7, A1, B1, and C1 can meet the planning require-
ments. The remaining six scenarios show the opposite. Under Scenario A1, the regional
GDP is 461.444 billion yuan by 2030, the total population is approximately 6.424 million,
the GDP per capita is 71.8 thousand yuan, and the urbanization rate is 71.27%. Since the
difference between Scenario B and Scenario C is mainly reflected in the constraints on
agricultural space during spatial allocation, the quality is the same. Under Scenarios B and
C, the regional GDP is 460.220 billion yuan, the total population is 6,424,400 people, the
GDP per capita is 71,600 yuan, and the urbanization rate is 71.24%.

Figure 7. Development target in 2030 and simulation results of different scenarios.

3.3. Assessment of the Optimization Scenarios from the View of Spatial Configuration: High Levels
of Development Will Lead to Further Expansion of Industrial Production Space and Living Space

The land area of PLE space in 2030 under different scenarios and the changes in terms
of percentage compared with 2018 are listed in Table 8. Under the base scenario, urban
living space (LU) is approximately 1.2 times larger than that in 2018, while rural living space
(LR) decreases by approximately one-third (33.32%). The production land-use area shrinks
from 6000.09 to 5760.48 km2, a decrease of approximately 4%, and priority agricultural
production space and general agricultural production space shrink by 5.91%, while indus-
trial production space grows by 3.8 times. This implies that the expansion of urban living
space and industrial production space is very evident in the base scenario, while priority
agricultural production space and industrial production space are the most occupied.

Under Scenario A1, because of the protection of agricultural production space, the
expansion of living space and industrial production space leads to different degrees of
reduction in ecological space. Ecological space decreases by 1.49%, industrial production
space and urban living space increase by 241.56% and 194.98%, and rural living space
increases by 3.7%. Under Scenario B1, there is a slight decrease in ecological space (ap-
proximately 0.01%). The expansion of living space and industrial production space is at
the expense of agricultural production space, resulting in a 3.66% decrease. Compared
with Scenario B1, the priority agricultural production space is protected with constraints in
Scenario C1, leading to the general agricultural production space being further reduced
by 7.93%.
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Table 8. Land area of the PLE spaces in 2030 and changes compared with 2018 under different scenarios.

ER EP EG EA PP PG PI LU LR

2018 1481.17 7000.82 7710.14 11.74 3218.38 2752.14 29.57 72.76 160.21
BS 1499.88 7089.26 7807.54 11.89 3028.17 2589.49 142.82 161.06 106.83

Change% 1.26 1.26 1.26 1.28 −5.91 −5.91 382.99 121.36 −33.32
A1 1481.17 6896.57 7595.33 11.57 3218.38 2752.14 101.00 214.63 166.14

Change% 0.00 −1.49 −1.49 −1.49 0.00 0.00 241.56 194.98 3.70
A2 1481.17 6910.55 7610.73 11.59 3218.38 2752.14 110.44 196.33 145.60

Change% 0.00 −1.29 −1.29 −1.29 0.00 0.00 273.49 169.84 −9.12
A3 1466.79 6932.87 7635.31 11.63 3218.38 2752.14 122.65 176.49 120.67

Change% −0.97 −0.97 −0.97 −0.97 0.00 0.00 314.77 142.57 −24.68
B1 1481.17 7000.36 7709.63 11.74 3100.69 2651.50 100.98 214.58 166.29

Change% 0.00 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −3.66 −3.66 241.49 194.91 3.80
B2 1481.17 7012.31 7722.80 11.76 3103.00 2653.48 110.41 196.29 145.72

Change% 0.00 0.16 0.16 0.16 −3.58 −3.58 273.39 169.77 −9.05
B3 1489.38 7039.63 7752.89 11.81 3085.17 2638.23 122.61 176.44 120.77

Change% 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 −4.14 −4.14 314.65 142.50 −24.62
C1 1481.17 7000.82 7709.17 11.74 3218.38 2533.80 100.98 214.58 166.29

Change% 0.00 0.00 −0.01 −0.01 0.00 −7.93 241.49 194.91 3.80
C2 1481.17 7012.31 7722.80 11.76 3218.38 2538.10 110.41 196.29 145.72

Change% 0.00 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.00 −7.78 273.39 169.77 −9.05
C3 1489.38 7039.63 7752.89 11.81 3218.38 2505.02 122.61 176.44 120.77

Change% 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.00 −8.98 314.65 142.50 −24.62

3.4. Optimization Pattern of the Coordinated Development: Production–Living Space Should Be
Given Priority

The spatial optimization efficiency is evaluated by whether the spatial allocation can
reach the future total amount required. When the FLUS model is used for the spatial
layout, the number of requirements may not be reached for the same 600 iterations due
to the different constraint rules. The percentage difference between the actual number of
configurations and the demands is used as the spatial optimization efficiency indicator.

The future demand area of different land types needs to be proportionally converted
to the number of land parcels in the FLUS model for spatial simulation. The gap between
the actual allocation of parcels and the demand parcels is also presented in Table S19. In
the base scenario, the expansion of rural living space far exceeds the planned demand by
approximately 38%. In contrast, the number of allocated parcels of industrial production
space differs from the number of demands by −22.63%, which means that it does not
meet the target. In Scenario A1, 25.37% of the urban living space does not meet the
future demand in the spatial configuration. In Scenario B1, neither urban living space nor
industrial production space meets future needs; for example, the gap in urban living space
is −22.14%. This is more obvious in Scenario C1, where 55.23% of the urban living space
does not meet the demand.

Since the differences in several scenarios are mainly reflected in urban living space
and industrial production space, the central and eastern regions are compared in separate
enlargements (see Figure 8). Compared with 2018, the expansion of urban living space
in the base scenario is mainly in the central region, centering on the original urban living
space and expanding further outward. The expansion of industrial production space is also
distributed in the central part but in a scattered manner around the central city, with the
exception of two concentrated locations in the eastern region (see Figure 8).

Unlike the base scenario, the urban living space expands to the southwest with a
small-scale agglomeration in Scenario A, and the same phenomenon occurs in the eastern
part. In contrast, the expansion of industrial production space tends to extend to the south
compared to the base scenario. The expansion of urban living space is very similar at
different levels under Scenario B. Only Scenario B1 shows a clustering distribution in
the northern part of the original urban living space and a relatively smaller degree of
clustering in the eastern part. However, the industrial production space is not obvious in
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other scenarios except for a more obvious expansion at B1, especially in the northeastern
region. In Scenario C, the expansion of urban living space and industrial production space
is somewhat limited and only slightly expands compared to 2018, again mainly in the
central and eastern regions.

 
(a) 

Figure 8. Cont.
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(b) 

Figure 8. Spatial distribution of PLE space in different scenarios: (a) represent eastern region;
(b) represent central region. And A1–C3 represent differen scenarios.
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4. Conclusions and Implications

4.1. Findings

Results show that the model has high accuracy and can be combined with local policy
to simulate the PLE space under future scenarios:

(1) Combined with the actual situation of Zhaotong city, the accuracy of the SD model is
more than 95%. Absolute values of the errors are in the range of 0–5%, which indicates
that the constructed model can respond to the interrelationships among the social and
natural elements within a reasonable range and can be used for future simulation.

(2) The suitability probabilities of different land types were calculated using artificial
neural networks (ANNs). Accuracy in terms of RMSE is both about 0.24. Additionally,
AUC values corresponding to the ROC curves are all between 0.6~1. To a certain
extent, it means that selective factors related to land use suitability are effective and
the ANN method performs well.

(3) In the stage of spatial simulation by FLUS, confusion matrices describe the wrong
allocation between simulated and actual spatial distribution. The related kappa
coefficients are both above 0.85.

As a typical area with a backward economy and limited geographical conditions,
Zhaotong city has unique characteristics of PLE space. Talking about the future develop-
ment direction and whether the planning objectives can be achieved, the model constructed
in this paper gives these answers:

(1) The ratio of ecological space, production space, and living space is approximately
7.2:2.7:0.1. Almost all the production space is agricultural production space, ac-
counting for approximately 99%. Living space is dominated by rural living space,
accounting for approximately 70%. Between 2010 and 2018, Zhaotong’s GDP con-
tinued to increase, while at the same time, the space for priority ecological space
continued to decrease. Zhaotong city has seen a significant expansion of living space
and industry space in recent decades, which has greatly encroached on agricultural
production space, especially in the central region, which is the core of the city.

(2) The planning requirements for 2030 can only be met under Scenarios A1, B1, and
C1. This means that Zhaotong needs further improvements in land-use efficiency,
industrial structure adjustments, and intensive development. However, considering
suitability and space allocation rules, the demand for urban living space and industrial
production space and the spatial allocation of land types could not be fully realized
in the simulation time (600 iterations). Except for A3, where the configuration of all
nine land types could meet the requirements, the demand for urban living space or
industrial production space in other scenarios is far from satisfied.

(3) Production and living space should be given priority in future development. A higher
level of development is still needed in terms of policies and measures. When planning
future PLE space, the layout of urban living space and industrial production space
should be given priority, especially in the central and south-central regions as well as
the eastern region.

4.2. Contributions

The study of the PLE space is important for the planning of regional sustainable devel-
opment. Complicatedly, it involves geographical, ecological, and economic knowledge and
experiments, requiring integrated research. This paper built an integrated optimization
model by which PLE space can be simulated quantitatively and spatially, which enriches
the current study of PLE. Additionally, it can be a powerful tool.

The SD model constructed takes local demographic and economic factors into account
from a system science perspective. The mathematical relationships between the main
factors are quantified by establishing equation and simulation parameters as a way to
simulate the mechanism of urban operation. The FLUS model, based on the suitability
probability using an ANN, is carried out in a roulette wheel way by considering the cost
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matrix, neighborhood influence, and other factors. For example, some constraints, as well
as planning objectives, are embedded into the model in a parametric way, and the land
allocation operations in the actual planning process are restored by different land class
conversion rules.

In contrast to the multi-objective optimization model, which is often used to find the
optimal solution [32], the coupled model in this paper can simulate the urban operation
mechanism at a more microscopic scale and perform dynamic derivation in both time and
space dimensions simultaneously with more flexible parameter adjustment. Moreover, this
paper sets a variety of development scenarios in the form of parameters for the relevant
indicators in local policies and assists in decision-making based on the simulation results.
For Zhaotong city, economic development and environmental protection are advocated
to be given equal importance. For other cities that also face urban development planning
problems, the case study of this paper can provide inspiration.

4.3. Limitations and Future Research

Like all research, there are some limitations to this study. For example, there is no
clearly defined relationship between the urbanization rate and GDP, and the urbanization
rate is influenced by many factors [38,56]. To simplify the SD model, the equation parame-
ters between the two can only be determined using regression analysis and referring to the
development trend of other cities. In addition, adequate surveys involving stakeholders
and local policy can also improve the rationality of the scenario simulation. However, this
requires more comprehensive and in-depth preliminary research, which is also an aspect
that can be considered for further studies.

In addition, only taking Zhaotong, a city located in southwest China, as a case study
is far from enough. For planning problems in other cities with different geographical and
natural endowments, the applicability of the model needs more work to be carried out to
verify the model. Additionally, urban sustainability is a common issue around the world,
but the solutions to different problems need to be contextualized in a variety of ways.
Regardless of the approach taken, the rights of stakeholders should be considered when
making decisions [57,58].
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Abstract: This paper is focused on selected units of casemates with enhanced fortification in the
military fortification complex of the Czech borderlands landscape as specific forms of brownfields.
They represent a functional system that interacts with surrounding nature, landscape character,
and human society. Four approaches were chosen to study the function and potential of selected
individual abandoned casemates with enhanced fortification, where each of them corresponds to one
of the four landscape layers: genius loci, socio-economic sphere, functional relationship (between
human and the landscape), and natural conditions. There is a corresponding research method
for each of the landscape layers (guided interview with respondents, data analysis on abandoned
casemates with enhanced fortifications as brownfields, analysis of their landscape functions, and
zoological survey of interior). The main results could show that abandoned casemates with enhanced
fortifications can play important roles in all landscape layers: stories and genius loci, abandoned
casemates with enhanced fortification as a special type of military brownfield but also as a semi-
natural ecosystem, and the same time as a habitat for invertebrates. The analyses and surveys
conducted clearly demonstrate that abandoned casemates with enhanced fortification as units of
military fortification complex of the Czech borderlands landscape perform several hidden important
functions in the landscape for which they cannot be viewed as brownfields. This hidden functional
potential is most likely best described by the concept of hidden singularity, which offers itself for
integration into basic approaches to brownfields.

Keywords: brownfields; military fortification brownfields; casemates with enhanced fortification;
historical and fabricated stories; semi-natural ecosystem; hidden curriculum; butterflies and moths
(Lepidoptera); land snails (Gastropoda); hidden singularity

1. Introduction

Brownfields in general can represent one of the key environmental problems. Although
they may not always be associated with ecological burden, they always interact with the
human, the landscape, and with the surrounding nature. These may be sites that are
abandoned, underused, but may also be historically or architecturally significant. The
regeneration of brownfields is one of the basic strategies for improving conditions not
only in the urban environment (regeneration strategies vary across Europe, as does the
definition of brownfields itself) [1]. It is the interactions between people, brownfields and
their associated stories, landscape, and nature which this paper addresses.

After the departure of the Soviet army and following the fall of the Iron Curtain (in 1991),
abandoned military buildings became a major issue in the Czech Republic, e.g., complexes of
buildings such as barracks, shooting ranges, and other buildings and lands too [2].

The former line of Czechoslovak fortifications consists of Casemates with Enhanced
Fortification (CEFs), heavy fortifications, and artillery forts. All of these units have since
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lost their significance and have become abandoned—and they can now be marked as
specific types of military brownfields [3]. The same line of Czechoslovak fortifications, also
consists of Abandoned Casemates with Enhanced Fortifications (A-CEFs), has become an
integral part of the cultural landscape, which itself is the result of millennia of interaction
between nature, man, and his activities. The cultural landscape has been influenced by the
military landscape.

Similar military landscapes from different periods of history can be found in other
parts of Europe (e.g., Vallo Alpino), and consequently throughout the world (e.g., Great
Wall of Gorgan) [4,5]. Some relics of post-military landscapes are even included in the
World Heritage List (e.g., Atlantic Wall, The Great Wall in China) [6]. Military landscape
(more precisely post-military landscape) is the result of the interaction of natural and
anthropogenic factors (economic, technical, political, and cultural human influence) that
are bound to a specific area with a common history [7–13]. Human military activity affects
not only the appearance but also the structure and function of the landscape. This is evident
in the case of the fortification lines [11,14]. The post-military landscape also becomes part
of the evidence of the historical development and therefore part of the cultural heritage
of the area [15]. In the case of abandoned military objects (in our study A-CEFs units) the
landscape acquires new character and function, possible variability of the use of these
objects but an ‘atmosphere’ connected with these objects ‘remains’ in them [16,17].

The landscape can be characterized by layers, which we perceive as the result of the
relationships of its individual components that change dynamically over time [9,18,19].
We can recognize four layers of landscape—genius loci, socio-economic sphere, functional
relationship (between human and the landscape), and natural conditions. Genius loci are
the spirit of the place, respectively of the landscape [20]. This layer is also the first aspect
that causes the interaction of humans with the landscape (evokes emotions). We consider
the ‘socio-economic sphere’ as a cultural heritage, human creations and their history
but also recent use of the landscape, and the spiritual perception of the landscape. The
socio-cultural sphere describes the functional relationship of the landscape with humans.
The ‘Functional relationship’ of the landscape with humans should be defined by the
socio-cultural sphere. ‘Natural conditions’ include living and non-living nature, including
natural processes and occurrences.

Military fortification units represent an immense fortification system of Czechoslo-
vakia (1918–1938). These units were built in 1935–1938, just before the outbreak of the
Second World War (WWII), and this line was never fully completed [21,22]. In general, it is
composed of a system of strategically placed CEFs units (Figure 1), heavy fortifications, and
artillery forts, especially in border areas [22–24]. The whole system of Czechoslovak fortifi-
cations was inspired by the model of the Maginot Line, which was a system of fortifications
built in France after the experience of the First World War [22,24]. As a result of the Munich
Agreement (September 1938), the territory where the Czechoslovak fortification system was
located, fell to the then German government [21–23,25]. The fortification system thus failed
to fulfill its expected defensive purpose, as after 30 September 1938 all objects were aban-
doned by the Czechoslovak army and subsequently occupied by German troops [21–23,25].
At the end of WWII, some of the buildings served as strong points for the German army
against the advancing Soviet army and were damaged during battle [22,24]. In the post-war
period (1945–1989) the objects gradually lost their military significance [24–26]. Only a few
segments of the whole Czechoslovak fortification system were renovated for the purpose of
building the so-called Iron Curtain, adapted as fallout shelters, or used as storage facilities
for military material [25].
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Figure 1. CEFs units on the whole territory of today’s Czech Republic—noticeable continuing line to
Slovakia; triangle marks are CEFs units from 1936, dot marks are CEFs units from 1937–1938 [27–29].

Some of the fortification units were destroyed as a result of devastation during the
liberation battles or as an obstacle to technical infrastructure (quarries, transport infrastruc-
ture, etc.) [27]. The remaining buildings were used, for example, as warehouses for various
materials (e.g., fruits and vegetables, fertilizers, or sprays) or remained abandoned [30–32].
Only a few segments of the military fortification units are protected as a cultural monument
and may be marked for our purposes as UA-CEFs (Used Abandoned Casemates with
Enhanced Fortification) [33]. Currently, some fortification objects are offered for sale to
private ownership [25,34]. We can therefore conclude that as a result of historical events,
a significant part of the fortification system built in 1935–1938 became a unique type of
military brownfields almost immediately after the end of WWII.

The construction of the Czechoslovakia fortifications complex in the territory of the
Moravian-Silesian Region (according to the current territorial division of the Czech Repub-
lic) began in the Ostrava region. It was expected that the enemy would make the greatest
offensive here. The fortification system was also intended to serve as protection for the
industrial area (the so-called ‘steel heart of the republic’) [24,35]. The complete line of
fortifications (CEFs and heavy fortifications) then continued along the border with Ger-
many towards western and southern Bohemia [24,36]. Another line ran through southern
Moravia and ended at Bratislava but was originally intended to continue further east to
Košice (border with Hungary) [24,36].

The subject of this study, as an example of selected Military fortification units as specific
forms of brownfields, is an A-CEF ‘model 37′ [27,32]. This construction is reinforced
concrete with a front wall and ceiling thickness of 80 or 120 cm (normal or reinforced
modification) [27,32]. From the direction of the expected enemy attack, the fortress was
additionally provided with an embankment made out of boulders and covered with a layer
of earth and grass, which further strengthened and camouflaged the object [22,32]. The
entrance to the building consisted of a bar and one armored door (at right angles to the
bar) [22,27]. Over time, five infantry types were designed in three basic levels of resistance,
which could be used to protect any terrain without the need to build atypical solutions.
This system simplified, accelerated, and reduced construction costs thanks to the possibility
of using standardized internal equipment [21,25,27]. At the same time, the building was
equipped with an entrance loophole, grenade chutes, and one or two periscopes in the
ceiling of the fortress [25]. The crew was made up of 4 to 6 men, while the size of the
interior space was about 8 m2 [32].
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These objects as brownfields represented by the Czechoslovak fortification units (A-
CEFs) are an integral part of the Czech border post-military landscape. Therefore, we can also
speak of the objects of the Czechoslovak fortifications as a phenomenon of the post-military
landscape. A part of the post-military landscape with A-CEFs is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Visible line of Czechoslovak fortification complex (A-CEFs) in part of Moravian-Silesian
Region, on part of the section ‘Milostovice’; photographed from drone.

The aim of the study is to provide a conceptual approach to A-CEFs as specific types of
brownfield, while introducing and describing the roles which A-CEFs play in the landscape
and how these roles relate to the definition of brownfields. For this reason, four approaches
were chosen to study the function and potential of individual A-CEFs. Each of these
approaches corresponds to one of the layers that can be recognized in the landscape [37]:

The first approach corresponds to the landscape layer of genius loci of the place—the
aim of the search is stories [38]. Our aim is to determine whether or not A-CEFs fulfill
this function. At first glance, it is evident that A-CEFs have lost their original function.
Although they were abandoned, they can still play an important function in the hidden
curriculum of the landscape. The term hidden curriculum is borrowed from the field of
education. This refers to the hidden lessons of education that are taught by the school
and that do not follow the official plans and intentions of the school system or teachers
(as opposed to the regular “curriculum”, which is the official content of education in the
broader sense). The hidden curriculum of the landscape refers to activities of an unofficial
character (e.g., off-trail walking, camping outside designated areas, entering bunkers), as
opposed to official use (e.g., in the context of tourism, use of conventional accommodation,
walking on designated hiking trails, etc.) [39]. In some cases, the hidden curriculum may
also be illegal (e.g., entering abandoned mines, abandoned buildings).

The second approach corresponds to the socio-economic sphere of the landscape layer
(human creations, their history, etc.) [37]. In our case, we select anthropogenic elements
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from the post-military landscape, which at first glance have lost their function and therefore
meet the definition of a brownfield. On the other hand, the first approach shows that
A-CEFs can still perform certain functions in the landscape (hidden curriculum). From the
point of view of this approach, these objects have their historical value. Not only UA-CEFs
(e.g., as museums), but also A-CEFs represent specific elements in the landscape that can
perform certain functions but at the same time fall into the category of military brownfields.
The problematic question of the second approach is: Are A-CEFs ‘real’ brownfields and is
their remediation therefore necessary?

The third approach corresponds to the functional relationship between human cre-

ations and landscape as layers [37]. In our case, we are focusing on a landscaped enclave
influenced by human activity. This enclave is directly formed by the A-CEFs or UA-CEFs
themselves and their immediate surroundings. To identify the maximum possible use of
anthropogenic elements in the post-military landscape is necessary to look for their function
and potential. The problematic question is: What is the significance of these objects in
landscape interactions?

The fourth approach corresponds to natural conditions (living and non-living nature,
natural processes, and occurrences) as the landscape layer [40]. In our case, this involves
obtaining biological data from a field survey. We look at post-military sites (A-CEFs
as brownfields) not only as purely anthropogenic habitats but as semi-anthropogenic to
natural habitats. Invertebrates, which are expected to be present in the interior of A-
CEFs [41,42], were chosen as a model group of organisms. The problematic questions, in
this case, are: Which species occur in bunkers, and what is the nature of their distribution
in these objects? Also, which environmental factors may the distribution of these species
depend on?

2. Materials and Methods

The Czech Republic is located in the heart of Europe, bordering Germany, Poland,
Slovakia, and Austria. The Czech Republic is divided into 14 regions. The area of interest
for the purposes of this paper is the border region of the Moravian-Silesian Region, where
the A-CEFs or UA-CEFs under study are located. The Moravian-Silesian Region is situated
in the eastern part of the territory of the Czech Republic. The northern and north-eastern
part of the region borders Poland (today’s border does not correspond with the pre-WWII
state border), and the south-eastern part of the region borders Slovakia. The region also
borders on the west and south-west with other territorial units—the Olomouc Region and
part of the southern border is adjacent to the Zlín Region. The geographical situation of the
Moravian-Silesian Region is shown in Figure A1.

Throughout former Czechoslovakia (1918–1938), almost 12,000 CEFs were built (or
planned), as well as almost 1000 units of heavy fortifications (artillery logs and forts), which
are not the subject of this study [25]. In the Moravian-Silesian region alone (in terms of
the current administrative structure of the Czech Republic) 896 CEFs were planned [27].
The continuity of the whole line in the Moravian-Silesian Region is shown in Figure A1. In
this figure, there is also a clear continuity with the line in the Olomouc Region. Due to a
large number of these objects, only some of them were selected for the purpose of a more
detailed study.

Geology and geomorphology played a significant role in the construction of CEFs [35]. It
is worth noting that the Moravian-Silesian Region is covered by two geological units, namely
the Bohemian Massif and the outer Western Carpathians [43,44]. The development of these
two geological units is complemented by quaternary sediments whose origin is linked to
continental glaciation, which left deposits of gravels and sands [43,44]. There are all types of
relief from highlands and hills to lowlands in the Moravian-Silesian Region [43,44]. As the
zoological survey shows, the amount of precipitation and the number of days with snow
are crucial. According to Quitt [45], the lowland areas of the Moravian-Silesian Region
fall into a moderately warm climatic area, while the mountain and foothill areas fall into a
cold climatic area. In relation to the biogeographical classification of the Czech Republic,
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the territory of the Moravian-Silesian Region is part of the Central European deciduous
forest province (like the vast majority territory of the Czech Republic), where parts of three
subprovinces meet—the Hercynian subprovince, the Polonian subprovince and the West
Carpathian subprovince (simplified in the direction from west to east) [46]. The boundary
between the subprovinces is not distinct, and in a large part of the area of interest, it can be
characterized as a transitional zone of mutual influence. The fauna here is relatively diverse,
which is related to the geographical conditions (mixing of West Carpathian, Polonian, and
Hercynian elements) [46].

2.1. Genius Loci—Layer of the Landscape: Searching for Stories of the A-CEFs

One of the functions of A-CEFs in a post-military landscape is the role they play in
specific genius loci [14,47]. In order to capture this potential, a guided interview method
was chosen, where respondents were asked about the stories associated with A-CEFs (in-
cluding capturing the wider context associated with the place). Due to the specific topic
of the research, it was necessary to approach suitable respondents who are in some way
affected by the genius loci and the associated function of A-CEFs in the landscape. Priority
was given to staff from organizations dedicated to leisure activities for children and young
people, as well as owners of buildings and last but not least, military history clubs and histo-
rians. The initial part of the guided interview dealt with information about the respondent
such as age, relationship with WWII history (work/free-time activities/education, etc.),
when they first heard about this issue, or if they are visitors/owners of the bunker. As
part of the guided interview, respondents were asked two sets of questions with a series
of supplementary and extension questions: Q1. Do you know a story associated with
A-CEFs (when it happened, where it happened, etc.)? Q2. What do you think about the
story (truthfulness, authenticity)? These questions were asked in such a way as to make it
clear that the focus of the research is on stories associated with A-CEFs as brownfields and
not historical stories (e.g., associated with direct participants in historical events that are
associated with A-CEFs serving their original purpose). Respondents were contacted either
in person or via electronic communication. Guided interviews were recorded on a dictation
machine in the case of in-person interviews. Subsequently, the results of the interviews
were transcribed and analyzed.

2.2. Socio-Economic Sphere—Layer of the Landscape: A-CEFs as Brownfields

For the purpose of our study, the line of A-CEFs (or UA-CEFs) in the Moravian-Silesian
Region which stretches from west to east and follows the current northern state border
with the Republic of Poland were selected. The entire line of Czechoslovak fortifications
(A-CEFs, heavy fortifications, artillery forts) in the Moravian-Silesian region is represented
graphically in Figure A1. In this output, the A-CEFs units were marked according to their
structural and technical condition (existing—green, destroyed—orange, initiated—purple,
obliterated—blue, unbuilt—grey) and are supplemented by heavy fortifications units (red).

This region was chosen because the authors are familiar with the local terrain and
because some of the fortifications were among the most completed before the start of
WWII. Furthermore, at the end of WWII in 1945, they played an important role during the
war between the German and Soviet armies, and after the war, they were not used (the
objects on the border with Poland did not become part of the so-called Iron Curtain). They
were abandoned and accessed for casual visitors in the frame of the hidden curriculum
of the landscape. Due to the large number of existing A-CEFs on the territory of the
Moravian-Silesian Region, the selection was made in such a way as to take into account the
greatest possible heterogeneity of the selected objects. This includes altitude (highest and
lowest positions of the Moravian-Silesian Region, middle positions), location within the
Moravian-Silesian Region (the most eastern and the most western), and also the character
of the surrounding environment (open, semi-open, and closed exterior environment).

In order to select a suitable sample of fortification units (A-CEFs) for our study, we
used data from available historical military maps first depicting the line of fortifications
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throughout former Czechoslovakia. The original assumption was to divide the line in the
territory of today’s Moravian-Silesian Region into 10 groups/sections (A-J). Within each
group, a selection of 5 existing A-CEFs in different environments (forest/forest edge/arc)
were considered. While searching for more detailed information for the selection of the 10
groups, websites of friends of military history were found which contained, among other
things, databases with more detailed information—for example, information regarding the
technical status. These websites were ‘The Interactive Map of Czechoslovak Fortifications
1935–1938′ and ‘Information on Light Fortifications 1936–1938′ [27,36]. A search of these
databases revealed that one of the originally intended groups A-CEFs had not been built
or the fortifications had been obliterated (this group of buildings was, of course, excluded
from the further investigation) Figure A2.

During the field survey, some of the buildings were inaccessible (locked or walled
entrances, located on private fenced land, flooded with water, and exceptionally, could
not be traced in the field). For these reasons, this methodology has been partially aban-
doned and the distribution of the surveyed Selected Abandoned Casemates with Enhanced
Fortification (SA-CEFs) within the Moravian-Silesian Region results in a less than even
distribution. It was possible to include the highest A-CEFs as well as the most eastern
and the most western A-CEFs in the SA-CEFs. The selection of 39 SA-CEFs is sufficient
for further data analysis and can be suitably supplemented or extended in the future. The
distribution of individual SA-CEFs in the Moravian-Silesian Region is shown in Figure A3.

Subsequently, each SA-CEF was categorized according to its geomorphological loca-
tion (WGS-84), climatic conditions, altitude, administrative section according to the former
military administration (original military markings, military section assignment, military
numbering), and current ownership. The numbering of individual units does not corre-
spond to the order of data collection but was assigned retrospectively. Within each of the 39
SA-CEFs were in field survey semi-quantitatively detected the orientation of the entrance
in relation to cardinal directions, the character of the interior environment (dry/wet/flood),
the presence of organic and inorganic material in indoor spaces (none/little/lot), human
use (unused/occasionally used/intensively used), accessibility of the entrance were also
monitored in each unit (open/semi-open/closed) and the type of exterior environment
(open/transitional/closed). The expected output is a graphical representation of the corre-
sponding sections. These 39 SA-CEFs will be further processed not only for brownfields
issues but also for the zoological survey.

2.3. Functional Relationship—Layer of the Landscape: Determination of Functional Potential of A-CEFs

The aim was to present a way of looking at these specific brownfields from the perspective
of this approach of the landscape—in terms of the interactions between the objects and the
surrounding environment [48]. The question is whether and how these different layers in
the post-military landscape interact with each other and what significance they play in the
landscape. From this perspective, in the case of the A-CEFs, it is true that they have not been
studied at all yet. For this reason, the analysis was not based on empirical data, but on the
methodology of the initial approach (especially field observations) to these objects.

For the purposes of our research, we have decided to consider the objects of A-CEFs
in this post-military landscape in two specific ways, namely:

(a) a semi-natural ecosystem of the external environment (consisting of the A-CEF object
itself and its immediate surroundings; analogy with rock),

(b) the semi-natural ecosystem of the A-CEF’s internal environment (analogy with a cave).

This approach required a field investigation of individual A-CEFs and the definition
of a model of individual objects of the post-military landscape.

We further assume that individual A-CEFs can impact us as natural elements under
certain conditions. The expected output of this research is then a graphical representation
with the naming of the different parts of these post-military landscape elements observed
from different perspectives.
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2.4. Natural Conditions—Layer of the Landscape: Zoological Survey of the Interior Environment of
the SA-CEFs

The aim of the zoological survey was to carry out an inventory of invertebrate fauna in
A-CEFs. As this is the first approach of this character to the SA-CEFs, the zoological survey
was simplified to the extent that a) only indoor areas were studied, and b) only during the
winter period (February/March 2014). This ensured that the number of potential taxa found
was minimized as much as possible. Findings were expected of invertebrate species that
are able to survive in similar types of environments for long periods of time (e.g., cellars,
adits), but which usually live in suitable habitats outside this type of environment (so-
called troglophilic or stygophilic species), as well as invertebrates that seek out similar
environments for hibernation (hibernation). Probably the most representative-rich group
were the expected so-called accidental guests of indoor spaces. Finds of invertebrates very
closely adapted to living in underground spaces (troglobionts and stygobionts) were rather
not expected.

Collecting was carried out in 39 SA-CEFs. Invertebrates of indoor spaces of the military
fortification complex were studied by using conventional flashlights. Recorded species
were examined on the walls and ceilings (spiders, butterflies, and moths) or on the floor
under various objects like stones, remains of wood (snails, isopods). Collecting techniques
as grids or kick sampling methods here were not used. In several cases, it was necessary
to collect specimens for further determination by using entomological tweezers or an
exhauster. Specimens were fixed in 70% alcohol or killed by vapors of ethyl acetate.

Subsequently, a partial objective of the faunistic survey was to select a suitable model
group of invertebrate animals and characterize it with selected diagnostic features of
zoocenoses (abundance, dominance, and frequency) [49]. Based on their abundance, we
also performed inter-comparison of the SA-CEFs using multicriteria analysis. Selected inde-
pendent environmental variables were included in the overall analysis. The environmental
variables included altitude, humidity conditions inside the SA-CEFs, rate of human use,
presence of organic material in the indoor environment, accessibility of the entrance, and
the character of the SA-CEF’s surrounding exterior environment. The collected data were
processed using the R 4.0.5 program, calculating the similarity between the SA-CEFs using
the Bray—Curtis index, the distribution of each sampling area depending on the selected
environmental parameter using multivariate data analysis (MDS). SA-CEFs, where no live
individuals were found, were not included in the analysis.

All data were recorded in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Map outputs were processed
in QGIS and zoological data and graphical outputs were processed in R 4.0.5.

3. Results

During the implementation of the research aimed at finding the functions that SA-
CEFs respectively A-CEFs fulfill in the landscape, a set of results was obtained from all
determined four approaches.

3.1. Genius Loci—Layer of the Landscape: Searching for Stories of the SA-CEFs

In total, 27 respondents were interviewed. Obtained data do not allow for a more
general evaluation, which does not play a significant role in our case. Given that SA-CEFs
represent anthropogenic elements in the post-military landscape with a specific history and
therefore place with unique genius loci, our aim was to find stories that would capture this
genius loci and thus essentially underline the function that A-CEFs fulfill not only in the
first approach (Figure A4).

Most respondents had difficulty recognizing between stories that are historical and
stories that relate to the site and its function as a brownfields site. Stories whose origins
apparently date back to the post-war period were perceived by some respondents (histo-
rians, members of military history clubs) as unfounded, apparently fictional. The most
frequently recurring motif in the category of unfounded stories was a military-themed plot
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set in the WWII period. These stories or even ‘fairy tales’ were looked upon with disdain
by respondents familiar with the history of A-CEFs.

In general, they put themselves in the role of those who want to prevent the spread of
these fallacies, and thus they were also reluctant to share them with us and thus to participate
further in their spread. These were mainly history experts, but they had encountered similar
‘fallacies’ at a younger age before they became experts, and these ‘fallacies’ were often at the
origin of their interest in the history of A-CEFs and similar objects.

Only when asked additional questions did these experts comment on the subject of
the stories they described as fictional. These included, for example, stories concerning the
existence of vast underground spaces, ammunition stores, archives, underground factories,
mass graves, etc.

On the contrary, the respondents from among the leaders of clubs working with
children in leisure activities had a rather positive attitude towards unfounded stories and
‘fairy tales’. This is due to the fact that these stories (fabulations) present objects in a more
interesting (adventurous) framework and thus fulfill different functions in troop games,
troop rehearsals, or even ceremonies.

The underestimation of the dangers of amateur inspection of the interior of fortress
buildings in general (ignorance of the interior construction design, and therefore basically
the pitfalls in the form of shafts, wells, and various ventilation openings) was often men-
tioned. Furthermore, the presence of homeless people who do not hesitate to use various
traps to secure their ‘property’, or the presence of criminal elements.

The analysis of the statements shows some connection between the respondents and
the specific SA-CEFs mentioned in the stories (e.g., interactions the respondent had with the
object in early childhood or especially in adolescence). Conversely, some of the statements
were of a general character, i.e., a story that can be applied to any object (the recurring
motif of the underground in the A-CEFs).

The above results clearly show that A-CEFs fulfill ‘hidden’ functions with this land-
scape layer which is associated with genius loci. These functions are educational, cultural,
social, etc. but at the same time closely connected to the genius loci of the place and thus
constitute part of the hidden curriculum of the post-military landscape. This conclusion,
therefore, corresponds to our stated objectives about the role of A-CEFs as a phenomenon
of the post-military landscape.

3.2. Socio-Economic Sphere—Layer of the Landscape: SA-CEFs as Brownfields

The analysis of available data shows that in the Moravian-Silesian Region a line of
A-CEFs was created with a total number of 896 objects, of which 591 are still existing,
40 were destroyed (but the remains of the building are still visible), 16 were initiated but
not finished, another 182 were obliterated for various reasons and 67 were planned but their
construction was never started (unbuilt). The overall state of A-CEFs (including UA-CEFs)
in the Moravian-Silesian Region is presented in Figure 3. This line of A-CEFs (or UA-
CEFs) was also supplemented in Moravian-Silesian Region by units of heavy fortifications
including artillery logs (which was not the aim of the survey). Brownfield in the built-up
area of a municipality can represent an economic and social burden (Figure A4B).

The categorization into individual sections is shown in Table 1. The results obtained in
the field survey (2014–2021) based on the proposed methodology (chapter) are presented
in Tables A1–A5. These 39 SA-CEFs units and their selected characteristics were further
studied for zoological survey purposes.
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Figure 3. Percentage of the current structural and technical condition of A-CEFs (respectively
UA-CEFs) in the Moravian-Silesian Region (n = 896).

Table 1. Summary table of SA-CEFs within each section for further data processing.

Section: Total Number of SA-CEFs in Section:
Corresponding Identification of

SA-CEFs in the Database

A 9 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 37, 38, 39
B 6 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16
C 2 5, 6
D 3 33,34
E 2 29, 30, 31
F 5 18, 19, 20, 21, 22
G 5 17, 24, 25, 26, 27
H 1 36
I 6 1, 12, 23, 28, 32, 39

Based on our own field survey were found the following rates of human use for each
SA-CEF were: 7 units were intensively used, 16 units were occasionally used and 16 units
were not used—Figure 4A. The rate of human use was assessed primarily by the presence
of artifacts associated with recent and repeated human presence (tables, chairs, lounge
chairs, kitchen equipment, food remains, but also activities associated with efforts to restore
the property to its original condition, etc.).

The rate of human use of these units is certainly related to the access restrictions. The
data shows that most of these units are open and therefore accessible (26), a large proportion
is accessible due to overcoming barriers (12), while only one unit of the SA-CEFs is completely
closed and therefore inaccessible—Figure 4B. These were, for example, SA-CEFs in front of
whose entrance was overgrown with trees, bushes, and/or partially grounded.
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Figure 4. (A)—Rate of human use of indoor environment in SA-CEFs (n = 39); (B)—Entrance
accessibility in SA-CEFs (n = 39); (C)—Type of SA-CEF’s surrounding exterior environment (n = 39);
(D)—Distribution of SA-CEF’s owners (n = 39).

Along with the previous two factors—the rate of human use and accessibility of
entrance—the location of SA-CEFs units in the landscape may also be related simultane-
ously. For this reason, a simple analysis of their external environment was carried out and
from a total of 39 SA-CEFs, 18 were located in open landscape (meadows, pastures, fields),
10 were located in closed landscapes (forests, scrub) and the remaining 11 SA-CEFs were
located in the transitional zone (forest edges, etc.)—Figure 4C.

According to the analysis of property rights, the SA-CEFs were divided into the
following categories: government, church administration, personal (physical persons, joint
property of married couples, associations, and cooperatives), and the last category is the
‘not found’ owners—where the SA-CEFs have not been entered in the land register or have
an unidentified owner.

From the selected 39 SA-CEFs, only 14 units were owned by the government, and
17 were privately owned (‘personal’). In addition, 6 units were owned by a church ad-
ministration, and 3 units were classified as ‘not found’ (owner is unknown or owner was
insufficiently identified)—Figure 4D. For one of the SA-CEF (number 17), it was determined
that part of this SA-CEF is owned by a person and part is owned by the government—for
this reason, the data set of Figure 4D is divided into 40 units.

3.3. Functional Relationship—Layer of the Landscape: Determination of Functional Potential of a-CEFs

On the basis of the analyses carried out, it can be concluded that individual SA-
CEFs (respectively A-CEFs) as anthropogenic elements in the post-military landscape may
represent semi-natural elements from a certain point of view. The SA-CEF (or A-CEFs)
object itself may be perceived in the landscape at first sight as a ‘rock’, with a corresponding
growth of mosses or vegetation (example shown in Figures 5 and A4B). In contrast, from
the point of view of the interior environment, the A-CEFs can be seen as a ‘cave’, which
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can provide shelter for various species of organisms. This ‘cave-like’ environment of the
A-CEFs’ interior is not only characterized by a constant temperature throughout the year,
but also by calcite deposits and soda straws (as they are called) on the walls and ceilings
of the building as ‘stalactites’. In terms of geomorphological shapes, the A-CEFs can be
perceived as a concave shape that forms an unmistakable step in the terrain. From the point
of view of the pedological characteristics, we can consider the object itself as an anthroposol
(ceiling, embankment made out of boulders and covered with a layer of earth and grass).
In Figure 5 we can observe different perspectives of view as we see the different functions
of A-CEFs in the landscape.

Figure 5. Different points of view of individual functions of A-CEFs.

3.4. Natural Conditions—Layer of the Landscape: Zoological Survey of the Interior Environment of
the SA-CEFs

Representatives of the following taxa were found in the interiors of 39 SA-CEFs:
Oligochaeta, Gastropoda (Pulmonata), Arachnida (Opiliones, Araneae, Acari, Pseudoscor-
piones), Malacostraca (Isopoda), Myriapoda (Chilopoda, Diplopoda), Hexapoda (Collem-
bola, Diplura, Orthoptera, Dermaptera, Hemiptera, Neuroptera, Coleoptera, Lepidoptera,
Diptera, Hymenoptera). The presentation of these results would exceed the scope of this
paper. A total of 104 species were identified. Among the taxa mentioned above, Lepi-
doptera (butterflies and moths), whose adults seek out similar spaces for overwintering
or hibernating, and Gastropoda (land snails), which can survive in similar spaces for a
long time, or are so-called accidental guests, were chosen as model groups. These two taxa
have the advantage of relatively easy and unambiguous determination in the field, with
the consequent possibility of determining presence/absence in the SA-CEF and estimating
absolute abundance.

A total of 9 species from the model group Lepidoptera were recorded in the interior
of the SA-CEFs and a total of 732 live individuals were identified (Figure A5A, Table A6).
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From the model group Gastropoda, 20 species were recorded and a total of 180 live indi-
viduals were identified (Table A7). The species Inachis io represents the butterfly with the
highest frequency (91.89%) and the highest dominance (42.76%). The land snail with the
highest frequency was Monachoides incarnatus (63.64%) and the land snail with the highest
dominance was Helix pomatia (24.44%) (Figure A5B).

The multicriteria analysis (MDS), which was calculated separately for butterflies and
moths, and land snails, does not allow us to interpret the main directions of variability in
the species data. Figure 6 shows an ordination diagram (MDS) depicting the distribution
of individual SA-CEFs depending on the presence of organic material (land snails) and
Figure 7 shows an ordination diagram (MDS) depicting the distribution of individual
SA-CEFs depending on the nature of the surrounding environment (butterflies and moths).

Figure 6. Ordination diagram (MDS) showing the distribution of individual SA-CEFs depending on
the presence of organic material (land snails, for all SA-CEFs, without data adjustment).

Figure 7. Ordination diagram (MDS) showing the distribution of individual SA-CEFs as a function
of the nature of the surrounding environment (butterflies and moths, for all SA-CEFs, without data
adjustment).
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4. Discussion

From the partial results that correspond to the individual approaches (in Material and
Methods), conclusions can be drawn that will have an impact on further progress in the
study of A-CEFs as phenomenon elements of the Czech borderlands landscape.

4.1. Genius Loci—Layer of the Landscape: Searching for Stories of the SA-CEFs

The guided interview as a research method was not focused on the general public at
this stage, but mainly at people who were expected to have some knowledge of the subject—
people who deal with this in their profession (museum workers) as well as hobbyists who are
involved in this field in their free time. For the guided interview, which is time-consuming,
the number of respondents (27) was not very high, but for our research it is sufficient.

In terms of such a targeted guided interview focused on finding out the stories, neither
the ratio of professions nor the age of the respondents is decisive in the results. It is clear from
the results that the stories associated with the atmosphere of a place are absorbing regardless
of age or profession (but again in a sample of people who have an established relationship
with the objects). Both the verbal and written responses from respondents showed their
passion for A-CEFs (respectively SA-CEFs) and their enthusiasm for our interest. This is
essentially consistent with the function A-CEFs fulfill in the genius loci as a layer of landscape:
A-CEFs evoke a deep emotional response in humans. In this context, it is worth quoting part
of the statement of one respondent: ‘The fortification has absolutely incredible genius loci if
you are lucky enough to be hit by it. There are people who are not interested in fortifications,
or who are uncomfortable with fortifications for some reason. Then there are the people who
are interested in it, who like to read or listen to it. Many visitors leave the sites surprised
at all the new things they have learned. And then there are people who, once they’ve been
introduced to bunkers, have never been able to get turned away from them. That’s something
that can’t be described as anything other than their diagnosis.’

These conclusions suggest the usefulness of the method (and results) of the guided
interview, but at the same time open the perspective for the creation of a structured
questionnaire. A structured questionnaire would be aimed at a broader public and would
also take into account the attitudes of people who may not have a positive attitude towards
A-CEFs, including the subsequent statistical evaluation of the data. From the results of the
questionnaire survey and in the context of the above, it is necessary to appropriately define
the conceptual apparatus related to the use of the term ‘story’, which can be perceived
differently within the genius loci as the layer of the landscape (subjective experience of the
visitors, etc.) and the cultural heritage (historically documented event, etc.). As already
noted in the results, also fabricated stories play an important role in the search for the
function of A-CEFs. Given these facts, it is necessary to recognize between different types
of stories: historically based stories (historically recorded, more likely to be the accounts of
direct participants), historically unfounded stories (not historical fact, but the use of this
fact to locate characters, time and space), and fabricated stories (Table 2).

Table 2. The role that different story types play in genius loci and socio-economic sphere as landscape layers.

Socio-Economic Sphere Genius Loci

historically based stories they play a key role
serve as inspiration to explore
on your own; they illustrate

the spirit of the place
historically unfounded

stories
can play an important role can serve as inspiration for

various activities

fabricated stories
their influence is perceived as

contradictory to negative they play a key role

Although many A-CEFs appear at first sight to be abandoned (A-CEFs as brownfields),
they play a role in something that is harder to grasp, and what we might call the ‘hidden
curriculum of the landscape’. From this perspective, they are not ‘really abandoned’ but
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only as abandoned perform social and educational functions. At the same time, fabulations
(apparently fictional stories) play an important role, which is considered worthless, confus-
ing, or even undesirable from the point of view of the cultural heritage. The fact that the
casual visitors make up their own stories when interacting with A-CEFs is remarkable when
looking at A-CEFs as brownfields, even though a negative phenomenon such as the Goliath
effect may be associated with it (Figure A4) [50]. At this point, it is also worth highlighting
that, apparently due to the occurrence of SA-CEFs in the open landscape (outside human
settlements), we have not observed negative uses (e.g., squatter settlements). But this
statement cannot be applied to all A-CEFs, as their very small size makes intensive use
rather unlikely.

The SA-CEF units in the landscape were perceived positively by the respondents as
a kind of historical milestone reminding them of an important historical stage and may
also be part of ‘family heritage’. Recording of negative perceptions of the objects is rather
to be expected only from the results of a structured questionnaire directed to the general
public. This would simultaneously capture the wider variation in the public’s perception of
post-military landscapes, and hence A-CEFs, for the purposes of our research, and thus also
provide a valuable stimulus to a comprehensive view of the issue of A-CEFs as brownfields.

4.2. Socio-Economic Sphere—Layer of the Landscape: SA-CEFs as Brownfields

Data analysis has shown that a total of 591 units of A-CEFs and UA-CEFs are still
existing in Moravian-Silesian Region (out of a total of 896 originally planned or realized).
In 40 cases of A-CEFs and UA-CEFs, it is possible to trace their remains in the landscape.
A total of 182 have been permanently obliterated for various reasons. It is interesting to
note that a very significant number of all of them have survived and it is questionable
whether this is related to difficulties in their obliteration. In certain circumstances, it may
be related to their strategic importance within the Czech army for a certain period, or also
to the subsequent efforts of leading figures in society (political representation) to preserve
these objects as an integral part of the landscape that the Czechoslovak fortification line
forms from a historical point of view. Although the study focused only on a limited set of
SA-CEFs (n = 39), relative to the total number, it is still possible to draw some conclusions
of a more general nature.

The ownership of individual A-CEFs or UA-CEFs is complicated in the former Czech
Republic due to the complex evolution of property rights. In the set of SA-CEFs, we were
interested in the relationship between the type of ownership and the rate of human use.
Privately owned buildings were expected to have a higher rate of use, e.g., for recreational
purposes or as storage facilities, or to be eventually made inaccessible to the public. The
vast majority of privately owned SA-CEFs are not used—Figure 8A.
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Figure 8. (A)—Relation between ‘Ownership of SA-CEFs’ and ‘Rate of human use of indoor environ-
ment in SA-CEFs’. (B)—Relation between ‘Type of surrounding exterior environment of SA-CEFs’
and ‘Entrance accessibility in SA-CEFs’. (C)—Relation between ‘Type of surrounding exterior environ-
ment of SA-CEFs’ and ‘Rate of human use of indoor environment in SA-CEFs’. (D)—Relation between
‘Rate of human use of indoor environment in SA-CEFs’ and ‘Entrance accessibility in SA-CEFs’.

When comparing the type of exterior environment and accessibility of entrance to
SA-CEFs (Figure 8B), open landscape SA-CEFs are also generally more accessible. A cross-
comparison of the level of human use and type of exterior environment in the SA-CEFs
shows (Figure 8C) that open landscape SA-CEFs are the most visited by people. In both
cases, this may be related to the possible cultivation of land in the immediate neighborhood
of SA-CEFs (one reason for the earlier obliteration of SA-CEFs) versus forest management.
The fact that SA-CEFs in open spaces are also more easily found by potential visitors may
also be a factor to some extent. Also, when human use rates and accessibility of SA-CEFs
are compared to each other (Figure 8D), it appears that logically those SA-CEFs that are
also open access are used with the greatest intensity. This comparison also shows that
accessibility of the entrance is not a decisive factor for the rate of human use in the sample
of SA-CEFs.

4.3. Functional Relationship—Layer of the Landscape: Determination of Functional Potential
of SA-CEFs

The analyses and results show that there are interactions between SA-CEFs (respec-
tively A-CEFs) and the surrounding landscape, and SA-CEFs (respectively A-CEFs) can
be viewed as semi-natural ecosystems. Viewing A-CEFs as a ‘rock’ or ‘cave’ (Figure 5
or Figure A4C) offers scope for further research to support this functional potential of
SA-CEFs (respectively A-CEFs) in the landscape and further emphasize their importance.
At this point, it is at least possible to consider the interior spaces of SA-CEFs (respectively
A-CEFs) as overwintering or hibernating sites for some species of butterflies and moths
(Results in Section 3.4, Table A6), or also as habitats for various species of invertebrates
with different relations to underground spaces. The analysis carried out offers further
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possible directions for research (SA-CEFs, respectively A-CEFS, as anthrosols/leptosols,
the embankment as anthrosols/cambisols, the walls of SA-CEFs, respectively A-CEFS,
as a substrate for calciphilic species of organisms in the acidic environment of mountain
forests, etc.). Finally, it is also possible to study A-CEFs from the perspective of island
biogeography, where A-CEFs objects can be viewed as terrestrial islands [51]. In this case,
it would be appropriate to state that A-CEFs perform ecosystem services in the landscape.

This leads us to the idea that A-CEFs as anthropogenic elements of the post-military
landscape has a function (in themselves) and potential in the landscape. However, this
potential may not be obvious given that these objects are viewed as classic brownfields
(given the definition of brownfields). For this reason, it is appropriate to further address
the question of the additional functional potential of A-CEF, which relates to its re-use, but
also that it is a hidden functional potential that should be taken into account.

The historical and architectural significance of the relics of the post-military landscape
(the fortress lines and their individual objects) are accepted from a global perspective.
Therefore, the aim was to point out the functional significance of these objects. This
functional significance of these objects can be fulfilled in the landscape itself, regardless of
the hidden curriculum of the landscape (based on interaction with humans). The proposed
scheme (Figure 5) shows a way of looking at these objects, or rather at their hidden potential.
However, the question remains about how to incorporate this view into the definition of
brownfields. It can be stated that in our case this approach does not only apply to every
A-CEF (in the case of UA-CEFs, its further function is determined by its new use, re-use)
but also to other brownfields that may have hidden functional potential. In the case of their
re-use may be the hidden functional potential lost. The most illustrative example is the
restoration of A-CEF to its wartime condition—cleaning, cleaning the surface, closing all
entrances, adding paint, etc. At the same time, it is clear that given their large numbers,
not every A-CEF can be restored to this dignified state (as a reminder of the willingness
to defend their young homeland for some citizens). Since they are rather small in size
(internal area of about 8 m2), they can rather be used only as foundations for huts or for
storing domestic crops.

4.4. Natural Conditions—Layer of the Landscape: Zoological Survey of the Interior Environment of
the SA-CEFs

The largest number of hibernating butterfly species was recorded in SA-CEFs number
14 and 32, a total of 5 species out of 9 species. The largest number of hibernating butterfly
individuals was also recorded in SA-CEF number 14 (62 live individuals in total). Only two
SA-CEFs had no records (SA-CEFs number 13 and 22). Only 1 and 2 species were recorded
in SA-CEFs number 3 and 13. SA-CEFs with such a small number of species recorded also
had to be excluded from further analysis (18 SA-CEFs in total). Due to this fact and the
very low total number of species found, multivariate data analysis became meaningless.

The most frequently recorded butterflies and moths (Lepidoptera) were Inachis io and
Scoliopteryx libatrix. Inachis io from the family Nymphalidae is one of the most common
butterflies of opened landscape, but forest edges too. Normally, it hibernates in heatless areas
of the building (in attics, in cellars, etc.), and in some cases, it is in the hibernating places
even more numerous than the other species, Scoliopteryx libatrix [42]. Very common is moth
Scoliopteryx libatrix from the family Noctuidae, which prefers moist habitats (shores of streams,
rivers, and lakes), it occurs also along roadsides, edges of woods, and penetrates well as into
the gardens and parks. In autumn, it seeks to hibernate a variety of cavities, caves, tunnels,
and cellars [52,53]. It is the most common species of all types of underground space [42].

The largest number of land snail species (Gastropoda) was recorded in SA-CEF
number 37, with a total of 9 species out of a total of 20 species. The largest number
of land snail individuals was also recorded in SA-CEF number 37 (42 living individuals
in total). In total, no records were recorded in 17 SA-CEFs. In SA-CEFs numbers 3 and 10
were recorded only 1 and 2 species. SA-CEFs with such a small number of species recorded
also had to be excluded from further analysis. Thus, for the subsequent multivariate data
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analysis, it was possible to use data sets relating to only 9 SA-CEFs, and thus, as in the
previous case, the multivariate data analysis itself became meaningless.

The most frequently recorded species of land snail were Monachoides incarnatus and
Helix pomatia. Monachoides incarnatus from the family Hygromiidae occurs in a variety
of forest habitats. It is most commonly found in deciduous forests, in the scrub, often
around streams and wet rocks. It also inhabits various secondary habitats such as quarries,
gardens, or parks. Helix pomatia from the family Helicidae inhabits various types of
habitats (especially on limestone), light deciduous forests, scrub, meadows, vegetation
along streams, but also cultural areas (gardens, thickets, etc.). In both cases, these are
species that can also occasionally be found in different types of underground spaces [41,54].

In addition to 9 species of butterflies and moths, and 20 species of land snails, 75 other
invertebrate species from various taxonomic categories have been documented in SA-
CEFs. The presence of vertebrates (e.g., bats, rodents) or their resident signs (e.g., marten
droppings, bird nests) have also been recorded in SA-CEFs.

The faunistic survey carried out confirmed that the interior spaces of the A-CEFs
should be used by various species of animals. Among the species found, for example,
spiders (Meta menardi or Metelina merianae) are able to survive in SA-CEFs for long periods
of time, as they inhabit similar habitat types [55]. Butterflies and moths use them for hiber-
nating, and land snails represent so-called accidental guests whose occurrence in indoor
spaces is related to the composition of the malacofauna in the immediate surroundings
of SA-CEFs. However, some of the land snail species found may also survive in similar
types of environments over the long term. These include species such as Oxychilus cellarius
or Limax cinereoniger [41,56]. The occurrence of animals very closely adapted to living in
underground spaces (troglobionts and stygobionts) has not been proven. The occurrence of
euryvalent species of butterflies and moths (Lepidoptera) and land snails (Gastropoda) is
random or in some cases quite rare in the interior of SA-CEFs.

5. Conclusions

This paper focuses on A-CEFs in the military fortification complex of the Czech
borderlands landscape as specific forms of brownfields. The issue of brownfields as an
environmental problem can be viewed from different angles. This corresponds to the
different definitions, which are also numerous within Europe [1]. Internationally, the
accepted definition is CABERNET, which is based on the CLARINET definition. According
to this definition, brownfield sites are areas that have been affected by the previous use
of the building, site, and surrounding land. Brownfields are abandoned and under-used,
may have real or perceived contamination problems, are predominately located in built-up
areas, and require intervention that would enable its continued use.

Based on this definition, the A-CEFs, as part of the military fortification complex of
the Czechoslovak borderlands built before the Second World War, are clearly classified as
military brownfields. However, these units are very specific compared to other military
facilities (in this classification of brownfields). They were not built as an integral part of
military complexes or barracks. They were built as separate defensive units, but they all
form the whole of a military fortress complex copying the Czechoslovak borderlands. Most
of them were built in the open landscape and nowadays form is a phenomenon of the
post-military landscape. Referring to the previous definition, are A-CEFs really useless and
require intervention to bring them into beneficial use?

For our research, A-CEFs may be technically brownfields, but they are also an integral
part of the cultural landscape (post-military landscape) and cultural heritage. As part of
cultural heritage, they can enhance social, cultural, environmental, and economic sustain-
ability, preserving diversity and place identity. However, in processing the field survey data,
it was found that A-CEFs (respectively SA-CEFs) have further, hidden, functional potential.
Our research has shown that A-CEFs as brownfields interact in a specific way with humans
(hidden curriculum of the landscape) and, also interact with nature, where they create
suitable conditions, e.g., overwintering or hibernating invertebrates, can be considered as
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terrestrial islands in the landscape, ‘rock’, ‘cave’, habitat and thus can also fulfill ecosystem
services. For this reason, A-CEFs cannot, therefore, be seen only as brownfields that need
to be f. e. remediated or re-used. Even without such interventions, they have a function
and significance in the landscape.

What is the best term to describe the hidden functional potential of A-CEFs? To find a
suitable term, it is possible to start from the concept of landscape singularity. This term is
used mostly in art and architecture [57,58]. Exceptionally, this term can be used to describe
unique features in the landscape as landscape singularities [59]: ‘Landscape singularity
represents linear or point singularities in the landscape that are natural (watercourse, rock),
cultural (urban line, building object) or also historical, but more often a combination of
these.’ Based on the above characterization of landscape singularity, it can be concluded
that the term “singularity” appears to be, in part, the most appropriate name for the
character of individual A-CEFs. The common and typical feature of these A-CEFs is that
they are all part of the cultural heritage (although they are not listed as heritage sites,
e.g., by UNESCO), but for obvious reasons, there is not enough interest in their use (a
large number of them). On the other hand, in contrast to the singularity, these sites are
“disturbing” in terms of the impossibility of using the site for other purposes (e.g., as arable
land), they represent a specific type of brownfield. Their functional potential is hidden and
can be discovered only by more detailed study. Although A-CEFs is not currently listed
and may be obliterated, under certain conditions they could be left in the context of nature
and landscape conservation interests. After all, the analyses and surveys conducted clearly
demonstrate that SA-CEFs perform several important hidden functions in the landscape for
which they cannot be seen as brownfields. The term that would best describe the hidden
functional potential of A-CEFs is a hidden singularity.

The concept of the hidden singularity can be incorporated into the definition of
brownfields, where we need to look at them not just as environmental problems, but as
environmental opportunities (from a biocentric perspective).

From the outset, this article has challenged the definition of brownfields (in the context
of A-CEFs), which is primarily based on the under-use of brownfields or their disruptive
interference with the landscape. Considering the results of the research conducted on
SA-CEFs, it can be concluded that the concept of hidden singularity can take into account
the hidden functional potential and in this case can be included in the classification of
brownfields. The hidden singularity of brownfields means that brownfields perform
functions in different layers of the landscape (including the hidden curriculum), although
these layers may be hidden. Nevertheless, this hidden functional potential can be identified
and quantified. From an environmental point of view, the hidden singularity makes
brownfields sites that do not need to be revitalized or find new uses for them. Brownfields
as an opportunity for investors always assume revitalization or re-use—based on the
existing definition of brownfields. In our case, we are discussing the revitalization of
A-CEFs to the war form (state of 1937–1938) with a museum exhibition (we can talk
about regularity). In the case of re-use, we are discussing, for example, the obliteration
of the A-CEFs in order to use the land (irregularity). In the category of brownfields as an
opportunity for an investor, the hidden functional potential of A-CEFs could be completely
eliminated. The above classification can be applied not only to A-CEFs, but also to other
types of brownfields with a similar character. We would like to address the issue of hidden
singularity and the hidden curriculum of brownfields in the future.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. Display of the line of Czechoslovak fortifications in the Moravian-Silesian Region—
demonstration of graphic interpretation of the obtained data, presentation of the current structural
and technical condition of the CEFs using the QGIS program.
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Figure A2. Situation of A-CEFs and corresponding sections of SA-CEFs (from A to I) in the border-
lands of the Moravian-Silesian Region [28,33–35].

Figure A3. Selected parts of fortification line in Moravian-Silesian Region. Individual parts (A–I)
are shown in Figure A2. Key: green—Existing A-CEF or UA-CEF; pink—Construction was initiated
A-CEF; orange—destroyed A-CEF; blue—obliterated A-CEF; red number—SA-CEF.
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Figure A4. (A): Each A-CEF object has unique genius loci (e.g., SA-CEF number 38). (B): A-CEFs
represents a specific type of military brownfields (e.g., SA-CEF number 17). (C): SA-CEF number 38
is one of the existing and highest situated objects (715 m above sea level). It serves as an occasional
refuge for adventurers and ‘could certainly tell’ many stories. (D): Some A-CEFs can be easily
mistaken for rock (e.g., SA-CEF number 39).

Figure A5. (A): A group of haralds (Scoliopteryx libatrix) on the walls of a bunker that was burned
during World War II. We can observe orange drawings on the enclosed wings that resemble the
letter ‘M’ (SA-CEF number 27). (B): Land snail Monachoides incarnatus hidden in a wall gap (SA-CEF
number 37).
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Table A1. Overview table of SA-CEFs studied objects with their description. The numbering of the
individual SA-CEFs corresponds to the data in Table 1—part 1.

No. Name: N: E: Altitude: Military Administrative Section: Ownership:

1 XIX/432/A-140Z 49.7681898 18.5956608 284 XIX Louky personal
2 XXI/10/E 50.1581184 17.3699108 660 XXI Mnichov government
3 XXI/11/B1-80Z 50.1571897 17.3723533 647 XXI Mnichov not found
4 XXI/15/E 50.1545095 17.3669212 614 XXI Mnichov church adm.
5 VII-3/12/B1-100 49.9861001 17.5754216 607 VII-3 Hohnberg (Velký Tetřev), 3.sled church adm.
6 VII-3/13/A-120 49.9907793 17.5681580 619 VII-3 Hohnberg (Velký Tetřev), 3.sled church adm.
7 XXI/14/A-120 50.1589392 17.3584551 655 XXI Mnichov church adm.
8 XXI/122/A-180 50.1593096 17.3555914 715 XXI Mnichov church adm.
9 XXI/123/A-140 50.1589694 17.3540345 747 XXI Mnichov church adm.
10 XI/619/E 50.0502091 17.4780221 448 XI Bretnov (Široká Niva) government
11 XI/594/B1-80 50.0515198 17.4 785056 484 XI Bretnov (Široká Niva) government
12 XIX/431/A-180Z 49.7704887 18.5976119 282 XIX Louky personal
13 XI/461/B2-90 50.0519298 17.4808423 458 XI Bretnov (Široká Niva) government
14 XI/463/A-140Z 50.0554488 17.4758975 453 XI Bretnov (Široká Niva) government
15 X/449/A-140Z 50.0434196 17.5070920 427 X Nové Heřminovy Government

16 X/450/A-160 50.0449989 17.5030057 416 X Nové Heřminovy personal

17 XVI/208/A-140 49.9136298 18.4120698 201 XVI Nový Bohumín government/
personal

18 II/16/A-120 49.9118497 17.9925046 247 II Komárov not found
19 II/10/A-120 49.9126396 17.9864304 245 II Komárov personal
20 II/5/A-140 49.9178202 17.9806877 237 II Komárov personal
21 II/4/A-160 49.9176098 17.9875375 236 II Komárov personal
22 II/7/A-120 49.9156297 17.9887584 236 II Komárov personal

Table A2. Overview table of SA-CEFs studied objects with their description. The numbering of the
individual SA-CEFs corresponds to the data in Table 1—part 2.

No. Name: N: E: Altitude: Military Administrative Section: Ownership:

23 XIX/600/B2-80 49.7729196 18.5934953 278 XIX Louky personal
24 XVI/204/A-140 49.9176600 18.3854910 200 XVI Nový Bohumín personal
25 XVI/7/A-120 49.9205797 18.3892101 194 XVI Nový Bohumín personal
26 XVI/8/A-140Z 49.9197700 18.3973602 196 XVI Nový Bohumín government
27 XVI/205/A-140 49.9174100 18.3893288 206 XVI Nový Bohumín government
28 XIX/659/B1-80 49.7757991 18.5935640 285 XIX Louky government
29 IV/911/A-160 49.9537 17.7987 331 IV Milostovice personal
30 IV/908/A-160Z 49.9540897 17.8049218 327 IV Milostovice personal
31 IV/912/A-120 49.95193 17.80241 330 IV Milostovice personal
32 XIX/602/A-140 49.7713399 18.5930522 283 XIX Louky personal
33 V/1048/A-160 49.9619599 17.7262197 368 V Sádek government
34 V/958/A-140 49.9614186 17.7284309 373 V Sádek personal
35 XIX/656/E 49.7799299 18.5907008 276 XIX Louky government
36 XIX/401/A-160Z 49.8251091 18.5624953 233 XIX Louky not found
37 XXI/6/A-180 50.15867 17.37575 646 XXI Mnichov personal
38 XXI/2/A-140 50.1586885 17.3701837 661 XXI Mnichov government
39 XXI/1/A-120Z 50.1583883 17.3715015 663 XXI Mnichov government
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Table A3. Table of SA-CEFs study objects with data that were obtained by field survey (2014-2021).
The numbering of the individual SA-CEFs corresponds to the data in Table 1—part 1.

No.
Azimuth of
Entrance:

Exterior
Environment:

Interior
Environment:

Organic Material
in Interior:

Anorganic
Material in
Interior:

Rate of Human Use: Entrance:

1 292,5/NWW open dry none none intensively used open
2 135/SE closed dry little none occasionally used open
3 157,5/SSE transitional dry little lot intensively used semi-open
4 180/S closed wet lot lot intensively used open
5 157,5/SSE closed flood none lot occasionally used semi-open
6 225/SW closed dry lot none occasionally used open
7 180/S closed wet lot lot occasionally used open
8 157,5/SSE closed dry little none occasionally used semi-open
9 157,5/SSE transitional dry none none unused semi-open
10 225/SW transitional flood little little occasionally used semi-open
11 202,5/SSW transitional dry little none occasionally used open
12 270/W open flood none lot unused open
13 270/W transitional dry none none intensively used open
14 225/SW open dry little none unused open
15 202,5/SSW closed wet lot little unused open
16 202,5/SSW transitional wet none little unused semi-open
17 202,5/SSW open dry little little intensively used open

Table A4. Table of SA-CEFs study objects with data that were obtained by field survey (2014-2021).
The numbering of the individual SA-CEFs corresponds to the data in Table 1—part 2.

No.
Azimuth of
Entrance:

Exterior
Environment:

Interior
Environment:

Organic Material
in Interior:

Anorganic
Material in
Interior:

Rate of Human Use: Entrance:

18 180/S open dry none lot intensively used open
19 202,5/SSW open wet lot lot occasionally used open
20 180/S open dry little none unused semi-open
21 180/S open dry none none unused open
22 202,5/SSW open wet none lot unused semi-open
23 270/W transitional dry lot little occasionally used open
24 225/SW open dry none lot occasionally used open
25 225/SW open flood none none unused open
26 180/S open dry little little unused open
27 180/S transitional dry little lot occasionally used open
28 247,5/SWW closed dry little lot occasionally used open
29 157,5/SSE open dry none none unused open
30 180/S open dry none none unused open
31 157,5/SSE transitional dry none none unused closed
32 270/W open dry little none occasionally used open
33 180/S closed dry none none unused open
34 202,5/SSW open dry none none unused open
35 247,5/SWW closed dry little little occasionally used semi-open
36 225/SW open flood lot little unused semi-open
37 202,5/SSW open wet lot little intensively used open

Table A5. Table of SA-CEFs study objects with data that were obtained by field survey (2014-2021).
The numbering of the individual SA-CEFs corresponds to the data in Table 1—part 3.

No.
Azimuth of
Entrance:

Exterior
Environment:

Interior
Environment:

Organic Material
in Interior:

Anorganic
Material in
Interior:

Rate of Human Use: Entrance:

38 225/SW transition dry little none occasionally used semi-open
39 180/S transition dry little none occasionally used semi-open
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Table A6. Species of butterflies and moths (Lepidoptera) and their abundances in each SA-CEFs in
2014, F—frequency in %, D—dominance in %.

Species:
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Object number:

1 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 19 ~ 7
2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 11 ~ 24
3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 24 ~ 12
4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 ~ 12
5 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 6 ~ 8
6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 12
7 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ 11
8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 6 ~ 28
9 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 1
10 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 2 ~ 1
11 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ 7
12 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 6 1 8
14 5 ~ ~ 3 ~ 3 29 ~ 22
15 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ 22
16 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 ~ 8
17 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~
18 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 7 2 ~ 1
19 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 10 ~ 3
20 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 1 ~ 1
21 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~
23 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 7
24 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 3 15 ~ 2
25 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 8 ~ 7
26 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 15 22 ~ 5
27 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 3 5 ~ 1
28 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 9 ~ 20
29 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 6 ~ ~
30 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 21 ~ ~
31 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 27 ~ ~ 4
32 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 19 1 10
33 ~ 3 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2
34 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 10 ~ ~
35 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 1
36 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 5
37 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 ~ 18
38 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 19 ~ 20
39 ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 22 ~ 19

∑ 13 6 1 9 2 77 313 2 309

F (%) 16.22 10.81 2.7 16.22 5.41 43.24 91.89 5.41 86.49

D (%) 1.78 0.82 0.14 1.23 0.27 10.52 42.76 0.27 42.21
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Table A7. Species of land snails (Gastropoda) and their abundances in each SA-CEFs in 2014,
F—frequency in %, D—dominance in %.
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Object number:

2 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
3 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
7 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 17 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~
10 1 ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 3 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
11 ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
14 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
15 ~ ~ 2 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ 1 3 ~ ~
17 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
19 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
20 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 4 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
21 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
22 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ ~
23 ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3
25 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
27 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
29 ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
33 ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
34 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 14 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
37 1 8 11 ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ 2 ~ 1 ~ 9 1 ~
38 ~ 3 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
39 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

∑ 2 15 22 1 5 3 19 3 3 9 44 2 1 28 2 2 1 13 2 3

F (%) 9.09 18.18 36.36 4.55 18.18 4.55 9.09 9.09 4.55 18.18 45.45 9.09 4.55 63.64 4.55 9.09 4.55 13.64 9.09 4.55

D (%) 1.11 8.33 12.22 0.56 2.78 1.67 10.56 1.67 1.67 5 24.44 1.11 0.56 15.56 1.11 1.11 0.56 7.22 1.11 1.67
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Abstract: Land-use change is an important contributor to atmospheric carbon emissions. Taking
Jinhua city in eastern China as an example, this study analyzed the effects on carbon emissions by
land-use changes from 2005 to 2018. Then, carbon emissions that will be produced in Jinhua in
2030 were predicted based on the land-use pattern predicted by the CA-Markov model. Finally, a
low-carbon optimized land-use pattern more consistent with the law of urban development was
proposed based on the prediction and planning model used in this study. The results show that
(1) from 2005 to 2018, the area of land used for construction in Jinhua continued to increase, while
woodland and cultivated land areas decreased. Carbon emissions from land use rose at a high rate.
By 2018, carbon emissions had increased by 1.9 times compared to 2015. (2) During the 2010–2015
period, the total concentration of carbon emissions decreased due to decreases in both the rate of
growth in construction land and the rate of decline in a woodland area, as well as an adjustment
of the energy structure and the use of polluting fertilizer and pesticide treatments. (3) The carbon
emissions produced with an optimal land-use pattern in 2030 are predicted to reduce by 19%. The
acreage of woodland in Jinhua’s middle basin occupied by construction land and cultivated land is
predicted to reduce. The additional construction land will be concentrated around the main axis of
the Jinhua-Yiwu metropolitan area and will exhibit a characteristic ribbon-form with more distinct
clusters. The optimized land-use pattern is more conducive to carbon reduction and more in line
with the strategy of regional development in the study area. The results of this study can be used as
technical support to optimize the land-use spatial pattern and reduce urban land’s contribution to
carbon emissions.

Keywords: land-use change; carbon flow; CA–Markov; low-carbon optimization

1. Introduction

As human social and economic activities consume large amounts of resources, the
concentration of greenhouse gas emissions produced is growing rapidly. The resulting
climate warming problem has become a global issue that is critically related to the sustain-
able development of human society. The International Energy Agency (IEA) [1] showed
that, in the past 30 years, the total carbon emissions produced in China have continued to
rise. By 2018, the total carbon emissions had reached 9.5 billion tons. This concentration is
still rising, albeit at a low speed, so the peak value of carbon emissions has not yet been
reached. Therefore, in September 2020, at the United Nations General Assembly, China
renewed its commitment to increase its intended nationally determined contributions and
strive to achieve peak carbon dioxide emissions by 2030. “To widely promote green ways
of working and living and to reduce carbon emissions placidly after peaking” [2] was
listed as one of the important Chinese economic and social development goals for the 14th
Five-Year period.
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As the natural carrier of carbon emissions from terrestrial ecosystems and the spatial
carrier of emissions from human economic and social carbon activities [3], land use is
closely related to atmospheric carbon emissions. The fifth assessment report of the Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) shows that land-use change accounts for
about one-third of manmade carbon emissions, and land-use changes play an important
role in the increase in the global atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration [4]. Choices
regarding land-use structure by humans significantly impact atmospheric greenhouse gas
emissions [5]. Determining how to adjust spatial patterns of land use to achieve carbon
emission reduction targets is currently a research hotspot. Houghton et al. [6] summa-
rized and analyzed 13 methods for calculating net carbon emissions caused by land-use
changes. Lai [3] researched the mechanisms, characteristics, and factors contributing to the
production of carbon emissions due to land-use changes in China over the past 20 years.
Meanwhile, a comprehensive inventory of carbon emissions produced through land use
based on land use type was developed, and a linear programming model was used to
optimize land use planning to reduce carbon emissions. Liu et al. [7] constructed the LUCC
(Land Use and Land Cover Change)-climate-ecosystem research system to study the effects
of land-use changes on the global climate, and their results can help to determine the
impacts of large-scale LUCC factors on climate change through the initiation of a budget
change regarding greenhouse gases and through changes in land surface and atmosphere
processes. Zhu et al. [8] developed a land-use and land-cover transfer matrix based on
digital land use maps and then assigned a carbon density score to each land-use type.
Finally, they quantified the spatio-temporal patterns of LUCC carbon emissions produced
from 1970 to 1990 and from 1990 to 2010 in Zhejiang Province. Yang et al. [9] researched the
characteristics of spatio-temporal variation in carbon storage for different land-use spatial
patterns using two different scenarios in the Yellow River Basin based on the CA–Markov
model and the carbon storage module of the InVEST model.

Most studies in this field have focused on analyzing and evaluating the effects of
carbon emissions produced with various land-use patterns. Li et al. [10] analyzed the
effects of land use patterns on carbon emissions in Jiangsu province. Zhao et al. [11]
measured and analyzed the effects of land uses on carbon emissions and their spatial
patterns in the Hunan province. Sun et al. [12] estimated the carbon emission intensity
on land-use patterns of 31 provinces in China, revealing its rules of spatial-temporal
evolution and discussing its spatial association at provincial scale with the methods of
spatial autocorrelation. The law of carbon emissions produced with land-use changes and
existing problems in different areas have been revealed clearly. However, a few studies
have forecasted the variation trend in future carbon emissions from the perspective of the
spatiotemporal pattern of land use and predicted the optimized land-use pattern with the
consideration of planning objectives.

This study used Jinhua City as an example. The aim here was to provide a theoretic
basis for optimization of the territorial spatial pattern and to help carbon dioxide emissions
reach their peak:

(1) the carbon emissions produced from land use and the transfer matrix of land use
were calculated. Based on this, an explicit carbon flow model was used to calculate
carbon transfer between different land-use types. It contributed to revealing the
spatio-temporal variation rules of land-use carbon emissions.

(2) we simulated the land-use spatial pattern that will be present in Jinhua under a
natural change scenario in 2030 using the CA–Markov model and predicted the
carbon emission change characteristics. Based on this, suggestions for carbon emission
reduction from the perspective of land-use change can be proposed.

(3) the low-carbon quantitative structure obtained from multiple linear programming
models and optimization-oriented driving factors were added to the FLUS model
to optimize the land-use spatial pattern in Jinhua in 2030. The simulation results
meet both the requirements of urban development and carbon emission reduction,
providing a reference for the future green development of land use in Jinhua city.
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2. Study Area

This study used Jinhua City, which is located at the intersection of Dongyang River,
Wuyi River, and Jinhua River (Figure 1), as an example. Jinhua is adjacent to Taizhou in the
east, Lishui in the south, Hengzhou in the west, and Shaoxing and Hangzhou in the north.
Jinhua is surrounded by three mountains and contains three rivers. Most of the mountains
in Jinhua are 500–1000 m high, distributed on the north and south sides. The terrain is
high in the north and south while low in the middle. The total land area of Jinhua was
10,942 km2. The population was approximately 0.71 million [13], and its GDP was CNY
4703.95 billion in 2020 [14]. As one of the important bases for advanced manufacturing
industries south of the Yangtze River Delta and the central city of the central Zhejiang
urban agglomeration, Jinhua’s economy has been developing rapidly and relies on large-
scale professional trading markets such as Yiwu International Trade City and Yongkang
Hardware Technology City. National strategies, such as the integrated development of
the Yangtze River Delta, have brought unprecedented opportunities for development here.
However, in recent years, problems such as the extensive utilization of land resources,
unscientific spatial layout, and low-performance level have emerged, leading to a massive
expansion of construction land to provide land guarantees for economic construction. As of
2020, the total urban and rural land area exceeded that outlined in the planning objectives,
and the per capita land acreage far exceeded the upper limit set by the national standard. A
series of ecological and environmental problems have also emerged, including air pollution
and intensification of the urban greenhouse effect. Therefore, the aim of this study was to
explore the law of land-use carbon emissions in Jinhua City and to predict and optimize
the future spatial land-use pattern. The research results could have significant benefits in
terms of providing suggestions for reaching the carbon peak, which is vital for promoting
progress in ecological civilization in Jinhua City.

Figure 1. Location and topography of the study area.
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3. Materials and Method

3.1. Data Acquisition

The data sets used in this study were as follows: (1) land use and cover raster images
(30 m) in 2005, 2010, 2015, and 2018 from Data Center for Resources and Environmental
Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences (RESDC) [15], which were reclassified into six
categories of cultivated land, woodland, grassland, water area, construction land, and
unused land based on the Land-Use and Land-Cover Change (LUCC) classification system;
(2) population density data in 2018 from Worldpop project data sets and Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) distribution data in 2015 from the Resource and Environment Data Center
of the Chinese Academy of Sciences; and (3) data on energy consumption and agricultural
material use including pesticide, chemical fertilizer, and agricultural film from 2005–2018
from Jinhua Statistical Yearbooks of corresponding years. The calculation parameters
related to energy consumption were taken from the 2006 IPCC National Greenhouse Gas
Inventory Guidelines and the General Principles for the Calculation of total Production
Consumption.

3.2. Methodology

The aim of this study was to contribute to optimizing the spatial pattern of land use
under the guidance of low carbon. We used the carbon emissions estimation model and
land-use change forecast model. With the consideration of low-carbon objectives and
strategies for regional development, the optimized land-use spatial pattern in 2030 in
Jinhua was obtained (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The technology roadmap of this study.

3.3. Accounting Model Used to Assess “Carbon Flow”
3.3.1. Calculation of Carbon Emissions

(1) To determine the carbon emissions produced from construction land, this study
mainly considered the carbon emissions produced through energy consumption by the
industrial and mining enterprises and the transportation industry. In accordance with the
reference method proposed in the 2006 IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas
Inventories, the carbon emissions from construction land were calculated as follows:

Ch = ∑
i

Qhi · NCVi· CCi · COFi · 44
12

· 1
1000

= ∑
i

SCi · Fi (1)
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SCi = Qhi·CSi (2)

where SCi represents the quantity of standard coal converted from every kind of energy
source (kgce); Qhi represents the consumption of every kind of energy (kg); and CSi
represents the standard coal conversion coefficient from each energy source (kgce/kg),

Fi = CCi · COFi · 44
12

· 1
1000

· 29.3076 (3)

where Fi represents the standard coal emission factor (kgCO2/kgce); CCi represents the
carbon content of fossil energy (kC/GJ); COFi represents the carbon oxidation factor; 44

12 is
the carbon content per molecule CO2(kgCO2/kg); 1

1000 is the unit conversion factor; and
29.3076 (MJ/kgce) is the low calorific value of standard coal per kg according to the general
rules of the GB/T2589-1990 comprehensive energy consumption calculation.

For cultivated land, because carbon emissions are produced over a long time scale,
changes in crop yield have little impact on carbon absorption and emissions by the ecosys-
tem [16]. Thus, only human-induced carbon emissions from agricultural activities were
considered. This included carbon emissions caused by the powering of agricultural ma-
chinery, through the use of fertilizers and pesticides, and through agricultural irrigation.
In accordance with Tristram O West [17] and the Institute of Agricultural Resources and
Eco-Environment Performance of Nanjing University, the carbon emissions produced from
cultivated land were calculated as follows:

Eb = Uf N · AN + Uf P·AP + Uf K·AK + Um · B + Up ·C + Ua ·D + Si ·E + S·F (4)

where Uf N represents the consumption of nitrogen fertilizer; Uf P represents the con-
sumption of phosphate fertilizer; Uf K represents the consumption of potassium fertilizer;

AN = 857.54 kgC
Mg , AP = 165.09 kgC

Mg and AK = 120.28 kgC/Mg are conversion coefficients of
types of fertilizer; Um represents the total power needed for agricultural machinery; Up
represents the consumption of pesticides; Ua represents the consumption of agricultural
film; Ua represents the area of agricultural irrigation; S represents the area of crop plant-
ing; and B = 0.18 kgC/kwh, C = 4907.25 kg/Mg, D = 5.18 kg/kg, E = 266.48 kgC/ha,
F = 16.47 kgC/ha are conversion coefficients.

(2) Carbon emissions from other land-use types were calculated using the following
direct carbon emission coefficient method:

Ci = Si × ki (5)

where Ci represents the carbon emissions produced from different land-use types; Si
represents the area taken up by each land-use type; and ki represents the carbon emission
coefficient of each land-use type.

In terms of the carbon emission coefficients of woodland and grassland, based on the
fact that the main vegetation type present in Jinhua is evergreen coniferous forest mixed
with a small amount of evergreen broad-leaved forest [18], we referred to the relational
expression CSE = carbon sink/NPP from the research results of Fang et al. [19] and Lai [3]
and selected −0.374 tC/ha·a as the carbon emission coefficient for woodland in Jinhua and
−0.021 t/ha·a as the carbon emission coefficient of grassland.

Regarding the water carbon emission coefficient, according to the research results of
Duan et al. [20], the carbon sink capacity of the lake wetland in the Eastern Lake Area
where Jinhua is located is −0.567 tC/ha·a. According to the research results of Lai Li, the
carbon sink capacity of the tidal flat is −0.236 tC/ha·a. The secondary classification of
waters in the LUCC classification system includes lakes, rivers, canals, reservoirs, ponds,
tidal flats, and beaches. For comprehensive consideration of the carbon sink capacity of
different types of water and the average carbon sink capacity of waters across the country,
the carbon sink coefficient of the study was taken as −0.28 tC/ha·a [21].
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Regarding the carbon emission coefficient of unused land, unused land includes sandy
land, Gobi, saline-alkali land, marshland, bare land, and bare rock land. Among these, the
carbon emissions are low except for swamps, which have a strong carbon sink capacity.
In accordance with the research results of Lai [3], the carbon sink coefficient was taken as
−0.005 tC/ha·a.

3.3.2. Analysis of Carbon Flow for Different Land-Use Types

In order to better explore the law of carbon transfer between different land-use types
and evaluate the impacts of carbon emissions from land-use changes more accurately, an
explicit carbon flow model was introduced [22]:

fij = ΔW·ΔS (6)

ΔW = Wj − Wi =
Vj

Sj
− Vi

Si
(7)

where fij represents the transfer of carbon from land type j to land type i; ΔW is defined
as the carbon metabolism density during the process of conversion from land type j to
land type i; ΔS represents the acreage over which the conversion occurs ; Wj and Wi
represent the carbon flow density of land type j and the land type i, respectively, which is
equivalent to the land carbon emission coefficient. Vj and Vi represent the carbon flow
of land type j and the land type i, respectively, which is equivalent to the land carbon
emissions. If ΔW > 0, the land type conversion is a positive process with an increase in the
carbon sink. If ΔW < 0, the land type transfer is a negative process with a reduction in the
carbon sink or an increase in carbon emissions.

3.4. CA–Markov Model
3.4.1. Principles of the CA–Markov Model

The Markov chain model is a Markov model with a discrete time and state. It is often
used to analyze the law of land-use changes. Cellular Automaton (CA) can be used to
simulate the process of natural changes with the influence of the surrounding space. In this
study, CA was utilized to simulate changes in any pixels in the land-use image affected by
the state of themselves and their neighboring pixels.

The traditional Markov model has difficulty predicting spatial changes in land-use
patterns. The CA model focuses on partial interactions between cells, which has obvious
limitations [23]. The CA–Markov model has the advantages of both the Markov model and
the Cellular Automata, as spatial neighboring elements and rules of spatial distribution
conversion are added to the Markov chain model. It can be used to predict spatial changes
of the land-use pattern with full consideration of spatial parameters.

3.4.2. Prediction Process Used by the CA–Markov Model

The CA–Markov module in IDRISI systematically integrates the Markov chain model
with the CA model. The Multi-Criteria Evaluation module can be used for the prediction
of land-use spatial patterns and the analysis of land transfer suitability. We simulated the
land-use pattern with the following steps:

(1) First, earlier and later land-use images were input into the Markov module to con-
struct a probability matrix of conversion between different land-use types.

(2) Then, we analyzed the land transfer suitability. This study mainly analyzed the
suitability of the spatial distribution of construction land, because the expansion of
construction land is fast and is greatly affected by human factors. First, we selected
the driving factors. The driving factors include constraints and influencing factors.
Constraints are expressed in the form of Boolean maps in which areas to be excluded
from consideration have the value 0 and those to be considered have the value 1. Here
we set existing construction land, water, and nature reserve as constraints. Water
includes lake, river, beach, reservoir, and pit. Nature reserve includes ecosystem
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type reserves, biological species reserves, and natural heritage reserves. Influencing
factors enhance or detract from the suitability of a location for the objective. All
influencing factor images must be measured on the same scale. In this study, the scale
0–255 is used where 0 is not at all suitable and 255 is perfectly suitable. Then the
weights of the influencing factors are produced follows the logic under the Analytical
Hierarchy Process (AHP). That is, we should provide a series of pairwise comparisons
of the relative importance of factors to the suitability of pixels for the activity being
evaluated. (Table 1). Second, the constraints were transformed into a binary image.
That is, areas with a construction land spatial distribution probability of zero were
assigned a value of 0. The factors were transformed into standard data in the range of
0–255 using the Fuzzy module, and the fuzzy set membership function was applied
to evaluate the effects of factors on suitability. Finally, the MCE module was used to
generate a construction land transition suitability image.

(3) Finally, the land-use spatial pattern in 2030 was predicted. We selected default
5 × 5 filters as the neighborhood scale, which is suitable for most simulation processes
to ensure accuracy and also avoid running the simulation too far into the future. Then
the number of iterations was set to 8. Land-use images from 2000 and 2010 were
regarded as earlier and later images, respectively. We input the land-use transfer
matrix and Transition suitability image collection so that we obtained a predicted
land-use image for 2018. Then, the Crosstab module was applied to compare this with
the actual image of land use in 2018 to get a kappa coefficient of 0.9243, indicating
that the simulation effect was good. Therefore, the actual land-use image in 2018
could be served as the early image to simulate the land-use image in 2030 using the
method above.

Table 1. Driving factors identified in the suitability analysis of construction land.

Constraints Influencing Factors Weights

Existing construction land Population 0.1672
Water GDP 0.1839

Nature reserve DEM 0.0712
slope 0.0661

Distance to construction land 0.0831
Distance to roadway 0.1387

Distance to the motorway 0.1500
Distance to railway 0.1397

3.5. Low-Carbon Optimization Model of Land Use
3.5.1. Multiple Linear Programming Model

Linear programming is a mathematical method that is used to solve the extremum of
a linear objective function under constrained conditions. It provides a scientific basis for
the rational utilization of limited resources. In this study, the carbon emission calculation
model was added to the multivariate linear programming model to achieve the goal of
minimizing carbon emissions. The constraint conditions were set according to the actual
situation in the study area. The general linear programming model used was as follows:

F(x) =
6

∑
i=1

kiXi (8)

where F(x) represents the total carbon emissions; ki represents the carbon emission
intensity of different land types; and Xi represents the decision variable, that is, the
acreage of different land types.

With the goal of minimizing carbon emissions from land use in Jinhua by 2030, a
multiple linear programming model was built. Cultivated land, woodland, grassland,
water area, construction land, and unused land were selected as decision variables Xi, and
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the carbon emission coefficient from land use in 2018 was selected as ki. The planning
model developed was as follows:

min = 365.35·X1 − 374·X2 − 21·X3 − 280·X4 + 261853.76·X5 − 5·X6 (9)

For the selection of decision variable constraints, we mainly referred to the Fourteenth
Five-Year Plan and Long-Range Objectives Through the Year 2035 (hereinafter referred to
as the Outline), National Land Planning Outline 2016–2030 (hereinafter referred to as the
Plan) with consideration of Jinhua’s socio-economic development and status of land-use.
The specific constraint conditions are as follows:

(1) With the rapid development of the economy and the acceleration of urbanization in
Jinhua, it is inevitable that the areas of cultivated land and woodland will reduce due
to the expansion of construction land. So, it is necessary to strengthen the protection of
cultivated land resources, strictly maintain the red line of cultivated land, and strictly
control the use of cultivated land for non-agricultural construction. The national
cultivated land reserves in 2020 and 2030 should not be less than 1.865 billion mu and
1.825 billion mu, respectively. Therefore, the annual rate of decrement in cultivated
land should not exceed 0.2%.

(2) Since 2005, the area of woodland in Jinhua was in a state of negative growth. In
order to prevent woodland from becoming occupied without limit, the annual rate of
decrement in woodland should not be greater than the rate of decrement over the last
decade (0.31%), which was set as the lower limit. In addition, the Plan points out that
the national forest coverage rate is predicted to increase from 21.66% in 2015 to more
than 24% by 2030. To achieve this goal, the annual rate of growth in woodland areas
needs to reach 1%. This represents the ideal state of land conversion in Jinhua, so it
was set as the upper limit.

(3) The acreage of water, grassland, and unused land have been decreasing to varying
degrees over the last 10 years. The Plan points out that it is necessary to strengthen
the protection and restoration of water source conservation areas to consolidate
the achievements related to the grain for green and the return of farmland to lake
strategies. Therefore, the annual rate of deceleration in grassland, water, and unused
land areas should not exceed the deceleration rate from the past decade.

(4) In the past decade, the annual GDP growth rate in Jinhua was close to 10%, and
the annual population growth rate over the past ten years was 2.78% according to
the seventh census. This led to a rapid expansion of construction land. The Outline
points out that we will continue to promote economic construction. Thus, the area
of construction land will inevitably continue to increase in the future. At the same
time, intensive and economic use of land should be strengthened. The Plan points out
that the land-use intensity in 2030 should be restricted to 4.62% based on a level of
4.02% in 2015. Thus, the growth rate of the construction land area should be capped
at 0.93% with consideration of the socio-economic situation present in Jinhua.

According to the analysis above, we set the following constraint conditions for the
decision variables set:

6

∑
i=1

Xi = 1092199.05, Xi ≥ 0 (10)

(1 − 0.2%)12·292914.63 < X1 (11)

(1 − 0.31%)12·655048.71 < X2 ≤ (1 + 1.0%)12·655048.71 (12)

(1 − 0.45%)12·21957.48 ≤ X3 (13)

(1 − 0.02%)12·15286.59 ≤ X4 (14)

(1 + 0.5%)10·92522.52 < X5 ≤ (1 + 0.93%)12·92522.52 (15)

(1 − 0.61%)12·363.42 ≤ X6 (16)
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3.5.2. Low-Carbon Space Optimization

The FLUS model is used to simulate changes and future patterns of land use, which
can aid in spatial optimization and assist decision-making [24]. The model uses the
artificial neural network (ANN) to calculate the transition probability of each land type
and then integrates the system dynamics model (SD) and the Cellular Automaton model
(CA) for further analysis. The self-adaptive inertia and competition mechanism are used
in the CA model to deal with complex competition and interactions between different
land-use types [25]. In this study, the low-carbon land-use allocation plan was used as
the quantitative target for land-use type change in the FLUS model. After that, with
the consideration of planning targets in the study area’s territorial space, we added the
following optimization-oriented driving factors (Table 2): First, the probability of land
around the main axis of the Jinhua-Yiwu metropolitan area converting to construction
land was improved by taking the Jinhua-Yiwu Expressway as a driving factor in order to
promote the intensive use of land resources. Second, the hilly area in the central basin was
taken as a constraint in order to create a green ecological zone in the central basin area.
Through the above method, the spatial pattern of land use after low-carbon optimization
was simulated.

Table 2. Optimization-oriented driving factors.

Optimization-Oriented Driving Factors Description

Jinhua-Yiwu Expressway
To improve the probability of land around the
main axis of the Jinhua-Yiwu metropolitan area

converting to construction land

Hilly area in the central basin To reduce the probability of the green
ecological zone in the central basin area

4. Results

4.1. Spatio-Temporal Patterns of Land Use in Jinhua

According to the land-use images from 2005 to 2018 (Figure 3), transfer matrix and area
changes of different land-use types in Jinhua City were obtained (Tables 3–6). During the
2005–2018 period, the main land-use type present in Jinhua City was woodland, followed
by cultivated land. During three periods, 2005–2010, 2010–2015, and 2015–2018, the total
land transfer area gradually increased, reaching a maximum of 58,554 ha in the third period.
This area was much larger than that present in the first two periods, indicating that the
degree of land use evolution in the study area has intensified in recent years. A total of
34.6% of the converted land area represented the transfer-out of construction land, and
31.9% represented the transfer-in of cultivated land. Other land types also changed to
different degrees. The acreage of cultivated land continued to decrease at a relatively
stable rate, and the proportion converted to woodland increased, while the proportion
converted to construction land decreased, thanks to the Grain for Green strategy. The
acreage of woodland continued to decrease, with the decrement rate being the smallest in
2010–2015 and the largest in 2015–2018: 0.03% and 0.61% respectively. The area converted
from woodland to cultivated land gradually increased. The acreage of construction land
continued to grow rapidly. More than 80% of new construction land came from the transfer
of cultivated land. The growth rate of construction land declined slightly from 2010 to
2015, but after 2015, it entered a period of rapid expansion and the proportion of woodland
occupation increased correspondingly. The acreage of water and grassland changed from
positive growth to negative growth after 2010 with increases in the decrement rates. As
a whole, cultivated land and woodland gradually reached a balance between occupation
and compensation from 2005 to 2018. However, the expansion rate of construction was
high, which seriously reduced the space of the areas absorbing carbon such as woodland,
grassland, and water.
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Figure 3. Spatial distribution of Jinhua land-use (a) 2005; (b) 2010; (c) 2015; (d) 2018.

Table 3. Land-use transfer matrix for 2005–2010 ( km2).

Land-Use Types CuL WL GL W CoL UL

CuL 3096.3 14.9 1.0 7.0 92.8 0.0
WL 20.2 6575.5 4.8 0.6 14.3 0.1
GL 0.3 1.0 212.8 0.2 0.8 0.0
W 1.7 0.3 0.0 144.1 0.6 0.0

CoL 3.2 0.8 0.0 0.2 583.3 0.0
UL 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.1 3.7

Note CuL represents Cultivated land; WL represents Woodland; GL represents Grassland; W represents Water;
CoL represents Construction land; UL represents Unused land.

Table 4. Land-use transfer matrix for 2010 to 2015 ( km2).

Land-Use Types CuL WL GL W CoL UL

CuL 3003.6 26.5 0.9 2.2 88.3 0.0
WL 23.3 6559.3 1.7 0.7 7.5 0.1
GL 0.9 2.2 215.0 0.0 0.8 0.0
W 2.4 0.9 0.0 147.5 1.2 0.0

CoL 8.9 1.5 0.1 0.3 681.2 0.0
UL 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.7
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Table 5. Land-use transfer matrix for 2015 to 2018 ( km2).

Land-Use Types CuL WL GL W CoL UL

CuL 2742.5 128.4 4.4 9.2 44.6 0.0
WL 124.3 6398.1 13.7 5.1 8.8 0.4
GL 4.0 16.7 198.1 0.2 0.6 0.0
W 14.0 5.0 0.2 131.1 2.5 0.0

CoL 154.3 41.9 1.2 5.1 722.5 0.2
UL 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1

Table 6. Area changes for different land-use types from 2005 to 2018.

Land-Use Types

2005–2010 2010–2015 2015–2018

Variable-Area
( km2 )

Rate
(%)

Variable-Area
( km2 )

Rate
(%)

Variable-Area
( km2 )

Rate
(%)

CuL −90.4 −2.8 −82.8 −2.6 −117.2 −3.8
WL −23.7 −0.4 −1.9 0.1 −163.1 −2.4
GL 4.3 1.9 −1.3 −0.6 −6.8 −3.0
W 5.4 3.6 −1.4 −0.9 1.1 0.7

CoL 104.8 17.8 87.4 12.6 145.1 18.6
UL −0.4 −8.6 0.0 −1.3 −0.1 −3.5

4.2. “Carbon Flow” of Land-Use in Jinhua

Through calculations, the land-use carbon sinks, carbon sources, and total carbon
emissions from Jinhua City from 2005 to 2018 were determined (Table 7). From 2005 to 2018,
the total carbon emissions first decreased and then increased. The growth rate reached up
to 121.3% from 2005 to 2010, and there was slight negative growth from 2010 to 2015 when
carbon emissions reduced by 4.3%. The growth rate of carbon emissions from 2015 to 2018
was 35.7%, a significant slow down when compared with the first stage. As for the main
carbon sources, the average carbon emission intensities of cultivated land and construction
land were 6.1% and 13.9% lower, respectively, in 2018 compared to 2005.

Table 7. Carbon emissions from different land-use types from 2005 to 2018 (MgC).

Years CuL WL GL W CoL UL Carbon Source Carbon Sink Total

2005 135.0 −252.0 −0.5 −4.1 8507.4 0.0 8642.5 −256.7 8385.8
2010 142.5 −251.2 −0.5 −4.3 18,671.0 0.0 18,813.5 −255.9 18,557.6
2015 125.2 −251.1 −0.5 −4.2 17,885.3 0.0 18,010.5 −255.8 17,754.7
2018 107.0 −245.0 −0.5 −4.3 24,227.3 0.0 24,334.4 −249.7 24,084.6

Through the explicit carbon flow model, the law of carbon transfer between different
land-use types in Jinhua from 2005 to 2018 was determined (Table 8, Figure 4). The results
show that the carbon flow was negative in all three periods, which had an adverse effect
on the reduction of regional carbon emissions. The positive carbon flow achieved in the
process of land transfer has mainly come from the carbon sink formed by the conversion
of construction land to other land types. This accounts for more than 98% of the positive
carbon flow. Secondly, the positive carbon flow caused by the transfer of construction land
continued to grow at a high rate. This indicates that the restoration of brownfield land and
the construction of green mines in Jinhua have made a difference to ecological civilization
construction. Negative carbon flow has mainly come from the carbon emissions generated
by the conversion of other land-use types to construction land. During the period from
2010 to 2015, due to using clean energy sources instead of high-pollution and high-carbon
emission energy sources and the treatment of pesticide and fertilizer pollutants, the carbon
emission intensity of construction land and cultivated land was under control. Thus, the
level of negative carbon flow was low and reached a minimum value. After that, the
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negative carbon flow started to increase at a high speed. Overall, during the 2005–2018
period, although the positive carbon flow gradually increased, the amount of negative
carbon flow was always much greater than the amount of positive flow, indicating that
the problem of extensive construction land expansion and the corresponding increase in
negative carbon flow still existed. Thus, the spatial pattern of land use was not yet optimal.
This shows that if the land-use spatial pattern continues to develop according to the current
evolution law, the imbalance in regional carbon metabolism will be further aggravated.

Table 8. Carbon flow from 2005 to 2018.

The Direction of Carbon Flow
2005–2010
(tC·a−1)

2010–2015
(tC·a−1)

2015–2018
(tC·a−1)

Cultivated land to Woodland 1135.9 2204.2 10,161.3
Cultivated land to Grassland 42.2 41.8 185.5

Cultivated land to Water 470.6 160.8 1012.3
Cultivated land to Construction land −2,497,282.7 −958,883.8 −4,034,420.0

Cultivated land to Unused land 0.2 0.5 1.2
Woodland to Cultivated land −1669.8 −1902.0 −9512.0

Woodland to Grassland −168.1 −60.4 −591.1
Woodland to Water −5.6 −7.2 −48.2

Woodland to Construction land −387,023.8 −82,125.8 −1,098,230.4
Woodland to Unused land −4.0 −2.1 −18.4

Grassland to Cultivated land −14.8 −41.4 −171.1
Grassland to Woodland 37.0 78.5 485.4

Grassland to Water 4.7 0.5 4.4
Grassland to Construction land −20,450.4 −8776.1 −31,322.8

Grassland to Unused land 0.0 0.0 0.0
Water to Cultivated land −123.1 −176.9 −589.1

Water to Woodland 3.0 8.4 51.9
Water to Grassland −0.1 −1.1 −3.9

Water to Construction land −17,241.0 −13,067.4 −133,833.7
Water to Unused land 0.0 0.0 0.0

Construction land to Cultivated land 96,500.0 239,242.5 484,289.8
Construction land to Woodland 22,998.5 40,784.5 96,445.3
Construction land to Grassland 766.6 2183.3 6685.1

Construction land to Water 6330.2 7260.2 27,728.9
Construction land to Unused land 0.0 48.5 117.8

Unused land to Cultivated land −0.2 −0.7 −1.5
Unused land to Woodland 1.4 3.6 16.0
Unused land to Grassland 0.5 0.0 0.0

Unused land to Water 0.0 0.0 0.0
Unused land to Construction land −3857.0 −58.9 −5043.4

Positive carbon flow 128,290.5 292,017.3 627,184.8
Negative carbon flow −2,927,840.4 −1,065,103.6 −5,313,785.5

Figure 4. Trends of (a) positive and (b) negative carbon flow from 2005 to 2018.
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4.3. Prediction of the Land-Use Spatial Pattern

The predicted pattern of land use for 2030 shows that if the original land-use evolution
law remains unchanged, the acreage of forest land will decrease by 53,586 ha and the
acreage of construction land will increase by 25,719 ha compared to 2018. The acreage of
cultivated land, grassland, and water areas is also predicted to increase by 20,796, 3656,
and 1637 ha, respectively. The construction land area changed the most, reaching a growth
rate of 29%, while the rate of decrement in the woodland area reached 8.2%. According
to the land use transfer matrix, 28% of the reduced woodland area was converted into
construction land and 61% was converted into cultivated land. A total of 47% of the
increase in construction land came from cultivated land and 52% came from the conversion
of woodland. As for the spatial pattern of land use, the predicted results for 2030 (Figure 5)
show that the majority of new construction land is likely to be concentrated in the flat
central corridor, mainly due to a radiant expansion of the existing construction land to the
cultivated land around it. In the east and south, Yongkang and Dongyang have relatively
larger areas of new construction land. The intensity of land development on the secondary
development axis of the central Zhejiang urban agglomeration is greater.

Figure 5. Image of predicted land-use in 2030.

Based on the forecasted results for the land-use pattern in 2030, carbon emissions
were predicted. The carbon sources are expected to increase by 29.6% by 2030. Carbon
sinks are predicted to reduce by 7.8%, and total carbon emissions are predicted to increase
by 30% compared to 2018. Compared with the 2005-2018 period, the growth rate of
carbon emissions is predicted to drop significantly but still remain at a relatively high
level. With the gradual decrease in the average carbon emissions intensity of construction
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land after 2015, the continued rapid growth of carbon emissions will be largely due to the
unreasonable spatial layout of land use, which needs to be adjusted and optimized.

4.4. Optimization of the Land-Use Spatial Pattern

Through the linear programming model, we determined the land-use structure plan
after low-carbon optimization (Table 9). In terms of quantity, in the optimized scheme, the
construction land area is reduced by 18% compared with the predicted scheme, and the
grassland, water area, and unused land areas reduce in accordance with the law of land use
evolution in Jinhua. The woodland area increases by 11%, indicating that improving the
forest coverage is an important way to increase carbon sinks to achieve carbon reduction
and promote the green development mechanism. As for the direction of transfer, 59% of
the additional construction land from 2018 to 2030 comes from cultivated land and 38%
comes from forestland. In the optimized land-use pattern, the proportion of construction
land converted from woodland is smaller than in the predicted result.

Table 9. Carbon emissions in 2030 for the predicted and optimized land-use patterns.

Land-Use Types

Prediction for 2030 Optimization in 2030

Area
(km2)

Carbon Emission
(MgC)

Area
(km2)

Carbon Emission
(MgC)

Cultivated land 3137.1 114.6 2859.6 104.5
Woodland 6014.6 −224.9 6716.2 −251.2
Grassland 256.1 −0.5 208.0 −0.4

Water 169.2 −4.7 152.5 −4.3
Construction land 1200.4 31,433.4 982.3 25,721.6

Unused land 3.6 0.0 3.4 0.0

The quantitative targets and driving factors for low-carbon optimization were added
to the FLUS model to determine the optimized land-use spatial pattern for Jinhua in 2030
(Figure 6). The additional construction land area was shown to mainly come from the radial
expansion of existing construction land in the urban areas of Jinhua and Yiwu, but it was
more directional compared with the forecasted expansion in all directions. The proportion
of newly added construction land in the northeast of Jinhua city and the southwest of
Yiwu city of the central corridor area was found to increase, which is consistent with the
east–west expansion strategy of Jinhua and presents more obvious ribbon-form and cluster
characteristics. Compared with the forecasted results, the expansion of the construction
land area around Yongkang and Dongyang was predicted to decrease. The construction
land areas in the southwest of Jinhua and the northeast of Yiwu were shown to decrease
and concentrate more around the main axis of the Jinhua-Yiwu metropolitan area. They will
be distributed around the Jinhua-Yiwu Expressway, which will contribute to the addition of
production factors to the traffic arterial line. The green ecological zone in the central basin
will be less affected by the expansion of construction land, and the acreage of cultivated
land will decrease, and the acreage of woodland will increase. Total carbon emissions from
the optimized land-use pattern will reduce by 19% compared with the value shown by the
predicted results. Carbon sinks will increase by 11%. Carbon sources will reduce by 18%.
In the scenario of low-carbon optimization, the growth rate of land-use carbon emissions is
predicted to be only 6.2% from 2018–2030, lower than that of each period in the past.
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Figure 6. Optimized land-use spatial pattern in 2030.

5. Discussion

As the problems of the greenhouse effect and global warming are becoming increas-
ingly serious, reducing carbon emissions has become an international consensus. Thus, in
this paper, we proposed suggestions for low-carbon optimization of the land-use spatial
distribution pattern based on an analysis of the effect of carbon emissions from land-use
changes and the prediction of future tendencies in Jinhua. Many studies have explored
the characteristics of land-use carbon emissions through coefficients of carbon emissions
of land use in different regions and analyzed the existing problems in the land-use pat-
tern [26–29]. Compared with previous studies, this study gives more practical advice on
carbon emission reductions and proposed an optimized land-use spatial pattern using a
multivariate linear programming model and a FLUS model with local driving factors.

In this study, we selected carbon emission coefficients in accordance with the actual
situation in the study area. For instance, the carbon emission coefficient of woodland was
selected with consideration of the carbon sink of the main forest vegetation types and the
carbon emissions produced through firewood collection, forest fires, and HWP emissions
of forest products in Zhejiang Province. This is more accurate than using the average
coefficient at the national scale. However, the temporal effects of carbon emissions from
changes in the age of stands, the site index, and the stand structure were still neglected. In
terms of calculation of the carbon flow, we just considered natural and manmade carbon
emissions but did not consider changes in carbon storage in land ecosystems. This may have
caused the results to deviate from the actual situation. In addition, land use was divided
into six types based on the first LUCC classification system, but the differences in carbon
emissions intensity among different land-use types under the secondary classification
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were not considered. Thus, the spatial distribution of carbon emissions was not accurately
described. Additionally, without driving factors, we were only able to perform pure
mathematical simulations through the CA–Markov and FLUS models. The results do not
reflect the influences of social and economic factors on the evolution of the land-use pattern
well. Thus, in this study, driving factors, such as population, economy, transportation,
and terrain were added to the models, and the impact of planning policies in the study
area was also considered. The optimized simulation result in 2030 in Jinhua shows that in
order to maintain stable economic performance under the premise of strictly controlling
the intensity of land development, we should not only aim to limit the rate of construction
land growth in terms of quantity but also to promote the construction of the Jinhua-Yiwu
New Area and Jinhua-Lanxi Innovation City guided by the development of axial belts and
a group layout. This will give full play to the connectivity of land development axes and
promote the compound use of land and the intensive use of resources from the perspective
of the spatial layout.

In future research, the carbon emission coefficient should be modified to improve the
accuracy of the accounting results. Additionally, the impacts of land-use change on both
carbon emissions and carbon storage should be considered. Our prediction models could
be improved by refining the land-use classification so that the method can be applied to
small-scale research more accurately in the future.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we analyzed the law of carbon emissions from land-use change in Jinhua
City and explored a land-use optimization model under the guidance of achieving low
carbon emissions. The specific conclusions are as follows:

(1) From 2005 to 2018, the land-use structure of Jinhua changed significantly. On the
whole, the acreage of construction land continued to grow. The acreage of woodland
and cultivated land areas continued to decrease. The acreage of grassland and water
areas first increased and then decreased. Most of the woodland was converted to
cultivated land, and most of the cultivated land was converted to construction land.
More than 80% of the construction land was formed through transfer from cultivated
land. In the process of land-use change, in 2018, the total carbon emissions were
1.9 times greater than in 2005. There was a trend for positive carbon flow to increase,
but negative carbon flow was always far greater than positive carbon flow, that is, the
carbon metabolism of land use was far from balanced.

(2) During the period from 2010 to 2015, carbon emissions in Jinhua showed negative
growth. At this stage, the rate of decrement in woodland and the rate of growth in
construction land were the smallest among the three periods. Accordingly, positive
carbon flow reached its highest value and negative carbon flow reached its lowest
value, indicating that changes in carbon flow due to land-use changes are closely
related to the intensity of the evolution of the land-use pattern. In addition, thanks to
the adjustment of the energy consumption structure and the treatment of fertilizer
and pesticide pollutants in Jinhua after 2010, the average carbon emission intensity of
construction land and cultivated land reduced, making the total carbon emissions of
this stage somewhat lower than in the previous period.

(3) The land-use prediction results show that on the basis of the law of original land-use
evolution in Jinhua, by 2030, the acreage of construction land will have increased by
25,719 ha and the woodland area will have reduced by 53,586 ha. Carbon emissions
are expected to increase by 30% compared to 2018. In the low-carbon optimization
scenario of land use, the expansion of construction land in 2030 will be restricted, while
the area of woodland will increase. Total carbon emissions will be reduced by 19%
compared with the predicted results. In terms of the spatial pattern, the additional
construction land present in the optimized land-use pattern will be concentrated
around the main axis of the Jinhua-Yiwu metropolitan area, consistent with the
strategy of focusing on developing the Jinhua-Yiwu metropolitan area. It is helpful to
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promote land agglomeration development and the efficient allocation of resources.
Therefore, this study proposed a macroscopic spatial land-use pattern that contributes
to carbon emission reduction with the consideration of regional planning objectives
and economic development.
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Abstract: In the context of ensuring national food security, high-intensity agricultural production
and construction activities have aggravated the conflicts between agricultural and ecological spaces
in ecologically fragile areas, which have become one of the most important factors hindering regional
sustainable development. This study took Lin’an District, a typical hilly region of southeastern China,
as an example. By constructing a landscape ecological risk evaluation model, land-use conflicts
between agricultural and ecological spaces were identified, spatial autocorrelation and topographic
gradient characteristics were analyzed, and land-use conflict trade-off mechanisms were proposed.
During 2008 and 2018, the degree of land-use conflict in Lin’an District displayed an increasing trend,
and the proportion of severe conflicts increased obviously. Slope is the main factor affecting land-use
conflicts in a hilly region and shows a negative correlation, mainly because areas with flat terrain
are more conducive to human activities. Based on the characteristics of land-use conflicts in Lin’an
District, conflict trade-off mechanisms were proposed to provide a theoretical basis and practical
support for land-use conflict management. Our study provides scientific evidence for sustainable
land-use planning and ecological management in ecologically fragile areas.

Keywords: land use conflict; agricultural space; ecological space; ecological fragile area

1. Introduction

Mountains, water, forests, fields, lakes and grass are communities shared by all life on
Earth [1]. This fact emphasizes the inseparable interactions between the agricultural and
ecological elements of landscapes [2]. However, In order to guarantee food security, the
Chinese government requires that a certain amount of arable land must be maintained [3].
At the same time, in order to guarantee the ecological security of the land, it also requires
that areas with important ecological functions be included in the protection [4]. These ten-
sions, if not managed properly, can accentuate land-use conflicts between agricultural space
and ecological space, and the conflicts caused by land resource shortages and single-use
lands are increasing, especially in ecologically fragile areas. When land-use management
in a certain region fails to integrate economic development, food security and ecological
protection, imbalances in land use structure and regional landscape patterns emerge. These
imbalances manifest as spatial conflicts caused by land users competing for land resources
out of different interests [5]. Currently, more than 50 countries have pledged to protect 30%
of the planet’s land and sea area by 2030. Therefore, it is significant to study and identify
land-use conflicts in agricultural and ecological spaces to coordinate human–land balanced
relationships for green, coordinated and sustainable regional development.
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Land-use conflict mainly refers to the contradiction between interest groups in the
process of land use due to the multiple functional demands of social development or the
industry objectives and the resulting functional utilization conflicts [6]. Early studies on
land-use conflicts mainly focused on qualitative analysis. The commonly used qualita-
tive analysis methods include the participatory survey method [7–9], logical framework
method [10,11], game theory analysis method [12–14] and other methods. The application
of the participatory survey method in domestic outdoor surveys began in the 1990s, which
is characterized by a high degree of participation and acceptance by the population, and
the use of the participatory survey method can analyze land-use conflicts. The participa-
tory survey method can analyze the emergence and resolution of land use conflicts from
internal mechanisms [15]. The logical framework approach is an evaluation method pro-
posed by the United States in the 1970s, which in essence shows the causal links between
things, with particular emphasis on the role of indicators of project objectives and the
initial participation of stakeholders. The logical framework approach enables the initial
measurement and hypothesis testing of land-use conflicts [16]. Game theory focuses on
the decision-making behavior of decision makers as “rational people” to maximize their
own benefits in the process of land use and thus explains the underlying mechanism of
land-use conflicts [17]. Although qualitative analysis methods can help us understand
land-use conflict mechanisms and resolution strategies, it is difficult to measure land-use
conflicts quantitatively [18].

In recent years, many scholars with different professional backgrounds and research
perspectives have conducted extensive research on the identification of land use conflicts,
and some quantitative analysis methods have been proposed. Commonly used quantitative
analyses include pressure-state-response (PSR) [19,20], statistical regression analysis [21,22],
multicriteria evaluation [23,24], and spatial analysis [7,25]. The PSR approach is essentially
used to show the linkage between humans and nature, and it is used in the assessment
of ecological safety and sustainable use of land to clearly understand the occurrence, de-
velopment and transformation of things in a complex and changing environment and has
basic systemic and integrity characteristics [26]. Statistical regression analysis is used to
interpret the structural and quantitative evolution of land use and to make reasonable
assumptions about the drivers that may affect changes in the future [27,28]. The multi-
criteria evaluation method is more flexible than the above methods and mainly focuses
on multicriteria decision making. The resolution of land-use conflicts is a long-term and
comprehensive process, and the use of this method can play a better role in mitigating land
use conflicts [29,30]. The spatial analysis method diagnoses the spatial distribution pattern
of land-use conflicts in the region by establishing land-use conflict data, identifying land
use conflicts, and displaying land use conflict results on land use-related data through the
GIS (geographic information system) function [31,32]. This method can quickly achieve
the quantification and precision of land-use conflicts and is more suitable for the research
and analysis of land-use conflicts in hilly areas.

Research on land-use conflicts in China started late. The relevant theories still need to
be refined, the technical methods are not advanced, and there is a lack of a reliable scientific
basis and objective evaluation criteria. In addition, the current research fields are mostly
in large areas such as plain cities. Less attention has been given to hilly areas, and the
existing studies do not reflect the influence of topographic features of hilly areas on land
use conflicts.

Based on the theories of human–land relationships, landscape ecology and ecosystem
balance, this study used spatial analysis with GIS, landscape ecological risk assessment
and spatial autocorrelation analysis to explore land-use conflicts. Lin’an District, located in
Hangzhou in the hilly areas of northern Zhejiang, was taken as a representative example.
First, a model for land-use conflict measurement was constructed to identify the land-use
conflicts between agricultural space and ecological space. Second, spatial autocorrela-
tion and topographic gradient characteristics were analyzed. Finally, several trade-off
mechanisms involved in land-use conflicts were proposed.
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2. Study Area and Data Sources

2.1. Study Area

Lin’an District (Figure 1) in Hangzhou city is located in northwestern Zhejiang
Province, bordering the main city of Hangzhou in the east and Huangshan in the west. In
July 2017, Lin’an was established as a district, making it the youngest district in Hangzhou,
with five streets and 13 towns (towns and streets are the smallest units in China’s adminis-
trative divisions). The eastern part of Lin’an has been basically integrated into the main
city of Hangzhou and is a highly urbanized area. In contrast, the western part is low hilly
area with a good ecological environment and rich species diversity. It is approximately
100 km wide from east to the west and 50 km long from north to south. The hilly area
accounts for 86% of this district, which is referred to as having ‘nine mountains, half water
and half farmland’. The elevation is high in the northwest and low in the southeast. The
mountains in the northwestern part of the district are rugged, and the eastern part of
the district is characterized by a staggered distribution of hilly and wide valley basins.
Lin’an District is located on the southern edge of the subtropical monsoon climate zone
and experiences a monsoon climate. Streams and ditches in the district show a crisscrossed
pattern. The Changhua Stream, Tianmu Stream and Tiao River are part of the Qiantang
River and Yangtze River systems. The agricultural industry in Lin’an District is dominated
by Carya cathayensis (Chinese hickory) and Phyllostachys praecox (a cultivated species of
bamboo). In 2018, the total household registered population of the whole region was
537,600, the GDP reached 53.963 billion yuan, the output value of the first, second and
third largest industries accounted for 8.0%, 44.2% and 47.8%, respectively, and industry
was developing well.

Figure 1. Geographic location of Lin’an District.

2.2. Data Sources and Processing

The data used in this study mainly included natural geographical data, socioeconomic
statistical data and land-use data. The natural geographical data included Lin’an District
DEM data with a resolution of 30 m × 30 m from the geospatial data cloud that was
processed to provide slope data. Socioeconomic statistical data were obtained from the
‘Bulletin of National Economic and Social Development Statistics of Lin’an District in 2018’.
Land-use data included land-use change survey data from 2008, 2013 and 2018, cultivated
land quality data, nature reserves and other relevant data. Three land-use categories were
established based on land-use planning classification standards, namely, agricultural space
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(cultivated land, garden land and other agricultural land), ecological space (forestland,
grassland, water areas and natural reserves) and urban space (construction land).

3. Methods

3.1. Land-Use Conflict Measurement Methods

The spatial conflict caused by human activities is in essence a game of spatial resource
occupation by various land users. Spatial conflict is accompanied by the utilization of
land resources, resulting in the change of regional spatial pattern and function, which
further affects the original physical, chemical and ecological processes and affects the
nature conditions [33,34].

Referring to previous studies [35,36], we established a measurement model for land-
use conflict based on the conceptual model of ecological risk assessment [33,34,37]. In terms
of describing the pressure from human disturbance and deterioration of natural conditions,
the ability of the land resources themselves to withstand conflict pressure, and the stability
of the land system, three indexes including the land complexity index, land fragility
index and land stability index were selected to evaluate the land-use conflict [34,38,39].
Mathematical linear models were used to characterize a comprehensive index of land-use
conflict (CCI):

CCI = LCI + LFI − LSI (1)

In this formula, CCI refers to the comprehensive index of land use conflict; LCI refers
to the land complexity index; LFI refers to the land fragility index; and LSI refers to the
land stability index. Since land use spatial conflict is a complex scientific problem, it is
difficult to determine the impact of complexity, vulnerability and stability on land-use
spatial conflict. Therefore, this study uses equal weight to calculate the comprehensive
index of land use spatial conflict without considering its possible nonlinear influence.

(1) Land complexity index (LCI) [34,39]:

The complexity of land-use systems mainly reflects the external pressures associated
with human activities and land development intensity. For the measurement of external
pressure, it is mainly considered from the perspective of the comprehensive influence of
the space unit and its surrounding area. Fractals are an effective tool for describing the
spatial pattern of nature and the spatial complexity of geographical phenomena. Therefore,
the area-weighted mean patch fractal dimension (AWMPFD) was used as a spatial index
to describe the complexity of land use patches, with a view to reflecting the influence of
land-use processes in neighborhoods on current land-use types. In general, the fractal
values of natural landscapes that are less disturbed by human activities are high, while the
fractal values of man-made landscapes that are highly influenced by human activities are
low [40]. The calculation method was as follows (Formula (2)):

LCI = AWMPFD =
m

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

2 ln(0.25Pij)

ln aij
× aij

A
(2)

In this formula, Pij refers to the perimeter of the jth landscape patch of space type i;
aij refers to the area of the jth landscape patch of space type i; A refers to the total area
of the spatial unit; m refers to the number of space types; and n refers to the number of
landscape patches. To simplify and standardize the calculations, the obtained index values
were standardized to 0~1.

(2) Land fragility index (LFI) [39,41]:

The LFI represents the resistance of landscape patches to external pressures. The role
of different landscape types in maintaining biodiversity, and improving overall structure
and function varies. This difference is related to the stages in which different landscapes are
in the natural succession process. In general, ecosystems in the primary succession stage,
with simpler food chain structure and lower biodiversity are more fragile [42]. The fragility
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of each landscape in the space was used to calculate the LFI. The calculation method was
as follows (Formula (3)):

LFI =
m

∑
i=1

r

∑
s=1

f is × ais
A

(3)

In this formula, fis refers to the landscape fragility of land use types in space type i;
ais refers to the landscape patch area of land-use types in space type i; A refers to the total
area of the spatial unit; m refers to the number of space types; and r refers to the number of
land-use types.

Land-use types were assigned landscape fragility values [31,43], as shown in Table 1.
To simplify and standardize the calculations, the obtained index values were standardized
to 0~1.

Table 1. Assessment of the landscape fragility of agricultural spaces and ecological spaces in Lin’an
District.

Space Type Land-Use Type Landscape Fragility Value

Agricultural space
Cultivated land 3

Garden land 5
Other agricultural land 1

Ecological space

Forestland 2
Grassland 4
Water area 6

Nature Reserve 7

(3) Land stability index [31,39] (LSI):

One of the most significant effects of land-use conflicts on regional spatial patterns is
the fragmentation of landscape patches, which presents as a changing process from a con-
tinuously varying structure to a mosaic of patches that tend to be complex, heterogeneous
and discontinuous. The conservation of many biological species requires large areas of
natural habitat. With the fragmentation of the landscape and the shrinking area of patches,
the environment suitable for living organisms is decreasing, which will directly affect the
reproduction, dispersal, migration and conservation of species. Therefore, landscape frag-
mentation is one of the main reasons for the loss of biodiversity and decline of ecosystem
stability.

Patch density (PD), a commonly used landscape index, was used to represent land-
scape fragmentation and reflect the degree of land stability. A higher PD value indicates a
higher degree of landscape fragmentation, poorer land stability, and the more intense the
conflict in a unit area [35,44].

Therefore, the LSI can be expressed as the reverse of the PD and was calculated as
follows (Formula (4)):

LSI = 1 − PD (4)

The PD was calculated as follows (Formula (5)):

PD =
ni
A

(5)

In this formula, ni refers to the number of landscape patches of space type i, and A
refers to the total area of the spatial unit. To simplify and standardize the calculations, the
index values obtained were standardized to 0~1.

A 500 m × 500 m grid was selected as the measurement unit based on the research
scale, the total amount of data, and the landscape patch situation. Based on the results
of existing research [44], the conflict values were classified into four grades: stable and
controlled [0,0.4], basically controlled (0.4,0.6], basically uncontrolled (0.6,0.8] and severely
uncontrolled (0.8,1.0].
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3.2. Land-Use Conflict Spatial Analysis Methods
3.2.1. Spatial Autocorrelation Analysis

Spatial autocorrelation analysis reflects the correlation between the values of a variable
in a space and the surrounding space and can also be used to determine whether there is
autocorrelation between the different spaces. To study the spatial distribution of spatial
units with different degrees of land-use conflict, this research used GeoDa 1.14 software
to establish spatial weights based on adjacency relationships and used the global spatial
autocorrelation index Moran’s I and the local spatial autocorrelation index LISA [45–47] to
measure the spatial autocorrelation characteristics of land-use conflict in Lin’an District.

(1) Global spatial autocorrelation index. The global spatial autocorrelation index Moran’s
I was calculated as follows (Formula (6)):

Moran′s I =
n

n
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1
Wij

×

n
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1
Wij(xi − x)(xj − x)

n
∑

i=1
(xi − x)2

(6)

In this formula, n refers to the total number of sample points of variable x; xi and
xj refer to the values of variable x at spatial locations i and j, respectively; x refers to
the average values of n location attribute values; and Wij refers to the elements of the
binary spatial weight matrix W in general cross-product statistics, which reflect the location
similarity of spatial units.

Moran’s I reflects the degree of similarity in the comprehensive index of land use
conflict in units around a space. Its value range is [–1,1]; values of (0,1] indicate positive
spatial autocorrelation, 0 indicates no spatial autocorrelation, and values of [–1,0) indicate
negative spatial autocorrelation [48]. Based on this analysis, the Monte Carlo simulation
method was used to calculate the Z value and the P value for further testing.

(2) Local spatial autocorrelation index. The local spatial autocorrelation index LISA was
calculated as follows (Formula (7)):

LISA =
n(xi − x)

∑
i
(xi − x)2 ∑

j
Wij(xi − x) (7)

When the LISA index value is positive, the similarity values around a unit are clustered
in space; when the LISA index value is negative, non-similar values around the unit are
clustered in space.

3.2.2. Terrain Gradient-Based Analysis

Topographic factors have a key influence on a land-use pattern. Lin’an District is a
typical hilly area with large topographic undulations, scarce arable land resources, and
tense human–land relations. The characteristics of land use conflicts vary significantly
with changes in topographic features. Therefore, the slope factor was chosen to explore the
topographic gradient characteristics of land-use conflicts in Lin’an District.

The reclassification module of ArcGIS was used to classify the slope index to quanti-
tatively explore the land-use conflict characteristics in Lin’an District. With reference to
the current classification standards and the actual surface morphology of the study area,
the slope reclassification of Lin’an District was divided into three categories, namely, low
slope [0◦, 6◦], medium slope (6◦, 25◦] and high slope (25◦, 90◦]. After that, the spatial
distribution of the land-use conflict degree in 2008, 2013 and 2018 were overlaid with the
slope classification to explore the characteristics of land-use conflicts under different slope
conditions in Lin’an District.
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4. Results

4.1. Changes in Potential Land-Use Conflicts

The quantitative results (Table 2) showed that the potential land-use conflicts between
agricultural space and ecological space in Lin’an District showed an increasing trend during
the study period. Specifically, the proportion of spatial units with controlled grades in 2008–
2018 was 86.19~88.33%, which accounted for nearly 90% of the total units of agricultural
and ecological spaces in Lin’an District. The proportion of spatial units with stable and
controlled grades fluctuated, showing a trend of first decreasing and then increasing; the
proportion increased by 0.47% during 2013 and 2018, but that increase was far lower than
the decline during 2008 and 2013 (0.83%). The proportion of basically controlled spatial
units continued to decline during 2008 and 2018. The proportion of basically uncontrolled
spatial units increased over time, and the increase in 2013–2018 was 2.14 times that in 2008–
2013. The proportion of severely uncontrolled spatial units also continuously increased,
from 3.23% in 2008 to 4.24% in 2018.

Table 2. Changes in the degree of land-use conflict between agricultural and ecological spaces in Lin’an District, 2008–2018.

Conflict Grade Conflict Value
Number of Spatial Units Percentage of Spatial Units Change Rate

2008 2013 2018 2008 2013 2018 2008–2013 2013–2018

Stable and controlled 0~0.4 368 268 322 3.09 2.26 2.73 −0.83 0.47

Basically controlled 0.4~0.6 10,163 10,060 9843 85.24 84.84 83.46 −0.4 −1.38

Basically uncontrolled 0.6~0.8 1006 1043 1129 8.44 8.80 9.57 0.36 0.77

Severely uncontrolled 0.8~1.0 385 487 500 3.23 4.10 4.24 0.87 0.14

Total 11,922 11,858 11,794 100.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00

The spatial distribution (Figure 2) clearly shows the expansion trend of uncontrolled
(basically uncontrolled and severely uncontrolled) spatial units, and the distribution area
of controlled spatial units continuously decreased over the study period. The distribution
of stable and controlled spatial units in 2008–2018 was scattered throughout the Towns
and Streets. The basically controlled spatial units were the most widely distributed, and
their distribution area decreased during 2008 and 2018. The land-use types inside these
spatial units mainly included forestland. In 2008, Yuqian town was the center of the
zonal distribution of basically uncontrolled spatial units, and cultivated land was the
main land-use type in these spatial units. Between 2013 and 2018, these spatial units
were increasingly widely distributed and scattered. In 2008, the severely uncontrolled
spatial units were mainly distributed in Qingshanhu Street, Jinnan Street, Qianchuan town,
Qingliangfeng town and so on. With the passage of time, these spatial units gradually
spread to the surrounding areas. By 2018, some spatial units gradually changed from
basically uncontrolled to severely uncontrolled. The main areas of this change included
Tianmushan town, Yuqian town and Longgang town.

4.2. Spatial Pattern Analysis of Potential Land-Use Conflict

Table 3 shows that the Moran’s I values for land use conflicts in Lin’an District in 2008,
2013 and 2018 were 0.238, 0.253 and 0.232, respectively, indicating that the comprehensive
index of land-use conflict in Lin’an District showed significant and positive global spatial
autocorrelation.

To reveal the spatial relationships among local spatial units in Lin’an District, this
research further calculated the local spatial autocorrelation index LISA and obtained clus-
tering and significance results for land-use conflict. In the quantitative clustering results
(Figure 3), except for the non-significant spatial units, the spatial units were dominated
by high-high aggregation, which accounted for 5.54%, 5.92% and 5.04% of the units in
2008, 2013 and 2018, respectively. The spatial units with low-low aggregation changed
significantly, increasing from 4.59% in 2008 to 5.70% in 2013 and then decreasing to 4.65%
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in 2018. Over the 10 years, the proportion of spatial units with low-high aggregation
remained between 4.93% and 5.67%. The proportions of spatial units with the above three
clustering grades were similar; all of them were approximately 5% and increased first
and then decreased. The proportion of spatial units with high-low aggregation was the
smallest, but it continued to increase, reaching its highest proportion of 0.81% by 2018. The
proportion of nonsignificant spatial units was the highest; it remained higher than 80%
during the period 2008–2018 and showed a trend of first decreasing and then increasing.
The above results show that the spatial unit clustering of land-use conflict was the most
significant in 2013.

Figure 2. The degrees of land-use conflict between agricultural and ecological spaces in Lin’an District, 2008–2018. (a) 2008.
(b) 2013. (c) 2018.

Table 3. Changes in the global spatial autocorrelation of land-use conflict in Lin’an District,
2008–2018.

Value Variance Value

2008 2013 2018 2008–2013 2013–2018

Moran’s I 0.238 0.253 0.232 0.015 −0.021
Z 51.792 52.970 48.680 1.178 −4.290
P 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000

The distribution areas of high-high aggregation, low-low aggregation and low-high
aggregation spatial units in the clustering results were relatively similar (Figure 4). The
high-high aggregation spatial units were mainly distributed zonally. In addition, there were
obvious aggregation areas in the eastern region. The cultivated land, garden land and water
areas were interlaced in these spatial units, and the land-use types were more complex. The
low-low aggregation spatial units were scattered, and the streets of each town had low-low
aggregation spatial units. Their distribution in Sun town was the most obvious; this area
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was mainly grassland, the surrounding land-use type was uniform, and the conflict level
was low. The low-high and high-low aggregation spatial units were distributed on the
periphery of the high-high and low-low aggregation spatial units, respectively, and the
latter had a smaller area of distribution. The non-significant spatial units were the most
widely distributed and had a continuous distribution; these units were mainly forests.

Figure 3. Changes in the local spatial autocorrelation of land-use conflict in Lin’an District, 2008–2018. (a) Clustering results.
(b) Significant results.

Figure 4. Local spatial autocorrelation of potential land-use conflict in Lin’an District, 2008–2018. (a) 2008. (b) 2013. (c) 2018.

The spatial units with p = 0.001 in the significance results (Figure 5) have obvious
clustering areas, mainly in the eastern part, Qianchuan town, Heqiao town, Longgang
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town and Qingliangfeng town. The spatial units with p = 0.01 and p = 0.05 were distributed
sequentially at their periphery, with the latter having the largest distribution area except
for the non-significant spatial units. The distribution characteristics of the non-significant
spatial units were consistent with the clustering results.

Figure 5. Significant results for local spatial autocorrelation of potential land-use conflict in Lin’an District. (a) 2008. (b) 2013.
(c) 2018.

4.3. Topographic Gradient Feature of Potential Land-Use Conflict

To study the spatial-temporal differentiation of land-use conflict between agricultural
space and ecological space under different topographic gradient conditions in Lin’an
District, the slope factor was selected to analyze the topographic gradient characteristics of
the areas with different conflict degrees.

The land-use conflict degree in the low-slope areas was the highest over the ten
years (Figure 6). Controlled spatial units did not show an obvious advantage, and the
proportion of uncontrolled spatial units increased over the 10 years. In 2018, more than
half of the total low-slope area had an uncontrolled grade of land-use conflict. The degree
of land-use conflict in the medium-slope area from 2008–2018 was low, but it showed an
increasing trend. The proportion of basically controlled spatial units was maintained at
higher than 80%, but it showed a downward trend because of the expansion of uncontrolled
spatial units and was reduced by 3.12% in total. The degree of land-use conflict in the
high-slope area was the lowest over the 10 years. The proportion of controlled spatial
units remained between 93.85% and 94.88%, and the severely uncontrolled spatial units
gradually became basically controlled spatial units, indicating that they became better
controlled. The proportion of severely uncontrolled spatial units decreased continuously
by 0.35% from 1.64% in 2008.
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Figure 6. Changes in the degree of land-use conflict in areas with different slopes in Lin’an District, 2008–2018. (a) Low
slope. (b) Medium slope. (c) High slope.

5. Discussion

5.1. Characteristics of Land-Use Conflict

It is important to carry out land-use conflict research to realize the coordinated de-
velopment of regional agricultural space and ecological space, ease the pressure on land
resources and human–land conflicts, establish a harmonious human–land relationship
between production and ecology, and give full play to regional resource advantages for
scientific development.

In this paper, a land-use conflict measurement model [35] was constructed to identify
the land use conflict between agricultural space and ecological space taking Lin’an District
in Hangzhou City, a hilly area in northern Zhejiang Province, as an example. The study
found that although the conflict between agricultural space and ecological space in Lin’an
District was generally controlled, there were also areas in which the conflict was uncon-
trolled due to the complex shape and high fragmentation of the patches [49]. The rapid
development of the economy has resulted in the continuous expansion of agricultural land
such as cultivated land and the occupation of ecological land such as forestland and grass-
land [50]. On the one hand, the increase in the output of agricultural production has led to
the continuous expansion of agricultural land such as arable land and garden land, while
large areas of ecological land such as water surface, woodland and pasture were occupied.
On the other hand, as arable land with high slopes is not suitable for agricultural produc-
tion, the arable land was abandoned and evolved into ecological land naturally, resulting
in the phenomenon of the compound use of agricultural space and ecological space is more
common in Lin’an. These changes have led to increasing degrees of conflict, the gradual
expansion of uncontrolled areas, and the massive extrusion of controlled areas. Therefore,
management measures should be implemented in time to prevent further deterioration
and to ensure the overall balance and sustainable development of agriculture and ecology
in Lin’an District.The main land types of agricultural space include arable land, garden
land and other agricultural land, which are closely related to human activities and are,
therefore, subject to more human activities, with increasing landscape fragmentation and
consequent declines in land stability; therefore, their land-use conflicts are also higher [51].
Lin’an District has adopted strict ecological protection policies, delineating ecological red
lines and focusing on protecting land with high ecological benefits such as water areas, and
these protection policies have played an important role in promoting regional development.
These conservation policies have played an important role in promoting the sustainable
and healthy development of the region and alleviating the regional land-use conflicts.

The degree of land-use conflict (Figure 7) in Lin’an District is closely related to eco-
nomic development, land use and other related factors [52]. As the process of urban–rural
integration progressed, adjacent town streets showed high similarity in these aspects,
and these similarities resulted in spatial autocorrelation in land-use conflict. The spatial
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aggregation effect of land use conflict in Lin’an District in 2013 was the most obvious. The
overall spatial pattern was relatively stable over the 10 years, with no major changes. The
spatial autocorrelation in the eastern region and in towns such as Qianchuan town and
Heqiao town was significant due to the complexity of the land-use types.

5.2. Differences in Land-Use Conflict Gradients

To study the spatial and temporal land-use conflicts between agricultural and ecolog-
ical spaces under different gradient conditions in Lin’an District, this paper selected the
slope factor to analyze the topographic gradient characteristics of the conflicts.

The performance of uncontrolled conflicts was the most obvious in the low-slope area
of Lin’an District, and the distribution of spatial units with basic controllable conflict levels
in the areas with medium- and high- slopes had an absolute advantage.

The main land-use conflict categories in the low-slope area from 2008 to 2018 were
arable land and water and were distributed in a band with Yu Qian town as the center. The
uncontrolled conflict units in this area were more aggregated and gradually expanded to
squeeze the controllable grade with the passage of time, and the degree of land-use conflict
was increasingly intensified. This was due to the flat terrain, fertile soil and abundant
water in the low- slope area of Lin’an District, which is suitable for human production
activities. The increased intensity of land use makes the land structure ratio increasingly
imbalanced, and the land use conflict is more serious [53].

The main land types of land-use conflicts in the medium-slope region from 2008 to
2018 were mainly forestland, and the spatial units of the basic controllable conflict levels
were the most widely distributed and fragmented. The spatial units of the uncontrollable
grade were also scattered, mainly distributed at the junction of the medium-slope and
low-slope areas, and showed a gradual expansion trend. This is because the production
conditions in the medium-slope areas are inferior to those in the low-slope areas, their
land-use conflicts are more moderate, and the proportion of land-use structure is more
reasonable [54].

High-slope areas had forestland and grassland as the main land types from 2008 to
2018, which were concentrated in the central and western areas. Spatial units with basic
controllable conflict levels occupied the majority of the distribution and had a high degree
of contiguity. The spatial units with severe uncontrollable conflict grades were scattered,
and the distribution area gradually decreased; only in Jinan Street in 2018 was there a more
obvious performance. This is due to the steep terrain and inconvenient transportation in
the high-slope area, which is not suitable for production activities; in addition, the current
land risk in the high-slope area is low, and the scale and pattern of the regional landscape
are well protected [55].

5.3. Trade-off Mechanisms in Land-Use Conflict

Under the current territorial spatial planning system in China, the Lin’an District
Government manages the territorial space mainly by preparing territorial spatial planning
and delineating “three zones and three lines”. The “three zones” refer to ecological,
agricultural and urban function spaces, and the “three lines” refer to the “three control lines”
of ecological protection red line, permanent basic agricultural land and urban development
boundary. It provides for special protection of arable land and strict control of conversion
of arable land to other agricultural land such as forest, grassland and garden land. Land
with important ecological functions or ecologically sensitive land should be designated
ecological protection red line in accordance with the law and implement strict protection.
Under the planning constraints, spatial conflicts between ecology and agriculture often
do not occur in strictly controlled areas, but in the transition zone between ecology and
agriculture or in the multi-appropriate areas for ecological and agricultural use. Based
on the identification and analysis of land-use conflicts between agricultural space and
ecological space in Lin’an District, the trade-off mechanisms for land-use conflict were
identified as follows:
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(1) Optimizing land-use structure and improving land-use efficiency

To realize the sustainable development of its society, Lin’an District should strengthen
environmental protections on the basis of ensuring the supply of production land. In
addition, the district should continuously improve the efficiency of land resource utilization
by adjusting the land resource utilization structure and implementing land recycling to
realize a ‘win-win’ situation for production development and ecological protection.

Lin’an District should actively optimize its ecological structure on the basis of en-
suring food security; return cultivated land with low production efficiency to forestland,
grasslands and lakes; carry out afforestation and greening; increase landscape connectiv-
ity; reduce patch fragmentation; improve land stability; and enhance the quality of the
natural environment and the suitability of the regional landscape ecology [56]. In areas
with advantageous production conditions, Lin’an District should make effective use of the
surrounding production resources. The government should actively promote regional agri-
cultural restructuring and the reasonable cultivation of woodlands, grasslands and other
ecological areas to ensure ecological security; cultivate agricultural lands appropriately for
the actual local situation; build economic garden belts such as vegetable and fruit gardens;
improve connectivity with existing agricultural lands; increase land-use efficiency; and
slow the increase in land-use conflicts.

(2) Coordinating land resource allocation and promoting coordinated regional develop-
ment

Lin’an District should coordinate its resource elements, rationally allocate its land
resources, optimize the structural proportion and spatial layout of the land, construct a
balanced and unified spatial planning system, persist in ‘drawing a blueprint to the end’,
continuously promote the integration of land resources, strengthen the optimal allocation
of land resources, and achieve an efficient supply of land resources [57]. The terrain in
Lin’an District is mainly hilly, and land-use conflict varied obviously with the difference
of topography and geomorphology. According to the different characteristics of land-use
conflicts, allocating land resources according to local conditions is of great significance to
rational land development and utilization and can have substantive effects on promoting
coordinated development in the region.

(3) Clearing classification protection and implementing differential use control

Lin’an District should further refine and classify agricultural and ecological spaces
based on the importance of their land functions and the policy protection level. This
further classification could form a classification control system to determine the ‘red line’
for permanent basic farmland protection and the ‘bottom line’ for ecological protection,
establish a classification-based spatial protection system, and improve the quality and
stability of natural and agricultural ecosystems [58]. At the same time, strengthening the
top-level design of controls on national territory use, refining the rules for the control of
the differential uses of agricultural space and ecological space, and planning for and taking
into account the functional attributes of different land resources as a whole are conducive
to adapting to the existing management system and its daily regulatory needs as well as to
promoting regional economic development.

(4) Realizing multiple land values and improving the structural layout of industry

Land has multiple functional values, such as agricultural production and ecological
services [59]. In the process of land development and utilization, the one-sided value of
a certain function of land should not be evaluated alone; rather, multiple values of land
should be considered together to maximize the benefit of land resources. Lin’an District
has abundant resources, such as natural ecosystems and technological industries. It should
make rational use of its resource advantages and follow the patterns of social development
to perfect the land structure layout of primary, secondary and tertiary industries. The
district should also actively carry out scientific and technological innovations, reduce
industry dependence on land, improve land-use efficiency, and increase the land output
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rate and income of enterprises. Continuing to promote scientific and technological innova-
tion, strengthening the development of industrial science and technology as well as the
environment, and increasing the yield per mu through the cultivation of new scientific and
technological industries will reduce land-use conflicts.

(5) Adhering to people-oriented concepts and strengthening public messaging and guid-
ance

The process of land resource allocation in Lin’an District should adhere to people-
oriented concepts and comprehensively consider the production, ecological and other
functions of land resources [60]. Through this process, the total interests of all land-use
stakeholders can be maximized and the global optimum can be achieved. At the same time,
policy makers should establish a benign interaction mechanism, strengthen information
transmission and guidance, and strive to coordinate the interests of all parties. By allowing
full participation of the majority of stakeholders and incorporating public feedback into
the revision and improvement of the policy system in a timely manner, land-use conflicts
can be effectively mitigated.

For its theoretical framework, this research applied the theory of conflict identification
and evaluation to the process of land use management and constructed a theoretical frame-
work for research on conflicts between agricultural space and ecological space. In practical
applications, hilly areas are usually selected as research areas at the county scale. However,
the identification of land-use conflict in agricultural space and ecological space involves
many aspects of production and ecology, and there are some limitations to constructing
conflict identification models by using the landscape ecological risk assessment method
alone.

However, this paper does not take into account the theory of ecology-production-
economy compound zones. This theory classifies human activities and land-use types
by defining the types and restrictions of human activities and then defines two types of
regional zones: urban tourism economic zones and urban production economic zones.
Urban tourism economic zones are distributed in areas with convenient transportation and
lifestyle amenities, and the tourist landscape is mainly a human-based landscape. Urban
production economic zones are mainly paddy fields, which provide ecological value for
cities and towns to some extent. The theory of ecology-production complex areas may
provide a new interpretation of the current conflicts in the urban ecological agricultural
environment. In the future, we should broaden the methods used in this study, further
verify and refine the model, and generate results that are more scientific.

6. Conclusions

Taking Lin’an District in Hangzhou City in the hilly areas of northern Zhejiang
Province as an example, this research constructed a measurement model for land-use
conflict by using the landscape ecological risk assessment model method. The land-use
conflicts between agricultural space and ecological space were identified and analyzed,
and trade-off mechanisms for land-use conflict were proposed. The main conclusions are
as follows:

Land-use conflicts are a direct driver of the changing land-use structure of agricultural
and ecological spaces in Lin’an District. The degree of land-use conflict in Lin’an District
from 2008 to 2018 was generally dominated by controlled conflict. However, with continu-
ous urbanization, the degree of land-use conflict showed an increasing trend, the expansion
trend of uncontrolled spatial units was clear, and the distribution area of controlled spatial
units decreased continuously.

The comprehensive index of land-use conflict showed significant and positive global
spatial autocorrelation and clear spatial aggregation effects at the 99.9% confidence level.
Except for the non-significant spatial units, the other spatial units were mainly highly
aggregated (p = 0.05), and the spatial unit clustering and significance for land-use conflict
were the most prominent in 2013.
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The characteristics of land-use conflict were obviously different among areas with
different topographies. The conflict levels in the low-, medium- and high-slope areas were
all dominated by basic controllability. The slope was negatively correlated with the degree
of land-use conflict, with uncontrolled conflict being most evident on low slopes and the
distribution of basically controllable spatial units being absolutely dominant on medium
and high slopes.

To characterize land-use conflict in Lin’an District, this research proposed specific
trade-off mechanisms of land-use conflict from five perspectives. These mechanisms pro-
vide a theoretical basis and practical support for the control of conflicts between agricultural
space and ecological space.
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Abstract: Land use conflicts are intensifying due to the rapid urbanization and accelerated trans-
formation of social and economic development. Accurate identification of land use conflicts is an
important prerequisite for resolving land use conflicts and optimizing the spatial pattern of land use.
Previous studies on land use conflict using multi-objective evaluation methods mainly focused on
the suitability or competitiveness of land use, ignoring land resource scarcity and the diversity of
human needs, hence reducing the accuracy of land use conflict identification. This paper proposes
a new framework for land use conflict identification. Considering land use multi-suitability, land
resource scarcity and the diversity of human needs, the corresponding evaluation index system was
constructed, respectively, and the linear weighted sum model was used to calculate the land use
conflict index. Taking Jinan as the study area, the spatial distribution characteristics of land use
conflicts are accurately identified and analyzed. The results show that: (1) Land use multi-suitability
in Shanghe county and Jiyang district is high, but the intensity of land use conflict is not. This
indicates that land use multi-suitability is the premise and basis of land use conflict, but it is not
the only determinant, which is consistent with our hypothesis. (2) Land use conflicts in Jinan were
dominant by medium conflict, accounting for 43.89% of the conflicts, while strong and weak land use
conflicts accounted for 25.21% and 30.90% of the conflicts, respectively. The spatial distribution of
land use conflicts is obviously different, with high conflicts in the north and low conflicts in the south.
Strong land use conflicts are concentrated in the urban and rural transition zones of Tianqiao, Huaiyin
and Shizhong districts and in the northern parts of Licheng and Zhangqiu districts. (3) Inefficient
land use and land resource waste aggravated regional land use conflicts in Licheng and Zhangqiu
districts. (4) The new framework for land use conflict identification proposed in this study can
accurately identify land use conflicts, providing a scientific reference and new ideas for accurate
identification of land use conflicts.

Keywords: land use conflict; conflict identification; suitability evaluation; multi-objective evalua-
tion; multifunction

1. Introduction

According to the World Population Change Report published by the World Bank,
the global population has increased by approximately 1 billion every 12 years since 1975.
At the same time, the world has experienced rapid urbanization and a large influx of
people into cities, with more than half of the population now living in urban areas, and
this proportion is predicted to rise to two-thirds by 2050 [1]. Transformation of the social
economy increases the pressure on land use, and various types and forms of land use
conflicts are widespread across the world [2–6]. As the most populous country in the
world, China has experienced unprecedented rapid urbanization and industrialization,
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with the urbanization level rising from 17.9% before the reform and opening-up to 63.89%
in 2020. This extensive development model has made China face increasingly severe
land use conflicts, which are mainly manifested in the disorderly expansion of urban and
rural settlements occupying high-quality farmland and ecological spaces, leading to the
fragmentation of cultivated land and a decline in the quality of the ecological environment,
further threatening food security, ecological security and the sustainable development of
urban and rural areas [7–10].

Land use conflict identification is the premise of land use conflict prevention, media-
tion and settlement and is the core focus of land-use conflict research. Land use conflict
identification methods mainly includes participatory assessment [11,12], game theory [13],
landscape ecological risk assessment [14,15] and multi-objective comprehensive assess-
ment [8,16,17]. Participatory evaluation has strong subjectivity and is suitable for small-
scale research. Game theory focuses on strategic analysis, which is difficult to achieve
quantitative evaluation of land use conflicts [16]. The landscape ecological risk assessment
method only uses land use data and pays attention to landscape pattern characteristics of
land use, but does not take social and economic factors into account [15,16]. The multi-
objective comprehensive evaluation method has obvious advantages compared with other
methods [16,18]. It can quantitatively evaluate land use conflicts at multiple scales, such
as administrative divisions and grids, and can take socioeconomic and natural attributes
into account.

Iojă, Niţă, Vânău, Onose and Gavrilidis [19] selected 10 indicators from two variables:
space and urban development, to evaluate the spatial distribution of land use conflicts at
administrative units in Bucharest Metropolitan Area. Jiang, Meng and Zhu [16] applied the
multi-objective evaluation method and constructed a competitive evaluation index system
for cultivated, construction and ecological land using two dimensions: land suitability and
driving force of land use conversion and analyzed the temporal and spatial characteristics
of land use conflicts in the middle reaches of the Heihe River. Zou, Liu, Wang, Yang and
Wang [8] evaluated the suitability of construction, agricultural and ecological land by
selecting evaluation indices from four factors: nature, location, society and policy and
further identified the types and intensities of land use conflicts. Jing et al. [20] constructed
a suitability evaluation index system for production, living and ecological land and iden-
tified potential land use conflicts. Kim and Arnhold [21] measured land use conflicts in
agricultural basins using two dimensions: land use preference and location importance.

These studies have provided many reference methods and a large number of important
conclusions for the identification of land use conflicts and form an important starting
point for this study. Although there is still a lack of unified standards and rules for the
construction of the evaluation index system of land use conflicts, consensus has been
reached on the causes of land use conflicts, and it is believed that land use multi-suitability,
land resource scarcity and diversity of human needs are the fundamental causes of land
use conflicts [16,22–25]. They are also a necessary condition for land use conflicts. All
three are indispensable. Unfortunately, there are a few quantitative assessments of land
resource scarcity and diversity of human needs, although some socio-economic and policy
indicators, such as population density [16,20], impact of central cities [20,23] and land use
planning [8,16,23], have been introduced. This will reduce the accuracy of land use conflict
identification and the feasibility of land use conflict mediation.

In view of this, this study attempts to build a new framework for land use conflict
identification based on land use multi-suitability, land resource scarcity and diversity of
human needs and uses Jinan city as an example to conduct empirical research. This study
expands the identification method of land use conflict, which is helpful to land use conflict
mediation, promote rational use of land resources and optimize land spatial pattern.

2. Conceptual Framework

The essence of land use conflict is the contradiction between humans and land.
Specifically, land use conflict is the result of the comprehensive effects of land use multi-
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suitability [8,17], land resource scarcity [22,24] and diversity of human needs [24,26]
(Figure 1).

 

Figure 1. Conceptual framework for land use conflict identification.

Land use multi-suitability is an inherent attribute of land resources. The better the
natural endowment and location conditions, the higher the land use multi-suitability. Land
use suitability is divided into construction, cultivated and ecological land suitability. Land
use multi-suitability can be determined by overlaying the evaluation results of construction,
cultivation and ecological land suitability. Land accounts for only 29.2% of the Earth’s
surface area, and the total amount of land resources is limited and scarce. However, scarcity
is a relative concept, and the scarcity of land resources is relative to human needs. Therefore,
land resource scarcity should be measured by the index of per capita land use, such as per
capita construction land area, per capita cultivated land area and per capita ecological land
area. In addition, it is worth noting that even if land resources are suitable for multiple uses,
there will be no land use conflict if there is no human demand for them. Therefore, the
diversity of human needs is also a key factor in land use conflicts [8,26]. The diversity of
human needs is affected by the size of the population and the level of social and economic
development. The larger the population and the higher the level of social and economic
development, the greater the diversity of human needs.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Study Area

Jinan is located at the central and western parts of Shandong province, the southeastern
edge of the North China Plain, the intersection of the low mountains and hills in the south
of Shandong province and the alluvial plain in the northwest of Shandong province
(Figure 2). It is close to Mount Tai in the south and straddles the Yellow River to the
north. The terrain is high in the south and low in the north. The city has jurisdiction over
12 county-level administrative regions, including 10 municipal districts and 2 counties,
with a total area of 10,244.45 km2. In 2020, the permanent resident population in Jinan was
9,202,432, the urbanization rate was 73.46%, and the GDP was 944.337 billion yuan. Due to
the rapid advancement of urbanization and industrialization, as well as the accelerated
transformation and development of the social economy, the disparity between population
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size and land use in Jinan has increased, causing a series of problems including urban
sprawl, declining quality of the ecological environment and air pollution. In April 2021, the
State Council agreed in principle to the Implementation Plan for the Construction of the
Starting Area for the Conversion of Old and New Growth Drivers in Jinan, which provided
new development opportunities for Jinan and put forward higher requirements for rational
land use and the optimization of territorial spatial patterns.

Figure 2. Map of study area.

3.2. Data Sources

The data required for land use conflict evaluation include a digital elevation model
(DEM), geological hazard susceptibility rate, land use status map, grade of cultivated land
use, normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and total population and gross domes-
tic product (GDP) at county level. DEM (30 m spatial resolution) and NDVI (1 km spatial
resolution) data were obtained from the Data Center of Resources and Environmental
Science, Institute of Geographic Resources and Resources (https://www.resdc.cn, accessed
on 22 August 2021). The geological hazard distribution map in JPG format was collected
by our research group from geological disaster department of Shandong Province in the
process of project research and was registered and vectorized. The 2018 land use status
map was provided by Shandong Land Survey and Planning Institute, and the cultivated
land use grade data were extracted from the agricultural land grading database. The total
population and GDP data at county level were from Jinan Statistical Yearbook in 2019.

3.3. Construction of Land Use Conflict Evaluation Index System
3.3.1. Construction of Land Use Multi-Suitability Evaluation Index System

Land use multi-suitability refers to the suitability of using land resources for different
functions; for example, fertile and flat land can be used as agricultural, construction or
ecological land. However, different uses require different conditions [27]. Therefore, a land
suitability evaluation index system should be constructed depending on the use. Based on
relevant studies [16,17,23,27], according to the principles of (1) reflecting the connotation of
suitability, (2) high frequency of use and (3) strong representativeness and combined with
the accessibility of data [28], evaluation indexes were selected to construct the evaluation
index system of construction land, cultivated land and ecological land suitability.

(1) Evaluation index system for suitability of construction land.
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The suitability of construction land is mainly affected by the natural and location
conditions (Table 1). The natural conditions include elevation, slope and geological hazard
susceptibility. The higher the elevation and the steeper the slope, the more difficult the
construction, the higher the cost and the lower the suitability of the land for construction.
Geological disasters can damage buildings and even endanger residents’ lives and property.
The higher the rate of occurrence of geological disasters, the lower the suitability of the
land for construction. The location condition is characterized by the distance from the city
and the distance from the road. The city is the center of social and economic activities,
and the road is the reflection of the degree of transportation convenience. The closer the
distance to the city and the road, the higher the suitability of the land for construction.

Table 1. Evaluation index system for construction land suitability.

Factor (Weight) Indicator Weight
Indicator Classification and Score

100 80 60 40 20

Natural
conditions(0.6667)

DEM (m) 0.1634 <95 95–221 221–347 347–502 >502

Slope (◦) 0.2970 <2 2–6 6–15 15–25 >25

Geological hazard
susceptibility 0.5396 None — Low Medium High

Location
conditions(0.3333)

Distance to city (m) 0.75 <1279 1279–2934 2934–4806 4806–7358 >7358

Distance to main
road (m) 0.25 <1295 1295–2974 2974–5147 5147–8212 >8212

(2) Evaluation index system for cultivated land suitability.
Cultivated land suitability was evaluated using two variables: natural endowment

and farming convenience (Table 2). Low elevation, flat terrain and fertile soil are ideal for
arable land, where soil organic matter content, available soil thickness, soil texture, soil pH,
irrigation conditions and other factors can affect soil fertility. Based on the above indicators,
China’s agricultural authorities have implemented a classification and grading system for
agricultural land; therefore, the grade was selected to represent the fertility of cultivated
land. Farming convenience is also an important aspect of the suitability of cultivated land.
Remote and inconveniently located land often has poor natural endowment and is more
likely to be abandoned; thus, its cultivated land suitability is low.

Table 2. Evaluation index system for cultivated land suitability.

Factor (Weight) Indicator Weight
Indicator Classification and Score

100 80 60 40 20

Natural
endowments(0.6)

DEM (m) 0.1311 <95 95–221 221–347 347–502 >502

Slope (◦) 0.2081 <2 2–6 6–15 15–25 >25

Grade of
cultivated land 0.6608 6/7 8/9 10 11 Uncultivated

area

Farming
convenience(0.4)

Distance to rural
settlement (m) 0.75 <301 301–730 730–1574 1574–3236 >3236

Distance to rural
road (m) 0.25 <500 500–1500 1500–3000 3000–5000 >5000

(3) Evaluation index system for ecological land suitability.
There are relatively few limiting factors for ecological land suitability. The suitability

of ecological land was evaluated using two variables: natural endowment and human
disturbance (Table 3). The better the natural endowment, the less human disturbance and
the more suitable the land is for ecological activity. NDVI and land use type are used
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to represent natural endowment and human disturbance, respectively. The higher the
vegetation index, the better the natural endowment and the higher the ecological suitability
grade. According to the intensity of human activities on different land use types, land use
types are graded and assigned. The higher the intensity of human activities, the lower the
ecological suitability. For example, the construction land has the highest intensity of human
activities and lowest ecological suitability, and the value is 20. The intensity of human
activities in forestland is weak and the ecological suitability is high, and the value is 100.

Table 3. Evaluation index system for ecological land suitability.

Factor Indicator Weight
Indicator Classification and Score

100 80 60 40 20

Natural
endowment NDVI 0.55 >0.792 0.704–0.792 0.596–0.704 0.448–0.596 <0.448

Human
disturbance

Land use
type 0.45 Forest Grassland

Water area,
unused land,

inland tidal flats

Cultivated land,
garden land,

ditches,
agricultural

facilities

Construction
land

3.3.2. Construction of Land Resource Scarcity Evaluation Index System

The per capita construction land area, per capita cultivated land area and per capita
ecological land area were selected to represent the scarcity of construction land, cultivated
land and ecological land (Table 4). The larger the per capita land area, the lower the scarcity.

Table 4. Evaluation index system for land resource scarcity.

Factor Indicator
Indicator Classification and Score

100 80 60 40 20

Construction
land scarcity

Per capita construction
land area <165.52 165.52–219.44 219.44–307.98 307.98–321.21 >321.21

Cultivated land
scarcity

Per capita cultivated
land area <180.18 180.18–443.57 443.57–606.61 606.61–886.07 >886.07

Ecological land
scarcity

Per capita ecological
land area <91.40 91.40–128.54 128.54–176.57 176.57–317.60 >317.60

3.3.3. Constructing of Human Needs Diversity Evaluation Index System

Population size and the level of economic development are two key factors that affect
the diversity of human needs (Table 5). The larger the population and the higher the level of
economic development, the richer the diversity of human needs; therefore, total population
and GDP were selected to represent the population and the economic development level,
respectively, to evaluate the diversity of human needs.

Table 5. Human needs diversity evaluation index system.

Factor Indicator
Indicator Classification and Score

100 80 60 40 20

Population Total population >68.37 59.22–68.37 43.60–59.22 35–43.60 <43.60

Economic
development level GDP >864.5 593.51–864.5 366.9–593.51 200–366.9 <200
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3.4. Index Quantification, Grading Assignment and Weight Determination

According to the characteristics of the data, we adopt a variety of methods to quantify,
grade and assign the evaluation index, including the classification assignment method and
natural breakpoint method. For classified data, such as geological disaster-prone areas and
land use types, the corresponding relationship between types and grades is established by
using a classification assignment method based on relevant studies, and corresponding
scores are assigned. Specifically, geological hazard susceptibility was divided into four
grades—none, low, medium and high—and assigned scores of 100, 60, 40, and 20, respec-
tively. The grade of the cultivated land in Jinan city is 6–11, and 6 and 7 are assigned to
100, 8 and 9 to 80, 10 to 60, 11 to 40 and non-cultivated land to 20. Land use types were
divided into five grades based on the intensity of human activities in each land use type
and assigned values. For numerical data, such as DEM and distance index, the natural
breakpoint method is used to divide them into 5 grades with the help of ArcGIS software,
and the corresponding scores were assigned. Besides, based on the grading standards of
the slope in the grading regulations of agricultural land, slopes were divided into five
grades: <2◦, 2◦–6◦, 6◦–15◦, 15◦–25◦ and >25◦.

Common methods for determining the weights include expert scoring, the analytic hi-
erarchy process, the entropy value method and principal component analysis. Of these, the
combination of expert scoring and analytic hierarchy process has the advantages of making
full use of expert experience and being simple and easy to operate. Therefore, this study
adopted the expert scoring method and the analytic hierarchy process to comprehensively
determine the weight of evaluation indicators.

3.5. Land Use Conflict Index Calculation

According to the conceptual framework of land use conflict identification, the follow-
ing linear weighted sum model was used to calculate the land use conflict index:

LUC = w1 ∗ MS + w2 ∗ Sca + w3 ∗ DHN (1)

MS =
3
√

ConLSu × CulLSu × EcoLSu (2)

Sca =
3
√

ConLSca × CulLSca × EcoLSca (3)

DHN =
√

Pop × GDP (4)

Where LUC represents the land use conflict index, MS represents land use multi-
suitability index, Sca represents land resource scarcity index, and DHN represents diversity
of human needs. w1, w2 and w3 are the weights of MS, Sca, and DHN, respectively.
ConLSu, CulLSu and EcoLSu represent the suitability of construction land, cultivated land
and ecological land, respectively. ConLSca, CulLSca and EcoLSca represent the scarcity of
construction land, cultivated land and ecological land, respectively. Pop stands for the
total population.

The natural breakpoint method was used in ArcGIS to divide the results of the evalua-
tion of construction land suitability, cultivated land suitability, ecological land suitability,
land use multi-suitability, land resource scarcity, human needs diversity and land use
conflict into three levels: high, medium and low.

4. Results

4.1. Land Use Suitability
4.1.1. Construction Land Suitability

Areas with high suitability for construction accounted for the highest proportion
(58.39%) and were concentrated in Shanghe county and Jiyang, Tianqiao, Huaiyin, Shizhong
and Lixia districts, as well as the northern Licheng district, northern Zhangqiu city, western
Changqing district and Pingyin county (Figure 3). Of these, Tianqiao, Huaiyin, Shizhong
and Lixia districts are the central districts of Jinan with developed transportation and
obvious regional advantages. Shanghe county and Jiyang district are in the North China
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Plain where the terrain is flat and geological disasters do not occur easily. Areas with
low construction land suitability accounted for the smallest proportion (17.23%) and were
mainly distributed in the east of Changqing district, the south of Licheng district, the south
of Zhangqiu city and the north of Laiwu district. These areas are in the southern mountain-
ous region and have high terrain and steep slopes, are prone to geological disasters, are far
away from towns, have inconvenient transportation and have low suitability for use as
construction land. The proportion of areas with medium suitability for construction was
24.38% and were relatively spatially scattered.

Figure 3. Spatial distribution of land use suitability.

4.1.2. Cultivated Land Suitability

The suitability of land for cultivation was mainly medium, accounting for 39.28% of
the area studied. The proportion of areas with high suitability for cultivation was 34.00%.
The area with low cultivated land suitability accounted for the lowest proportion (26.72%).
Areas with high suitability for cultivation are mainly distributed in the north of Jinan
city, particularly in Shanghe county and Jiyang district. They are rich in cultivated land
resources, have flat terrain, fertile soil, abundant water resources and good irrigation
and drainage conditions. They are important agricultural production areas and grain
production bases. The suitability of land for cultivation in the southern mountainous
area is low due to the influence of topography and farming convenience. The areas with
medium suitability for cultivation were relatively scattered, but concentrated in the middle
of Laiwu district.
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4.1.3. Ecological Land Suitability

The proportions of areas with high and medium ecological land suitability were similar
(42.24% and 42.05%), while the proportion of areas with low ecological land suitability was
small (15.71%). The areas with low ecological land suitability are mainly urban land and
rural residential land, which have low vegetation coverage and high intensity of human
activities and are not suitable for use for ecological activities. The areas with high and
middle ecological land suitability are adjacent and have a wide distribution range. Of these,
the southern mountainous area has higher forest coverage and less human disturbance.
Therefore, land with high ecological suitability is widely distributed here.

4.1.4. Land Use Multi-Suitability

Land use multi-suitability of in Jinan is relatively high and is dominated by medium
to high suitability, accounting for 74.23% of the total land area, while the proportion of
low multi-suitability is relatively small (25.77%). The spatial distribution of land use multi-
suitability is affected by topography and is higher in the north and lower in the south
(Figure 3). The areas with high land use multi-suitability mainly distributed in Shanghe
county, Jiyang district, northern Tianqiao district, northern Licheng district, northern
Zhangqiu district, western Changqing district and some parts of Pingyin county. In these
regions, the terrain is flat, the incidence of geological disasters is low, urban and rural
settlements are densely distributed, transportation is convenient, and idle land use is
relatively low; thus, land use multi-suitability is high. Medium land use multi-suitability
is concentrated in the southern parts of Licheng and Zhangqiu districts, the western part
of Changqing district, Pingyin county, the central part of Laiwu district and some parts
of Gangcheng district. The multi-suitability of land in urban built-up areas and southern
mountainous areas is low.

4.2. Scarcity of Land Resources

The evaluation indicators of land resource scarcity and human needs diversity include
socioeconomic data such as population size and GDP. In China, the smallest statistical unit
of the above socioeconomic data is the county-level administrative division. Therefore, the
county-level administrative division was taken as the scale for the analysis of land resource
scarcity and human needs diversity.

The spatial distribution of land resource scarcity is obviously different (Figure 4).
Tianqiao, Huaiyin, Lixia and Shizhong districts in the central part of Jinan have the highest
land resource scarcity. These areas are located in the center of Jinan, with high urbanization
levels, large populations, limited arable and ecological land and small per capita construc-
tion land scales. Land resource scarcity in Jiyang, Licheng, Changqing and Laiwu is low.
Among them, Jiyang is located at the edge of north China Plain, rich in cultivated land
resources; Changqing and Laiwu belong to mountainous areas and are rich in ecological
resources. In addition, these areas are still in the stage of rapid urbanization, with extensive
land use and a large per capita construction land scale. Shanghe, Zhangqiu, Pingyin and
Gangcheng have medium land resource scarcity.

4.3. Diversity of Human Needs

The diversity of human needs in Jinan is greatly affected by the level of social and
economic development, resulting in high diversity in the middle and low diversity in
the north and south (Figure 4). Lixia, Shizhong, Licheng, Zhangqiu and Laiwu districts
have the highest diversities of human needs. These areas have a high level of social
and economic development, with a total population of 6484–10518 million and GDP of
593.51–149.48 billion yuan. The diversity of human needs in Jiyang, Tianqiao, Huaiyin and
Changqing districts are medium. The population size and GDP are lowest in Shanghe and
Pingyin counties and Gangcheng district, resulting in the lowest diversity of human needs.
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Figure 4. Scarcity of land resources and diversity of human needs.

4.4. Land Use Conflict

Land use conflicts in Jinan were dominated by medium conflicts (43.89%). Strong
and weak land use conflicts accounted for 25.21% and 30.90%, respectively. The spatial
distribution of land use conflicts differed, with high conflicts in the north and low conflicts
in the south (Figure 5). Strong land use conflicts are concentrated in the urban and rural
transition zones of Tianqiao, Huaiyin and Shizhong districts, as well as in the northern
parts of Licheng and Zhangqiu districts. Due to proximity to the urban area, land resource
scarcity is higher in the urban–rural transition zone. The rapid urbanization process
leads to a massive influx of people into cities and towns, sharply increasing the demand
for construction land. Urban expansion and sprawl will inevitably give priority to the
occupation of land resources in the urban–rural transition zone. Therefore, the contradiction
and conflicts over land use in this region will intensify. This has been confirmed by previous
research on urban expansion and sprawl [29,30].

Figure 5. Spatial distribution of land use conflict.

Medium land use conflicts were mainly concentrated in Shanghe, Jiyang and Laiwu.
Shanghe county and Jiyang district are in the North China Plain, which has flat terrain and
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fertile soils and is an important grain producing area. In summary, there are fewer factors
restricting land use; thus, land use suitability is high. However, its urbanization level
is relatively low and lacks cohesion and attraction to the population. In addition, these
areas are dominated by migrant workers, and there is a certain degree of population loss,
resulting in a large per capita cultivated land area, ranking them first and second in the
per capita cultivated land area of Jinan. There is also a large per capita construction land
scale, particularly in Jiyang district. Therefore, the diversity of human needs in Shanghe
county and Jiyang district is not high, and land resource scarcity is low. Consequently,
although Shanghe county and Jiyang district have high land use multi-suitability, the land
resource scarcity is low and the diversity of human needs is not high, leading to a medium
level of land use conflict. Laiwu district is surrounded by mountains to the north, east and
south, with the Taishan mountains in the north and the Sorai Mountains in the south. It
is gentle in the south and steep in the north, forming a semicircle basin protruding to the
north. Due to limitations of topological factors, land use multi-suitability is medium in
the basin and low in other areas. Laiwu district had a total population of 956,600 and a
GDP of 59.351 billion yuan in 2018, with high diversity of human needs and medium land
resource scarcity. The low land use multi-suitability, medium land resource scarcity and
high diversity of human needs resulted in medium land use conflict in the district.

Weak land use conflicts are mainly distributed in the built-up areas of major towns, in
the southern mountainous areas and in Gangcheng districts. The built-up areas are mostly
made up of impervious surfaces and the possibility of converting them into cultivated or
ecological land is very small. Therefore, the multi-suitability of the land is low. The main
reasons for the weak land use conflicts in the southern mountainous area are the large
topographic undulated area, frequent occurrence of geological disasters and inconvenient
transportation. Gangcheng district is surrounded by mountains to the east, south and
west; thus, the land use suitability is not high in most areas. The total population here is
only 325,800, the GDP is 26.087 billion yuan, and the diversity of human needs and land
resource scarcity is low. Therefore, land use conflict is weak.

5. Discussion

We designed a land use conflict identification framework based on land use multi-
suitability, land resource scarcity and diversity of human needs, which can effectively and
accurately identify land use conflicts. The areas with strong land use conflict are mainly
distributed in the urban–rural transition zones, which is consistent with the results of
previous studies [31,32]. However, we also find that the suburbs of cities and towns in the
north of Licheng and Zhangqiu districts are also the areas where strong land use conflicts
are concentrated. This is an interesting finding, which differs from previous studies. On
the one hand, Jinan has implemented the "East Expansion" development strategy in recent
years, and the urbanization process in eastern Jinan, including in Licheng and Zhangqiu
districts, has advanced rapidly, and land use conflicts have intensified. On the other hand,
the north of Licheng and Zhangqiu districts have flat terrains, low incidence of geological
disasters, fewer land resource limiting factors, high land use suitability, large regional
populations, large GDP and high diversity of land resource demand, resulting in a high
intensity of land use conflict. However, it is worth noting that the per capita construction
land area and per capita cultivated land area in these regions are both large, and land
resource scarcity is low. There is a certain level of inefficient land use and even land
resource waste, which aggravate regional land use conflicts.

The land use multi-suitability in Shanghe county and Jiyang district is high, but
the intensity of land use conflict in most areas is not. This indicates that land use multi-
suitability is the premise and basis of land use conflict, but it is not the only determinant.
Even if land is suitable for multiple uses, it does not necessarily produce strong land
use conflicts. Land use multi-suitability, land resource scarcity and diversity of human
needs are three important determinants of land use conflicts, which together determine the
occurrence and intensity of land use conflicts. However, previous studies focused only on
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the multi-suitability of, or competition over, land, and few studies have considered land use
multi-suitability, land resource scarcity and human demand diversity simultaneously. In
conclusion, compared with previous studies, the land use conflict identification framework
constructed in this study has obvious advantages in the effective and accurate identification
of land use conflicts.

The land use conflict identification and evaluation index system we have constructed
here has the following advantages. First, the theoretical basis is sufficient. Using relevant
studies and field research experience, we analyzed the root causes of land use conflicts and
designed a conceptual framework for land use conflict identification. An evaluation index
system for land use conflict identification was constructed by selecting evaluation indices
from three variables: land use multi-suitability, land resource scarcity and diversity of
human needs. Second, the land use conflict evaluation framework can identify the intensity
of land use conflict on a grid scale, providing more accurate location information for land
use decision making, hence contributing to the accurate land management.

Land use conflict arises from competing land uses. The theory of multifunctional
land use can be used as a reference [16,33] and is based on the premise that the same
parcel of land can have a dominant function while also having a variety of other functions.
Based on the ecological service value trade-off/synergy theory and coupling coordination
theory [28,34], the leading function should be rationally selected based on local conditions,
and the tradeoff and coordination among different functions should be carried out to
promote the coordinated development of multiple functions.

This study had some limitations. First, due to the limitation in the statistical unit of
social and economic data, the evaluation unit of land resource scarcity and diversity of
human needs was set at the county administrative division level and was not accurate to
specific plots, reducing the accuracy of land use conflict identification. Second, this study
evaluated the land use conflict in Jinan in 2018, but did not analyze the spatial–temporal
evolution of the characteristics of land use conflicts. Finally, the ultimate purpose of land
use conflict identification is to mediate land use conflicts. There are many more parameters
(social, political, communicational, psychological, etc.) determining conflicts. Such a factor,
e.g., is the ambiguity/unclearness of laws and policy contents [35]. Another one could be
redistributive policies, uncertainty, etc. This study only presented a superficial discussion
on the topic, and further research is needed. Therefore, future research should focus on
using grid scale social and economic data to quantitatively evaluate the spatiotemporal
dynamic characteristics of land use conflicts and to explore effective measures to resolve
land use conflicts.

6. Conclusions

Considering land use multi-suitability, land resource scarcity and diversity of human
needs, this paper proposes a new framework to identify land use conflicts and evaluates
land use conflicts in Jinan. Land use conflicts in Jinan were dominated by medium conflicts
(43.89%). Strong and weak land use conflicts accounted for 25.21% and 30.90%, respectively.
Spatially, land use conflicts were high in the north and low in the south. Strong land use
conflicts are concentrated in the urban–rural transition zones of Tianqiao, Huaiyin and
Shizhong districts and in the northern parts of Licheng and Zhangqiu districts. Land
resource scarcity and diversity of human needs have an important impact on land use
conflicts. The new land use identification framework proposed in this paper can effectively
identify land use conflicts. This method can be applied to other areas and is of great
significance to promote the rational utilization of regional land resources. However, we
only evaluated land resource scarcity and diversity of human needs at the county level
using socio-economic data. How to accurately depict land resources scarcity and the
diversity of human needs in order to improve the accuracy of land use conflict identification
is the focus of future research.
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Abstract: With rapid urbanization and industrialization, China’s metropolises have undergone a huge
shift in land use, which has had a profound impact on the ecological environment. Accordingly, the
contradictions between regional production, living, and ecological spaces have intensified. The study
of the optimization of production-living-ecological space (PLES) is crucial for the sustainable use of
land resources and regional socio-economic development. However, research on the optimization of
land patterns based on PLES is still being explored, and a unified technical framework for integrated
optimization has yet to be developed. Ecosystem services (ES), as a bridge between people and
nature, provide a vehicle for the interlinking of elements of the human-land system coupling. The
integration of ES supply and demand into ecosystem assessments can enhance the policy relevance
and practical application of the ES concept in land management and is also conducive to achieving
ecological security and safeguarding human well-being. In this study, an integrated framework
comprising four core steps was developed to optimize the PLES in such a way that all ecosystem
services are in surplus as far as possible. It was also applied to a case study in the middle and lower
reaches of the Yellow River Basin. A regression analysis between ES and PLES was used to derive
equilibrium thresholds for the supply and demand of ES. The ternary phase diagram method was
used to determine the direction and magnitude of the optimization of the PLES, and finally, the
corresponding optimization recommendations were made at different scales.

Keywords: land-use transition; production-living-ecological space; spatial mismatch; balance threshold;
ES management strategies

1. Introduction

Since the 20th century, along with the acceleration of global urbanization and industri-
alization, the continued large-scale exploitation of land resources has been accompanied by
environmental problems, such as the crowding of ecological space by urban construction
land, atmospheric pollution, water pollution, and ecological imbalance [1–3]. Since the
reform and opening up of China in 1978, urbanization and industrialization have advanced
rapidly. At the end of 2018, 59.6% of China’s land was urbanized, and China has entered
a period of steady urbanization [4,5]. In this context, structural imbalances in land use
have come to the fore, the contradiction between production-living-ecological space (PLES)
has become increasingly prominent, and land use is facing enormous pressure and chal-
lenges [6,7]. Therefore, to promote regional sustainable development and the effective
and efficient application of land space, it is necessary to reasonably allocate limited spatial
resources [8–10]. Integrating the spatial functions and land use structure under the PLES
linkage and promoting the coordinated development of the quantitative structure and
spatial layout of the PLES has become an urgent issue to be addressed [11,12].

Ecosystem services (ES), as a bridge between natural ecosystems and human well-being,
are the various benefits that humans derive directly or indirectly from ecosystems [13,14].
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Ecosystem services depend on the interactions and feedback between ecological and socio-
economic factors [15,16]. Humans manage ecosystem processes by modifying ecosystem
components and structures to provide ES that better meet their needs [17,18]. A common way
of doing this is improving human well-being by changing land use/cover, e.g., converting
other lands to cropland can improve food production service. The conversion of arable land
and grassland into forest land can improve water yield services, soil conservation services, and
carbon sequestration services, etc. [19]. The gradual deepening and formation of the concept of
ES provides a vehicle for interlinking the elements of human-land system coupling [20,21]. As
a result, the concept of ES is now becoming increasingly important at the land management
level [22,23].

With the deepening of ES research, a large number of researchers have begun to focus
on both the ES supply (i.e., the capacity of ecosystems to provide ecosystem goods and
services to humans) and the ES demand (i.e., the sum of ecosystem goods and services
used or consumed by humans) [24,25]. The gradual intensification of global climate change,
environmental pollution, and human-land conflicts have led to changes in ecosystem struc-
ture and function, affecting the supply capacity of ES [26,27]. Meanwhile, the increasing
level of urbanization and industrialization has led to the emergence of a large number of
ES demand aggregation centers [28,29], further exacerbating the mismatch between ES
supply and demand. Incorporating ES supply and demand into ecosystem assessments
can improve the policy relevance and practical application of the ES concept in land man-
agement. It is also conducive to achieving ecological security and safeguarding human
well-being [30,31].

There is often a desire to maximize the ES supply through land management to reduce
mismatches and shortages, but a major challenge is to integrate analysis to avoid unnec-
essary trade-offs in ES [32,33]. In this context, exploring spatial mismatches between ES
supply and demand associated with urbanization-related land use is crucial for the proper
integration of ES into land management strategies [34]. Many studies have considered
both ES supply and demand and have identified potential mismatches between ES sup-
ply and demand at multiple scales [35]. The challenge is that most ES assessments have
not yet been effective in influencing land management decisions and, in particular, lack
holistic considerations [36,37]. The PLES covers the spatial range of activities of human
social life and is the basic vehicle for human economic and social development [38]. The
three are both independent and interrelated, with symbiotic integration and constraining
effects, and the collaboration of PLES functions can produce a synergistic effect in which
the overall function is greater than the sum of the partial functions [39]. The PLES opti-
mization belongs to the problem of optimizing the allocation of national land resources.
Based on land characteristics and land-use system principles, the structure and direction of
land resource use are arranged, designed, combined, and laid out at a hierarchical level
on a spatial and temporal scale to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of land use,
maintain the relative balance of land ecosystems, and realize the sustainable use of land
resources [40]. The main theoretical support for current PLES optimization comes from the
theory of regional resource and environmental carrying capacity and the theory of coupling
urbanization and ecological environment [41,42]. This study focuses on the consideration
from the perspective of ecosystem services, and it is a new attempt to apply the assessment
of ecosystem service supply and demand to the optimization of PLES.

The Yellow River Basin, an important ecological barrier, straddles three regions in
the east, central, and west of China and is an ecological corridor connecting the Qinghai-
Tibet Plateau, the Loess Plateau, and the North China Plain. Although breakthroughs in
ecological construction and environmental management have been made in the Yellow
River Basin in recent years, the fragile ecological environment, water scarcity, and water
environment problems are outstanding. especially in the middle and lower reaches of the
Yellow River, which have undergone rapid urbanization over the past decades, leading to
huge changes in the spatial pattern of land use, accompanied by huge landscape changes
and related degradation of ES. Therefore, this study takes the Yellow River basin as an
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example to explore the spatial patterns of ES supply and demand and the response to
PLES changes and to identify optimization areas through response thresholds to provide
optimization strategies for land use at multiple scales.

Land use optimization is a complex concept [43]. This study has envisaged an ideal
area where optimal PLES management reduces ES deficits and mismatches, to which
the land use pattern of the remaining areas should be as close as possible. The basic
optimization four steps included: (1) classifying production-living-ecological spaces based
on land use types; (2) choosing key ES, quantifying ES supply and demand, and identifying
spatial mismatches; (3) identifying the impact of PLES on the spatial mismatch of ES
and thresholds; (4) determining the direction of optimization and proposing optimization
solutions for different spatial scales.

The selection of key ES was based on the following principles: (1) spatially quantifi-
able mapping; (2) consistent with the focus of regional governments and residents; (3)
better representation of the coupling mechanisms between different ES; (4) availability
of measurement data. In this study, the carbon sequestration service, water yield service,
soil conservation service, and grain production service were selected as indicators for
measuring the ES supply and demand in the Yellow River Basin to minimize the deficit
and mismatch of these four ES and carry out corresponding PLES optimization.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The study area was in the middle and lower reaches of the Yellow River basin (103◦36′–
119◦55′ E, 41◦03′–32◦46′ N), at an altitude of about 0–4082 m. The area was located
in the central-eastern part of China (Figure 1). The main provinces involved included
Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, Henan Province, Shaanxi Province, Shanxi Province,
Qinghai Province, and Gansu Province. The middle and lower reaches of the Yellow River
Basin are dominated by plains and hills. The region has a temperate continental climate
and a temperate monsoon climate. The middle and lower reaches of the Yellow River
Basin have abundant light, high temperature, abundant precipitation, are suitable for crop
growth, and are the main production areas for agricultural products. The Yellow River
Basin is an important economic zone and an important base for energy, chemicals, raw
materials, and basic industries in China.

2.2. Data Sources

In this study, we used data from five different sources. (1) Meteorological elements
and daily precipitation for 2000, 2010, and 2018, supplied by the China Meteorological Data
Sharing Network (http://data.cma.cn/ (accessed on 1 July 2021)), were batch interpolated
using the professional meteorological interpolation software ANUSPLIN. (2) Monthly
NDVI data for 2000, 2010, and 2018 at a spatial resolution of 1 km × 1 km, supplied by the
Geospatial Data Cloud (http://www.gscloud.cn/ (accessed on 1 July 2021)), and annual
NDVI data were obtained using the maximum synthesis method. (3) Population data for
2000, 2010, and 2018 at a spatial resolution of 1 km × 1 km was supplied by WorldPop
(https://www.worldpop.org/ (accessed on 1 July 2021)). (4) Land use data for 2000,
2010, and 2018 at a spatial resolution of 1 km × 1 km was supplied by the Resource and
Environmental Science and Data Centre (http://www.resdc.cn/ (accessed on 1 July 2021)).
(5) Grain production, energy consumption, and water consumption by the municipality
for 2000, 2010, and 2018 was obtained from the statistical yearbooks and water resources
bulletins of each province.
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Figure 1. (a–c) Location, elevation, and 2018 land use of the study area.

2.3. Framework for Optimizing Production-Living-Ecological Space

Based on previous approaches and frameworks for land use optimization [23,44],
this study identified ideal land-use patterns and optimized PLES at different scales by
quantifying the mismatch between the supply and demand of ES associated with PLES.
This was achieved through the following four core steps (Figure 2): In the first step, the
composition, configuration, and spatial transition of PLES were analyzed based on land use
data in the Yellow River Basin during 2000, 2010, and 2018. This step aims to examine the
spatial changes in PLES in the Yellow River Basin during 2000, 2010, and 2018, and establish
a basis for subsequent research. In the second step, those ES suitable for the Yellow River
Basin were selected based on the basic principles for the selection of ES proposed above
to assess the ES supply and demand. Mismatches and shortages between ES supply and
demand were also identified. In the third step, based on the correlation between the ratio
of production/living/ecological space and the supply and demand of ES, the thresholds
were identified when ES supply and demand were imbalanced. This step aims to analyze
the links that exist between the two, the most central part of which is the identification of
thresholds. In the fourth step, the thresholds identified in the previous step were used to
identify optimization areas using ternary phase diagrams, which were then optimized for
PLES at different scales.

Step 1: The classification of production-living-ecological space based on land use types.
Production space is mainly the area that provides various products or services for

people. Living space refers to the area that provides the function of carrying and guaran-
teeing human habitation and provides the function of residence, consumption, leisure, and
recreation in the country. Ecological space refers to the area that can provide an ecological
barrier and has the function of regulating the atmosphere, concealing water, and maintain-
ing soil and water [11,12]. In this study, a classification system for PLES in the Yellow River
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Basin was constructed based on geographical features and previous research results [45]
(Table 1).

Table 1. Production-living-ecological space classification in the Yellow River Basin.

LUCC Classification System

Production space Paddy land (11), dry land (12), transport, industrial, and mining
construction land (53)

Living space Urban sites (51), rural settlements (52)

Ecological space

Wooded land (21), shrubland (22), high cover grassland (31),
medium cover grassland (32), rivers and canals (41), lakes (42),
reservoir ponds (43), open woodland (23), other woodlands (24),
permanent glacial snow (44), mudflats (46) cover grassland (33),
sandy land (61), gobi 62), saline land (63), marshland (64), bare

land (65), bare rocky ground (66)

Figure 2. Optimization framework for production-living-ecological space.

Step 2: Quantify ES supply and demand and identify spatial mismatches.
(1) Quantifying ES supply and demand
Water yield service are the ability of an ecosystem to intercept or store water resources

from rainfall while mitigating ground runoff [46]. The Yellow River Basin is an important
water source in northwest China and assessing the water yield service is of great practical
importance for the rational use and conservation of water resources. The water balance
model was used to calculate the supply of water yield service [47]. The amount of water
consumed per capita in each city in the Yellow River Basin was obtained from data on
industrial, agricultural, and domestic water consumption and the resident population of
each city and combined with data on population density to obtain the demand for water
yield services. The formulas are as follows.

WY(x) = P(x) − ET(x) (1)
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ET(x) =
P(x)

(
1 + PET(x)/P(x)

)
1 + ω(x)(PET(x)/P(x)) +

(
PET(x)/P(x)

)−1 (2)

Dw = Dpw × ρpop (3)

where WY(x) represents the annual average yield at pixel x (m3); P(x) is the average annual
precipitation on pixel x (mm); ET(x) is the actual annual evapotranspiration at pixel x (mm);
PET(x) is based on the Penman-Monteith formula [48]. Dwy is water demand, which in
this case equates to water consumption (m3); Dpw is water consumption per capita (m3/
person), which includes water consumption for agricultural, industrial, domestic, and
ecological purposes; ρpop is the local resident population density (person/km2).

Grain production service, as one of the basic ecological services, plays a vital role in
human survival and development [49]. There is a significant linear relationship between
crop and livestock production based on the NDVI. The total production of grain was
allocated according to the ratio of raster NDVI values to total arable land NDVI values,
which in turn characterized the grain production capacity of each raster. Grain demand
was estimated by multiplying the per capita grain demand by the population density [17].
The formulas are as follows:

GP(x) = GPsum × NDVIx

NDVIsum
(4)

Dg = Dpg × ρpop (5)

where GP(x) is the total production of grain for grid x (t/km2); GPsum is the production of
grain products for each province (t); NDVIx is the normalized difference vegetation index
for grid x; NDVIsum is the sum of NDVI of cropland for each province; Dg is the grain
demand (t/km2); Dpg is the annual per capita grain consumption (t/person); ρpop is the
resident population density (person/km2).

Carbon sequestration services are important regulatory services in ecosystems. The
CASA model is a common model for calculating NPP due to its high calculation accuracy
and easy-to-access data and parameters [50]. The carbon sequestration demand was
calculated from the product of population density, per capita energy consumption, and
energy carbon conversion rate, where energy consumption was obtained from the statistical
yearbooks of the Yellow River Basin provinces. The formulas are as follows:

NPP(x, t) = APAR(x, t)× ε(x, t) (6)

Dc = Dpc × ρpop (7)

where NPP is the net primary productivity of the pixel x at time t (gC/m2·a); APAR is the
Absorbed Photosynthetic Active Radiation (MJ/m2·a), which is estimated from the ratio of
total solar radiation (SOL) to absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (FPAR); ε is the
efficiency of conversion of photosynthetically active radiation to organic carbon (gC/MJ2),
which is estimated by maximum light energy utilization (0.389 gC/MJ2), temperature stress
(Tε), and water stress (Wε). Dc represents carbon sequestration demand (t/km2); Dpc is the
annual per capita carbon consumption (t/person); ρpop is the resident population density
(person/km2).

Soil conservation service reduces soil erosion and restores soil fertility, which is critical
to agricultural production [51]. This study quantified the soil conservation service supply
based on the classical revised universal soil loss equation (RUSLE). The ecosystem service
demand is the number of ecological goods that humans expect to be able to obtain from an
ecosystem. Since actual soil erosion causes unwanted human losses and humans expect to
manage these actual amounts of soil erosion, the actual amount of soil erosion is defined as
the soil conservation service demand. The formulas are as follows:

SC = R × K × LS × (1 − C × P) (8)
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Ds = R × K × LS × C × P (9)

where SC is soil conservation; Ds is actual soil erosion; R is the precipitation erosion factor;
K is the soil erosion factor; LS is slope length factor; P is soil conservation factor; C is
vegetation cover factor [52].

(2) ES supply and demand mismatches and shortfalls
The supply and demand of ES are significantly spatially heterogeneous and are

reflected in spatial mismatches. The state of ES supply and demand can be characterized
by the ecological supply-demand ratio (ESDR), which can be used to reveal the nature of
surpluses or deficits [35,53].

ESDR =
ESS − ESD

(ESSmax + ESDmax)/2
(10)

where ESS and ESD refer to the ES supply and demand, respectively; ESSmax is the
maximum value of the ES supply; ESDmax is the maximum value of the ES demand. ESDR
> 0 indicates a surplus, ESDR = 0 indicates a balanced ES supply and demand, and ESDR
< 0 indicates a deficit.

Step 3: The impact of production-life-ecological space on the ES supply and de-
mand imbalance.

The ESDRs for the four major ES in 2000, 2008, and 2018 were calculated by the above
method, while the production space ratio/living space ratio/ecological space ratio at the
1 km grid scale was calculated based on 30 m land use data. The data were statistically
graded for the years 2000, 2010, and 2018, and then least squares regression analysis was
conducted via SPSS to plot the trend line between ESDR and production space ratio/living
space ratio/ecological space ratio to indicate negative or positive effects and significance
levels. Spatial land management thresholds (i.e., the ratio of production-living-ecological
land when there is a deficit in the ES) were then calculated based on the results of the
regression analysis.

Step 4: Identification of the direction of optimization and policy recommendations.
A ternary diagram is a type of center of gravity diagram that has three variables but

requires the sum of the three to be constant. In an equilateral triangular coordinate system,
the position of a point in the diagram represents the proportional relationship between
the three variables. In this study, the same ternary was used to visually express the ratio
of production-living-ecological space, which was used to identify the optimization area
with the main optimization direction, where the ratio occupied by this type of land at the
endpoint is 100%. The regions are divided according to the thresholds determined above.
The projection of units of different scales is performed, and when the projection falls in
the ideal region, it means that the unit does not need to be optimized, and when it falls in
other regions, the direction and quantity relationship of optimization can be determined
based on the direction and distance from the ideal region.

3. Results

3.1. Structure and Transition of PLE Land Use

The Yellow River basin was mainly dominated by ecological space, with the percentage
of ecological space being 55.73%, 55.97%, and 55.99% in 2000, 2010, and 2018, respectively,
showing an increasing trend (Figure 3). The northwestern and southern parts of the study
area were relatively less densely populated and had a lower level of urbanization and were
therefore dominated by ecological space. The percentage of production space was 40.79%,
39.38%, and 38.91% in 2000, 2010, and 2018, respectively, showing a decreasing trend.
Production space was mainly located in the eastern coastal areas of the study area, which
have better water and heat conditions and are also conducive to crop growth. The region is
economically developed, highly urbanized, with a high level of human activity and is a
major industrial center and food producer.. The percentage of living space increased from
3.48% in 2000 to 5.10% in 2018. Spatially, living space was mainly distributed around the
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main cities in the study area, showing a tendency to spread outwards. The chord diagram
suggests the scale of transfer of different land uses. The direction shown by the arrow
represents the direction of transfer of the land, and the width of the arrow represents the
proportion of the area transferred (Figure 3). According to the area conversion of PLES
from 2000 to 2018, the largest area of production land was converted outwards, with a
total of 35,300 km2, of which 10,800 km2 was converted to living land and 24,500 km2 was
converted to ecological land. The smallest area of living land was converted outwards,
with a total of 3720 km2, of which 3280 km2 was converted to production land and 433 km2

to ecological land. Ecological land converted mainly into productive land was 21,500 km2,
while converted into living land was 1940 km2.

Figure 3. Structure and transition of production-living-ecological space in the Yellow River Basin from 2000 to 2018.

3.2. ES Supply and Demand Change and Mismatches
3.2.1. Water Yield Service

Over the entire period, the total water yield service supply exceeded demand, with
surpluses of 47.72 billion m3, 60.31 billion m3, and 41.88 billion m3 in 2000, 2010, and
2018, respectively (Table 2). Water yield service supply in 2000, 2010, and 2018 was 72.32
billion m3, 84.63 billion m3, and 66.90 billion m3, respectively, showing a trend of increase
followed by a decrease. The water demand increased significantly from 24.60 billion m3 in
2000 to 25.02 billion m3 in 2018, an increase of 1.69%.

Water yield service supply was strongly influenced by precipitation and evapotranspi-
ration, while water demand was influenced by population density and industrial structure.
Precipitation anomalies can increase the uncertainty of the spatial match of water yield
service. Although there was an overall surplus of water service, the spatial distribution of
water yield service supply and demand also showed a mismatch (Figure 4). The southern
and eastern parts of the study area were the main areas of water yield service supply
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(Figure 5), but the deficit situation of the water yield service was still significant due to the
dense population and agricultural development of the area, which means that there is a
huge demand for water resources. Due to the lower water yield service supply in 2018,
this has resulted in a significant deficit in water yield service in the South East, with the
shortfall areas mainly in the city center.

Figure 4. Spatial pattern of supply and demand for individual ecosystem services (ES) in the Yellow River Basin in 2000, 2008,
and 2018. ES indicators are: WY—water yield; CS—carbon sequestration; SC—soil conservation; GP—grain production.

Figure 5. Spatial pattern of the ecosystem service supply-demand ratio in the Yellow River Basin in 2000, 2008, and 2018.

3.2.2. Carbon Sequestration Service

Carbon sequestration service supply has shown an increasing trend, from 134.45
million tons in 2000 to 235.76 million tons in 2018, an increase of 75.35% (Table 2). However,
the growth in the carbon sequestration service supply did not cause surpluses. Carbon
sequestration demand in 2000, 2010, and 2018 was 134.45 million tons, 210.75 million tons,
and 235.76 million tons, respectively, and the carbon sequestration demand in 2010 and
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2018 exceeded the carbon sequestration supply with a deficit of 29.66 million tons and
49.48 million tons, respectively, with an upward trend.

Table 2. Ecosystem services supply and demand in the Yellow River Basin in 2000, 2010, and 2018.

Year
Water Yield
(m3/km2/a)

Carbon Sequestration
(tc/km2/a)

Soil Conservation
(t/ha/a)

Grain Production
(t/km2/a)

Supply Demand Supply Demand Supply Demand Supply Demand

2000 128,995.41 43,882.20 239.82 134.75 71.80 8.96 223.92 91.52
2010 150,950.80 43,368.23 375.92 428.83 110.53 10.58 326.43 98.28
2018 119,332.21 44,622.76 420.52 508.78 90.39 6.92 382.62 104.55

According to the spatial distribution of carbon sequestration service supply and de-
mand (Figure 4), higher carbon sequestration service supply was mainly concentrated in
the south, showing an increasing trend, followed by a decreasing trend. Carbon seques-
tration supply in the north-western region was relatively low and shows an increasing
trend. Higher carbon sequestration service demand was mainly in the main urban area
downstream of the study but showed a decreasing trend from 2000 to 2018. There was
a clear spatial mismatch in sequestration service (Figure 5), with increased surpluses in
the central and western regions of the study area and relatively significant deficits in the
eastern regions. The main urban areas around the study area showed a significant deficit in
carbon sequestration service, with Zhengzhou showing an increase in the deficit position
in 2018.

3.2.3. Soil Conservation Service

From 2000 to 2018, soil conservation service supply exceeded the demand, and both
showed an increasing trend (Table 2). The surplus of soil conservation services increased
significantly from 3.52 billion tons in 2000 to 5.6 billion tons in 2010 and 4.67 billion tons in
2018. Soil conservation services, as an in-situ service, i.e., one that is generated in situ and
benefits in situ, have an aggregate surplus that hardly offsets their spatial mismatch.

In terms of the spatial distribution of the soil conservation services ESDR, the deficit
areas were concentrated in the north-central region of the study area and the downtown
area in the east (Figure 4). The spatial mismatch in soil conservation services was mainly
due to: (1) the north-central region being a loess plateau area, which is very weak for
soil and water conservation due to the undulating terrain, loose soil, and poor vegetation
cover; (2) the eastern city center area, with strong human activity and high population
density in the area, which has led to a reduction in vegetation area. The land-use types are
mainly urban land, rural settlements, and other construction lands, which have a poor soil
conservation capacity, thus leading to a deficit in soil conservation services.

3.2.4. Grain Production Service

Grain production service increased from 125.54 million tons in 2000 to 214.51 million
tons in 2018, an increase of 70.87%. During the same period, grain production demand
exhibited an increase of 14.24% from 51.30 million tons in 2000 to 58.62 million tons in 2018
(Table 2). Thus, there was a clear surplus for grain production service, and this surplus
showed an increasing trend, from 74.23 million tons in 2000 to 155.90 million tons in 2018.

Despite the overall surplus in grain production service, there were still some spatially
mismatched centers (Figure 5). The southeastern part of the study area has relatively good
hydrothermal conditions and is a major grain producer, hence the high grain supply. At the
same time, the grain demand was relatively high due to the high level of human activity
and the relatively high population density in the area. The region’s grain production
service showed a surplus, indicating that its production capacity was greater than its
consumption capacity.
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3.3. Influence of PLES Changing on ESDR
3.3.1. Influence of Production Space Changing on ESDR

There was a significant negative impact of production space on the ESDR for carbon
sequestration service, soil conservation service, and water yield service during 2000–2018
(p < 0.01). The production space explained most of the variance in ESDR for carbon
sequestration services, soil conservation services, and water production services, at 87%,
84%, and 48%, respectively (Figure 6a). For the carbon sequestration service, when the
production space ratio exceeded 62.83%, the carbon sequestration service swas in deficit.
Therefore, to ensure that the carbon sequestration service supply is greater than the demand,
it is necessary to ensure that the ratio of production space is less than 62.83%. For the soil
conservation service, the range was 0–98.73%. For the water yield service, there was no
significant threshold effect due to the limited influence of production space (k = −0.02).
Production space had a significant positive effect on the ESDR of grain production service
and explained most of the variation in the ESDR for the grain supply service, at 89%. When
the production space ratio exceeded 18.2%, grain production services supply exceeded the
demand. In summary, it is necessary to ensure that the production space ratio in the study
area is between 18.2% and 62.83% to ensure that all ecosystem services are in surplus.

Figure 6. Influence of production space ratio, living space ratio, and ecological space ratio on ESDR in
the Yellow River Basin. (a). Production space ratio (b). Ecological space ratio (c). Living space ratio.

3.3.2. Influence of Living Space Changing on ESDR

Living space had a significant negative influence (p < 0.01) on water yield service, grain
production service, and carbon sequestration service (Figure 6c). For water production
services, when the ratio of living space was greater than 31.35%, there was a deficit. This
means that the water yield service supply was greater than the demand if the ratio of living
space was less than 31.35%. For the carbon sequestration service and grain production
service, this threshold was 15.68% and 44.39%, respectively.

Although the ESDR of living space on soil conservation services was negative, the
trend was not strong (k = −0.01) and explained only part of the variation in soil conservation
services (R2 = 0.45). The influence of the living space ratio was not significant, i.e., the soil
conservation service was in surplus for any value of the living space ratio between 0–100%.
In summary, the living space ratio between 0–15.68% is needed to ensure that all ecosystem
services are in surplus in the study area. Due to the limited number of ES selected in this
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study, this resulted in a significant negative effect of living space on all ES. For some ES,
such as landscape aesthetics, there is a dependence on living space, and too little living
space will inevitably affect the supply of these ES.

3.3.3. Influence of Ecological Space Changing on ESDR

Ecological space had a significant positive influence on water yield service, soil con-
servation service, and carbon sequestration service during the period 2000–2018 (Figure 6b).
Ecological space explained most of the variation in the ESDR for the soil conservation service
and carbon sequestration service, at 78% and 86%, respectively. When the ecological space ratio
was less than 29.79%, the carbon sequestration service was a deficit. This threshold did not
exist for water yield service or soil conservation service. The ESDR of ecological space on grain
production service was negative (p < 0.01). When the ecological space ratio was greater than
88.61%, there was a deficit in the grain production service. In summary, an ecological space ratio
of 29.79% to 88.61% is needed to ensure that all ecosystem services are in surplus. However, this
does not mean that ecological space can be expanded indefinitely, as too much ecological space
can squeeze the original production space and lead to a deficit in grain production service.

4. Discussion

4.1. Identification of Optimization Directions in PLES

The ternary phase diagram can visually represent the ratio of PLES in any region,
where the endpoints of the triangle indicate a production/living/ecological space ratio of
100% (Figure 7). According to the threshold value of the impact of PLES on the ES supply
and demand imbalance, when the ratio of living space is less than 15.68%, the ratio of
production space is between 18.2 and 62.83%, and the ratio of ecological space is between
29.79% and 88.61%, while the ES involved in this study are all in surplus. Accordingly,
an ideal area, i.e., an area that does not need to be optimized, can be obtained. When the
projection of an area falls within the ideal area, it means that this type of area does not
need to be optimized, while the rest of the area needs to be optimized to varying degrees,
depending on its location. The PLES of a region can be adjusted according to the range in
the diagram where the ratio of PLES of any region falls. The greater the distance from the
ideal area, the greater the area of change required in the land use pattern of the region.

The size of the ideal area is usually related to the ES selected. The more ES selected,
the smaller the ideal area will be in response, meaning that more area will need to be
adjusted. The ES can therefore be adjusted in the actual management process to suit the
needs of the policymaker accordingly.

Figure 7. Ternary phase diagram of production-living-ecological space.

4.2. Optimization Measures and Policy Recommendations at Different Scales

The distribution of PLES was highly spatially heterogeneous, which led to a spatial
mismatch in ES. Therefore, the PLES optimization should be coupled with optimization
measures at different scales to determine the best measures for ecosystem service manage-
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ment. In this study, the ratios of PLES at different scales were counted, and this was used
to obtain optimization measures at multiple scales (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Optimization of production-living-ecological space on multiple scales ((a). the 40 × 40 km grid scale; (b). the 20 ×
20 km grid scale; (c). the primary catchment scale; (d). the secondary catchment scale; (e). the city scale; (f). the county scale.
TheIto XI corresponds to Figure 7 numbering).

At the grid-scale, there was too much ecological space and not enough production
space in the north-western part of the study area, and there is a need for conversion of
ecological to production space, such as converting unused land in the area to industrial
land. The central part of the study area had too much production space and not enough
ecological space, so there is a need to convert the production land in the area to ecological
land, such as implementing a system of returning farmland to forest or converting farmland
unsuitable for cultivation to forest land. The eastern part of the study area, i.e., the lower
reaches of the Yellow River Basin, was mainly characterized by an excess of living space
and production space and a shortage of ecological space, so it is necessary to shift the
production/living space towards ecological space, increasing the ratio of ecological space
and reducing living space. For example, increase the woodland and grassland and reduce
the rate of urbanization development. At the primary watershed scale, most of the Midwest
was in the ideal mode of PLES, i.e., it did not need to be optimized. There was an excess of
productive space in the eastern region and an excess of living space in the coastal region.
At the secondary watershed scale, the central and western regions of the study area had
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more watersheds that need to be optimized, and they behaved in much the same way
spatially as at the grid-scale. At the city scale, Erdos had too much ecological space and not
enough production space, while Weinan had too much production space. At the county
scale, some counties in the central region showed a shortage of production space, while
others showed an excess of production space and a shortage of ecological space, implying
that production space was not evenly distributed at the county scale in the region.

In conclusion, as the statistical scale increases, there is a general trend towards fewer
areas in need of spatial optimization. The main problem in the north-western part of
the study area was that there was too much ecological space and not enough production
space. Therefore, it is necessary to increase the area of production land in the region,
and as the region is also the main area of the Loess Plateau and undertakes important
functions of soil and water conservation, the area of regional terraces and industrial land
can be increased appropriately. The central part of the study area showed an uneven
distribution of production space and a lack of ecological space, so it is necessary to adjust
the distribution of production space at several scales to ensure that it is in a reasonable
range, while the ratio of ecological land, such as woodland and grassland, can be increased
appropriately. The eastern part of the study area had a large ratio of production space and
living space area and too little ecological space. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce and
harmonize production and living space, while increasing the right amount of ecological
space, such as green space and woodland. Here, the direction of the PLES adjustment is
mainly explained, which in practice it can be quantified according to the difference between
the PLES ratio of a region and the ideal region.

4.3. Limitations and Future Research Directions

This study aims to optimize the PLES with the objective that all ecosystem services can
be in surplus as far as possible and proposes corresponding optimizations at multiple scales.
This study can provide a basis for decision-making on regional land use management and
rational allocation of resources. However, there are some problems with this study. Firstly,
in assessing ES, this study used several models, such as the RUSLE model, water balance
equation, and CASA model, where differences in data sources and calculation methods
can lead to differences in results. Although there are still no effective solutions to these
problems, these methods are still widely used [54,55]. Additionally, due to the lack of
data and the limitations of ecosystem service models, only the supply and demand of
four ES were assessed, which is not comprehensive for the complete management of ES.
More ES assessments should be added in future studies. In addition, the use of land-use
types for the classification of PLES is a more straightforward method [56]. However, this
approach ignores the complex multifunctionality of land. For example, arable land (paddy
and dryland) is uniformly classified as production space without taking into account its
ecological characteristics. Finally, the issue of scale is also one of the problems studied
in this study, with spatial correlation results varying with unit size (grid cell or grain
size) [26,57]. In this study, the identification of thresholds was based on the grid-scale using
a hierarchical statistical approach. Random points, various grid cell sizes, and basin units
should be selected in subsequent studies to explore the differences in the impact of PLES
on the ES supply and demand imbalance.

5. Conclusions

Based on various models and methods, this study quantified the mismatch of supply
and demand for the four ES in the Yellow River Basin and explores how the spatial pattern
of PLES can be adjusted to keep the ES in supply and demand balance. The results show
that in 2000, 2010, and 2018, the total supply of the three ecosystem services in the Yellow
River Basin was greater than the total demand, except for carbon sequestration services.
Along with the implementation of revegetation projects and the establishment of ecological
reserves in the region, the supply of many ecosystem services was on the rise. However,
increased urbanization and over-concentration of population and economy resulted in
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a serious spatial mismatch between supply and demand for all four ecosystem services,
especially in the major urban centers. The spatial mismatch in ES can be effectively reduced
by optimizing the PLES, e.g., increasing the production spatial ratio can effectively increase
the supply of grain production service and alleviate the contradiction between supply and
demand of grain production service in certain regions. This study provides an optimization
objective for the PLES optimization of other regions by providing an ideal region in the
ternary phase diagram, i.e., one that can ensure that multiple ES are in surplus at the same
time. The direction of optimization of other areas is determined by their relative position to
the ideal area, and the amount of adjustment of PLES can be determined by the difference
from the ideal area. The PLES optimization framework proposed in this study is very
flexible, as reflected in the choice of ES and multi-scale optimization proposals, which can
effectively reduce the deficit problem of regional ES in the process of practical application.
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Abstract: The identification of regional production-living-ecological space (PLES) is the basic work
for the optimization of territorial space, which can point to the direction for the protection, utilization
and restoration of regional territorial space. Identification and optimization of PLES in an ecological
foundation area in the upper reaches of the Yangtze River is of great significance for ensuring national
ecological security and promoting sustainable social development. In this study, Jiangjin District,
located at the tail of the Three Gorges Reservoir area, was selected as a case study. Moreover, based
on the land use data of the study area in 2018, the coordination among production, living and
ecological functions are analyzed, and the PLES is identified by using the evaluation method of land
production-living-ecological function (PLEF) and the coupling coordination degree model. Then,
we formulated an optimized zoning scheme of the PLES according to the principles of ecological
priority, area advantage and coordinated development. The results show that (1) The living function
and production function presented obvious spatial consistency in the study area, while the spatial
distribution of ecological function and production function presented significant spatial complemen-
tarity. (2) Four categories of spatial combinations can be identified in the study area. Overall, the
study area presented a national spatial pattern with production-living-ecological balanced space
(PLEBS) and ecological space (ES) as the main body. (3) The PLES in the study area can be divided
into four categories. The ecological function should be determined by the ecological conservation
area as the primary responsibility, and the comprehensive improvement zone should further improve
the coupling and coordination relationship among the PLEF. Moreover, the main production-living
and ecological improvement zone and the main production-ecological and living improvement zone
should realize the coordinated development of the PLES on the basis of strengthening the leading
function.

Keywords: PLES; coupling degree of compatibility; ecological barrier area in the upper reaches of
the Yangtze River; Jiangjin District

1. Introduction

Production-living-ecological space (PLES) is an important carrier for the survival and
development of human society [1,2]. In recent years, with the development of territorial
space planning in China, the PLES has attracted much academic attention, and research
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on optimizing and coordinating the PLES has become a hot topic for scholars [3]. Along
with the rapid development of industrialization and urbanization, the territorial spatial
pattern of China has undergone profound changes since the reform and opening up [4–6].
At the same time, many space-related problems have arisen, such as extensive land use,
environmental pollution and ecosystem degradation [7–9]. Therefore, the Nineteenth
National Congress of the Communist Party of China (CPC) proposed scientifically delin-
eating three control lines (an ecological protection red line, permanent basic farmland, and
an urban development boundary) to coordinate the spatial pattern of production, living
and ecology and promote the sustainable and balanced development of the economy and
environment [10]. In this context, it is of great significance to identify and optimize the
PLES to promote the sustainable development of territorial space, ecological civilization
and beautiful China construction [11,12].

At present, scholars have carried out much research on the identification and optimiza-
tion of the PLES and have achieved relatively fruitful results. The research content mainly
focuses on the classification system of production-living-ecological land (PLEL) [13–16], the
definition and connotation of the concept [17–20], the identification [2,21–23], reconstruc-
tion and optimization [24–26] and the pattern evolution of the PLES [27,28]. Qualitative
and quantitative identification methods were used to identify and optimize the PLES from
the perspectives of land use [21], rural settlements [18] and ecological landscapes [23].
The qualitative identification method mainly refers to the land use type merging method,
which is based on the national land classification standard to classify and merge the sta-
tus of land use, thereby identifying the PLES [29,30]. And the quantitative identification
method refers to first constructing an index system and then using the entropy method [31],
GIS spatial analysis method [22], coupling coordination degree model [1,22] and other
methods or models to carry out functional evaluation and to identify and optimize the
PLES. The former lacks consideration of the coordinated development of land use multi-
functionality and functional coupling, while the latter has pertinence and comprehensive
advantages but has not formed a unified standard system. The coordination of PLES is
an effective way to optimize land use, the optimization method of land use in academia
provides a good foundation for the study of PLES. At present, most scholars use genetic
algorithm [32–34], multi-agent system (MAS) [35], artificial neural networks (ANN) [36]
and other metrological methods to build land use optimization models and explore multi-
objective optimization schemes for land use. In recent years, more and more scholars have
analyzed the problems and the optimization mode of land use from the perspective of
ecosystem services, so as to maximize the performance of ecosystem services and land
use [37–40]. For example, Herzig [40] demonstrated a land use optimization model to
improve ecosystem services by using the multi-objective spatial optimization method.
Elliot [39] explored a land use scheme to maximize ecosystem services by optimizing urban
land use allocation by using multi-objective integer linear programming (MOILP) model
and land use/land cover (LULC) performance score.

Previous studies often used administrative units as the research scale, including
macro scales such as the whole country, provinces and cities [25,31,41], meso scales such
as cities and counties [42], and microscopic scales such as villages [28]. However, there
are also large spatial differences in administrative units, especially in mountainous areas
with complex topographical conditions. The spatial information reflected by the research
based on the administrative unit scale is not detailed enough. Fortunately, the geographic
grid can effectively compensate for this defect at the administrative unit scale [22]. In
summary, current research on the identification and optimization of the PLES has achieved
phased results, which provide a reference for this article. However, research based on
the multifunctional coupling and coordination of land use is still insufficient, and current
related research mostly uses the kilometer grid as the basic unit [43]. It is difficult to
accurately identify the PLES. In addition, with the fine-grained geographic grid, the
identification of the PLES needs to be strengthened.
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It is necessary to ensure national ecological security and realize the coordinated
development between economy and ecology by accurately identifying the PLES in the
ecological barrier area of the upper reaches of the Yangtze River. Located at the upper
reaches of the Yangtze River and the end of the Three Gorges Reservoir, Jiangjin District of
Chongqing City undertakes the major task of constructing an ecological barrier. Moreover,
Jiangjin District is located at the intersection of multiple strategic opportunities such as the
construction of the Chengdu-Chongqing Double City Economic Circle, the coordinated
development of One District and Two Groups of Chongqing and the construction of the
co-urbanization of Chongqing. In the context of the construction of an ecological barrier
in the upper reaches of the Yangtze River, and the superposition of multiple strategies,
Jiangjin District is facing many development opportunities and challenges [44,45]. Whether
socioeconomic, developmental or ecological and concerning environmental protection, it is
necessary to use territorial space as a carrier. Therefore, the coordinated development of
territorial space can provide a space guarantee for economic development and ecological
protection. Therefore, how to optimize the territorial space and promote the sustainable
development of the territorial space has become a key issue that urgently needs to be solved
for Jiangjin District to consider development opportunities and strengthen ecological
protection. In view of this, we selected Jiangjin District as the study area, established
the evaluation system of the PLES and used the coupling coordination degree model to
quantitatively calculate the coupling coordination degree of the PLEF of the study area. We
identified the PLES by using a coupling coordination degree model. Finally, we propose
the optimized partition scheme for territorial space based on the identification results. The
purpose of this research is to provide a reference for the governance and optimization of
territorial space in special areas of multiple strategic intersections.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Jiangjin District of Chongqing is located in southwestern Chongqing, adjacent to Guizhou
Province to the southeast and Sichuan Province to the west and southwest (Figure 1). The
geographical coordinates are between 105◦49′–106◦38′ E and 28◦28′–29◦28′ N. Jiangjin District
has a total area of 3218 km2, with five subdistricts and 25 towns. The terrain of Jiangjin
District descends gradually from north to south to the Yangtze River Valley, with hills
and low mountains in the north and middle and mountainous areas in the south. It has
a subtropical humid monsoon climate, with a mild climate and abundant precipitation.
The main disasters are high temperature, drought, low temperature and rain, hail and
so on. At the end of 2019, the forest area in Jiangjin District reached 16.6 × 104 hm2, and
the forest coverage rate reached 51.8%. In 2019, the regional GDP of Jiangjin District was
103.67 billion yuan, and the per capita GDP reached 74,452 yuan. At the end of 2019,
Jiangjin District had a permanent population of 1.398 million, and the urbanization rate of
permanent residents was 69.76%.

As the Chinese government vigorously promotes coordinated regional development,
the location advantages and development opportunities of Jiangjin District have become
increasingly apparent. The construction of the Chengdu-Chongqing Twin Cities Economic
Circle is an important part of the overall national regional development strategy. Jiangjin
District is responsible for the construction of the western (Chongqing) Science City Jiangjin
area in the construction of the Chengdu-Chongqing Twin Cities Economic Circle. Therefore,
it is the vanguard of Sichuan-Chongqing cooperation. In the spatial pattern of the devel-
opment of the One District and Two Clusters of cities and towns in Chongqing, Jiangjin
District is an open new city of science and innovation, a new industrial area, and a cultural
and tourist attraction in the main urban area, so it is a leader in the development of the
western region of Chongqing. In addition, Jiangjin District is also a pioneering area for
the co-urbanization of the main urban area of Chongqing. Obviously, the superposition of
many strategies has brought unprecedented development opportunities to Jiangjin District.
However, Jiangjin District is located in the upper reaches of the Yangtze River and at the
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end of the Three Gorges Reservoir, and it is responsible for the construction of the ecological
barrier in the Three Gorges Reservoir and the ecological protection of the upper reaches of
the Yangtze River. In short, in the context of multiple strategic development opportunities
and ecological protection, the question of how to optimize the PLES to provide a great
space guarantee both for economic development and to strengthen ecological protection
has become a key issue that urgently needs to be resolved in the territorial space planning
of Jiangjin District.

 
Figure 1. The study area: (a) the location of Jiangjin District in Chongqing; (b) land use status of Jiangjin District in 2018.
Note: Based on the standard map (scale 1:48 million) with the approval number of GS (2019) 1823 on the standard map
service website, the base map has not been modified.

2.2. Data Sources and Processing

The data used in this paper mainly includes land use data for 2018 obtained from
the Chinese Academy of Sciences Resource and Environmental Science Data Center
(https://www.resdc.cn/Default.aspx, accessed on 16 August 2021), with a spatial res-
olution of 30 m. The data is based on the Landsat 8 remote sensing image of the United
States and obtained by manual visual interpretation, and the sampling verification accuracy
is above 95%. According to China’s land use classification system based on remote sensing
monitoring, the land use classification is divided into six categories: cultivated land, forest
land, grassland, water area, construction land and unused land. The data processing steps
are as follows: firstly, a 300 × 300 m square geographic grid was constructed, superimposed
with the current land use data of the study area, and the area of various land types in each
geographic grid was calculated. Secondly, according to the evaluation method of the PLEF
of land, the production, living and ecological functions of land use types were assigned,
respectively, and the values of PLEF of each geographic grid were calculated based on
the ArcGIS10.2 software. Thirdly, we used the coupling coordination degree model to
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measure the coupling coordination degree among the PLEF and the coupling coordination
degree between every two of the PLEF, then, the natural break point classification (Jenks)
method was used to divide the coupling coordination degree of the PLEF into three types.
Based on the results of the above steps, the PLES was identified. Finally, according to the
principle of ecological priority, area dominance and coordinated development, the spatial
superposition method to calculate and compare the area size of different functional spaces
was used, and the similar types of land were merged to get the optimizing zoning of the
PLES.

2.3. Methods
2.3.1. Evaluation of the PLEF of Land

The concept of the PLES is proposed based on the land use functions (LUFs). LUFs
refer to the products and services provided for human society by land resources through
various utilization methods [46,47]. Its concept can be traced back to the European Union’s
research on agricultural multifunction at the end of the 20th century [48,49]. The PLES
is the extension of LUFs that the essence of PLES is a functional space divided accord-
ing to the products and services it provides on the basis of LUFs [21]. Therefore, the
logical connection between land use types and land use functions can be established to
construct a scientific classification and evaluation system of the PLES [50]. Based on the
research results of scholars and guided by the theory of the PLES, this study divided land
use functions into production functions, living functions and ecological functions and
divided land use types into production land, living land, and ecological land. Accord-
ing to the difference in the strength of the PLEF of land use, this study introduced the
concepts of strong production/living/ecological land, semi-production/living/ecological
land, and weak production/living/ecological land. Then, values were assigned to strong
production/living/ecological land, semi-production/living/ecological land, and weak
production/living/ecological land by using the method of grading assignment.

Taking production land as an example, strong production land means that the pro-
duction function of land is stronger than other functions, so the assigned function score
is up to 5 points. Semi-production land means that the production function of land use
is roughly equivalent to other functions, so the assigned function score is up to 3 points.
A weak production function means that the production function of land use is weaker
than other functions, so 1 point is assigned. In addition, nonproduction land refers to
land that does not have a production function and is assigned a value of 0. In this paper,
strong/semi/weak production land only reflects the dominant function, not the actual
performance of the land’s output or the monetary value added per unit of land in terms
of productivity. The assignment of living land and ecological land was the same as that
of production land (Table 1). First, 300 m × 300 m geographic grids were built based on
ArcGIS 10.2 software. Second, the area of each land use type in each geographic grid was
counted. Third, the PLEF evaluation method was used to sum the functional scores of
production land, living land, and ecological land in each geographic grid. Finally, the
spatial distribution map of the production/life/ecological function scores was generated
to reveal the distribution pattern of the PLES in the study area. The evaluation method of
the PLEF is shown in Formula (1).

Wi =
n

∑
i=1

Si·Vi (1)

In Formula (1), Wi refers to the evaluation score of the production/living/ecological
function in each geographic grid. i is the land use type. n is the total number of land use
types in each geographic grid. Si represents the area of each land use type in each geo-
graphic grid, and its unit is hm2. Vi represents the production/living/ecological function
value of the unit area of the i-th land use type.
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Table 1. Classification and function assignment of the PLEL of Jiangjin District in 2018.

Primary
Categories

Secondary Categories and
Function Score

Tertiary Categories

Production land

Strong production land (5) Industrial and mining construction land

Semi-production land (3) Paddy field, dry land, urban land, rural
settlement

Weak production land (1) Forest, grassland, river and canals, lake,
reservoir pond

Living land

Strong living land (5) Urban land, rural settlement
Semi-living land (3) Industrial and mining construction land

Weak living land (1) Paddy field, dry land, river and canals,
lake, reservoir pond

Ecological land
Strong ecological land (5) Forest, grassland, river and canals, lake,

shoaly land, wetland
Semi-ecological land (3) Paddy field, dry land
Weak ecological land (1) Lake, reservoir pond

2.3.2. Coupling Coordination Degree Model of the PLEF

The concept of coupling is derived from physics and refers to the phenomenon where
two or more systems interact and influence each other. The degree of coupling is used to
measure the degree of interaction and mutual influence between multiple systems [51].
However, it cannot reflect the synergic relationship between multiple systems [28]. There-
fore, we introduced the coupling coordination index to construct a coupling coordination
model. First, by evaluating the production, living and ecological function values of each
geographic grid, the coupling coordination model is used to measure the degree of cou-
pling and coordination among the PLEF of each geographic grid to reveal the degree
of coordinated development of the PLEF. Second, the coupling coordination degree was
divided into a coordination zone, break-in zone and incongruous zone by using the natural
breakpoint classification method. Coordination zone refers to the coupling among the
PLEF is becoming stronger and developing in an orderly direction, and it is in a period
of high-level coupling and coordination. Break-in zone means that the PLEF began to
develop in coordination and shows the characteristics of benign coupling and coordination.
Incongruous zone refers to the interaction of the PLEF is low, and it is in a state of disorderly
development. The specific calculation process is shown in Formulas (2) to (4).

C = 3

{
Pi·Ri·Ei

(Pi + Ri + Ei)
3

}1/3

(2)

T = αPi + βRi + γEi (3)

D = (C·T)1/2 (4)

In Formula (2), C represents the degree of coupling, with C ∈ [0, 1]; the larger the
value of C, the stronger the interaction among the PLEF. Pi, Ri and Ei represent the eval-
uation scores of productive, living and ecological functions, respectively. In Formula (3),
T represents the coordination index among the PLEF. α, β and γ respectively refer to the
undetermined coefficients of the production function, living function and ecological func-
tion. Due to the lack of unified standards and methods for determining the undetermined
coefficients, Wang Cheng et al. [22,28] determined the undetermined coefficients based
on the opinions of experienced experts, the main functions of the research area and the
contribution of PLEF, and their method is certainly reasonable. Therefore, based on the
existing research results [22,28] and experts asked for advice, the undetermined coefficients
were determined to be α = β = 0.3 and γ = 0.4. In Formula (4), D refers to the degree of
coupling and coordination among the PLEF.
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Moreover, it is of great significance to further analyze the strengths and weaknesses of
the coupling coordination status between every two of the PLEF [28]. Therefore, to explore
the coupling coordination status between every two of the PLEF, the coupling coordination
degree model is further evolved, as shown in Formulas (5) to (6).

C1 = 2

{
Pi·Ri

(Pi + Ri)
2

}1/2

C2 = 2

{
Ri·Ei

(Ri + Ei)
2

}1/2

C3 = 2

{
Pi·Ei

(Pi + Ei)
2

}1/2

(5)

D = (C·T)1/2, T1 = αPi + βRi or T2 = αPi + γEi or T3 = βRi + γEi (6)

Based on the existing research results [19,26], when measuring the degree of coupling
and coordination between the production function and living function, α = β = 0.5. When
measuring the degree of coupling and coordination between the production function and
ecological function, α = 0.45 and γ = 0.55. When measuring the degree of coupling and
coordination between the living function and ecological function, β = 0.45 and γ = 0.55.

3. Results

3.1. Evaluation Results and Analysis of the PLEF of Land

The evaluation values of the production function, living function and ecological
function of Jiangjin District in 2018 were obtained by using the evaluation system of the
PLEF of land (Figure 2). The results showed that the evaluation value of the land production
function in Jiangjin District presented a spatial differentiation characteristic that was high
in the north and low in the south. The high-scoring areas of the land production function
were distributed in Wutan Town, Youxi Town, Shima Town and so on. The production
function value of land in the southern region of Jiangjin District, such as Caijia Town,
Zhongshan Town and Siping town, was relatively low. Areas with high living function
values were mainly distributed in areas with high living function values and were mainly
distributed in Shuangfu Street, Degan Street and Luohuang Town. In addition, the spatial
distribution of living function values and production function values showed obvious
consistency. Moreover, the distribution characteristics of ecological function values and
the distribution characteristics of production function values showed significant spatial
complementarity. Furthermore, areas with high ecological function values were mainly
distributed in the south region of Jiangjin District, such as Bolin Town, Zhongshan Town
and Caijia Town, which had low production function and living function scores. At the
same time, the areas with low ecological function values were distributed in these areas
with strong production function and living function.

3.2. Analysis of the Coupling Coordination Degree of the PLEF
3.2.1. Coupling Coordination Degree among the PLEF

The coupling coordination degree and the spatial distribution map of the PLEF of
Jiangjin District in 2018 were obtained through the coupling coordination degree model
(Figure 3). The natural breakpoint classification method (Jenks) was used to divide the
coupling coordination degree of the PLEF of the study area into three categories which
can appropriately group similar values and maximize the difference between each group-
ing [52] (Table 2).
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Figure 2. Evaluation value of the PLEF of Jiangjin District in 2018.

Figure 3. Spatial distribution of the coupling coordination degree of the PLEF of Jiangjin District in
2018.
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Table 2. Classification and distribution of the coupling coordination degree of the PLEF.

Function Evaluation Value Categories Distribution

[0, 1.40] Incongruous zone
Townships such as

Zhongshan Town, Berlin
Town, Degan Street, etc.

(1.40, 3.34] Break-in zone

Distributed in points between
the ncongruous zone and the

coordination zone, with a
wide range of distribution;

(3.34, 4.39] Coordination zone
Jiasi Town, Dushi Town,

Wutan Town, Youxi Town and
other places

3.2.2. Coupling Coordination Degree between Every Two of the PLEF

The degree of coupling and coordination and the spatial distribution map between
every two of the PLEF of Jiangjin District in 2018 were obtained according to Formulas
(5) and (6) (Figure 4). Moreover, we divided the degree of coupling and coordination
between every two of the PLEF into three categories (incongruous zone, break-in zone
and coordination zone) by using the natural breakpoint classification method. However,
due to the differences in the degree of coordination between every two of the PLEF, the
breakpoint value of the division interval was also different (Tables 3–5). In general, the
degree of coupling and coordination between every two of the PLEF is generally spatially
consistent and high in the north and low in the south.

Figure 4. Spatial distribution of the coupling coordination degree between the production-living, the production-ecological
and the living-ecological functions of Jiangjin District in 2018.
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Table 3. Classification and distribution of the coupling coordination degree of the production-living
function (PLF) of Jiangjin District in 2018.

Function Evaluation Value Categories Distribution

[0, 1.34] Incongruous zone
Mainly distributed in Zhongshan

Town and Berlin Town in the
southern area.

(1.34, 3.29] Break-in zone
Scattered between the imbalance
zone and the coordination zone in

the entire study area.

(3.29, 5.90] Coordination zone

It is mainly distributed in Jiasi
Town and Luohuang Town in the
east and Wutan Town and Youxi

Town in the midwest.

Table 4. Classification and distribution of the coupling coordination degree of the production-
ecological function (PEF) of Jiangjin District in 2018.

Function Evaluation Value Categories Distribution

[0, 1.63] Incongruous zone

It is mainly distributed in
Shuangfu Street and Degan Street
in the north; Luohuang Town and

Zhiping Street in the east; and
Zhongshan Town and Berlin

Town in the south.

(1.63, 4.04] Break-in zone Scattered in the whole area of
Jiangjin District

(4.04, 5.20] Coordination zone

They are mainly distributed in
Jiasi Town, Dushi Town, and

Xiaba Town in the east and Wutan
Town, Youxi Town, Shimen Town,
and Shima Town in the west and

other places.

Table 5. Classification and distribution of the coupling coordination degree of the living-ecological
function (LEF) of Jiangjin District in 2018.

Function Evaluation Value Categories Distribution

[0, 1.27] Incongruous zone

It is distributed throughout the
whole area, mainly in Shuangfu

Street and Degan Street in the
north; Luohuang Town in the east
and Zhongshan Town and Berlin

Town in the south.

(1.27, 3.15] Break-in zone
The distribution area is small,
scattered in the whole area of

Jiangjin District.

(3.15, 4.05] Coordination zone

It is mainly distributed in Jiasi
Town, Dushi Town, and Xiaba
Town in the east and Wutan

Town, Baisha Town, Youxi Town,
Shimen Town, and Shima Town

and other places in the west.
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3.3. Identification of the PLES

According to the spatial distribution results of the coupling coordination degree of the
PLEF and the coupling coordination degree between every two of the PLEF, we designated
the coordinated area of the PLEF as the balanced space of the PLEF. Moreover, we compared
the relative advantages of the coupling and coordination degree between every pair of
the PLEF within the scope of incongruous zones and break-in zones of the PLEF. Then,
the incongruous zone and break-in zone of the PLEF were identified as production-living
space (PLS) and production-ecological space (PES). In addition, according to the value of
the PLEF, the incongruous zone between every two of the PLEF was divided into single
production, living or ecological space. However, the areas of single production space
and single living space identified were very small, and the corresponding land use types
have both production and living functions; thus, the two single spaces are classified as
production-living compound space. Finally, the PLES pattern of Jiangjin District was
obtained. The PLEF can be identified as four categories of space—the production-living-
ecological balanced space (PLEBS), the production-living space (PLS), the production-
ecological space (PES) and the single ecological space (ES) (Figure 5). The proportions of
the four categories of space are 32.04%, 3.41%, 15.83% and 48.72%. In general, the territorial
space pattern of Jiangjin District presents the characteristics of the PLEBS and the ES as the
main body, supplemented by the PLS and the PES.

Figure 5. Identification results of the PLES of Jiangjin District in 2018.
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4. Optimized Partition of the PLES

4.1. Principles of Optimizing Zoning

(1) Principle of ecological priority

Jiangjin District is located in the ecological barrier construction area on the upper
reaches of the Yangtze River and at the end of the Three Gorges Reservoir. Furthermore,
the ecological environment of Jiangjin District is relatively fragile, so ecological protection
is a major task of Jiangjin District. Therefore, when zoning for space optimization, all
the grids of the ES are classified as ecological conservation areas to protect the ecological
environment of Jiangjin District.

(2) Principle of area dominance

There are bound to be multiple types of spatial combinations within each township.
By comparing the area sizes of different spatial types, the spatial type with the largest area
is used to determine the optimal spatial division type of each township.

(3) Principle of coordinated development

The essence of optimizing the territorial spatial pattern is to enhance the capacity of re-
gional sustainable development through the optimization of the structure and distribution
of the PLES and to provide a space guarantee for social development, livable life and good
ecology. Due to the differences in the strengths and weaknesses of the PLEF in different
spatial units, the weak functions should be promoted in the process of space optimization
to achieve the goal of the coordinated development of the PLES.

4.2. Scheme of Optimizing Zoning

The geographic grid could describe in detail the spatial heterogeneity of the PLEF, but
there was also a problem in that it divided administrative units, which was not conducive
to space governance [53,54]. Therefore, to ensure that the optimization results of the PLES
have good practical significance, we used townships as the basic unit to optimize the space
division and proposed suggestions for different development directions. First, based on the
recognition result of the combination categories of PLES, we used the space superposition
method to compare the areas of different space categories. Then, the adjacent or similar
categories were merged according to the principle of ecological priority, area dominance
and coordinated development (Table 6). Finally, the optimal zoning scheme of PLES is
proposed, which takes the township as the basic unit (Figure 6).

Table 6. Optimized zoning of the PLES in Jiangjin District.

Space Categories Scheme of Optimizing Zoning Goal-Oriented

Ecological space (ES) The ecological conservation zone Ecological protection

Production-living space (PLS) The main production-living and
ecological improvement zone

Space coordinated
development

Production-ecological space
(PES)

The main production-ecological
and living improvement zone

Space coordinated
development

production-living-ecological
balanced space (PLEBS)

The comprehensive promotion
zone

Space coordinated
development
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Figure 6. Optimized zoning map of the PLES of Jiangjin District in 2018.

(1) Comprehensive promotion zone. This area has ecological, living and ecological
functions, and it mainly distributed in the east of the northwest area of Jiangjin District.
The land use types in this area are dominated by paddy fields and dry land, with abundant
cultivated land resources but a relative lack of infrastructure. Therefore, this area should
make full use of regional resource endowments, vigorously develop high-efficiency agricul-
ture such as flowers, seedlings, and high-quality fruits, establish small and medium-sized
entrepreneurship bases, develop supporting industries and leisure tourism, promote the
integrated development of agriculture and tourism, and enhance the production function.
Second, it should strengthen the harmless treatment of domestic sewage and garbage and
the control of agricultural nonpoint source pollution and soil pollution. In addition, pro-
tection measures of the ecological environment should be taken to improve the ecological
function. Moreover, the construction of public infrastructure services should be strength-
ened, especially rural roads, medical health and education, to continuously improve the
living environment and improve the quality of life.

(2) Ecological conservation zone. This area takes the ecological function as the main
function, while living function and production function as the secondary function. The
land use types are mainly woodland, grassland and waters. This area covers the Simian
mountainous areas in the south of Jiangjin District, the Linfeng mountainous areas in the
north of Jiangjin District, the Longmen mountainous areas in the east of Jiangjin District and
the waters of the Yangtze River across the north region of Jiangjin District. Undoubtedly,
this area bears the responsibility of ecological protection, so it should exploit the advantages
of the ecological function and reasonably and appropriately develop ecotourism and eco-
industry by protecting the ecological environment. In the southern region, Zhongshan
Town, Bolin Town, Caijia Town and other places could moderately develop ecological
leisure vacation tourism, seize the advantage of selenium-rich, plant ecological selenium-
rich agricultural and sideline products, vigorously cultivate new green kinetic energy and
transform the advantages of ecological environment into advantages of green development.
The northern region of Jiangjin District should strengthen the comprehensive management
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of industrial and agricultural pollution prevention, shoreline protection and restoration
and combat illegal fishing to strictly protect the ecological environment and biodiversity of
the Yangtze River.

(3) The main production-living and ecological improvement zone. This area is domi-
nated by production and living functions, with weak ecological functions. This area is the
core growth pole of the economic development of Jiangjin District. The land use intensity is
high, and the economy is relatively developed. However, there were some problems in this
area, such as its dense population, production and life pollution, which pose a great threat
to ecological security. Moreover, the vegetation coverage rate is low, and the ecological
function is weak in this area. Therefore, the area should continue to improve public infras-
tructure, such as transportation and logistics, strengthen the management of industry and
improve the quality of the living environment. By strengthening production and the living
function, high-tech industries should be developed, ecological environment management
should be strengthened, ecological land areas should be increased, the ecological function
should be improved and the coordinated development of the PLEF should be promoted.

(4) The main production-ecological and living improvement zone. This area is char-
acterized by strong production and ecological functions and a weak living function. The
region is flat and rich in arable land resources. However, the infrastructure and public
services are backward, and the living environment needs to be improved. By protecting
arable land resources, this area should strengthen the construction of infrastructure, such
as transportation, culture and sports centers, to improve life service functions. In addition,
this area should strengthen the treatment of rural domestic garbage, livestock and poultry
manure, improve the quality of human settlements and continuously improve regional life
features.

5. Discussion

5.1. Advantages of the Method and Comparison of Research Results

Compared with existing research about PLES [55–57], this study conducted research
by constructing a fine-grained geographic grid and introducing the coupling coordination
degree model of the land the PLEF and combined the coupling and coordination degree
of the PLEF between every two of the PLEF for analysis. This overcomes the limitation of
the overall coupling and coordination between the administrative unit scale and the single
measurement of the PLEF [22]. The research results could provide a valuable reference for
clarifying the direction of territorial spatial optimization and enriching the theoretical meaning
of the PLES. Moreover, compared with other land use optimization methods [35–38], the
evaluation method of PLEF of land was constructed from the perspective of PLES and
LUFs in this paper, and the coupling coordination degree model was used to explore
the interaction among production, living and ecological functions in the land system.
On this basis, we further proposed a space optimization scheme. It has reference value
for promoting the application of PLES in the optimization of land use. In addition, the
subjective grading method adopted in this article has already referred to the opinions of
experienced experts in this field, which to a certain extent can reflect the differences in the
strengths and weaknesses of the PLEF of land in the study area.

In addition, it’s worth discussing that the research results show that the territorial
space of Jiangjin District can be identified as four categories of space: the PLEBS, the
PLS, the PES and the ES. Compared with previous studies on the identification of the
PLES [21,22], the research results lacked a single production space and a single living space.
The reason is that people’s production and life are inseparable, and it is difficult to clearly
delineate the boundary between the two categories of a single space in terms of spatial
expression. In the identification results, the single production space and the living space
are relatively small, so they are merged into the PLS.

Moreover, in 2014, the National Development and Reform Commission of China
issued “the Thirteenth Five-Year City and County Economic and Social Development
Planning Reform and Innovation Guidance Opinions”, which required that the proportion
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of ecological space in key ecological function areas, cities and counties be higher than 50%.
In the research results of this study, the ES only accounts for 48.72%. The reason for this
is that the PLEBS and the PES both had ecological functions. Therefore, the identification
result of this study was in line with the policy requirements, so the research results have
reference value.

5.2. Implications for Spatial Management

In recent years, territorial space governance has gradually become the focus of research
on human-environment relationship coordination and sustainable development [58]. The
upper reaches of the Yangtze River is an important ecological barrier in the western
region of China and the most critical area for the ecological environment protection in the
Yangtze River Basin. With the rapid development of industrialization and urbanization,
the interaction between human and environment in the upper reaches of the Yangtze River
has been strengthened, which has produced a series of ecological problems such as water
pollution and ecological destruction [12]. Therefore, it is urgent to strengthen regional
territorial space governance and strengthen the construction of ecological barrier in the
upper reaches of the Yangtze River. Combined with the results of this study, we suggest
that the spatial management strategy in the ecological barrier area of the upper Yangtze
River should focus on the following two aspects:

(1) At the macro level, the ecological barrier area in the upper reaches of the Yangtze
River should adhere to the principle of ecological priority and green development, a more
coordinated planning for space utilization and protection should be formulated. Moreover,
the main function zoning and the three zones and three lines should be implemented.
In addition, the use of PLEL should be strictly controlled to promote the coordinated
development of PLES.

(2) At the micro level, more reasonable optimization measures should be taken in view
of the main problems facing the management of PLES. In the territorial space with eco-
logical function as the main body, ecological protection and restoration should be further
strengthened, and ecological tourism and ecological industry could be reasonably devel-
oped under the premise of ecological protection. In addition, on the basis of strengthening
the dominant functions, the territorial space with complex functions will enhance the weak
functions and promote the coordinated development of the three functions. For example,
in the production-living complex space, public service facilities should be improved to
strengthen the leading function of production-living. At the same time, the control of
production and living pollution in both urban and rural areas should be strengthened.
Moreover, it can increase the ecological land area to improve the ecological function.

5.3. Research Limitations

This study also has some limitations. On the one hand, this paper divided the land
use functions into production, living and ecological functions, and used the subjective
assigning method to assign and grade each function to distinguish the difference between
strong and weak functions. However, compared with the current quantitative analysis
model and method used by most scholars to study land use optimization, the method
adopted in this article has strong subjectivity and cannot reflect the actual situation of the
study area more objectively. Therefore, in order to improve the accuracy of land function
identification, it is necessary to build a quantitative method or model to distinguish the
strength difference of certain land functions in the future. On the other hand, this article
only constructed an evaluation system of the PLES from the multifunctional perspective
of land use. However, we treated other factors as attributes implicit in land use, such as
socioeconomic development and terrain slope, which may lead to certain limitations in
the recognition results. Thus, to better adapt to the new needs of land space planning and
regional space governance in the future, it is necessary to comprehensively consider the
regional natural geographical environment, resource endowments, social and economic
development and regional policies and other factors to construct a more comprehensive
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evaluation system of the PLEF and further explore the formation mechanism of the regional
the PLES.

6. Conclusions

(1) The land production function in Jiangjin District presents spatial differentiation
characteristics that are high in the north and low in the south. The spatial distribution
of the living function and production function showed obvious consistency. In addition,
the ecological function of Jiangjin District was relatively dominant, and its spatial dis-
tribution showed significant spatial complementarity with the production function and
living function distribution characteristics. Areas with high ecological functions are mainly
distributed in the waters of the Yangtze River and mountainous areas. In general, the area
dominated by living function and production function in the study area showed obvious
spatial consistency, and the spatial distribution characteristics of ecological function dom-
inance and production function dominance showed significant spatial complementarity.
The spatial distribution pattern of the PLES conforms to the basic characteristics of the eco-
logical barrier zone in the upper reaches of the Yangtze River and the overall requirements
of achieving great protection and not engaging in large-scale development.

(2) The degree of coupling and coordination of the PLEF of Jiangjin District in 2018 can
be divided into incongruous zone, break-in zone, and coordination zone. The coordination
zone of the PLEF is mainly distributed in the northern part of Jiangjin District. The break-in
zone of the PLEF is distributed in points between the imbalanced area and the coordination
area, with a wide distribution range. The incongruous zone of the PLEF is distributed
throughout Jiangjin District and is especially concentrated in the southern region. Moreover,
the degree of coupling and coordination between every two of the PLEF generally shows
spatial consistency—high in the north and low in the south.

(3) Four space categories can be identified in the study area: the PLEBS, the PLS,
the PES, and the ES. The proportions of the four categories of space are 32.04%, 3.41%,
15.83%, and 48.72%. In general, the territorial spatial pattern of Jiangjin District presents
the characteristics of the PLEBS and the ES as the main body, supplemented by the PLS
and the PES.

(4) The optimized partitions of the PLES in Jiangjin District can be divided into
four types: the ecological conservation area, the main production-living and ecological
improvement zone, the main production-ecological and living improvement zone and
comprehensive promotion zone. The space dominated by production and living functions
should enhance the ecological function to realize the coordinated development of the PLES,
while the ecological function-oriented space should take the protection of the ecological
environment as the primary goal and exploit the advantages of the ecological function to
develop ecotourism and ecological industries by protecting the ecological environment.
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Abstract: Production–living–ecological space (PLES) basically covers the scope of spatial activities in
people’s material production and spiritual life and is the basic carrier of human social development
and economic activities. The coordinated development of PLES is an effective method to mitigate
land-use conflicts to achieve balanced and coordinated development of the region. However, so
far, compared with the single-scale study based on administrative unit, the PLES conflicts between
microcosmic grid-scale receives less attention. Considering the important scale problems of the
geographical study, this study aims to analyze the synergetic degree of PLES under different scales
(administrative-unit, grid, and integrated multiscale) and to scientifically diagnose land use conflicts
in Ningbo, China. Results indicated that production land and ecological land in Ningbo were
continuously occupied by human activities from 2010 to 2018. The lowest and lower suitability areas
of ecological space in Ningbo increased from 2010 to 2018. Land ecological suitability was seriously
affected by urban expansion, its ecological value was reduced, and the PLES developed towards the
trend of being uncoordinated. Multiscale coupling analysis showed that the PLES in Ningbo was
in less conflict on the whole, but with the development of the economy, the coupling coordination
degree of PLES was also damaged. This study establishes the different scales of a PLES coupling
coordination development degree evaluation index system and enriches the methods of multiscale
land use fusion conflict diagnosis and also provides a scientific reference for the optimized and
sustainable development of regional territorial space.

Keywords: PLES; multiscale integration; coupling coordination; conflict diagnosis; Ningbo

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation and Literature Review

Those who utilize land resources, as well as other stakeholders, are now looking for
diversified regional development goals, demand of different phases, and land resource
multi-suitability, scarcity, etc. All these pursuits together lead to different sorts of land
use conflicts, severely restricting the multi-functional use of land [1,2]. Over the past
40 years of reform and opening up, China’s economy has rapidly developed. Especially
since the beginning of the 21st century, pressure on resources and the environment caused
by population growth and economic development has intensified, and the conflict between
humans and land has become increasingly prominent. On the basis of high land expansion
and resource consumption, the land-development model overemphasizes economic growth
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and ignores the overall layout of resources, which leads to great changes in the relationship
between humans and land. With the drastic evolution of the land use spatial pattern, the
frequency of land use conflict is increasing, and its form and content are more complex
and changeable. How we control land use conflict to a manageable proportion has become
an important task in the process of land use [3,4]. Land use conflict has a lot to do
with the relationship between humans and land. It is a complicated issue involving
multiple intertwining factors, such as nature, economy, and society. The only way to
manage the conflict zone precisely is to quantitatively identify their functions, and the
coupling coordination of land use functions is the point of easing land-use conflict and land
resource management. However, because of the complexity and comprehensiveness of
land use functions and the different emphasis on the characteristics of the study area (e.g.,
scale and regional characteristics), there was no unified land use function classification
system to scientifically evaluate and diagnose conflict. Production–living–ecological space
(PLES), the shortened form for production space (PS), living space (LS), and ecological
space (ES), was reclassified considering both land use functions and utilization types [5].
It was formally put forward in the 18th National Congress of the Chinese Communist
Party in 2012, and its purpose was to optimize the spatial pattern of land uses by the
overall coordination of PS, LS, and ES [6]. PLES basically covers the scope of spatial
activities in people’s material production and spiritual life. It is the basic carrier of human
social development and economic activities. The three are mutually independent and
inter-related; they have a symbiotic fusion and restriction effect [7]. Therefore, starting
from exploring the differences in the functions of PLES in different regions, as well as
the functional relationship between them, it is an effective method to mitigate land-use
conflicts to achieve balanced and coordinated development of the region by probing the
shortcomings of regional development and clarifying the characteristics of regional spatial
patterns. The available research on the methods of quantitative recognition of spatial
conflict mainly includes the comprehensive index model, which calculates the spatial
conflict index based on the complexity, fragility, and dynamics of the land use system [8]; the
competitiveness evaluation model, which ranks the conflicts of the construction, agriculture,
and ecology space by the establishment of a competitiveness evaluation index system
based on land suitability and driving force [9]; and the suitability evaluation model,
which identifies spatial conflicts by evaluating the suitability of the specific land-use
types [10]. This kind of method, combined with the geographic information system
(GIS), introduced the multi-criteria spatial decision support system [11,12]. Zou et al.
developed the conflict identification and intensity diagnosis by this model on the basis
of the suitability evaluation [13]. In addition, many scholars have established the spatial-
conflict index to identify land conflicts from the perspective of PLES when the PLES concept
was introduced [14,15]. However, so far, compared with the single-scale study based on
administrative unit, the PLES conflicts between the microcosmic grid-scale receives less
attention. Due to the scale dependence of geographical phenomena [16], the spatiotemporal
pattern characteristics vary with the geographical scales; there is an urgent need to establish
a multiscale integration model to scientifically diagnose land-use conflicts based on the
PLES perspective.

1.2. Objective and Contribution

This study aims to analyze the synergetic degree of PLES under different scales
(administrative-unit, grid, and integrated multiscale) and to scientifically diagnose land
use conflicts in Ningbo, China by synthesizing an evaluation model of sustainable devel-
opment, a coupling coordination degree model, and a multiscale mathematical model.
This is expected to enrich the methods of multiscale land use fusion conflict diagnosis and
provide scientific reference for the optimized and sustainable development of regional
territorial space.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The city of Ningbo is an important port on the southeast coast of China, located in
the eastern part of Zhejiang province and the southern wing of the Yangtze River Delta. It
is adjacent to Qiantang River and Hangzhou Bay in the north, the city of Shaoxing in the
west, the city of Taizhou in the south, and the city of Zhoushan in the east across the sea.
The terrain is high in the southwest and low in the northeast, and the height difference is
about 1000 m. There are two mountain ranges in the city, Siming Mountain and Tiantai
Mountain. Hills and mountains above 50 m account for 57% of the total land area. It is
one of the 14 coastal cities opened to the rest of the world, and an important city in the
Yangtze River Delta urban agglomeration [17]. The total land area of the city was 9816 km2,
the population was approximately 8.5 million, and its GDP was CNY 1240.87 billion in
2020 [18]. Rapid population and economic growth have resulted in high demand for
industrial and residential space, leading to unprecedented PLES evolution that poses
serious challenges to ecosystems and the natural environment. Regional environmental
risk at Ningbo has increased substantially over the past 40 years and will increase over the
next several decades with the increasing demands of economic and social development
on territorial space resources. The resource bottlenecks and environmental pressure are
becoming increasingly prominent, and the contradiction between the supply and demand
of land space resources is becoming progressively obvious [19–21]. Ningbo has attracted
attention from environmentalists, local authorities, and scientists. Therefore, it is urgent
and necessary to construct an ecological civilization. For the past 10 years, while the PS and
LS in Ningbo have been expanding, the ES has been shrinking, and PLES contradictions
in Ningbo are prominent. How to coordinate the relationship between development,
livability, and protection; improve the coordinated development level of PLES in function;
and promote the coordinated and sustainable development of the economy, society, and
ecology are major issues for the development of Ningbo.

2.2. Research Framework

Based on the characteristics of geographical scale dependence, this study was under-
taken to diagnose PLES conflicts from two aspects using a multiscale integration method:
administrative-unit scale and the spatial grid scale. The administrative-unit scale highlights
the sustainability of PLES, based on the sustainable development goals (SDGs), while the
spatial grid scale focuses on the functional suitability of PLES. The administrative-unit scale
detects PLES conflicts from the macroscopic perspective on the basis of sustainable utiliza-
tion of PLES, whereas the spatial grid scale more accurately reflects the microscopic and
detailed functional differences of PLES, compensating for the lack of the strong generality
of the microscopic scales. Thus, the research framework was developed as follows:

Step 1: explore PLES spatiotemporal variation on the basis of PLES grid data at 1 × 1 km.
Step 2: evaluate PLES suitability on the grid scale and quantify the synergetic degree

using the coupling and coordination model.
Step 2: quantify PLES sustainable development evaluation on the administration-cell

scale using the coupling and coordination model.
Step 3: diagnose PLES conflicts using the multiscale integration model to combine the

evaluation of the synergetic degree of PLES on the grid and administration-cell scales.

2.3. PLES classification

PLES data in Ningbo of 2010 and 2018 evolved from land use data (1 × 1 km) and were
provided by Data Center for Resources and Environmental Sciences, Chinese Academy of
Sciences (RESDC) (http://www.resdc.cn, accessed on 5 November 2020). Land use classifi-
cation includes six first-level categories, namely, arable land, woodland, rangeland, water-
area and -conservancy facility land, construction land, and unused land and 25 s-level
categories. According to the second-level classification standard of the land-use/-cover
classification system for remote-sensing monitoring in China, on the basis of the differenti-
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ation of land use functions and types, and the linkage table (Table 1), PLES structure and
land use types were established.

Table 1. Corresponding table of type between production–living–ecological space (PLES) and land use.

PLES Classification Land-Use/-Cover Classification System for Remote-Sensing Monitoring in China [22]

PS
Agricultural-production space Paddy fields, dry land
Industrial-production space Industry and mining, land use for transport construction

LS
Urban-living space Urban land
Rural-living space Rural residential land

ES

Forestland ecological space Woodland, shrub land, open forest land, other woodland
Grassland ecological space Grassland with high, medium, and low coverage

Water ecological space Canals, lakes, reservoir pit ponds, permanent glaciers and snowfields, tidal flats,
bottomland

Other ecological space Sandy land, Gobi, saline alkali land, swamp land, bare land, bare rock land, and other
unused land

2.4. Construction of PLES Suitability Evaluation Model on Grid Scale

PLES suitability is to evaluate suitability in different land-utilization types of county
territories with high vegetation coverage. In particular, production suitability refers to
the suitability of county territories with high vegetation coverage in providing tangible
agricultural products or industrial products or intangible products for humans. It mainly
reflects the product production level of county territories, which is mainly affected by
natural climate, land suitability, and development convenience. Living suitability refers to
the suitability of county territories with high vegetation coverage in living conditions such
as convenient facilities, housing, and public activities. It investigates the living support
level of residents in county territories, which is mainly affected by public facilities, terrain,
and the social economy. Ecological suitability refers to the suitability of the research area to
provide direct or indirect ecological products and ecological services for humans, which is
mainly affected by environmental quality and the social environment. The index system of
PLES suitability evaluation in this paper is as follows (see Table 2):

Table 2. Index system of PLES suitability evaluation.

Items Index
Factor Classification and Score [14,23–27]

100 80 60 40

Production
suitability

Average annual temperature ≥21 >18–21 >15–18 ≤15
Annual precipitation ≥1800 >1700–1800 >1600–1700 ≤1600

Altitude <150 m >150–300 m >300–500 m >500 m

Land use type
Dry land, paddy

field, other
construction land

Rural land,
urban land

Grassland with
high coverage Others

Gradient <3◦ 3◦–8◦ 8◦–15◦ 15◦–25◦
Distance from road (m) 500 m 1500 m 3000 m 5000 m

Living
suitability

Average annual temperature ≥21 >18–21 >15–18 ≤15
Annual precipitation ≥1800 >1700–1800 >1600–1700 ≤1600

Topographic position index ≤0.54 0.54–0.62 0.62–0.72 ≥0.72
Distance from town center 500 m 1500 m 3000 m 5000 m
Distance from school and

hospital 500 m 1500 m 3000 m 5000 m

Land use type Rural land,
urban land

Other
construction land N/A Others
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Table 2. Cont.

Items Index
Factor Classification and Score [14,23–27]

100 80 60 40

Ecological
suitability

Land use type

Open forest land,
grassland with
high coverage,
swamp land

shrub land,
canals, lakes

Dry land, paddy
fields, woodland,
shrub land, other

woodlands,
grassland with

medium and low
coverage, reservoir

pit ponds

Rural land,
urban land, other

construction
land, and others

Landscape fragmentation Better regularity Good regularity General regularity Bad regularity
Normalized difference

vegetation index (NDVI) ≥0.5 >0.25–0.5 >0.15–0.25 ≤0.15

Distance from water body 5000 m 3000 m 1500 m 500 m

Note: weight of each index determined using analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and expert scoring method. The topographic position index,
calculated by the slope and the elevation, was used to reflect the influence from the comprehensive geomorphic conditions of Ningbo.

2.5. Coupling and Coordination Model

The coupling coordination degree model is a relationship that can better describe the
interaction and influence of two or more systems in the development process. Coupling
coordination degree is the degree of mutual promotion and restriction among various
systems at high and low levels and reflects the degree of interaction and coordinated
development among various systems. This paper mainly adopted this model to calculate
the coupling coordination degree of PLES suitability results and regional sustainable
development. The coupling coordination degree (CCD) can be obtained according to the
following formula. The value of CCD is in the range of 0–1. A higher value indicates a
higher degree of coupling coordination [28,29].

D =
√

C × T (1)

T = α × U1 + β × U2 + · · ·+ γ × U3 (α = β = γ = 1/n) (2)

C = n

√
(U1 × U2 × · · · × Un)/

(
U1 + U2 + · · ·+ Un

n

)n
(3)

U = ∑n
i=1 (ωi × xi) (4)

where D represents the coupling and coordination degree, T reflects the overall effect and
level of each subsystem, C is the coupling degree, U represents subsystem performance, Wi
represents the weight value of indicator I, and Xi represents the standard value of indicator
i in each subsystem.

There are three subsystems in this study, namely, production, life, and ecology, so C
and T are calculated by the following formulas, where Up, Ul, and Ue are the performance
levels of the PS, LS, and ES subsystems, respectively; α, β, and γ represent the contributions
of the PS, ES, and LS subsystems, respectively.

C =
3

√(
Up × Ul × Ue

)
/
(

Up × Ul × Ue

3

)3
(5)

T = α × Up + β × Ul + γ × Ue (α = β = γ = 1/3) (6)

2.6. Sustainable Development Evaluation on Administration-Cell Scale

Sustainable development is the fundamental pursuit of territorial space optimization
and the starting point of PLES optimization [30]. PLES optimization is consistent with the
sustainable development theory of the multi-objective coordination of economy, society,
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and environment and is the embodiment and implementation of sustainable development
theory in urbanization construction. On the basis of SDGs 1–3, 6, 8, 11–13, and 15, this study
was guided by “intensive production”, “livable life”, and “beautiful ecology” to establish
the coupling coordination degree evaluation index of PLES, covering the scale of space,
structure of space, efficiency of space, quality of space, and other factors (Table 3). It aims
to provide a scientific basis for the efficient use of PLES and the sustainable development
of economy–society–environment.

Table 3. Index system of spatial coupling coordination degree evaluation for sustainable development goals (SDGs).

Items SDGs First-Level Indices Second-Level Indices

Production space
(intensive and efficient) SDGs 2 and 12

Scale of production space Scale of agricultural land [31]
Scale of industrial land [31]

Structure of production space Advancement of industrial structure [32]

Efficiency of production space
Grain output rate [33]
Land output rate [34]

Industrial efficiency [34]

Living space
(livable life) SDGs 1 and 11

Scale of living space Size of residential space [31]

Quality of living Green-space coverage ratio [33]
Engel’s coefficient of urban residents [33]

Convenience of living Transportation convenient [35]
Traffic accessibility [36]

Ecological space
(beautiful ecology) SDGs 3, 6, 13, and 15

Scale of ecological space Scale of ecological land [31]
NDVI [37]

Quality of ecological space
Air quality [38]

Sewage treatment rate [32]
Health level of residents [39]

2.7. PLES Conflict Identification Based on Multiscale Integration Model

In this study, the iterative method was used to establish spatial relations on different
scales and perspectives [40]. According to the scores and weights of various functional
evaluation factors on different scales, a multiscale mathematical model of PLES conflict
weight was established:

Cp,l,e = (1 − α)× fp,l,e + α∑m
i=1 fi × β, (7)

where Cp,l,e represents the comprehensive evaluation value of PLES conflict weight
(p, production; l, living; e, ecological) under multiscale integration; α represents the weight
of evaluation results at the upper scale (administrative-unit); fp,l,e is the evaluation index
of the suitability of PLES on the grid scale; fi and β represent the evaluation factor of
sustainable development of PLES on the administrative-unit scale and the corresponding
index weight, respectively. Using the calculated results by the multiscale comprehensive
evaluation model to diagnose the PLES conflicts of Ningbo, according to the comprehensive
evaluation score of each function of each grid, the level of each function was judged. With
ArcGIS, conflict types were classified on average into five levels, namely, no conflict, little
conflict, medium conflict, serious conflict, and violent conflict.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Spatial–Temporal PLES Characteristics in Ningbo

Figure 1 shows the spatial characteristic of PLES in Ningbo for (a) 2010 and (b) 2018. In
general, due to the rapid development of the economy and the acceleration of urbanization
in recent years, a great deal of PS and ES in Ningbo was transformed into living space,
resulting in a decline of PS and ES, which decreased by 1.68% and 1.89%, respectively,
while the area occupied by living space increased by 14.4%. These data show that the rapid
development of urbanization and the pursuit of high-quality life in Ningbo from 2010 to
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2018 led to the continuous expansion of living land. Production land and ecological land
were constantly occupied under the influence of human activities, although the area of PS
decreased, and the area of industrial PS slightly increased, which indicates that agricultural
PS was greatly affected by human activities. Agricultural PS occupied a large area, and the
level of agricultural development was affected.

 

Figure 1. PLES in Ningbo for (a) 2010 and (b) 2018.

3.2. Coupling and Coordination for PLES Suitability Analysis in Ningbo

Figure 2 shows the suitability evaluation results of PLES in Ningbo. From 2010 to
2018, the areas of lowest and lower suitability of ecological space in Ningbo increased,
while areas of general, higher, and highest suitability decreased, indicating that urban
expansion seriously affected the ecological suitability of land and reduced its ecological
value. The lowest-suitability areas were sporadically distributed in the two years and
were mainly in the northern part of Ningbo in 2010. However, in 2018, lowest-suitability
areas both spread to the southern part and greatly increased in the northern part, even
showing a trend of aggregation. This was mainly due to the acceleration of the urbanization
process and the continuous expansion of living space. Increasing amounts of ecological
land with flat terrain suitable for urban construction and expansion were used for urban
construction. Lower suitability areas also gradually expanded from the north to the south,
and the northern area continuously expanded. From 2010 to 2018, lowest, general, and
higher suitability areas of living space in Ningbo decreased, while lower and highest
suitability areas increased, indicating that higher and general suitability areas were in-
creasingly developed into urban construction areas. With the expansion of urban areas,
many lowest-suitability areas were affected by the surrounding cities. Their infrastructure
conditions were gradually optimized, and population density gradually increased, making
development suitability also gradually increase. From the perspective of space, lowest
suitability areas were mainly distributed in the western and northern parts of Ningbo,
while highest suitability areas were mainly distributed in urban built-up areas and their
surroundings. These areas are densely populated with a long history of development and
strong infrastructure conditions to assist in daily life, which are suitable for maintaining
the development of living space. Lowest suitability PS areas in Ningbo were mainly dis-
tributed in woodland and rangeland in the central and southern parts of Ningbo. These
areas are generally at higher elevations, with higher slopes, inconvenient transportation,
and high costs for industrial and agricultural production. Higher suitability areas and
highest suitability areas of PS were mainly distributed in the northern part of Ningbo,
and distribution was similar to that in higher and highest suitability LS areas. Higher
suitability areas were mainly distributed in arable land, with a certain basis for agricultural
production and development. Highest suitability areas significantly increased from 2010 to
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2018, mainly distributed in the urban areas of Ningbo, with dense population, a high land
use degree, excellent infrastructure conditions, and a long-term basis for industrial and
service production.

 

Figure 2. Suitability evaluation of PLES in Ningbo for (a) production space, (b) living space, and (c) ecological space in
2010; and (d) production space, (e) living space, and (f) ecological space in 2018.

Figure 3 shows the results of the coupling coordination degree of PLES suitability in
Ningbo. From 2010 to 2018, the uncoordinated areas of PLES in Ningbo remained basically
unchanged with small increases. However, near-uncoordinated areas increased by 75.82%.
Highest coordinated areas had little change, increasing by only 4.56%. To be specific, the
large increase in near-uncoordinated areas indicates that the development of Ningbo in
recent years developed PLES towards the uncoordinated direction. From the perspective of
space, uncoordinated and near-uncoordinated areas are mainly distributed in the south and
west of Ningbo. Those areas are mainly woodland and rangeland. Terrain conditions make
it difficult to develop and are merely suitable for maintaining its ecological value, which
gradually leads to development conditions between ecological and production–living
space being uncoordinated. Higher and highest coordinated areas are mainly located in
the south of Ningbo. These are mainly distributed in urban areas, agricultural production
space, and their surroundings. These areas have both the local basis for the development
of production and living spaces and a higher ability for ecological function development
because of their natural geographical factors. The suitability development of PLES in these
areas is coordinated.

3.3. Sustainable Development Evaluation of PLES on Administration-Cell Scale in Ningbo

Figure 4 shows the result of the sustainable development evaluation of PLES on the
administration-cell scale in Ningbo for 2010 and 2018. Results showed that the state of
sustainable development evaluation of PLES in the districts of Jiangbei and Fenghua were
uncoordinated, and other counties and districts in Ningbo were near-uncoordinated in
2010. Jiangbei is located in the central urban area of Ningbo, and there, the development of
secondary industries promoted economic growth but inhibited the coordinated develop-
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ment of LS and ES. Thus, the development level of PS in Jiangbei was the highest, followed
by ES, and the development level of LS was the lowest in 2010. Fenghua is located in the
western part of Ningbo; the basic geographical conditions of high altitude and high slope
were the main factors restricting the development of LS in this area. Fenghua had the
highest development level for ES, PS was second, and the development level of LS was
the lowest in 2010. In 2018, the state of sustainable development evaluation of PLES of all
counties and districts in Ningbo was higher than that in 2010, and all counties and districts
in Ningbo were in a near-uncoordinated state. Among them, Jiangbei and Fenghua paid
more attention to the coordinated development of PLES after 2010, the coordination index
increased by 0.15 and 0.11, respectively, from 2010 to 2018, and the improvement range
of coordination index in other counties and districts was less than 0.10. Although the
state of sustainable development evaluation in Ninghai and Xiangshan was higher than
that in other regions in 2010, due to the lack of coordinated development of PLES and the
influence of geographical conditions, the gap between the development levels of PS, LS,
and ES gradually widened, the coordination index only increased by 0.04 and 0.02 from
2010 to 2018, respectively, and their state of sustainable development evaluation of PLES
was the lowest in Ningbo.

 

Figure 3. Coupling coordination degree of PLES suitability in Ningbo for (a) 2010 and (b) 2018.

 

Figure 4. Sustainable development evaluation of PLES in Ningbo for (a) 2010 and (b) 2018.
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3.4. PLES Conflict Identification in Ningbo

Figure 5 shows the multiscale conflict detection results of PLES in Ningbo. In 2010 and
2018, PLES in Ningbo was in a state of coupling coordination. However, with economic
development, the coupling coordination degree of PLES in Ningbo was also damaged and
developing toward incoordination. The violent conflict area of PLES in Ningbo in 2010
was about 2.42%, mainly concentrated in the district of Zhenhai. In 2018, it increased to
4.01% and shifted to the western part of Ningbo and the southern part of Yuyao. Result
analysis of suitability and sustainable development evaluation showed that the main
reason for conflicts in Zhenhai and other areas in 2010 was the limited development of
living space. The rapid urbanization of Ningbo promoted the development of living space
in Zhenhai and other areas, and the increase in space utilization promoted coordinated
and balanced PLES development. In the western part of Ningbo and the southern part
of Yuyao, due to the effect of terrain conditions, land development was difficult, and
the development of production and living space was seriously hindered. The ecological
function of land remained unchanged, which led to increasing conflict in the development
of PS, LS, and ES. Conflicts in Ninghai, a county in the south of the city, have been
continuously increasing. Due to the large scale of ecological land, the relatively small scale
of living space, low population density, and poor infrastructure conditions in Ninghai,
economic development was limited, resulting in the coordinated development of PS, LS,
and ES gradually decreasing, and the level of conflict gradually increasing. By contrast,
Jiangbei is located in the center of Ningbo, an excellent geographical location promoting
the development of the city. Driven by the great foundation of urban development, and the
development opportunity of industrialization and urbanization, the economy, population
scale, and environmental quality constantly improved, and the development of the three
types of space gradually tended to be coordinated. Moreover, the level of conflict became
increasingly lower.

 

Figure 5. Multiscale PLES conflict identification in Ningbo for (a) 2010 and (b) 2018.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

There are complex relationships among various geographical scales, and scales and
processes interact and influence each other. In this study, PLES coupling coordination
degree on the administrative-unit and grid scales were analyzed by multiscale fusion.
It contained the administrative-unit scale of PLES function information, reflected the
macrobackground of development, and focused on the microlevel of PLES coordination
performance, integrating the advantages of the two kinds of scales in order to understand
the space–time characteristics of coordinated PLES development. The main conclusions
are as follows:
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In general, production land and ecological land in Ningbo were continuously occupied
by human activities from 2010 to 2018. The industrial production space had a small
increase; agricultural-production space occupied a large area, and the level of agricultural
development was affected. The PLES coupling coordination degree analysis on the grid
scale showed that, from 2010 to 2018, the lowest and lower suitability areas of ecological
space in Ningbo increased. Land ecological suitability was seriously affected by urban
expansion, and its ecological value was reduced. The near-uncoordinated area of PLES
suitability considerably increased by 75.82%. PLES developed towards the trend of being
uncoordinated. According to sustainable development on the administrative-unit scale,
all counties and districts in Ningbo in 2010 and 2018 were under the near-uncoordinated
state, and the sustainable development level of PLES was low. Multiscale coupling analysis
showed that the PLES in Ningbo was in less conflict on the whole, but with economic
development, the coupling coordination degree of PLES was also damaged and developing
towards the uncoordinated direction. From the perspective of space, violent conflict areas
of PLES in 2010 were mainly concentrated in Zhenhai. In 2018, this increased to 4.01%, and
shifted to the west of Ningbo and the south of Yuyao.

The available research on the methods of quantitative recognition of spatial conflicts
more focus on the single scale based on administrative unit, but the PLES conflicts between
microcosmic grid scale receives less attention. Considering the important scale problems
of the geographical study, PLES coupling coordination degree also has scale dependence.
The quantitative research on the grid scale and multi-scale fusion method should be the
future of spatial conflicts. It is therefore essential to analyze the spatial conflicts of PLES on
different geographical scales. This study established different scales of a PLES coupling
coordinated development degree evaluation index system, namely, the administrative-unit
scale, grid-unit scale, and multiscale integration, and enriched the methods of multiscale
fusion conflict diagnosis. However, the mechanism of multiscale fusion is complex and
requires further study.
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